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If you know the choreography, dance according to it. If not, acquire it from authors.
If you failed to do so, use the definitions.
If you do not know the definitions, dance as your feeling commands you.
If you have no dance feeling, do not dance at all.
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FOREWORD
All who take their part on composing this edition of Roundalab Standard have done their best in attempt
to give you a handy, yet comprehend material that you could use either as a Round Dance teacher
or a dancer. Should you find any misinformation, typing mistake, or have any comment concerning either
content or design, please do not hesitate to contact us.
T his material is intended to use solely for the purpose of teaching and practicing of Round Dancing.
It may be freely used and distributed in the Czech Republic and in the Slovak Republic, provided that its
content – not necessarily the overall design – is preserved.
Last but not least, here comes but a short list of people who contributed to completion of this booklet:
Silvie "Pralinka" Bayerová · Eva "Meďa" Medveďová · Monika "Monča" Mocková ·
Radka Sandeman · Miroslav "Mirek" Šucha · Herbert "Hary" Waage.
T hank you.
Apart & Point,
Editors' Board.
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ROUNDALAB Standard
T his booklet describes and defines the actions, movements and figures which people will learn as they are
introduced to Round Dancing, followed by actions, movements and figures used in various rhythms in Phase II
to Phase VI round dances. It is intended for use, with the Glossary Booklet, by Round Dance T eachers and
Square Dance Callers.
T he material in this booklet is divided into sections according to the rhythm and dance type. Entries appear
alphabetically within each appropriate section.
Rhythm characteristics are defined at the beginning of each rhythm. T he format for each figure within that
rhythm consists of the title and abbreviation (if applicable), and the preferred cue term. Timing, basic steps for
the man, and basic steps for the woman (in parentheses) follow. Descriptions of the figures are given for the
man (M) and woman (W) and explanatory notes (if needed).
T he following format of the title reflects the status for the following descriptions or definitions:
Approved Standard
T entative Standard
ROUNDALAB Video Phase Tapes
ROUNDALAB Addendum Video Phase Tapes
Experimental Unapproved Definition
Yet to be Defined

Boldface Type
Underlined and preceded by a single asterisk (*).
Preceded by a number sign (#).
Preceded by a double number sign (##).
Preceded by a plus sign (+).
T o be refined at the next Annual Convention.
Preceded by a double asterisk (**).

T he following rhythms are included in Phase I-VI:
BL
CH
FT
JV
WC
MB
PD
QS
RB
SB
ST
TG
TS
WZ

Rhythm
Bolero
Cha Cha
Foxtrot
Jive
West Coast Swing
Mambo
Paso Doble
Quickstep
Rumba
Samba
Slow T wo Step
T ango
T wo Step
Waltz
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CHANGES:
Proposed Changes to this Standard should be submitted to:
ROUNDALAB
4825-B Valley View
Yorba Linda CA 92886-3645
Changes to be submitted as follows:
1.
Specific reason(s) for the change.
2.
Proposed changes must be received by April 1 to be considered at the next Annual ROUNDALAB
Convention.
3.
Request(s) to change T entative Standards must be endorsed by signatures from at least two (2) T eaching
Units in good standing of ROUNDALAB. T hese endorsements must be part of, and accompany, the original request.
4.
Request(s) to change Permanent Standards, etc., must be endorsed by signatures from at least five (5)
T eaching Units in good standing of ROUNDALAB. These endorsements must be part of, and accompany,
the original request.
5.
T entative Standards will be considered permanent if no comment is received within the above-time period
of April 1.
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Abbrev iations

ABBREVIATIONS
GUIDELINES
RULES
1.

Words or expressions that are not included in the Abbreviation List should be spelled out completely.

2.

All positions, half directions, and turning directions shall be in capital letters. e.g. OP, COH, LF.

3.

Letters within the abbreviations in upper case must be used in upper case. e.g. LOD, Xib.

4.

Letters within the abbreviations in lower case should generally be used in that case. But judicious usage of
capitalization is permissible. e.g. Apt Pt, Chg Plcs.

5.

A un may be pre-fixed to undo a figure. e.g. Unwrp means Unwrap.

6.

An s may be suffixed to any abbreviation to create plurality. e.g. hnds, Chg Plcs.

7.

An ’s (with apostrophe) may be suffixed to create ownership e.g. M’s L ft means man’s left foot.

8.

A g may be suffixed to replace ing. e.g. fcg means facing.

9.

A ’d (with apostrophe) may be suffixed to replace ed. e.g. wrp’d pos means wrapped position.

10.

Any number may be represented in its numeric form. e.g. 2 fwd 2s means two forward twos.

11.

Abbreviations may be combined. e.g. ovrspn means ov er spin.

12.

A - (hyphen) may replace -to- or to. e.g. fc-fc means face-to-face or face to face, chg plcs R-L means
change places right to left.

PUNCTUATION
a

Small a denotes the last quarter (1/4) of a beat; an additional step within the beat.

&

T he and or ampersand (&) denotes a half beat, an additional step to a single beat.

,

T he comma denotes the end of a count or beat.

–

T he hyphen denotes a hold or wait during a count or beat.

#

T he number sign to the left of a description denotes the measures being described. The number
sign following a cue term denotes the number of steps to be taken.

()

Used ONLY to show the steps for the woman.

;

T he semi-colon denotes the end of a measure of music.

/

T he slash denotes two foot actions on one beat (e.g. step/step, step on counts 1&, 2&;) or
sometimes two figures are danced in the same measure at the same time, one partner performing
one figure while the other partner performs the second figure (e.g. hitch/scissors).

[] or <>

Used only to surround supplementary information.

{}

Used for figure name in detail text portion of the Cue Sheet.
e.g. {box} sd, cl, fwd, –; sd, cl, bk, –;
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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbrev iation

Definition

1-9
1/2
1/4
2×, 3×…

one through nine, etc.
half
quarter
twice, 3 times, etc.

CSCAR
ct
cuca
CW

contra sidecar
count
cucaracha
clockwise

abt
ack
acrs
adj
adv
amer
approx
apt
arg
arnd
awy

about
acknowledge
across
adjust
advanced
American
approximately
apart
Argentine
around
away

dbl
demo
DIAG
diam
dir
DLC, DC
DLW, DW
dp
dr
DRC

bal
bas
bball
bdy
BFLY
bhd
BJO
bk
BL
blendg
brk
brkn
brkwy
bt
bth
bwd

balance
basic
basketball
body
butterfly
behind
Banjo Position
back
Bolero
blending
break
broken
breakaway
beat
both
backward

elev
ESCP

double
demonstration
diagonal(ly)
diamond
direction
diagonal line and center
diagonal line and wall
M
dip
manuv
door
MB
diagonal reverse and
meas
center
mod
drag
mom
diagonal reverse and wall mpm
down
mv
mv t
elevation
MX
Escort Position

falwy
fc
fig
fin
flk
flr
fnc
frnt
fshtl
FT
ft
fthr
fwd

fallaway
face
figure
finish
flick
flare
fence
front
fishtail
Foxtrot
foot
feather
forward

gcho

gaucho

1/2 OP
hes
hgt
hk
hky
hnd
hndshk
htch
hv r

Half Open Position
hesitation
height
hook
hockey
hand
handshake
hitch
hover

I/O
imp
insd
intro

in and out
impetus
inside
introduction

j nd
JV

joined
Jive

kbchg
kck

kick ball change
kick

CBJO
cbm
CBMP

Contra Banjo Position
contra body movement
contra body movement
position
CCW
counter-clockwise
CH
Cha Cha
chal
challenge
chg
change
chkn
chicken
chr
chair
chrlstn
Charleston
chs
chase
circ
circle
ck
check
cl
close, closed
cntr
center
COH
center of hall
comp
complete
cont
continue, continuous
contra ck contra check
copa
copacabana
CP
Closed Position
cpl
couple
crb
crab
crv
curve
4

drg
DRW
dwn

L
Ic
LCP
ld
LF
Ik
LOD
lrt
lun

left
lace
Loose Closed Position
lead
left face
lock
Line of Dance
lariat
lunge
man/gent/gentleman
maneuver
Mambo
measure
modify/modified
momentary
measures per minute
move
movement
mixed or multiple
rhythms

nat
ny

natural
new yorker

OP
op
opg
opp
outsd
ov r

Open Position
open
opening
opposite, opposition
outside
over

pasg
passing
PD
Paso Doble
Ph I-Ph VI Phase 1-Phase 6
pk
pick
plc
place
pos
position
prep
prepare/preparation
prog
progressive
PROM
promenade
prtzl
pretzel
pt
point
ptr
partner
pv t
pivot
Q
qk
QS
qtr

quick (used in timing)
quick (not used in timing)
Quickstep
quarter

R
R/D
RAL
RB
rec
rel
rev

right
Round Dance(ing)
ROUNDALAB
Rumba
recover
release
reverse
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RF
rk
RLOD
ROM
ROQ
rpt
RSCP
rung

right face
rock
Reverse Line of Dance
Round of the Month
Round of the Quarter
repeat
Reverse Semi-Closed
Position
running

S
S/D
SB
SCAR
scis
SCP
sd
seq
serp
sgl
shdw
shffl
shldr
sip
skt
SKTRS
sld
slo
slp
sm
sndstp
span
spn
sprl
spt

slow (used in timing)
Square Dance(ing)
Samba
sidecar
scissors
Semi-Closed Position
side
sequence
serpiente
single
shadow
shuffle
shoulder
step in place
skate
Skaters Position
slide
slow (not used in timing)
slip
small
sandstep
Spanish
spin
spiral
spot

ST
sta
std
stg
stk
stp
strllg
swch
swd
swhrt
swv l
sync

Slow T wo step
stationary
standard
starting
stick
step
strolling
switch
sideward
sweetheart
swivel
syncopation/syncopated

TAMP
tch
tele
TG
thru
thrwy
tim
tog
trans
trav
trl
trn
trpl
TS
twd
twkl
twrl
twst

T amara Position
touch
telemark
T ango
through
throwaway
time
together
transition
traveling
trail
turn
triple
T wo step
toward
twinkle
twirl
twist

umbr
undr
undrm

umbrella
under
underarm

VARS
v ien
v in

Varsouvienne
viennese
vine

W
w/
w/o
WALL
wav
WC
wev
wgt
whl
whp
whtl
wlk
WRP
wrp
wsk
wt
WZ

woman/lady
with
without
wall
wave
West Coast Swing
weave
weight
wheel
whip
whaletail
walk
Wrap Position
wrap
whisk
weight
Waltz

X
xfer
Xib
Xif
XLib
XLif
XLOD
XRib
XRif
XRLOD

cross
transfer
cross in back
cross in front
cross left in back
cross left in front
cross line of dance
cross right in back
cross right in front
cross reverse line of
dance
extend

xtnd
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GLOSSARY
I. INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
T he Glossary is a separate section of the ROUNDALAB Standards which lists terms used in Round Dancing that
are not figures and may not have the same meaning as the common dictionary definition. T hese terms may be in
current usage or may be terms formerly used in Round Dancing in which case the current term will be shown.
Additional terms will be added as needed.

FORMAT
Within each section the terms are listed in alphabetical order. Each entry in the sections consist of the cue term,
followed by the abbreviation, where applicable, followed by the description or definition.
If a cue is not needed, the word ”none” appears in that space. There are no abbreviations for Sections V and VI.

II. GENERAL TERMS
#

Acknowledge
ack
Courteous recognition of partner performed as dance directions indicate.
Across
Movement across the direction of dance.

acrs

Action
Motion without weight change.

none

Adj ust
See Blend.

adj

Amalgamation
A sequential combination of two or more figures.

none

And
&
Indicates a half beat, an additional step to a single beat. Alternately may indicate a hold count or a
preparatory command to start a dance or a dance figure.
Apart
Movement from partner without progression.

apt

Arch
none
A hand movement in which the man’s and woman’s designated hands are joined higher than the head in
preparation for one or both partners to pass under the joined hands.
Around
arnd
T o continue a circular pattern in the direction of movement to a specified ending position and facing
direction.
Back
Opposite the direction one is facing.

bk

Backward
bwd
Movement in the direction opposite to that one is facing.
Balance
bal
T he correct distribution of the weight of the body when dancing. [Also a figure used in various rhythms.]
Basic
bas
A fundamental step and/or position peculiar to a given dance rhythm.
6
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Basic Two Step [moved from Phase II]
In designated position step, close, step.

bas T S

Basic Class
bas class
Sessions in which dancers are taught the positions, actions, movements and figures by use of drills, hash
cueing, etc.
Beat
bt
T he regularly recurring pulse which constitutes the unit of time measurement in music.
Behind [Direction]
bhd
One foot or person crossing or standing in back of the other.
Blend
A smooth adjustment from one position to another.

none

Bounce [moved from Phase IV]
none
A rising and falling action usually done with syncopated timing.
Break
T o release position or handhold.

brk

Bridge
none
A part of the dance routine not more than two measures, connecting major parts of the dance.
Chase
Any basic figure where one partner pursues the other.

none

Checking
ckg
T he action of stopping one line of motion in preparation for a new line of motion.
Choreographer
One who arranges dance routines.

none

Choreography
none
T he arrangement of steps, figures and patterns into a routine to match the phrasing of a musical
arrangement.
Circle
Moving forward in a circular pattern.

circ

Clap Hands
Can be used to mark time in place of steps.

none

Classic
none
A round dance routine, which has been widely accepted and has endured the test of time.
Clinic
none
An in-depth workshop of round dance figures, positions, etc.
Clockwise
CW
Movement to the right or in the same direction as the normal movement of the hands of a clock.
Closed Turn
cl trn
A turn that is danced with the feet closing on the second or third step.
Comma
Denotes the end of a count or a beat.

,

Contrary Body Mov ement
CBM
T he moving of the opposite side of the body toward the stepping foot either forward or back.
Count(s)
A beat or beats of music.

ct

Counter Promenade
none
As used in cue terms, is the ballroom equivalent for Reverse Semi-Closed Position in Round Dance
terminology.
Counterclockwise
CCW
Movement to the left or in the direction opposite to the normal movement of the hands of a clock.
7
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Counterpart
none
Refers to the woman’s part. Depending upon the dance position and footwork specified, woman uses the
same or opposite foot as the man and moves in the same or opposite direction.
Couple
Any two people dancing as a unit.

cpl

Cross Line of Dance
See Across.

XLOD

Cross Rev erse Line of Dance
See Across.

XRLOD

Cuban Action
T he displacement of the hip from under the shoulder. The hip movement is usually side and back whether
the body movement is forward or back.
Cue Sheet
none
T he written description of instructions for a round dance routine. ROUNDALAB Standard Cue Sheet
Format should be used.
Cues
none
Abbreviated instructions for quick reference or to assist the dancer in remembering the routine. Cues are
directed to the man with the woman doing the counterpart. Otherwise a cue word combination is used to
indicate both parts.
Curv e
crv
T o dance in a small arc while maintaining the initial forward or backward direction of travel.
Demonstration
demo
Execution of a step, pattern, figure, or dance to show how it should be performed.
Diagonal(ly)
DIAG
A direction between the four major dance directions. See section III.
Drift Apart
none
An adjustment from a position close to partner to one where partners still have contact but are apart at
arm’s length.
End(ing)
none
T he pattern of steps, figures, or actions which ends a dance routine.
Exhibition
A dance routine performed for an audience.

none

Explosion
none
A sharp movement away from partner, usually with inside hands held, ending in open or left open position.
Movement of free arm(s) is optional.
Fallaway
falwy
A movement in which both man and woman are moving backward in semi-closed position.
Figure
fig
A combination of dance steps or dance steps and actions that span one or more measures.
Flat
No rise.

none

Float Apart
See Drift Apart.

none

Following
none
T he responsibility of the woman. T he man leads, the woman follows.

8

Footwork
A term to indicate the steps each partner takes.

none

Forward
Movement in the direction one is facing.

fwd

Free Foot
T he foot not supporting weight.

free ft
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Free Hand
T he hand not in contact with partner.

free hnd

Freeze
none
T o hold; maintaining fixed body and foot position for the number of beats indicated.
Front [Direction]
frnt
One foot or person crossing or standing ahead of the other.
Half Close [Step]
none
T he free foot is brought almost to the supporting foot with partial weight on the ball of the foot resulting in a
transfer of weight to the free foot. Occurs on the ”and” count, as in 1/&2 or 3/&4 or Q/&Q.
Heel Turn
none
A turn commencing on the heel of one foot with the free foot directly along side. T he turn continues through
the heel of the other foot as the second weight change is taken and then the weight is transferred to the
ball of that foot [heel to toe] before the end of the figure.
Hesitation
hes
Progression is temporarily suspended and the weight retained on one foot for more than one count.
Hold
A beat of music for which no step or action is taken.

–

Hov ering Action
none
T he moving or turning of the body is checked, while the feet remain almost stationary.
Hyphen
Denotes a hold count or beat.

–

In Place
in plc
Shifting weight from one foot to the other without progression in any direction.
Inside Foot
insd ft
T he foot nearest partner when not facing directly toward or away from partner.
Inside Hand
insd hnd
T he hand nearest partner when not facing directly toward or away from partner.
Interlude
none
A part of the dance routine more than two measures long connecting major parts of the dance.
Introduction
intro
Anything [including a wait] done to the music which precedes the first major phrase of the musical
arrangement used for the dance.
Lady
W
T he preferred cue for woman, abbreviated W to avoid confusion with left.
Lead Foot
Man’s left, woman’s right.

Id ft

Lead Hand
Man’s left, woman’s right.

ld hnd

Leading
Idg
T he art of directing a partner through a figure or routine. It is solely the man’s responsibility.
Left
If movement, to the left side.

L

Left Face
T urning in a counterclockwise direction.

LF

** Line of Progression
Looking Circle
none
Partners facing center of hall, man standing behind and slightly to one side of his partner to observe while
instruction is being given.
Mark Time
T o step in place in time to the music.

none
9
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Mixer
none
A dance routine in which partners are changed at regular intervals.
Modified/Variation
none
Can be a change in a figure and/or a section of a dance.
Mov ement
mvt
Motion that requires a step be taken with a resulting change of weight.
Natural
See Right Face or Clockwise.

nat

Number(s)
Numbers to the left of a description designate the measures being described. Numbers following cue terms
designate the number of steps to be taken.
Open Turn
op trn
A turn in which the third step passes the second step instead of closing.
Opposite
opp
Used to describe counterpart, or footwork, in which, when the man uses his left foot or hand, the woman
uses her right.
Outside Foot
outsd ft
T he foot farthest from partner when not facing directly toward or away from partner.
Outside Hand
outsd hnd
T he hand farthest from partner when not facing directly toward or away from partner.
Ov erturn
More than the normal amount of turn in a turning figure.

ovrtrn

Phrase
none
Commonly a passage of two or more measures of music.
Phrasing
none
A group of steps or figures choreographed to the musical phrase.
** Picture Figure

none

Position
POS
A standard couple relationship used in round dancing and described in Section IV of this Glossary.
Progressiv e
prog
Movement either forward or backward along the line of dance or reverse line of dance.
Promenade
PROM
As used in cue terms is the ballroom equivalent of a tight [compact] ”V” Semi-Closed Position in Round
Dance terminology.
Quick
Q
A step or action taken on a given beat or fraction of a beat of music and followed without a hold by another
step or action.
Rev erse
See Left Face or Counterclockwise.

REV

** Reverse Line of Progression
Rhythm
none
Uniform movement with the beat of the music. T he characteristic musical pattern that establishes the
dance form such as Waltz, Foxtrot, Cha Cha, etc.
Right
If movement, to the right side.

R

Right Face
T urning in a clockwise direction.

RF

Round Dance
R/D
T he choreography of dance movements performed in a circle formation to a specific piece of music. A
gathering for the purpose of Round Dancing.
10
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Round Dancing
R/D
Couple dancing in a circular formation using choreographed routines to definite arrangements of music, all
couples doing the same steps at the same time. Many rhythms from folk and other dances are used.
Round of the Month
ROM
A round dance selected by a dance organization to be taught during a month in the area of the
organization’s influence.
Round of the Quarter
ROQ
A round dance selected by a dance organization to be taught during a three-month period in the area of the
organization’s influence.
Running
rung
Execution of a figure, which includes an extra step with, syncopated timing.
Figures may include Open Natural, Hover, Spin Turn, etc. with the following timing: &1,2,3; 1,2,&3; 1,&2,3;
etc.
Same
none
Used to describe counterpart or footwork in which the man and woman use the same foot or hand, i.e. both
right or both left.
Semicolon
Denotes the end of a measure of music.

;

Seminar
none
In round dancing, a meeting in which one or more persons conducts a presentation involving audience
activity with the aim of developing talent and knowledge, which will enhance the round dance activity.
Sequence
seq
T he order in which figures or dance actions are to be performed.
Side
T o one’s left or right, in the direction of the free foot.

sd

Slash
Denotes a split beat.

/

Slow
S
In 4/4 time a step taken on one beat lasting through the following beat. In 2/4 time a step taken on a full
beat.
Solo
Partners execute steps of figure without contact.

none

Spot
spt
A directive to perform the indicated figure without progression.
Spot Piv ot [moved from Phase II]
spt pvt
A pivot with no progression. May be any number of steps. A couple movement.
Spot Turn [moved from Phase II]
Individual turn with no progression.

spt trn

Springing
T aking a step by moving suddenly and rapidly.

none

Staccato
none
Action Sharp, rapid movement in the feet, body or head.
#

Standard Introduction
std intro
A Standard Introduction has a two-measure wait and two measures for [in the appropriate rhythm] a step
apart, point; step together to designated dance position and facing direction, touch;.
Styling
none
T he manner in which figures are danced. Individual and distinctive positions and movements
accompanying the actual step placement.
Supporting Foot
T he foot bearing weight.

none

11
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Sway
none
A sideward movement with the hips leading and the upper body following.
Syncopation
sync
T emporary displacement of the regular metrical accent, caused typically by stressing the weak beats [e.g.
4 step in 3 beats of music]. A figure with this timing can be cued ”syncopated”.
Tag
See End(ing).

none

Tempo
T he speed at which music is played.

none

Tilt
T o lean or slant the body.

none

Together
Movement toward partner.

tog

Trail
As applied to Hand or Foot, the opposite of Lead.

trl

Transition
trans
A change from opposite footwork to same footwork or from same footwork to opposite
footwork.
Turn
A change of direction as indicated.

trn

Turn Away
trn awy
An individual movement turning right or left face from partner.
Turn In
T o turn toward partner or toward Center of Hall

trn in

Turn Out
T o turn away from partner or toward the Wall.

trn out

Two Step
Step, cl, step, –;

TS

Underturn
Less than the normal amount of turn in a turning figure.

undrtrn

Variation/Modified
none
Can be a change in a figure and/or a section of a dance.
Woman
W
Lady is the preferred term or cue, but confusion with the abbreviation for Left is avoided by using W for
woman.
Workshop
none
A session at which round dance routines are taught to dancers who are generally familiar with the round
dance basic steps in the routine.

III. DIRECTIONS
[with respect to dance area]

12

Center of Hall
T o the left as one faces Line of Dance. Cued Center.

COH

Diagonal Line of Dance and Center of Hall
Cued Line and Center.

DLC

Diagonal Line of Dance and Wall
Cued Line and Wall.

DLW

Diagonal Rev erse Line of Dance and Center of Hall
Cued Reverse Line and Center.

DRC
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Diagonal Rev erse Line of Dance and Wall
Cued Reverse Line and Wall.

DRW

Line of Dance
Counterclockwise around the dance area. Cued Line.

LOD

Rev erse Line of Dance
Clockwise around the dance area. Cued Reverse Line.

RLOD

Wall
T o the right as one faces Line of Dance. Cued Wall.

WALL

IV. POSITIONS
Attitude Line
none
A stationary position that incorporates a leg lift for the woman. T his lift can be forward or back and danced
in many positions including closed and varsouvienne. The knee must have a bend and be rotated outward.
#

Back to Back
Partners facing away from each other.

BK T O BK

#

Banj o
BJO
As Closed Position, but offset so that partner is to the front of one’s right side.
Bolero
BL
A facing position where dancers use the same arm to wrap the partner’s waist. The free arm may be
curved over the head.

#

Butterfly
BFLY
As Facing Position, but with arms gently curved and extended to the side; man’s hands, palms toward
partner, are at woman’s shoulder level; woman’s hands rest in man’s.

#

Butterfly Banj o
As Butterfly, but offset so that partner is to one’s right.

BFLY BJO

#

Butterfly Sidecar
As Butterfly, but offset so that partner is to one’s left.

BFLY SCAR

#

Closed
CP
Partners are facing with shoulders parallel but slightly offset to partner’s right to allow right leg to pass
between partner’s feet. Man’s right wrist is placed under the woman’s left armpit and his hand rests on
woman’s back with fingers closed and fingertips pointed slightly down. His right elbow stays well up and
out. T he woman holds her left elbow up and out [her elbow will extend slightly past the man’s] . Folding her
left arm in from the elbow, her hand will rest lightly on the man’s right arm. Man’s left and woman’s right
arms, gently curved, extend to the side with hands joined at approximately woman’s shoulder height. Man’s
arms should always adjust to the woman’s height

#

Contra Banj o
CBJO
As Closed Position, but with bodies turned slightly to left so that right hips overlap.

+ Contra Check Action
CONT RA CK ACT ION
Moving forward or backward to a checked position with opposite shoulder lead
Contrary Body Mov ement Position
CBMP
T he placing of the stepping foot, forward or back, onto or across the line of the other foot, giving the
appearance of CBM having been used, but without turning the body; i.e., last step of feather.
#

Contra Sidecar
CSCAR
As Closed Position, but slightly offset to partner's left, to allow left leg to step outside partner's left side.
Contrary Body Mov ement Position
CBMP
A term used when the body is not turned, but the leg placed across the front or back of the body, so giving
an appearance of Contrary Body Movement.

#

Escort
ESCP
Similar to open Position, but woman’s left arm is passed through crook made by bending man’s right
elbow, and her left hand rests on his forearm.
13
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Facing
Partners facing, no hands joined.

FCG

Fan
none
With man’s left and woman’s right hands joined and arms slightly extended, partners face each other at an
angle, the man facing one direction and the woman facing a direction approximately ninety degrees to it.
Woman’s right foot is extended forward without weight; man’s left foot is extended to the side without
weight.
#

Half Open
1/2 OP
Partners are facing same direction, woman at man’s right, man’s right hand in back at, or near, woman’s
waist, woman’s left hand on, or near, man’s right shoulder. Free hands are extended to the side.

#

Hand Shake
Partners facing, right hands joined at waist level.

HND SHAKE

Hammerlock
none
Hammerlock is a position in which all hands are joined low. One hand of one partner is behind his/her back
and partners are facing.
When leading a tunnel movement the partners right to right and left to left hands must be joined.
High Line
none
Any one count picture figure that ends with a high poise. In Samba, partners are facing opposite directions
with right hips adjacent and right arm around partner’s waist. Left arms are curved high with hand held
above head.
+ L-Shaped
Woman is to the man’s right side at a 90-degree angle in a loose semi-closed position.
Left ____
L ____
When left precedes a couple position, it designates the mirror image of the named position.
#

Loose Closed
LCP
As Closed Position, except partners are slightly farther apart.

#

Open
OP
Partners are facing same direction with woman on man’s right side, man’s right hand and woman’s left
hand are joined and held slightly forward with woman’s hand on top. Free hands are extended slightly to
side.

#

Open Facing
OP-FCG
Partners facing, man’s right and woman’s left hands joined.
Promenade
PROM
Partners are facing same direction, side by side, with hands joined in front, right to right and left to left with
right hands on top. Man’s hands are held palm up and woman’s palm down.

#

Rev erse Semi-Closed
RSCP
As Closed Position, but man is turned approximately 1/8 right face and woman approximately 1/8 left face
so that man’s left and woman’s right hips are adjacent.

#

Semi-Closed
SCP
As Closed Position but partners are turned slightly to face joined hands so that man’s right and woman’s
left hips are adjacent.

#

Shadow
SHDW
Partners facing same direction, one person slightly to left and behind the other.

#

Sidecar
SCAR
As Closed Position, but offset so that partner is an one’s left.
Skaters
SKT RS
Partners are facing same direction, woman slightly forward and to right of man. Man’s and woman’s left
hands are joined as in Varsouvienne Position. Woman’s right hand with elbow bent is placed palm out on
her right hip. Man’s right arm is across her back and his hand is joined, palm to palm, with her right hand.

#
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#

Sombrero
none
Partners are facing opposite directions with right hips adjacent and right arm around partner’s waist. Left
arms are curved high with hand held above head.

#

Star
none
Partners are facing opposite directions, right hips adjacent and right hands joined palm to palm with elbows
touching. Joined hands are at shoulder level.
Stork
none
Standing on one foot with free foot raised to knee, toe pointing toward floor.

#

Tamara
T AMP
Indicated partner’s left arm crosses in back with left hand near right hip. Other partner reaches across with
right hand to take partner’s left hand, while the other hands are joined and raised with curved arms forming
a window. A woman’s T amara indicates that her left arm is behind her back, a man’s Tamara indicates that
his left hand is in back.

#

Tandem
none
One partner directly behind the other, facing the same direction.

#

Varsouv ienne
VARS
Partners are facing the same direction, man slightly behind and to left of the woman. Man holds woman’s
left hand in his left in front of and slightly higher than her shoulder. Man’s right arm crosses behind
woman’s shoulder and holds her right hand to the side and slightly above her shoulder level. Man’s palms
are turned towards him, woman’s palms are turned away and her fingers are held between man’s fingers
and thumbs. Man’s Varsouvienne – Partners are facing the same direction, man slightly ahead and to the
left of the woman. Woman holds man’s left hand in her left in front of and slightly higher than his shoulder.
Man’s right arm crosses in front of woman and she holds his right hand in her right hand slightly above her
shoulder level.

#

Wrapped
WRP
Woman crosses right hand over left in front of body, man standing slightly behind and to the left of woman,
man holding woman’s left hand in his right hand with his right arm behind woman’s back. Woman’s right
hand and man’s left hand are joined in front.
X-Line
none
A picture line resembling an ”X” caused by pointing opposite leg and top line away from partner.

V. RHYTHMS
Bolero
BL
T he music is written in 4/4 time; the rhythm is usually SQQ, and the tempo is slow.
Cha Cha
CH
T he music is written in 4/4 time; most figures take five steps to a measure. Usual timing is 1,2,3&,4;
descriptions are written with the man commencing with his left foot and the woman with her right. No timing
is shown in the description.
Cha Cha Four and One
none
A style of Cha Cha in which the figures start on count two of the measure and end on count one of the next
measure.
Cha Cha Guapacha Timing [pronounced Waappacha] &,2,3&,4;
none
A timing variation for the Cha Cha rhythm applicable to most of the figures. The timing is changed from
1,2,3&,4; to &,2,3&,4; with a hold on the first half of beat 1 using a drawing action toward the next step. All
the steps are taken on counts &,2,3&,4;.
Conga
none
T he music is written in 2/4 time; however the steps are frequently expressed in 4/4 time. The basic step
pattern is three steps and a kick, the kick commencing 1/4 of a beat before and continuing through the
fourth count. Count is QQQ&–;.
Fiv e Count Rhythm
none
T he music is written in 4/4 time with the basic rhythm SS; QQS; to be completed within two measures.
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Foxtrot
FT
T he music is written in 4/4 time; basic figures usually utilize one measure of music. Timing is most often
SQQ with three steps taken over the four beats of music. Figures may, however, bridge the measures.
More advanced figures may utilize more than one measure with variations in the timing, e.g. Hover Cross,
Weave, T op Spin.
Jiv e
JV
T he music is written in 4/4 time and basic figures utilize six beats of music for the specified number of
steps as shown below. Directions are written for the man to commence with his left foot and the woman
with her right. Figures will begin with the rock back and recover action. T ypes of jive used are shown
below.

Double Jiv e: T iming is 1,2,3,4; 1,2,. Six steps or actions are taken over the six beats as follows –
rock back and recover on beats 1,2, pressure step on ball of foot on beat 3, step on that same foot on
beat 4; pressure step on ball of other foot on beat 1, step on that same foot on beat 2,.

Single Jiv e: T iming is Quick, Quick, Slow, –; Slow, –,. [QQS; S] Four steps are taken over the six
beats. A single step is taken in place of the triple in triple jive.

Triple Jiv e: T iming is 1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,. Eight steps are taken over the six beats. Steps 3a,4 and 1a,2
are usually jive chasse steps in same direction.
West Coast Swing
A type of jive where the basic figure timing is 1,2,3,4; 5&,6,. The concept utilizes the idea of ”slot dancing”
in basically the same location on the floor. The slot is created by moving the lady up and back while the
man moves out of the way.
Latin Rhythms
none
T his is a ballroom term used to include the following rhythms: Cha Cha, Jive, Mambo, Paso Doble, Rumba,
Samba, Slow T wo Step, and Bolero.
Mambo
MB
T he music is written in 4/4 time. Mambo is danced with a quick, quick, slow, –, rhythm. Due to the fast
nature of Mambo, dancers should generally freeze on the fourth beat [hold count]. This stop action gives
Mambo its characteristic staccato look. The action is similar to the Rumba but faster with less emphasis on
hip action. Mambo figures resemble those done in Rumba and Cha Cha.
Merengue
none
T he music is written in 2/4 time; however the steps are frequently expressed in 4/4 time. One step is taken
per beat. T he dance is characterized by hip and body motion and swivels. The count is 1,2; 1,2; if 2/4 time.
When expressed as 4/4 time, it is 1,2,3,4;.
Modern Rhythms
none
T his is a ballroom term used to include the following rhythms: Foxtrot, Quickstep, Tango, Viennese Waltz
and Waltz.
One-Step
1-stp
T he music is written in 4/4 or 2/4 time; in 4/4 time a step is taken on each beat of the measure, in 2/4 time
a step is taken on every other beat of the measure.
Paso Doble
PD
T he music is written in 2/4 time; however steps are frequently expressed in 4/4 time. Figures usually start
with man’s right and woman’s left. It is a ”one-step” type of dance to Spanish marching dance music.
Stance is erect and proud. The music and dance remind us of a bullfight with the man as the matador and
the woman as the cape. Music may also be written in 3/4 or 6/8 time.
Polka
none
T he music is written in 2/4 time; the basic step pattern is a hop or lift followed by three small steps or a
quick two step to 2 beats of music. Count is &1,2;
Quickstep
QS
T he music is written in 4/4 time; the basic step patterns utilize and combine the timing SQQS, SSQQS,
SQQ, QQS, SS, QQQQ, and may utilize syncopation. Many of the basic figures are more than one
measure long.
Rumba
RB
T he music is written in 4/4 time; the rhythm is usually QQS. T he descriptions are written with the man
commencing with his left foot and the woman with her right.
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Samba
SB
T he music is written in 4/4 time [or 2/4 time] with six steps to a measure. T he usual timing is 1a,2,3a,4;.
T he descriptions are written for the man to commence with his left foot and the woman with her right.
Schottische
none
T he music is written in 4/4 [or 2/4] time; the basic rhythm is QQQQ; or 1,2,3,4;. T he basic step pattern is
step, step, step, hop/lift; step, step, step, hop/lift; step, hop/lift, step, hop/lift; step, hop/lift, step, hop/lift; the
steps are three running steps or a quick two step with a hop or lift on the fourth beat for the first two
measures. T he third and fourth measures use a step on first beat, hop on second beat, step on third beat
and hop on fourth beat. T he rhythm pattern is repeated.
Slow Two Step
ST
T he music is written in 4/4, 2/4, or 6/8 time: 4/4 time, steps are taken on counts 1, 3, and 4. 2/4 time, steps
are taken on counts 1, 2, and &. 6/8 time, steps are taken on counts 1, 4, and 6. Timing is SQQ.
Tango
TG
T he music is written in 2/4 [or 4/4] time. Timing of figures varies widely. T he dance includes the following
elements: compressed hold, very soft knees at all times, no rise, a curving walk, steps placed not glided,
heel leads for all forward steps, and stops or holds in body movement.

English Tango: Uses sharp crisp movements as its structural basis and slow, languid movements as
contrast. T here is absence of body flight.
Sometimes called International Tango.

American Tango: Uses slow, languid movements as its structural basis and sharp, crisp movements
as contrast. T here is continuation of body flight.
Formerly called Argentine Tango.

Tango Argentina: A combination of both English and American Tango. It uses more changes of
position and more foot actions than either one.
Two Step
TS
T he music is written in 4/4 time with the basic rhythm QQS. T he basic figures have three foot movements
to a measure with the fourth beat a hold. T wo Step dances often combine this basic pattern with figures in
QQQQ or SS rhythm.
Waltz
WZ
T he music is written 3/4 time i.e. three beats to a measure.
Waltz, Viennese
none
A fast tempo waltz, played at 50 or more measures per minute. The faster tempo results in the modification
of many of the waltz figures thus giving this type of waltz its distinctive flavor.

VI. SQUARE DANCE TERMS
USED IN ROUND DANCING
[AS DEFINED BY CALLERLAB]
Alamo Style Balance
Starting formation – an even number of dancers in a circle holding adjacent hands with each dancer facing
in an opposite direction to that of the adjoining dancers. Each dancer steps forward and pauses while
bringing the other foot forward and touching it to the floor without transferring weight. Each steps back on
the free foot and pauses while bringing the other foot back and touching it to the floor without transferring
weight. In round dancing can also be a three step balance. Forward, step, step, –; Back, step, step, –;.
Box the Gnat
Starting formation – facing dancers. Dancers step forward, join and then raise their right hands. The
woman moves forward and does a left face U turn back under the raised joined hands, as the man moves
forward and around the woman while doing a right face U turn back. Dancers end facing each other, each
in the other’s starting position.
California Twirl
Starting formation – couple. Partners join hands [man’s right with woman’s left] and raise them to form an
arch. T he woman moves forward and under their joined hands making one half [180 degrees] left face turn
while the man moves around the woman in a clockwise direction one half [180 degrees]. Dancers have
exchanged places and are both facing in the opposite direction from which they started.
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Circle [Left or Right]
Dancers join hands to form a circle, face slightly left or right as directed and move forward around the circle
the distance directed. When left or right is not specific for the circle, it is a circle to the left.
Curlique
Starting formation – facing dancers. T he man and woman touch raised right hands to form an arch. The
woman moves forward under the arch while turning left face three-quarters [270 degrees]. Meanwhile, the
man moves forward around the woman while turning to the right one quarter [90 degrees]. The ending
position is a right hand star. [T his term was DELET ED from MAINST REAM Program by CALLERLAB in
April 1988.]
Do Sa Do
Starting formation – facing dancers. Dancers advance and pass right shoulders. Without turning, each
dancer moves to the right passing in back of the other dancer. Then moving backwards, each passes left
shoulder returning to starting position.
Half Sashay [Rollaway]
Starting formation – couple. The directed dancers, or if not specified, the dancer on the right, rolls across a
full turn [360 degrees] in front of the dancer on the left, as he side steps to the right – to exchange places.
From a circle, unless otherwise directed, the woman rolls left face across in front of the man.
Right and Left Grand
Starting formation – square or circle or any position where dancers are facing opposite sex, men facing
counterclockwise, women clockwise. Partners face, join right hands and pull by. Each moves ahead,
around the circle [men counterclockwise, women clockwise] and each gives a left hand to the next, a right
hand to the next, a left hand to the next until the next cue is given.
Side by Side
As Open Position, no hands joined.
Star
Starting formation – facing dancers, facing couples, square, and circle. T he directed dancers step forward
and extends the designated hands to form a right or left hand star, dancers turn the star by moving forward
in a circle around the center of the star. T urning distance of the star may be specified in fractions of one
quarter, one half, three quarters or a complete revolution.
Star Thru
Starting formation – facing dancers. Man’s right hand in placed against the woman’s left, palm to palm with
fingers up, to make an arch. As the dancers move forward the woman does a one quarter [90 degree] left
face turn under the arch, while the man does a one quarter [90 degree] turn to the right moving behind the
woman. T hey end side by side with the woman on the man’s right. In a left star thru start with left hand for
man and man turns left face, woman does opposite.
Weav e the Ring
A Right and Left Grand without touching hands.
Wrong Way Grand
Like Right and Left Grand, but men move clockwise and women move counterclockwise.
Yellow Rock
Couples facing. A big, warm, friendly hug.
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LISTING OF PHASE RATED FIGURES BY RHYTHM
T he purpose of the ”ROUNDALAB Phase Rating System” is to provide a vehicle for rating basic round dance
figures according to degree of complexity. T his system can be readily used and understood by all those involved
in round dancing to rate a dance at the appropriate Phase. This concept works as follows:
a.
b.

c.

If all figures in a dance are from the same phase, the dance will be phased at that phase.
A dance cannot have more than two figures from the next higher phase and remain at the lower phase.
(1) If there is one figure in a dance from the next higher phase, the dance will be phased at the lower
phase plus 1. (i.e. a Phase II dance with one figure from Phase III will be rated Phase II+1.)
(2) If there are two figures in the dance from the next higher phase the dance will be phased at the lower
phase plus 2. (i.e. a Phase II dance with two figures from Phase III will be rated Phase II+2.)
(3) T hree or more figures from the next higher phase requires the dance be rated at the higher phase.
A dance cannot be rated any lower than one phase below the highest figure used. (i.e. a Phase III dance
with one figure from Phase V will be rated as Phase IV+1.)

ROUNDALAB suggests the Phase rating be included in the lead information on every cue sheet. We also
recommend the inclusion of wording be limited to a word or short phrase in parentheses of whatever is in the
dance that makes it more difficult than the stated phase (e.g. syncopation, speed of music, rhythm changes,
timing, variations, etc.).
ROUNDALAB recommends that choreographers assume the responsibility of rating his or her own dance before
publication. However, if the choreographer does not rate the dance then any person can easily rate the dance by
using ROUNDALAB criteria.
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ACTIONS
Defined as motion without weight change. Not limited to any specific rhythm(s).

PHASE I

PHASE II

PHASE III

PHASE IV

BOW
BUMP
CURTSY
HEEL
POINT
SHAKE
STAMP
TAP
TOE
TOUCH
WIGGLE

BRUSH
DRAW
KICK
KNEE
LIFT
SWING
SWIVEL
TWIST
UNWRAP
WRAP

DISHRAG
FAN
FLARE
FLICK
HOOK
RISE

GANCHO
HEEL PULL
LATIN CROSS
RONDE
SWAY

PHASE V
CHANGE OF SWAY
SPIRAL

PHASE VI
BODY RIPPLE
OPPOSITION POINTS

MOVEMENTS
Defined as motion that requires a step be taken with a resulting change of weight.

PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

BUZZ
CHANGE POINT
FIGURE 8
HEEL PIVOT
HEEL TURN
SLIP
SWIVEL WALK

HIP ROCKS

CHALLENGE LINE
PRETZEL WRAP
TUMBLE TURN
TUNNEL
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BOLERO
PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

BASIC
BOLERO WALKS
FENCE LINE
FORWARD BREAK
HAND TO HAND
HIP LIFT
LUNGE BREAK
NEW YORKER
OPEN BREAK
OPENING OUT
REVERSE UNDERARM TURN
SHOULDER TO SHOULDER
SPOT TURN
TIME STEP
UNDERARM TURN

AIDA
CROSS BODY
HIP ROCKS
LEFT PASS
RIGHT PASS
SWITCH
SWITCH ROCK
TURNING BASIC

CONTRA BREAK
CUDDLE
HALF MOON
HORSESHOE TURN
RIFF TURN
SWEETHEART

CHA CHA
PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

PHASE VI

BACK BASIC
BASIC
BREAK (to position)
CHASE
CRAB WALKS
CUCARACHA
FENCE LINE
FORWARD BASIC
HAND TO HAND
LARIAT
NEW YORKER
OPEN BREAK
REVERSE UNDERARM TURN
SHOULDER TO SHOULDER
SIDE WALKS
SLIDING DOOR
SPOT TURN
TIME STEP
TRAVELING DOOR
UNDERARM TURN
WALK
WHIP

AIDA
ALEMANA
ALEMANA from a FAN
CHASE PEEK-A-BOO
CROSS BODY
DEVELOPE
FAN (from Half a Basic)
FLIRT
HOCKEY STICK
PARALLEL CHASE
SWITCH
SWITCH ROCK
TRIPLE CHA FORWARD or
BACK
UMBRELLA TURN

CHALLENGE CHASE
CLOSED HIP TWIST
CROSS BASIC
CUDDLE
DOUBLE CUBAN BREAKS
FULL NATURAL TOP
LA SUIZA
NATURAL OPENING OUT
OPEN HIP TWIST
SINGLE CUBAN BREAKS
SIT LINE
STOP and GO HOCKEY STICK
SWEETHEART

ADVANCED ALEMANA
ADVANCED HIP TWIST
ADVANCED SLIDING DOOR
BALLERINA WHEEL
CONTINUOUS NATURAL TOP
CURL
FOLLOW MY LEADER
FULL REVERSE TOP
ROPE SPIN
TURKISH TOWEL
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FOXTROT
PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

BOX
BOX (Left Turning)
BOX FINISH
CHAIR
CHASSE
FORWARD CHASSE
THRU CHASSE TO SEMICLOSED
THRU CHASSE TO BANJO
TURN LEFT & RIGHT
CHASSE
CROSS HOVER
CROSS PIVOT
FORWARD RUN TWO
FOXTROT TWISTY VINE
FOXTROT VINE
HOVER
HOVER FALLAWAY
IMPETUS to SEMI-CLOSED
LEFT FACE FOXTROT TURN
MANEUVER
PROGRESSIVE BOX
RIGHT FACE FOXTROT TURN
SLIP PIVOT
SPIN TURN
WHISK
WING

BACK FEATHER
BACK HOVER
BACK HOVER TELEMARK
BACK WHISK
CHAIR and SLIP
CHANGE of DIRECTION
CLOSED IMPETUS
CLOSED WING
CROSS HESITATION
CROSS SWIVEL
DEVELOPE
DIAMOND TURN
DRAG HESITATION
FEATHER
FEATHER FINISH
FORWARD HOVER
HEEL PULL
HESITATION CHANGE
HOVER CORTE
HOVER TELEMARK
IN and OUT RUNS
LEFT WHISK
NATURAL HOVER FALLAWAY
NATURAL TURN
NATURAL TURN ONE HALF
OPEN NATURAL TURN
OPEN REVERSE TURN
OUTSIDE CHANGE to BANJO
OUTSIDE CHANGE TO SEMICLOSED
OUTSIDE CHECK
OUTSIDE SWIVEL
OVERSWAY
PROGRESSIVE WING
PROMENADE SWAY
PROMENADE WEAVE
REVERSE FALLAWAY
REVERSE TURN
REVERSE TURN ONE HALF
REVERSE WAVE
RIGHT LUNGE
SLOW SIDE LOCK
TELEMARK
TELEMARK to BANJO
THREE STEP
WEAVE to BANJO
WEAVE to SEMI-CLOSED
WHIPLASH

BACK CURVING THREE STEP BIG TOP
BACK TURNING WHISK
CHECKED NATURAL SLIP
CHECK and WEAVE
CHECKED REVERSE SLIP
CONTRA CHECK
CONTINUOUS HOVER CROSS
CONTRA CHECK and SLIP
DOUBLE NATURAL SPIN
CONTRA CHECK and SWITCH DOUBLE TELEMARK
CURVED FEATHER
LEFT FEATHER
CURVING THREE STEP
LINK to PROMENADE
DOUBLE REVERSE SPIN
NATURAL TWIST TURN
EROS LINE
PIVOT to HAIRPIN
FORWARD TIPPLE CHASSE REVERSE CORTE
HAIRPIN
REVERSE PIVOT
HINGE
RONDE and SLIP
HOVER CROSS ENDING
RUDOLPH RONDE
JETE POINT
RUDOLPH RONDE and SLIP
LILT
RUMBA CROSS
MINI-TELESPIN
RUNNING HOVER
NATURAL FALLAWAY WHISK RUNNING SPIN
NATURAL HOVER CROSS
SAME FOOT LUNGE
NATURAL TELEMARK
SPIN and DOUBLE TWIST
NATURAL WEAVE
SPIN and TWIST
OUTSIDE SPIN
TELEFEATHER
QUICK OPEN REVERSE
TELERONDE
REVERSE FALLAWAY and SLIPTELESPIN
REVERSE IMPETUS TURN
TELESWIVEL
RIGHT LUNGE ROLL and SLIP THREE FALLAWAYS
RIPPLE CHASSE
THROWAWAY OVERSWAY
RISING LOCK
TRAVELING CONTRA CHECK
ROYAL SPIN
TRAVELING HOVER CROSS
RUNNING OPEN NATURAL
TRAVELING SWIVEL
SYNCOPATED WHISK
TIPPLE CHASSE
TOP SPIN
TURNING LOCK
ZIG ZAG
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JIVE
PHASE III

PHASE IV

BASIC ROCK
AMERICAN SPIN
CHANGE HANDS BEHIND BACKCHICKEN WALKS
CHANGE PLACES LEFT to
LINDY CATCH
RIGHT
LINK
CHANGE PLACES RIGHT to
LINK ROCK
LEFT
MARCHESSI
CHASSE
MIAMI SPECIAL
FALLAWAY, LEFT FACE
PRETZEL TURN
TURNING
RIVERBOAT SHUFFLE
FALLAWAY, RIGHT FACE
SAILOR SHUFFLE
TURNING
SHOULDER SHOVE
FALLAWAY ROCK
SIDE BREAKS
FALLAWAY THROWAWAY
SPANISH ARMS
JIVE WALKS
TRIPLE WHEEL
KICK BALL CHANGE
WINDMILL
LINK
WEST COAST SWING
LINK ROCK
ANCHOR
POINT STEPS
COASTER
PROGRESSIVE ROCK
FRENCH CROSS
ROCK the BOAT
LEFT SIDE PASS
SHAG STEP
MAN’S UNDERARM TURN
SWIVEL WALKS
RIGHT SIDE PASS
THROWAWAY
SIDE BREAKS
TRIPLE
SUGAR PUSH
TRIPLE, RIGHT FACE TURNING THROWOUT
UNDERARM TURN
WRAPPED WHIP

PHASE V

PHASE VI

CATAPULT
CHASSE ROLL
FLICKS into BREAKS
MOOCH
NECK SLIDE
SHE GO, HE GO
STOP and GO
WHIP THROWAWAY
WHIP TURN
WEST COAST SWING
CHEEK TO CHEEK
FACELOOP
SIDE WHIP
SUGAR BUMP
SURPRISE WHIP
TRIPLE TRAVEL with ROLL
TUCK and SPIN
TUMMY WHIP
WHIP TURN

CHOPPER
COCA ROLA
CURLY WHIP
FLEA HOPS
ROLLING OFF the ARM
SHOULDER ROLL
SIMPLE SPIN
TURNSTILE
WHIP SPIN
WEST COAST SWING
ALTERNATING UNDERARM
TURN
SUGAR PUSH HOOK TURN
TRAVELING SIDE PASS
WHIP INSIDE TURN
WHIP OUTSIDE TURN

MAMBO
PHASE III
BACK BASIC
BREAK (to position)
BASIC
CHASE

FORWARD BASIC
NEW YORK
OPEN BREAK
SPOT TURN

PHASE IV

PHASE V

CROSS BODY
PATTY CAKE TAP
PROGRESSIVE BASIC
SCALLOP

ARM CHECK

PASO DOBLE
PHASE IV
APPEL
ATTACK
BASIC (Forward or Back)
CHASSES to LEFT
CHASSES to RIGHT
ECART
ELEVATIONS

PRESS LINE
PROMENADE CLOSE
PROMENADE LINK
SEPARATION
SUR PLACE
THE CAPE (HUIT)

PHASE V

PHASE VI

BANDERILLAS
COUP de PIQUE
FALLAWAY REVERSE
GRAND CIRCLE
LEFT FOOT COUP de PIQUE
PROMENADE
SHADOW ATTACK
SIXTEEN

CHASSE CAPE
FAROL
FREGOLINA
LA PASSE
SYNCOPATED SEPARATION
TRAVELING SPINS from
COUNTER PROMENADE
TRAVELING SPINS from
PROMENADE
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QUICKSTEP
PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

PHASE VI

FISHTAIL
HOVER
HOVER FALLAWAY
IMPETUS to SEMI-CLOSED
SPIN TURN
WHALETAIL
WHISK
WING

BACK WHISK
CHAIR and SLIP
CHANGE of DIRECTION
CHARLESTON CROSSES
CLOSED IMPETUS
CROSS CHASSE
CROSS HESITATION
DEVELOPE
DRAG HESITATION
FLICKER
HEEL PULL
HESITATION CHANGE
HOVER CORTE
HOVER TELEMARK
IN and OUT RUNS
LEFT WHISK
NATURAL HOVER FALLAWAY
NATURAL TURN
NATURAL TURN ONE HALF
OPEN NATURAL TURN
OUTSIDE CHANGE TO BANJO
OUTSIDE CHANGE TO SEMICLOSED
OUTSIDE SWIVEL
PROGRESSIVE CHASSE
PROMENADE SWAY
QUARTER TURNS
QUARTER TURNS and
PROGRESSIVE CHASSE
REVERSE CHASSE TURN
REVERSE FALLAWAY
RUNNING BACK LOCKS
RUNNING FORWARD LOCKS
TELEMARK
TELEMARK to BANJO
VIENNESE TURNS

BACK TURNING WHISK
CHASSE ROLL
CONTRA CHECK
CONTRA CHECK and SLIP
CONTRA CHECK and SWITCH
DOUBLE REVERSE SPIN
FORWARD TIPPLE CHASSE
HAIRPIN
HINGE
JETE POINT
MINI-TELESPIN
OUTSIDE SPIN
QUICK OPEN REVERSE
REVERSE FALLAWAY SLIP
RUNNING FINISH
SCOOP
SIX QUICK TWINKLE
STUTTER
TIPPLE CHASSE
TIPSY POINT
TOP SPIN
TURNING LOCK
WOODPECKERS
ZIG ZAG

BIG TOP
FOUR QUICK RUN
PIVOT to HAIRPIN
REVERSE CORTE
REVERSE PIVOT
RUDOLPH RONDE
RUDOLPH RONDE and SLIP
RUMBA CROSS
SPIN and DOUBLE TWIST
SPIN and TWIST
TELESPIN
THROWAWAY OVERSWAY
TRAVELING CONTRA CHECK
V-6
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RUMBA
PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

PHASE VI

BACK BASIC
BASIC
BREAK (to position)
CHASE
CRAB WALKS
CUCARACHA
FENCE LINE
FORWARD BASIC
HAND TO HAND
LARIAT
NEW YORKER
OPEN BREAK
PROGRESSIVE WALKS
(Forward or Back)
REVERSE UNDERARM TURN
SHOULDER TO SHOULDER
SIDE WALKS
SLIDING DOOR
SPOT TURN
TIME STEP
TRAVELING DOOR
UNDERARM TURN
WHIP

AIDA
ALEMANA
ALEMANA from a FAN
CHASE PEEK-A-BOO
CROSS BODY
DEVELOPE
FAN
FLIRT
HOCKEY STICK
KIKI WALKS
LATIN WHISK
SWITCH
SWITCH ROCK

CLOSED HIP TWIST
CROSS BASIC
CUDDLE
FULL NATURAL TOP
NATURAL OPENING OUT
OPEN HIP TWIST
PARALLEL BREAKS
SIT LINE
STOP and GO HOCKEY STICK
SWEETHEART
TORNILLO WHEEL

ADVANCED ALEMANA
ADVANCED HIP TWIST
ADVANCED SLIDING DOOR
BALLERINA WHEEL
CIRCULAR HIP TWIST
CONTINUOUS NATURAL TOP
CURL
FULL REVERSE TOP
HORSE and CART
ROPE SPIN
SAME FOOT LUNGE
THREE ALEMANAS
THREE THREES
TURKISH TOWEL

SAMBA
PHASE IV
BASIC FORWARD and BACK
BOX
COPAS (Copacabanas)
LAZY SAMBA TURNS
LEFT TURNS
MARCHESSI
REVERSE TURN
SAMBA RUNS
SAMBA WALKS
SIDE SAMBA WALK
STATIONARY WALKS

PHASE V
TRAVELING BACK LOCKS
TRAVELING LOCKS
VOLTA
CIRCULAR VOLTA
CRISS CROSS VOLTA
CURVING VOLTA
MAYPOLE
SPOT VOLTA
TRAVELING VOLTA
TURNING TRAVELING
VOLTA
WHISKS

PHASE VI

BOTA FOGO
CRUZADO
BOTA FOGO to SCP and RSCP ROLLING OFF the ARM
CONTRA BOTA FOGO
CORTA JACA
NATURAL ROLL
PLAIT
REVERSE BARREL ROLL
SHADOW BOTA FOGOS
TRAVELING BOTA FOGOS

SLOW TWO STEP
PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

BASIC
INSIDE ROLL
TRIPLE TRAVELER
BASIC ENDING
LEFT TURN with INSIDE ROLL
LUNGE BASIC
OUTSIDE ROLL
OPEN BASIC
RIGHT TURN with OUTSIDE
REVERSE UNDERARM TURN
ROLL
SIDE BASIC
SWEETHEART RUNS
TRAVELING CHASSES
SWITCH(es)
UNDERARM TURN
TRAVELING CROSS CHASSES
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TANGO
PHASE III

PHASE IV

CORTE
CRISS CROSS
GAUCHO TURN
SERPIENTE
SIDE CORTE
TANGO DRAW
WALK
WHISK

ADVANCE CORTE
BACK CORTE
CHASE
ARGENTINE BASIC
BACK OPEN PROMENADE
DOUBLE CLOSED
DEVELOPE
BACK TWINKLE
PROMENADE
DOBLE CRUZ
BRUSH TAP
DOUBLE OPEN PROMENADE
LEG CRAWL
CLOSED PROMENADE
DOUBLE TELEMARK
OCHOS
CONTRA CHECK
NATURAL PIVOT TURN
OPEN REVERSE TURN
CONTRA CHECK and SLIP
NATURAL PROMENADE TURN
CLOSED FINISH
CONTRA CHECK and SWITCH NATURAL TWIST TURN
OUTSIDE SWIVEL
DROP OVERSWAY (from Closed REVERSE PIVOT
OVERSWAY
Position)
RONDE and SLIP
PROMENADE SWAY
FIVE STEP
RUDOLPH RONDE
REVERSE FALLAWAY
FOUR STEP
RUDOLPH RONDE and SLIP
REVERSE TURN CLOSED
JETE POINT
RUMBA CROSS
FINISH
LINK
SAME FOOT LUNGE
REVERSE TURN OPEN FINISH OPEN PROMENADE
TELESPIN
RIGHT LUNGE
OUTSIDE SWIVEL and TAP
THROWAWAY OVERSWAY
SPANISH DRAG
OUTSIDE SWIVEL LINK
TRAVELING SWIVEL
TURNING TANGO CLOSED
PROGRESSIVE LINK
VIENNESE TURNS
PROGRESSIVE SIDE STEP
PROMENADE
PROMENADE LINK
PROMENADE QUARTER BEATS
PROMENADE TAP
QUARTER BEATS
REVERSE FALLAWAY and SLIP
RIGHT LUNGE ROLL and SLIP
ROCK TURN
STALKING WALKS
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TWO STEP
PHASE I

PHASE II

AWAY and TOGETHER
BACK (Step)
BACK TWO STEP
BALANCE (Forward and Back)
BALANCE (One Step)
BALANCE (Side)
BEHIND
BOX
CHUG
CIRCLE AWAY
CIRCLE AWAY and TOGETHER
CLOSE
CROSS
CROSS BEHIND
CROSS in BACK
CROSS in FRONT
CROSS LEFT in BACK
CROSS LEFT in FRONT
CROSS RIGHT in BACK
CROSS RIGHT in FRONT
FACE
FORWARD (Step)
FORWARD TWO STEP
GLIDE
LADY UNDER
MAN UNDER
PICKUP
RECOVER
REVERSE BOX
ROCK
RUN
SIDE (Step)
SIDE TWO STEP
SIDE TWO STEP APART and
TOGETHER
SLIDE
STEP
STOMP
STROLL
STRUT
SWAGGER
THRU
WALK

AWAY STEP STEP
BACK LOCK BACK
BACK TO BACK
BASKETBALL TURN
BOX LEFT TURNING
BOX RIGHT TURNING
BREAKAWAY
BROKEN BOX
CHANGE SIDES
CHARLESTON
CHECK
CIRCLE BOX
CIRCLE CHASE
CIRCLE PICKUP
CROSS WALK
CUT
DIP
DOOR
FACE TO FACE
FACE TO FACE and BACK TO
BACK
FORWARD LOCK FORWARD
HITCH
HITCH (Forward and Back)
HITCH FOUR
HITCH SCISSORS
HOP
LACE
LIMP
LIMP (Front)
LOCK
LUNGE
MANEUVER
OPEN BOX
OPEN REVERSE BOX

PHASE III
PIVOT
PIVOT, RIGHT FACE
PROGRESSIVE BOX
PROGRESSIVE SCISSORS
QUICK TWO STEP
REVERSE TWIRL
REVERSE TWIRL VINE
ROCK STEPS
ROLL
SAND STEP
SCISSORS
SCISSORS HITCH
SCOOT
SKATE
SKIP
SLIDING DOOR
SOLO LEFT TURNING BOX
SPOT SPIN
STEP SWIVEL
THRU SCISSORS
TOGETHER STEP STEP
TRAVELING BOX
TRAVELING DOOR
TWIRL
TWIRL VINE
TWISTY VINE
TWO TURNING TWO STEPS
UNWIND
VINE
VINE APART and TOGETHER
VINE EIGHT
VINE FOUR
VINE THREE
VINE (Open)
WHEEL

FISHTAIL
LEFT TURNING TWO STEP
PIVOT, RIGHT FACE DOUBLE
STAIR, FORWARD
STAIR, SIDE
STROLLING VINE
SUSIE Q
WHALETAIL
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WALTZ
PHASE I

PHASE II (CONT.)

APART and TOGETHER
THRU TWINKLE
BACK (Step)
TURN FACE CLOSE
BALANCE (Forward and Back) TWINKLE
BALANCE (One Step)
TWIRL
BALANCE (Side)
TWIRL VINE
BOX
TWISTY VINE
CIRCLE AWAY
VINE SIX
CIRCLE AWAY and TOGETHER VINE THREE
CLOSE
WHEEL
CROSS
PHASE III
CROSS BEHIND
CROSS in BACK
BACK BACK/LOCK BACK
CROSS in FRONT
BOX FINISH
CROSS LEFT in BACK
CHAIR
CROSS LEFT in FRONT
CHASSE
CROSS RIGHT in BACK
FORWARD CHASSE
CROSS RIGHT in FRONT
THRU CHASSE to SEMIFACE
CLOSED
FORWARD (Step)
TURN LEFT or RIGHT
LADY UNDER
CHASSE
MAN UNDER
CROSS HOVER
PICKUP
CROSS PIVOT
RECOVER
FORWARD FORWARD/LOCK
REVERSE BOX
FORWARD
ROCK
HOVER
SIDE (Step)
HOVER FALLAWAY
STEP
IMPETUS to SEMI-CLOSED
THRU
SLIP PIVOT
WALTZ AWAY and TOGETHER SPIN TURN
WHISK
PHASE II
WING
BACK TWINKLE
PHASE IV
BACK WALTZ
BOX (Left Turning)
BACK HOVER
BOX (Right Turning)
BACK HOVER TELEMARK
CANTER
BACK PASSING CHANGE
CHANGE SIDES
BACK WHISK
CHECK
CHAIR and SLIP
DIP
CHANGE of DIRECTION
FORWARD WALTZ
CLOSED IMPETUS
LACE
CLOSED WING
LEFT FACE TURNING WALTZ CROSS HESITATION
MANEUVER
CROSS SWIVEL
OPEN BOX
DEVELOPE
OPEN REVERSE BOX
DIAMOND TURN
PIVOT
DRAG HESITATION
PROGRESSIVE BOX
FORWARD HOVER
PROGRESSIVE TWINKLE
HEEL PULL
REVERSE TWIRL
HESITATION CHANGE
REVERSE TWIRL VINE
HOVER CORTE
RIGHT FACE TURNING WALTZ HOVER TELEMARK
ROLL
IN and OUT RUNS
SOLO TURNING BOX
LEFT WHISK
SOLO WALTZ TURN
NATURAL HOVER FALLAWAY
SPIN MANEUVER
OPEN NATURAL TURN
STANDARD WALTZ
OPEN REVERSE TURN
THRU SIDE CLOSE
OUTSIDE CHANGE to BANJO
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PHASE IV (CONT.)
OUTSIDE CHANGE to SEMICLOSED
OUTSIDE CHECK
OUTSIDE SWIVEL
OVERSWAY
PROGRESSIVE WING
PROMENADE SWAY
REVERSE FALLAWAY
RIGHT LUNGE
SLOW SIDE LOCK
TELEMARK
TELEMARK to BANJO
VIENNESE TURNS
WEAVE to BANJO
WEAVE to SEMI-CLOSED
WHIPLASH

PHASE VI

BIG TOP
CHECKED NATURAL SLIP
CHECKED REVERSE SLIP
CONTINUOUS HOVER CROSS
CONTINUOUS WING
DOUBLE NATURAL SPIN
DOUBLE TELEMARK
LINK to PROMENADE
PIVOT to HAIRPIN
REVERSE CORTE
REVERSE PIVOT
RONDE and SLIP
RUDOLPH RONDE
RUDOLPH RONDE and SLIP
RUMBA CROSS
RUNNING HOVER
RUNNING SPIN
PHASE V
SAME FOOT LUNGE
SPIN and DOUBLE TWIST
BACK TURNING WHISK
SPIN and TWIST
CONTRA CHECK
TELERONDE
CONTRA CHECK and SLIP
CONTRA CHECK and SWITCH TELESPIN
THREE FALLAWAYS
CURVED FEATHER
THROWAWAY OVERSWAY
DOUBLE REVERSE SPIN
TRAVELING CONTRA CHECK
EROS LINE
FORWARD TIPPLE CHASSE
HAIRPIN
HINGE
HOVER CROSS ENDING
JETE POINT
MINI-TELESPIN
NATURAL HOVER CROSS
NATURAL TELEMARK
NATURAL WEAVE
OUTSIDE SPIN
QUICK LOCK SLOW LOCK
QUICK OPEN REVERSE
REVERSE FALLAWAY and SLIP
REVERSE IMPETUS
RIGHT LUNGE ROLL and SLIP
RIGHT TURNING LOCK
RIPPLE CHASSE
RISING LOCK
ROYAL SPIN
RUNNING OPEN NATURAL
SWIVEL WHISK
SYNCOPATED WHISK
TIPPLE CHASSE
TOP SPIN
TURNING LOCK
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ACTIONS AND MOVEMENTS
PHASE I ACTIONS
#

Bow
none
Bow
Man places left hand across waist and right hand across back and leans forward.

#

Bump
none
Partners bump hips together.

#

Curtsy
none
Curtsy
Woman cross right foot in back of left without taking weight and lower body while slightly flaring out skirt.

#

Heel
none
Heel
T ouch heel to floor in direction or place indicated with foot oriented as specified.

#

Point
pt
Point
T ouch the toe of the free foot to the floor in the direction indicated.

#

Shake
none
Shake
A [gimmick] body movement as directed by choreographer.

#

Stamp
none
Stamp
Making a pronounced sound with free foot without taking weight.

#

Tap
none
T ap
A sharp rap on the floor with the toe without taking weight.

#

Toe
none
T oe
With foot oriented as specified, touch toe to floor in direction or place indicated.

#

Touch
tch
T ouch
With feet essentially parallel, toe of free foot touches floor at the instep of supporting foot.

#

Wiggle
none
Moving hips rapidly from side to side.

Bump

Wiggle

PHASE II ACTIONS
#

Brush
none
Brush
T he light contact of the non-weighted foot with either the floor or the inner side of the weighted foot.
There is no w eight change.

#

Draw
none
Draw
With a straight supporting leg move the free foot toward the supporting foot. The drawing foot should
remain in contact with the floor without weight.

#

Kick
kck
Kick
Lift the knee then quickly straighten leg, toe pointing down.

#

Knee
none
Knee
Raise free foot straight up bringing knee across and in front of supporting leg.

#

Lift
none
Lift
Rise slightly on ball of supporting foot with free foot moving forward or side with leg straight and toe pointed
down. When moving forward free foot is extended forward; when moving sideward, free foot is extended to
side.

#

Swing
none
Swing
Lift and move the free foot forward with the leg straight, toe pointed down and about three inches above
the floor.

## Swiv el
swvl
Swivel
A turning of the body causing the foot or feet to rotate while maintaining contact with the floor.
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#

Twist
twst
T wist
T he turning of the upper body to change facing direction without changing weight.

## Unwrap
unwrp
Unwrap
From wrapped position, the hands joined in front [man’s left and woman’s right] are released and, retaining
the other hand hold, the woman makes a right face turn to end facing in designated direction.
#

Wrap
wrp
Wrap
From an open position retain the inside handhold at waist level as woman makes a left face turn to face the
same direction as the man, resulting in wrapping the woman’s left arm in front of her waist and man’s right
arm behind her waist. Join the free outside hands in front at chest height.
May be done from butterfly position.

PHASE III ACTIONS
## Dishrag
none
Dishrag
Join hand opposite of free foot and raise joined hands over heads, both partners turn away in place
[maintaining handholds] to indicated position.
May be used in any rhythm from any facing position. May use double handhold.
#

Fan
none
Fan
T he free foot with the toe in contact with the floor moves either forward or backward in an arc similar to the
opening or closing of a hand fan. The knee of the supporting leg is relaxed throughout the action.

#

Flare
flr
Flare
T he free foot moves either forward or backward and out to the side [similar to the Fan] but with the foot
slightly off the floor.

#

Flick
flk
Flick
T he free foot moves quickly backward without taking weight.

#

Hook
hk
Hook
T he free foot crosses in front, or behind, and close to the supporting foot. Weight is usually taken on
hooking foot in the action that follows.

## Rise
none
Rise
An elevation of the body centering the weight over the ball and toes of the supporting foot.

PHASE III MOVEMENTS
#

Buzz
none
Buzz [# of steps] [Use slow, if appropriate]
A spot turn by the dancer on the supporting foot, pushing with the free foot to propel the turn. May be done
singly or as a couple.

#

Change Point
chg pt
Change Point
Close free foot to supporting foot immediately pointing new free foot usually to the side. Action is
performed in 1 continuous motion.

#

Figure 8
fig 8
Figure 8
Footsteps taken to progress in the form of the numeral ”8” on the dance floor. May be used in any rhythm.

## Heel Piv ot
heel pvt
Heel Pivot
A turn on the heel of 1 foot with no other step taken. Differs from Heel Turn Figure.
#

Heel Turn [Moved to Glossary – on Phase III Video T ape]

#

Slip
slp
Slip
From a lowered position, commence slight left face upper body rotation with rise. Place right toe directly
behind left continuing rotation to allow woman’s left foot to end outside man’s right foot.

#

Swiv el Walk
swvl wlk
Swivel Walk [# of steps]
Forward steps taken on the ball of the foot with the motion of the next step or body movement causing the
foot to turn at the point of contact.
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PHASE IV ACTIONS
* Bounce
none
Bounce
A rising and falling action usually done with syncopated timing.
## Gancho
Flick.
#

Heel Pull
none
Heel Pull
A turn caused by pulling the free foot up to the weighted foot drawing the heel up first. There is also a
HEEL PULL figure.

#

Latin Cross
Latin Xs
Latin Crosses
In Latin dances when one leg is crossed behind or in front of the other leg both knees will be compressed,
the toe of the back foot will be turned out, the knee of the back leg will be tucked behind the knee of the
forward leg, the toe of the back foot will be near the heel of the forward foot. The position of the feet will
slightly resemble a ”7”. T his is a Latin Cross.

#

Ronde
none
Ronde
A movement in which the free foot moves either forward or backward in an arc. The knee of the supporting
leg is relaxed throughout the action. This ronde action may be in the air [Aerial Ronde] or on the floor [Floor
Ronde].

#

Sway
none
T he sideward stretching of the upper body.

Sway

PHASE IV MOVEMENTS
## Hip Rocks
none
S
RK SD
M or W: Rock side rolling hip side and back.

Hip Rocks

PHASE V ACTIONS
#

Change of Sway
chg sway
Change of Sway
From any sway position without weight change, change stretch of body and head position to opposite
direction [there may be body rotation]. T iming will vary.

#

Spiral
sprl
Spiral
T urning action only for man or woman. T urn on left foot approximately 7/8 right face leaving right foot in
place with slight pressure on toe.
Thighs w ill be crossed after spiral is made. Knees are relaxed and body stretched upward with weight
staying directly over supporting foot. Usually done on 1 beat of music but may be done slower. May be
done on right foot turning left face.

PHASE VI ACTIONS
## Body Ripple
bdy ripple
Body Ripple
QQS
Bend knees compressing strongly into floor, tilt torso by moving the hips forward, return to a vertical
position by first straightening the knees and then pulling the hips back to a normal position, –;
A body w aving action will occur beginning at the knees and ending at the upper body. The head will move
very little during this movement. Timing may vary.
## Opposition Points
opp pts
Opposition Points
Lower on weighted foot and point free foot to the side.
Points may be done w ith either the right or left foot. [The side opposite the pointed foot is stretched.] Exits
and entries may vary. Positions vary. Head position is optional.
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PHASE VI MOVEMENTS
#

Challenge Line
chal line
Challenge Line
Side and forward left with forceful stretching of right side of body upward into high line attitude looking over
lead hands.

## Pretzel Wrap
prtzl wrp
Pretzel Wrap
T he act of wrapping, unwrapping, and/or rewrapping one partner at a time in a stationary location using
either left or right turns and double joined hands. May utilize any number of measures and any rhythm.
Not to be confused w ith Pretzel Turn in Phase IV.
## Tumble Turn
tumble trn
T umble T urn
T his is a forward left turning movement beginning on the ball of the man’s left and woman’s right lowering
as the turn is completed. This movement is done in closed position with a strong left sway. The last step of
the previous figure before the T umble T urn must be a strong toe step.
The figure follow ing the Tumble Turn should be a backing figure such as a left whisk or feather finish. May
be done in Foxtrot or Waltz timing.
## Tunnel
none
T unnel
T he act of moving one partner at a time in any given direction under double joined hands [in hammerlock
position]. T he moving partner bends as though passing thru a tunnel. May be used in any rhythm but most
often considered in Jive, Cha Cha, and West Coast Swing. May utilize any number of measures.
See Hammerlock Position in the Glossary.
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BL
III

BOLERO
[T iming is 4/4] Using count of SQQ with rise within the body. The rise occurs as transfer of weight is taken onto
the first step. Maximum height is reached at the end of the first step. Lowering commences as step 2 is taken,
usually with a slipping action. Continue to lower through step 3 with slight progression. T ransfer weight between
step 3 and step 1 of the next measure has no body rise – it is taken in the lowered position with soft knees.

BOLERO – PHASE III
## Basic
bas
Basic
SQQ; SQQ;
SD, –, SLP BK, FWD; SD, –, SLP FWD, BK; (SD, –, SLP FWD, BK; SD, –, SLP BK, FWD;)
M: Side left with body rise, –, back right with slipping action, forward left; side right with body rise, –,
forward left with slipping action, back right;
W: Side right with body rise, –, forward left with slipping action, back right; side left with body rise, –, back
right with slipping action, forward left;
May begin in butterfly or closed position.
## Bolero Walks
BL wlks
Bolero Walks
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD, –, FWD, FWD;
M or W: Forward left with body rise, –, forward right, forward left; forward right with body rise, –, forward
left, forward right;
Partners may use opposite or same footwork depending on choreography.
## Fence Line
fnc line
Fence Line
SQQ;
SD, –, X LUN, BK;
M or W: In butterfly position side with body rise, –, cross lunge thru with bent knee looking in the direction
of lunge, back;
Starting w ith the appropriate foot, side step may be taken in either direction.
## Forward Break
fwd brk
Forward Break
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, FWD, BK; (SD & BK, –, BK, FWD;)
M: Side and forward right with body rise to left open facing, –, forward left with contra check like action,
back right;
W: Side and back left with body rise to left open facing, –, back right with contra check like action, forward
left;
May begin in butterfly or left open. Extend man’s right [woman’s left] arm to side throughout the figure.
## Hand to Hand
hnd-hnd
Hand to Hand
SQQ;
SD, –, BHD, FWD;
M or W: Side with body rise, –, behind lowering and turning to side by side position, forward turning to face;
May begin w ith either foot. May begin and end in butterfly or closed position.
## Hip Lift
none
Hip Lift
SQQ;
SD, –, LIFT, LOWER;
M or W: Side bringing free foot to weighted foot, –, with slight pressure on free foot lift hip, lower hip;
May be done w ith either foot and usually begins in closed position.
## Lunge Break
lun brk
Lunge Break
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, XTND, RISE; (SD & BK, –, BK, FWD;)
M: Side and forward right with body rise to left open facing, –, lower on right with slight right face body turn
leading woman back extend left to side and back, rise on right with slight left face body turn to recover;
W: Side and back left with body rise to left open facing, –, back right with contra check like action, forward
left;
May begin in butterfly or left open position. Extend man’s right [woman’s left] arm to side throughout the
figure.
## New Yorker
ny
New Yorker
SQQ;
SD, –, SLP FWD, BK;
M or W: Side with body rise, –, forward with slipping action lowering and turning to side by side position,
back turning to face partner;
May begin w ith either foot. If starting with left, turn is to open position. If starting with right, turn is to left
open position.
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## Open Break
op brk
Open Break
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, APT, FWD; (SD & BK, –, APT, FWD;)
M: Side and forward right with body rise to left open facing, –, back left lowering, forward right;
W: Side and back left with body rise to left open facing, –, back right lowering, forward left;
May begin in butterfly or left open. Extend man’s right [woman’s left] arm to side throughout the figure.
## Opening Out
opg out
Opening Out
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, LOWER & XTND, RISE; (SD & BK, –, XIB, FWD;)
M: From butterfly position side and forward with body rise commencing body rotation in the direction of
weighted foot, –, lower on weighted foot completing upper body turn and extend free foot to side, rise and
rotate in butterfly position;
W: From butterfly position side and back with body rise commencing body rotation to match partner, –,
cross in back lowering, forward in butterfly position;
May begin w ith either foot. Butterfly position maintained throughout. Upper body rotation up to 1/4.
Weighted foot side stretch.
Rev erse Underarm Turn
rev undrm trn
Reverse Underarm T urn
SQQ;
SD, –, XIF, BK; (SD, –, XIF TRN, FWD TRN;)
M: Side right with body rise, –, cross left in front of right lowering, back right;
W: Side left with body rise commencing left face turn under joined lead hands, –, cross right in front
lowering and turning 1/2 left face, forward left continuing left face turn to face partner;
Starts and ends facing partner.
## Shoulder to Shoulder
shldr-shldr
Shoulder to Shoulder
SQQ;
SD, –, XIF, BK; (SD, –, XIB, FWD;)
M: From butterfly position side with body rise, –, cross in front to butterfly sidecar/banjo position lowering,
back turning to face partner;
W: From butterfly position side with body rise, –, cross in back to butterfly sidecar/banjo position lowering,
forward to face partner;
May begin w ith either foot.
## Spot Turn
spt trn
Spot T urn
SQQ;
SD, –, XIF TRN, FWD TRN;
M or W: Facing partner side with body rise commencing body turn, –, cross in front lowering and turning on
crossing foot 1/2, forward continue turn 1/4 to face partner;
This is a solo figure. Usually a complete turn is made. If starting with the left foot the turn is left, if starting
w ith the right foot the turn is right.
## Time Step
time stp
T ime Step
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Addendum Video Tape]
SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, FWD;
M or W: Step side with body rise, –, cross in back lowering, forward;
May start w ith either foot. Usually done facing partner with no hands joined or in butterfly position. Stay
parallel to partner w ith little or no turning.
## Underarm Turn
undrm trn
Underarm T urn
SQQ;
SD L, –, XIB, FWD; (SD R, –, XIF TRN, FWD TRN;)
M: Side left with body rise, –, cross right in back of left lowering, forward left;
W: Side right with body rise commencing right face turn under joined lead hands, –, cross left in front
lowering and turning 1/2 right face, forward right continuing right face turn to face partner;
Starts and ends facing partner.
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## Aida
none
Aida
SQQ; S,
SD, –, THRU, SD TRN; BK, (SD, –, THRU, SD TRN; BK,)
M: Side left to modified slight open ”V” shape toward partner, –, thru right, turning right face step side left;
continue right face turn back right in aida line,
W: Side right to modified slight open ”V” shape toward partner, –, thru left, turning left face step side right;
continue left face turn back left in aida line,
May be done from semi-closed, butterfly, open or open facing position. May be done in opposite direction
starting w ith opposite foot.
## Bolero Walks [Moved to Phase III – on Phase III Addendum T ape]
## Cross Body
X bdy
Cross Body
SQQ;
TRN SD & BK, –, TRN & SLP BK, FWD; (FWD, –, TRN & SLP FWD, BK;)
M: Side and back left turning left face, –, back right with slipping action, forward left turning left face;
W: Side and forward right, –, forward left crossing in front of man turning left face, small side right;
May be done from semi-closed, butterfly, open or open facing position.
Hip Rocks
hip rks
Hip Rocks
SQQ;
RK SD, –, REC, REC; (RK SD, –, REC, REC;)
M: Rock side left rolling hip side and back, –, recover right with hip roll, recover left with hip roll;
W: Rock side right rolling hip side and back, –, recover left with hip roll, recover right with hip roll;
May start w ith either foot and facing any direction.
## Left Pass
L pas
Left Pass
SQQ;
FWD, –, TRN & SLP BK, FWD; (FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, BK;)
M: Forward left to contra sidecar commence to turn partner right face, –, back right with slipping action,
forward left turning left face;
W: Forward right turning 1/4 right face with back to partner, –, side and forward strong left face turn, back
right;
Usually turns 3/8 left face.
## Right Pass
R pas
Right Pass
SQQ;
FWD & SD, –, XIB, FWD; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, BK;)
M: Forward and side left commence right face turn raise lead hands to create window, –, cross right in
back of left continue right face turn, forward left;
W: Forward right, –, forward left commence left face turn, back right continue left face turn under raised
lead hands to face partner;
May turn up to 1/2.
## Switch
swch
Switch Cross
[Moved from Phase V]
SQQ;
TRN SD, –, REC, XIF; (TRN SD, –, REC, XIF;)
M: T urning left face to face partner side left check bringing joined hands thru, –, recover right, cross left in
front turning left face to face partner;
W: T urning right face to face partner side right check bringing joined hands thru, –, recover left, cross right
in front turning right face to face partner;
May be done on opposite foot going in opposite direction. [Figure changes line of travel.] Normally starts in
”V” back to back position.
## Switch Rock
swch rk
Switch Rock
[Moved from Phase V]
SQQ;
TRN SD, –, REC, SD & FWD; (TRN SD, –, REC, SD & FWD;)
M: T urning left face to face partner side left check bringing joined hands thru, –, recover right, side and
forward left;
W: T urning right face to face partner side right check bringing joined hands thru, –, recover left, side and
forward right;
May be done on opposite foot going in opposite direction. [Figure does not change line of travel.] Normally
starts in ”V” back to back position.
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## Time Step [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Addendum Video Tape]
## Turning Basic
SQQ; SQQ;

trng bas
T urning Basic
SD & FWD, –, TRN & SLP BK, FWD; SD, –, FWD, BK;
(FWD, –, TRN & SLP FWD, BK; SD, –, BK, FWD;)
M: Side left, –, back right turning 1/4 left face with slip pivot action, side and forward left turning 1/4 left
face; side right, –, forward left with contra check like action, back right;
W: Side right, –, forward left turning 1/4 left face with slip pivot action, side and back right turning 1/4 left
face; side left, –, back right with contra check like action, forward left;
Usually starts in closed position.

## Underarm Turn [Moved to Phase III – on Phase III Addendum Video Tape]
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## Contra Break
contra brk
Contra Break
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, SLP FWD, REC; (SD & BK, –, SLP BK, REC;)
M: With right hands joined side and forward right with right side stretch, –, slip forward left small step with
right shoulder lead to contra check action, recover back right;
W: With right hands joined side and back left with left side stretch, –, slip back right with left side lead to
contra check action, recover forward left;
Usually done with right hands joined with right shoulder to right shoulder position.
## Cuddle
none
Cuddle
SQQ;
SD, –, SD, REC; (SD, –, TRN BK, REC TRN;)
M: From closed position side right with right side stretch giving woman a slight left side lead to open her
out, –, side left with left side stretch, recover right change to right side stretch placing left hand on woman’s
right shoulder blade leading her to closed position;
W: Side left with left side stretch turning 1/2 right face, –, back right with right side stretch extend free arm
out to the side, recover left changing to left side stretch turning 1/2 left face place right hand on man’s left
shoulder blending to closed position;
The man’s side, recover, is a Cuban rock action.
## Half Moon
SQQ; SQQ;

1/2 moon
Half Moon
SD & TRN, –, SLP FWD, BK TRN; TRN SD & FWD, –, TRN & SLP BK, FWD & TRN;
(SD & TRN, –, SLP FWD, BK TRN; TRN SD & FWD, –, TRN & SLP FWD, BK & TRN;)
M: Side right commence right face turn with right side stretch slight ”V” shape toward partner, –, continue
turning right face slip forward left shaping to partner, recover back right turning to face partner; turning 1/4
left face side and forward left with left side stretch, –, slip back right shaping to partner, forward left
continue turning 1/4 to face partner;
W: Side left commence left face turn with left side stretch slight ”V” shape toward partner, –, continue
turning left face slip forward right shaping to partner, recover back left turning to face partner; turning 1/4
right face side and forward right raising left arm turning slightly away from partner but looking at and
shaping to partner, –, slip forward left in front of man turning left face 1/2, back right continue turning 1/4
left face to face partner;
Starts in facing position with right hands joined and turns 1/2 within 2 measures.

## Horseshoe Turn
SQQ; SQQ;

horseshoe trn
Horseshoe T urn
SD & FWD, –, SLP FWD, BK; FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, FWD TRN;
(SD & FWD, –, SLP FWD, BK; FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, TRN;)
M: Side and forward right with right side stretch to a ”V” position, –, slip thru left with a checking action
continue to shape to partner, recover right raising lead hands; forward left commencing left face turn, –,
forward right start circle walk, forward left completing circle walk to face partner;
W: Side and forward left with left side stretch to ”V” position, –, slip thru right with checking action continue
to shape to partner, recover left raising lead hands; forward right commencing right face turn, –, forward left
continuing right face circle walk under joined lead hands, forward right to complete circle walk to face
partner;
Figure makes up to 3/4 turn on second measure.

## Riff Turn
riff trn
Riff T urn
QQQQ;
SD, CL, SD, CL; (TRN FWD, CL TRN, FWD, CL;)
M: Side left raise lead hands to start woman into right spin, close right to left as woman completes spin,
side left keeping lead hands up, close right to left;
W: Side and forward right commence right spin, close left to right spinning right completing one full turn
under lead hands, forward right commence right spin, close left to right, completing second full spin under
lead hands;
Begins and ends in facing position.
## Sweetheart
swhrt
Sweetheart
SQQ;
SD, –, SLP FWD, REC; (SD, –, SLP BK, REC;)
M: Side right with right side stretch, –, slip forward left with right side lead to contra check action, recover
right with left side stretch;
W: Side left with left side stretch, –, slip back right with left side lead to contra check action, recover left
with right side stretch;
Starts in right shadow position and ends in left shadow position. Woman w ill slide across in front of man on
side step. May be done in opposite direction with opposite foot lead and body turn.
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## Switch [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase IV Addendum T ape]
## Switch Rock [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase IV Addendum T ape]
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CHA CHA
[T iming is 4/4] Normally 5 steps to a measure using 1,2,3&,4. Each step should be taken with pressure on the
ball of the foot with knee flexed. As weight is taken on to the ball of the foot the heel is lowered, the knee
straightens and the heel of the opposite foot releases as the hips move to the side [always in the direction of the
stepping foot]. Most all Latin figures and rhythms are danced ball flat [no heel leads] with toes slightly turned out.
Step 1 is taken slightly across in line with the supporting foot. Steps 3, 4 and 5 of forward and backward
progressive figures may be danced with Latin Locks.

CHA CHA – PHASE III
#

Back Basic
bk bas
Back Basic
1,2,3&,4;
BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; (FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK;)
M: Back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right;
W: Forward left, recover right, back left/close right, back left;
Usually done in closed or butterfly position, but may be done in open with both partners stepping back.

#

Basic
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

#

Break [to position]
brk
Break [to position]
1,2,3&,4;
BHD, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;
M or W: From a facing position behind turning to position, recover forward, forward/close, forward;
May start w ith either foot.

#

Chase
chs
Chase
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
FWD TRN, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD TRN, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK;
BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;
(BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD TRN, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;
FWD TRN, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK;)
M: Forward left turning right face 1/2, recover forward right, forward left/close right, forward left; forward
right turning left face 1/2, recover forward left, forward right/close left, forward right; forward left, recover
right, back left/close right, back left; back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right;
W: Back right with no turn, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right; forward left turning right face
1/2, recover forward right, forward left/close right, forward left; forward right turning left face 1/2, recover
forward left, forward right/close left, forward right; forward left with no turn, recover right, back left/close
right, back left;
Starts and ends w ith partners facing.

#

Chase Peek-a-Boo
chs peek-a-boo
Chase Peek-a-Boo
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3& 4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
FWD TRN, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; SD, REC, STP/STP, STP; SD, REC, STP/STP, STP;
FWD TRN, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;
(BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; SD, REC, STP/STP, STP; SD, REC, STP/STP, STP;
FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK;)
M: Forward left turning 1/2 right face, recover forward right, forward left/close right, forward left; side right
looking over left shoulder, recover left, in place right/left, right; side left looking over right shoulder, recover
right, in place left/right, left; forward right turning 1/2 left face, recover forward left, forward right/close left,
forward right;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right; side left, recover right, in place left/right,
left; side right, recover left, in place right/left, right; forward left, recover right, back left/close right, back left;
Starts and ends w ith partners facing.

bas
Basic
FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left/close right, side left; back right, recover left, side right/close left, side
right;
W: Back right, recover left, side right/close left, side right; forward left, recover right, side left/close right,
side left;
Usually a 2 measure figure.
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#

Crab Walks
crb wlks
Crab Walks
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
XIF, SD, XIF/SD, XIF; SD, XIF, SD/CL, SD; (XIF, SD, XIF/SD, XIF; SD, XIF, SD/CL SD;)
M: Forward right crossing in front of left, side left, forward right crossing in front of left/side left, forward right
crossing in front of left; side left, forward right crossing in front of left, side left/close right, side left;
W: Forward left crossing in front of right, side right, forward left crossing in front of right/side right, forward
left crossing in front of right; side right, forward left crossing in front of right, side right/close left, side right;
May be done in closed or butterfly positions. Body from w aist up remains facing partner but head looks in
direction of travel. Body from w aist down faces partner on side steps and turns to direction of travel as
cross steps are taken. May be done in opposite direction by man crossing left in front of right [woman right
in front of left] on first step.

#

Cucaracha
cuca
Cucaracha
1,2,3&,4;
SD, REC, CL/STP, STP;
M or W: Side, recover, close/step, step in place;
This figure may begin w ith either foot. Side step is taken w ith just partial weight and with foot rotation on
the ball of the foot. Usually begins and ends in closed position or butterfly with the first step either directly
to the side or diagonally side and back.

#

Fence Line
fnc line
Fence Line
1,2,3&,4;
X LUN, REC, SD/CL, SD;
M or W: In butterfly cross lunge thru with bent knee looking in the direction of lunge, recover turning to face
partner, step side/close, side;
Lunge may be made in either direction, starting with appropriate foot.

#

Forward Basic
fwd bas
Forward Basic
1,2,3&,4;
FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK; (BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, back left/close right, back left;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right;
Usually done in closed or butterfly position, but may be done in open with both partners stepping forward.

#

Hand to Hand
hnd-hnd
Hand to Hand
1,2,3&,4;
BHD, REC, SD/CL, SD;
M or W: Behind turning to side by side, recover to face, side/close, side;
Often a 2 measure figure. May begin w ith either foot. May begin and end in butterfly or closed position.

#

Lariat
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

#

New Yorker
ny
New Yorker
1,2,3&,4;
THRU, REC, SD/CL, SD;
M or W: From indicated facing position step thru with straight leg turning to side by side position, recover to
face partner, side/close, side to indicated position;
Figure may begin w ith either foot. If starting with left, step thru to left open position. If starting with right,
step thru to open position.

#

Open Break
op brk
Open Break
1,2,3&,4;
RK APT, REC, SD/CL, SD; (RK APT, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: From indicated facing position rock apart strongly on left to left open facing position while extending free
arm up with palm out, recover on right lowering free arm, side left/close right, side left;
W: From indicated facing position rock apart strongly on right to left open facing position while extending
free arm up with palm out, recover on left lowering free arm, side right/close left, side right;
Last step may be taken either w ith or without a slight turn aw ay from partner.

lrt
Lariat
IN PLC STP, STP, STP/STP, STP; STP, STP, STP/STP, STP;
(FWD, FWD, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD, FWD, FWD/CL, SD;)
M: Step in place left, right, left/right, left; right, left, right/left, right;
W: Circle man clockwise with joined lead hands forward right, forward left, forward right/close left, forward
right; forward left, forward right, forward left/close right turning to face partner, side left;
Start w ith man’s left and woman’s right hands joined, woman at man’s right side but facing in opposite
direction from man. Retain handhold throughout. There are many variations of this figure w hich include
different starting positions, different handw ork, different footwork for the man, circling counterclockwise,
use of three measure, etc. Man has no turn.

Rev erse Underarm Turn
rev undrm trn
Reverse Underarm T urn
1,2,3&,4;
XIF, REC, SD/CL, SD; (XIF TRN, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Cross left in front, recover right, side left/close right, side left;
W: Cross right in front under joined lead hands turning 1/2 left face, recover left continuing left face turn to
face partner, side right/close left, side right;
Starts and ends facing partner.
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Shoulder to Shoulder
shldr-shldr
Shoulder to Shoulder
1,2,3&,4;
RK FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; (RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: From butterfly position forward left to butterfly sidecar, recover right to face, side right/close left, side
right;
W: From butterfly position back right to butterfly sidecar, recover left to face, side right/close left, side right;
May be done starting with man’s right and woman’s left foot stepping to butterfly banjo position.

## Side Walks
sd wlks
Side Walks
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
SD, CL, SD/CL, SD; CL, SD, CL/SD, CL;
M or W: Side, close, side/close, side; close, side, close/side, close;
May be done starting with either foot to the left or right. May be done in closed or butterfly position.
## Sliding Door
sldg dr
Sliding Door
1,2,3&,4;
RK APT, REC, XIF/SD, XIF;
M or W: Partners start facing the same direction. Rock apart, recover releasing hands, cross in front
changing sides still facing same direction as the woman crosses in front of man/side, cross in front;
#

Spot Turn
spt trn
Spot T urn
1,2,3&,4;
XIF TRN, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD;
M or W: Cross in front turning on crossing foot one half, recover continuing to turn to face partner, step
side/close, side;
This is a solo figure. Usually a complete turn is made. If starting with the left foot, the turn is to the right. If
starting w ith the right foot, the turn is to the left.

#

Time Step
tim stp
T ime Step
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3&,4;
XIB, REC, SD/CL, SD;
M or W: Cross in back, recover, side/close, side;
May start w ith either foot. Usually done facing partner with no hands joined or in butterfly position Stay
parallel to partner w ith little or no turn.

## Trav eling Door
trav dr
T raveling Door
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
RK SD, REC, XIF/SD, XIF; RK SD, REC, XIF/SD, XIF;
M or W: Rock side, recover, cross in front/side, cross in front; rock side, recover, cross in front/side, cross
in front;
May start w ith either foot. May be done from any facing direction.
## Underarm Turn
undrm trn
Underarm T urn
1,2,3&,4;
BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; (XIF TRN, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Back right, recover left, side right/close left, side right;
W: Cross left in front of right under joined lead hands turning 1/2 right face, recover right continuing right
face turn to face partner, side left/close right, side left;
Starts and ends facing partner.
#

Walk
wlk
Walk
1,2,3&,4;
FWD, FWD, FWD/CL, FWD;
M or W: In designated position step forward, forward, forward/close, forward;
Figure may start w ith either foot. May be done with swiveling action.
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CHA CHA – PHASE IV
#

Aida
none
Aida
1,2,3&,4;
FWD TRN, SD TRN, BK/LK, BK; (FWD TRN, SD TRN, BK/LK, BK;)
M: Forward right turning right face, side left continuing right face turn, back right/lock left in front of right,
back right;
W: Forward left turning left face, side right continuing left face turn, back left/lock right in front of left, back
left;
May be done from semi-closed, butterfly, open or open facing positions. When done from butterfly or open
facing positions the first step is thru between partners. Ends in a V back-to-back position. May be done in
opposite direction starting with opposite foot.

## Alemana
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

none
Alemana
FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left/close right, side left leading woman to turn right face; back right,
recover left, side right/close left, side right;
W: Back right, recover left, side right/close left, side right commence right face swivel; continue right face
turn under joined lead hands forward left, continue right face turn forward right, side left/close right, side
left;
Starts and ends facing partner. Woman completes a right face turn under joined lead hands. At end of the
first measure, man brings joined lead hands up to palm-to-palm position indicating to the woman to
commence a right face turn. Steps 1 and 2 of the second measure for the woman are forw ard w alking
steps. Woman may place her free hand on her hip.

#

Alemana from a Fan
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

none
Alemana
FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(CL, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left/close right, side left leading woman to turn right face; back right,
recover left, side right/close left, side right;
W: Close right, forward left, forward right/forward left, forward right commence right face swivel to face
partner, continue right face turn under joined lead hands forward left, continue right face turn forward right,
side left/close right, side left;
Starts in fan position, ends facing partner. Woman completes a right face turn under joined lead hands. At
the end of the first measure, man brings joined lead hand up to palm-to-palm position indicating to the
w oman to commence a right face turn. Steps 1 and 2 of the second measure for the woman are forw ard
w alking steps. Woman may place her free hand on her hip.

#

Chase Peek-a-Boo [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video T ape]

## Cross Body
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

X bdy
Cross Body
FWD, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD; BK TRN, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD & BK;)
M: Forward left, recover right turning left face, [foot turned about 1/4 turn body turned 1/8 turn] side
left/close right, side left; back right behind left continue left face turn, recover left, side right/close left, side
right;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right toward man staying on right side ending in
an L-shaped position; forward left commencing to turn left, forward right turning 1/2 left face, side left/close
right, side and back left;
Figure is done in closed position. May turn 3/8 to 1/2 over tw o measures. Woman’s turn is entirely in
second measure.

## Dev elope [no swiv el]
none
Develope
[Moved from Phase VI]
1,2,3,4;
FWD CK, –, –, –; (BK, –, DEVELOPE, –;)
M: Forward left outside partner checking, –, –, –;
W: Back right, –, bring left foot up right leg to outside of right knee, extend left foot forward;
Figure is executed on ball of foot with body stretched upward on develope but knee remains flexed. May be
executed from any position, with either foot and by either or both partners, with or without the swivel.
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Fan [from 1/2 a Basic]
none
Fan
1,2,3&,4;
BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; (FWD, SD & BK TRN, BK/LK, BK;)
M: Back right, recover left, side right/close left, side right;
W: Forward left, turning left face step side and back right making 1/4 turn to left, back left/lock right in front,
back left leaving right extended forward with no weight;
Man’s side cha cha and w oman’s back cha cha must be small steps. Ends in fan position. No turn for the
man. When done from closed, open or butterfly positions woman turns 1/4 left face. When this follows a
higher phase Hip Tw ist figure the second step for the woman must be forward turning 1/2 left face. When
done from side by side position, woman turns 3/4 left face. When starting with right hands joined man must
change hands on second step.

## Flirt
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

none
Flirt
FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(BK, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left/close right, side left; back right, recover left, side right/close left, side
right;
W: Rock back right, recover left turning left face, continue turn to Varsouvienne position side right/close
left, side right; rock back left, recover right, side left/close right, side left moving to her left in front of the
man to Left Varsouvienne position.

#

Hockey Stick
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

hky stk
Hockey Stick
FWD, REC, STP/STP, STP; BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;
(CL, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, BK/LK, BK;)
M: Forward left, recover right, in place left/right, left; back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward
right ending diagonal reverse and wall;
W: Close right, forward left, forward right/left, right; forward left, forward right turning left to face partner,
back left/close right, back left on a diagonal;
Starts in fan position, ends facing partner or as designated. Woman turns approximately 5/8 left face under
joined lead hands [man’s left and woman’s right]. Lock step may be used instead of close step on last 3
steps. As man does in place cha cha he brings joined hands across in front of his forehead which tells
w oman to prepare to turn left, then allows woman to do the turn by herself.

#

Parallel Chase
parallel chs
Parallel Chase
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
SD, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; SD, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;
M or W: Side left turning right face, recover forward right turning right face, forward left/close right, forward
left; side right turning left face, recover forward left turning left face, forward right/close left, forward right;
Figure is done in left or right Varsouvienne position, left or right skaters position, or left or right shadow
position.

#

Switch
swch
Switch Cross
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
1,2,3&,4;
TRN SD, REC, XIF/SD, XIF; (TRN SD, REC, XIF/SD, XIF;)
M: T urning left face to face partner side left checking bringing joined hands thru, recover right, cross left in
front turning left face to face partner/side right, cross left in front;
W: T urning right face to face partner side right check bringing joined hands thru, recover left, cross right in
front turning right face to face partner/side left, cross right in front;
May be done on opposite foot going in opposite direction. [Figure changes line of travel.] Normally starts in
”V” back to back position.

#

Switch Rock
swch rk
Switch Rock
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
1,2,3&,4;
TRN SD, REC, SD/CL, SD; (TRN SD, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: T urning left face to face partner side left check bringing joined hands thru, recover right, side left/close
right, side left;
W: T urning right face to face partner side right check bringing joined hands thru, recover left, side
right/close left, side right;
May be done on opposite foot going in opposite direction. [Figure does not change line of travel.] Normally
starts in ’V” back to back position.
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#

Time Step [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video T ape]

#

Triple Cha Forward or Back
1,2,3&,4; 1&,2,3&,4;

trpl CH fwd or bk
T riple Cha Forward or Back
BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD; FWD/LK, FWD, FWD/LK, FWD;
or FWD, REC, BK/LK, BK; BK/LK, BK, BK/LK, BK;
(FWD, REC, BK/LK, BK; BK/LK; BK, BK/LK, BK;
or BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD; FWD/LK, FWD, FWD/LK, FWD;)
M: Back left, recover right, forward left/lock right in back of left, forward left; forward right/lock left in back of
right, forward right, forward left/lock right in back of left, forward left; OR forward right, recover left, back
right/lock left in front of right, back right; back left/lock right in front of left, back left, back right/lock left in
front of right, back right;
W: Forward right, recover left, back right/lock left in front of right, back right; back left/lock right in front of
left, back left, back right/lock left in front of right, back right; OR back left, recover right, forward left/lock
right in back of left, forward left; forward right/lock left in back of right, forward right, forward left/lock right in
back of left, forward left;
May be done in facing position alternating right, right and left, left joining of hands.

## Umbrella Turn
umbr trn
Umbrella T urn
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK; BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK;
BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(BK, REC TRN, SD TRN/CL, BK; BK, REC TRN, SD TRN/CL, BK;
BK, REC TRN, SD TRN/CL, BK; BK, REC TRN, SD TRN/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, back left/close right, back left; back right, recover left, forward right/close left,
forward right; forward left, recover right, back left/close right, back left; back right, recover left, side
right/close left, side right;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right turning 1/2 left face/close left, back right; back left, recover right,
forward left turning 1/2 right face/close right, back left; back right, recover left, forward right turning 1/2 left
face/close left, back right; back left, recover right, forward left turning 1/4 right face/close right, side left;
Starts in left hand star position, ends partners facing.
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CHA CHA – PHASE V
## Challenge Chase
chal chs
Challenge Chase
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
FWD TRN, STP, TRN/TRN, BK; BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD; FWD TRN, STP, TRN/TRN, BK;
BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD;
(BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD; FWD TRN, STP, TRN/TRN, BK; BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD;
FWD TRN, STP, TRN/TRN, BK;)
M: Forward left turning 1/2 right face, forward right, continue to turn right face 1 1/2 revolutions left/right, left
to face partner; rock back right, recover forward left, forward right/close left, forward right; repeat the first 2
measures;;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right; forward left turning 1/2 right face, forward
right, continue to turn right face 1 1/2 revolutions left/right, left; repeat the first 2 measures;;
#

Closed Hip Twist
cl hip twst
Closed Hip T wist
1,2,3&,4;
CK FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; (TRN BK, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD SVWL;)
M: Giving woman a slight left side lead with right side stretch to open her out check forward left, recover
right with slight right side lead to lead woman to close, small side left/close right, side left with slight left
side lead to turn woman ending with slight right side stretch;
W: With slight left side stretch turn right face up to 1/2 back right, recover left turning left face up to 1/2,
side right small step/close left, side right small step swivel 1/4 right face on right touching left to right no
weight with slight left side stretch;
No turn for man, sharp 1/4 turn to right for w oman after last step. Starts in closed position.

#

Cross Basic
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

#

Cuban Breaks [Name changed to Single Cuban Break.]

X bas
Cross Basic
XIF TRN, REC, SD/CL, SD; XIB TRN, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(XIB TRN, REC, SD/CL, SD; XIF TRN, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Cross left in front of right turning 1/4 left face, recover back right, side left/close right, side left; cross
right in back of left turning 1/4 left face, recover forward left, side right/close left, side right;
W: Cross right in back of left turning 1/4 left face, recover forward left, side right/close left, side right; cross
left in front of right turning 1/4 left face, recover back right, side left/close right, side left;
May be done facing any direction. Closed position or butterfly position throughout. Should strongly flex
knees on the crossing steps. Figure makes 1/2 turn over 2 measures.

## Cuddle
none
Cuddle
1,2,3&,4;
SD, REC, CL/STP, STP; (TRN BK, REC, FWD TRN/CL, SD;)
M: From closed position giving woman a slight left side lead to open her out with slight right side stretch
side left with left side stretch, recover right, close left with right side stretch placing left hand on woman’s
right shoulder blade/step in place right, step in place left leading woman to closed position;
W: With slight left side stretch turn 1/2 right face back right with right side stretch free arm out to side,
recover left with left side stretch, forward right place right with left side stretch place right hand on man’s
left shoulder turning 1/2 left face/close left, side right blending to closed position;
Starts w ith either foot and may be done any number of times. Lady does a compressed chasse.
#

Double Cuban Breaks
dbl Cuban brks
Double Cubans
1&,2&,3&,4; 1&,2&,3&,4;
XIF/REC, SD/REC, XIF/REC, SD; XIF/REC, SD/REC, XIF/REC, SD;
M or W: Cross/recover, side/recover, cross/recover, side; cross/recover, side/recover, cross/recover, side;
Usually a 2 measure figure in which both partners cross in front of supporting foot. Partners use opposite
feet. May be done w ith either foot lead.
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#

Full Natural Top
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&4; 1,2,3&,4;

full nat top
Full Natural T op
XIB TRN, SD TRN, XIB TRN/SD TRN, XIB TRN; SD TRN, XIB, SD TRN/XIB TRN, SD TRN;
XIB TRN, SD TRN, XIB TRN/SD TRN, CL;
(SD TRN, XIF, SD TRN/XIF, SD TRN; XIF, SD TRN, XIF/SD TRN, XIF;
SD TRN, XIF, SD TRN/XIF, CL;)
M: Cross right in back of left turning right face, side left continuing turn, cross right in back of left/side left
continuing turn, cross right in back of left continuing turn; side left continuing turn, cross right in back of left
continuing turn, side left/cross right in back of left continuing turn, side left; cross right in back of left
continuing turn, side left continuing turn, cross right in back of left/side left continuing turn, close right;
W: Side left turning right face, cross right in front of left continuing turn, side left/cross right in front of left
continuing turn, side left; cross right in front of left continuing turn, side left continuing turn, cross right in
front of left/side left continuing turn, cross right in front of left continuing turn; side left continuing turn, cross
right in front of left continuing turn, side left/cross right in front of left continuing turn, close left;
The figure w ill resemble two people revolving around an imaginary pole that is between them. They must
stay parallel throughout. Usually closed position throughout figure. Amount of turn is usually up to 2 full
turns.

#

La Suiza
1&,2&,3&,4;

#

Natural Opening Out
nat opg out
Natural Opening Out
1,2,3&,4;
CK FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; (TRN BK, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Giving woman a slight left side lead with right side stretch to open her out check forward left on ball of
foot with pressure into floor and shaping to partner, recover right with slight right side lead to lead woman
to closed position, side left/close right, side left;
W: With slight left side stretch turn 1/2 right face back right with right side stretch, recover left with left side
stretch turning left face 1/2 blending to closed position, side right/close left, side right;
Starts and ends in closed position.

#

Natural Top [Deleted – see Full Natural Top]

#

Open Hip Twist
op hip twst
Open Hip T wist
1,2,3&,4;
CK FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK; (RK BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD SVWL;)
M: Check forward left, recover right, back left/close right, back left small steps pushing arm forward gently
to turn woman;
W: Rock back right, recover left, forward right/forward left, forward right swivel 1/4 right face on right;
May be done w ith right hands joined or man’s left and woman’s right joined. There is no turn for man, 1/4
turn to right for w oman. Woman moves straight forw ard toward man and lets man create turn.

none
La Suiza
SD/LIFT FLK, XIF/LIFT FLK, SD/CL, SD;
(SD/LIFT FLK, XIF/LIFT FLK, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Side left/lift on left flicking right across in front of left, cross right in front/lift on right flicking left side and
back, side left/close right, side left;
W: Side right/lift on right flicking left across in front of right, cross left in front/lift on left flicking right side and
back, side right/close left, side right;
May be done opposite direction with opposite foot lead. Look in the direction opposite to direction of travel.
Partners may use same or opposite footwork depending on position of partners. Usually travels diagonally
but may be done forw ard or back without crossing.

## Rev erse Top [Moved to Phase VI as Full Reverse Top – on Phase VI Addendum Video Tape]
#

Single Cuban Break
sgl Cuban brk
Single Cuban
1&,2,3&,4;
XIF/REC, SD, XIF/REC, SD;
M or W: Cross/recover, side, cross/recover, side;
Usually a one measure figure in which both partners cross in front of supporting foot. Partners use opposite
feet. May be done facing any direction.

#

Sit Line
none
Sit Line
1,2,3&,4;
BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; (BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Small step back left relax knee leave right leg extended free arm up and slight forward body poise,
recover right, side left/close right, side left;
W: Small step back right relax knee leave left leg extended free arm up and slight forward body poise,
recover left, side right/close left, side right;
Usually starts open facing position lead hands joined. Chasse may be danced forw ard, together, or
sidew ays.
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## Stop and Go Hockey Stick
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

stop & go hky stk
Stop & Go Hockey Stick
CK FWD, REC, STP/STP, STP; CK FWD, REC, STP/STP, STP;
(CL, FWD, FWD/LK, FWD TRN; RK BK, REC, FWD/LK, FWD TRN;)
M: Check forward left, recover right raising left arm to lead woman to a left a face underarm turn, in place
left/right, left; check forward right left side stretch shaping to partner placing right hand on woman’s left
shoulder blade to check her movement, recover left raising left arm to lead woman to right face underarm
turn, in place right/left, right;
W: Close right, forward left, forward right/left, right turning 1/2 left face under joined hands to end at man’s
right side; [man catches woman with right hand on woman’s left shoulder blade to check her movement]
rock back left, recover right, forward left/right, left turning 1/2 right face under joined hands to end facing
man in fan position;
Starts in fan position and ends in fan position.

#

Sweetheart
swhrt
Sweetheart
1,2,3&,4;
CK FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; (BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Check forward left with right side lead to contra check like action, recover right straightening body, side
left/close right, side left;
W: Back right with left side lead into contra check like action, recover left straightening body, side
right/close left, side right;
Starts in left shadow position, ends in right shadow position. Woman will slide across in front of man on
side steps. May be done in the opposite direction with opposite foot lead and body turn.

#

Switch [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video T ape]

#

Switch Rock [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video T ape]
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#

Adv anced Alemana
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

adv alemana
Advanced Alemana
FWD, REC, TRN SD/STP, STP; BHD, SD, IN PLC/STP, STP;
(BK, REC, SD/STP, STP; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, FWD TRN/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, turning 1/8 right face small side left/right, left; cross right in back of left
turning right face, side left completing 3/8 right face turn, in place right/left, right;
W: Back right, recover left, small side right/left, right commence right face swivel; continue right face turn
under joined lead hands forward left, continue right face turn forward right, continue turn forward left to face
partner/close right, side left;
Starts and ends in open facing position lead hands joined. Man will make 1/2 turn to right over entire figure
and w ill end facing opposite direction from starting direction. Woman has 1 1/2 turn to right over entire
figure. Steps 1, 2 and 3 of second measure for the woman are forward w alking steps.

#

Adv anced Hip Twist
adv hip twst
Advanced Hip T wist
1,2,3&,4;
FWD, REC, BK/REC, CL; (BK TRN, REC TRN, IN PLC FWD/CL TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left on ball of foot with pressure into floor and slight body turn to right, recover right, back left
almost in back of right with push action but do not allow weight to drop back/recover right, close left;
W: On weighted foot swivel 1/2 right face back right, recover left swivel 1/2 left face, forward right outside
partner/close left, forward right swivel 1/4 right face;
Starts in closed position, ends with woman facing across in front of man. Woman swivels right face on the
right foot, w hile the shoulders are held as square to the man as possible, creating a strong twist of the hip
to the right.

#

Adv anced Sliding Door
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

#

Ballerina Wheel
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

adv sldg dr
Advanced Sliding Door
FWD, REC, IN PLC/STP, STP; LUN LINE, REC, IN PLC/STP, STP;
(BK TRN, REC TRN, FWD/STP, STP; SD LUN LINE, REC, IN PLC/STP, STP;)
M: Forward on ball of left foot pressure into floor and body turn to right, recover right, in place left/right, left
turning 1/4 left face; slide right foot to side into a point with body turning to left no weight change, recover
upright still no weight change, in place right/left, right turning 1/4 right face;
W: Back right keep pressure into floor with ball of left foot as body turns to right, recover left with slight
body turn to left, forward and across in line with the supporting foot right/left, right; side left with body
stretch to left in lunge line, recover right, back and across in line with the supporting foot left/right, left;
Shadow position throughout with left hands joined and man’s right on woman’s right shoulder blade,
w oman’s right hand extended to side. Strong flex in left knee during lunge line. Woman must be careful not
to step forw ard on left into lunge line, body rotation happens after foot moves to side.
ballerina whl
Ballerina Wheel
FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD; FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD;
(LAST STP ON PREVIOUS FIG STP; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –;)
M: Forward left, right, left/right, left; forward right, left, right/left, right;
W: With weight on left raise right about knee high with foot about 6” in front of left knee with toe pointed
down and knee of right leg upward diagonally to right from toe and holding position as man walks woman
around in circle;
Varsouvienne or shadow skaters positions throughout, up to 1 full turn to right over entire 2 measures.

* Continuous Natural T op
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

cont nat top
Continuous Natural T op
BHD, SD, BHD/SD, BHD; SD, BHD, SD/BHD, SD; BHD, SD, BHD/SD, CL;
(SD, XIF, SD/XIF, SD; FWD TRN, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Cross right in back of left, side left, cross right in back of left/side left, cross right in back of left; side left,
cross right in back of left, side left/cross right in back of left, side left; cross right in back of left, side left,
cross right in back of left/side left, close right;
W: Side left, cross right in front of left, side left/cross right in front of left, side left; forward right make full
turn left face under joined lead hands, forward left to closed position, forward right/left, right; forward left,
forward right turn left face under joined lead hands, forward left/forward right, forward and side turn right to
closed position;
Starts in loose closed position facing reverse and wall turning right face. Usually ends in closed position
making up to 2 7/8 turn. Man may step forw ard on the last step.
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## Curl
none
Curl
1,2,3&,4;
FWD, REC, BK/CL, IN PLC; (BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN;)
M: Forward left, recover right, back left nearly closed to right/close right raise left hand, close left leading
woman to turn [swivel] left face under raised left hand;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right swiveling 1/2 to 5/6 left face turn in front of
man and facing same direction;
The curl should not be confused with the spiral. The curl is a ”loosely” executed 1 foot turn for action which
involves less turn than a spiral. The degree of turn will never be more than 5/8 and the free foot will
normally end crossed in front of the supporting foot [after completing the curl] extended forward. The spiral
w ill always involve 3/4 to 1 full turn ending with the free foot and legs ”wound up” with the ankles close
together. A ”Spiral action” may involve less turn. The curl may be danced from fan, open facing position or
hockey stick. Each varies slightly in execution but retains the same essential characteristics. The
description is from open facing position. The curl properly belongs to the Rumba how ever may be danced
in Cha Cha.
Dev elope [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase IV Addendum Video Tape]
#

Follow My Leader
none
Follow My Leader
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN; FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN;
FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN; FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN;
BK, REC, IN PLC STP/STP, STP;
(FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN; FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN;
FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN; FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN;
FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN;)
M: Forward right, left, right/left, right make 5/8 circle to right; forward left, right, left/right, left make 3/4 circle
to left; forward right, left, right/left, right make 3/4 circle to right; forward left, right, left/right, left make 5/8
circle to left; back right, recover left, in place right/left, right no turn;
W: Forward left, right, left/right, left make 1 & 1/8 turn to right; forward right, left, right/left, right make 3/4
turn to left; forward left, right, left/right, left make 3/4 turn to right; forward right, left, right/left, right make 3/4
turn to left; forward left, right, left/right, left makes 5/8 turn to right;
Starts in open facing position lead hands joined – release hands after first turn. Woman follows man on first
measure. Man follow s woman on second measure. Woman follows man on third measure. Man follows
w oman on fourth measure. Woman turns to face man on last measure. Figure resembles 3 circles in a row
on the floor w ith the man making figure 8’s using back 2 circles and woman making figure 8’s using front 2
circles.

## Full Rev erse Top
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

full rev top
Full Reverse T op
FWD & SD TRN, SWVL TRN, FWD & SD TRN/SWVL TRN, FWD & SD TRN;
SWVL TRN, FWD & SD TRN, SWVL TRN/FWD & SD TRN, SVWL TRN;
FWD & SD TRN, SWVL TRN, FWD & SD TRN/SVWL TRN, SD TRN;
(XIB TRN, TRN SD, XIB TRN/TRN SD, XIB TRN;
TRN SD, XIB TRN, TRN SD/XIB, TRN SD; XIB TRN, TRN SD, XIB TRN/TRN SD, SD;)
M: Forward and side right turning left face, swivel on all of left foot continue left face turn taking weight on
right to end left crossed in front of right, forward and side right turning left face/swivel on ball of left foot
continue left face turn taking weight on left to end left crossed in front of right, forward and side right turning
left face; swivel on ball of left foot continue left face turn taking weight on left to end left crossed in front of
right, forward and side right turning left face, swivel on ball of left foot continue left face turn taking weight
on left to end left crossed in front of right/forward and side right turning left face, swivel on ball of left foot
continue left face turn taking weight on left to end left crossed in front of right; forward and side right turning
left face, swivel on ball of left foot continue left face turn taking weight on left to end left crossed in front of
right, forward and side right turning left face/swivel on ball of left foot continue left face turn taking weight
on left to end left crossed in front of right, side right turning left face;
W: Cross left in back of right with left face turn, continue turn back and side right, cross left in back of right
with left face turn/continue turn back and side right, cross left in back of right with left face turn; continue
turn back and side right, cross left in back of right with left face turn, continue turn back and side right/cross
left in back of right with left face turn, continue turn back and side right; cross left in back of right with left
face turn, continue turn back and side right, cross left in back of right with left face turn/continue turn back
and side right, side left;
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#

Rope Spin
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

#

Turkish Towel
none
T urkish T owel
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;
FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; BK, REC, SD/CL, SD;
(BK, REC, SD & FWD/CL, FWD; XIF TRN, FWD TRN, FWD/FWD, FWD;
FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left/close right, side left; back right, recover left, side right/close left, side
right to end Varsouvienne position with man in front of woman to her right side; check back left, recover
right, side left/close right, side left now to woman’s left side; check back right, recover left, side right/close
left, side right now to woman’s right side;
W: Back right, recover left, side and forward right/close left, forward right; cross left in front of right turning
right face under joined hands, forward right continuing turn, forward left/right, left around man to end in
back of and to his left side joining left hands; check forward right, recover left, side right/close left, side right
to man’s right side; check forward left, recover right, side left/close right, side left to man’s left side;
Last 2 measures may be repeated. Starts in open facing position right hands are kept joined, left hands are
joined at end of second measure and kept joined thereafter. As woman does the underarm turn the joined
hands w ill come over her head then down between partners and back up to shoulder height. Joined hands
may remain at a comfortable height also. On the back checking steps for man the body turn is right when
using left foot and to the left when using right foot. On the forw ard checking steps for woman the body turn
is right w hen using the right foot and left when using left foot. Head is turned to look at partner on checking
steps.
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rope spn
Rope Spin
SD, REC, IN PLC/STP, STP; SD, REC, IN PLC/STP, STP;
(FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD; FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRN;)
M: Push side left, recover right, in place left/right, left; push side right, recover left, in place right/left, right;
W: On last step of previous figure spiral right face on left to end in front of man’s right side then forward
right, left, right/left, right; forward left, right, left/right, left around man clockwise to end facing man;
Starts w ith w oman to man’s right side and lead hands joined. End facing partner with lead hands joined. In
order to make the spiral easier for the woman the man should sway to right, look at woman and bring left
hand across in front of forehead so that the joined hands are near the woman’s head. This will enable her
to spiral w ithout being pulled off balance. Straighten out the sway as she circles around. Man may step
back to begin second measure.
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FOXTROT
[T iming is 4/4] Normally 3 steps to a measure with a count of SQQ. Body relaxed with soft knees, weight on the
forward part of the weighted foot with minimum weight on heel. Before taking step 1, body must have a slight
lowering action throughout the leg of the weighted foot to create a heel lead with the moving foot. For natural
and reverse turns, the man will have a slight early body rise at the end of step 1 to lead the woman into her heel
turn. Natural [right] turns – the upper body commences turn before the step is taken. Reverse [left] turns – the
body commences the turn after the forward action of the first step and continues to turn through step 2.

FOXTROT – PHASE III
#

Back Hov er
bk hvr
Back Hover
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
SQQ;
BK, –, SD & RISE, REC; (FWD, –, SD & RISE, REC;)
M: Back, –, side and back with a slight rise, recover;
W: Forward, –, side and forward with a slight rise, recover;
May start w ith either foot. Closed position throughout.

#

Box
box
Foxtrot Box
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD, –, SD, CL; BK, –, SD, CL; (BK, –, SD, CL; FWD, –, SD, CL;)
M: Forward left, –, side right, close left; back right, –, side left, close right;
W: Back right, –, side left, close right; forward left, –, side right, close left;

#

Box [Left Turning]
SQQ; SQQ; SQQ; SQQ;

L trng box
Left T urning Box
FWD, –, FWD TRN, CL; BK, –, BK TRN, CL; REPEAT;;
(BK, –, BK TRN, CL; FWD, –, FWD TRN, CL; REPEAT;;)
M: Forward left commencing left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn forward and side right, close
left; back right commence left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn back and side left, close right;
repeat;;
W: Back right commence a left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn back and side left, close right;
forward left commence left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn forward and side right, close left;
repeat;;
A 4 measure figure.

## Box Finish
box fin
Box Finish
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, SD, CL; (FWD TRN, –, SD, CL;)
M: Back right turning left face, –, side left, close right;
W: Forward left turning left face, –, side right, close left;
Figure turns left face up to 1/4.
#

Chair
chr
Chair
S
FWD LUN, –, (FWD LUN, –,)
M: Forward right lunge step, –,
W: Forward left lunge step, –,
A 1 step figure. The dancers body profile is shaped to style a forward lunge to resemble the side view of a
straight chair. The stepping leg is slightly bent representing the front legs and seat of the chair. The
dancer's torso forms the chair’s back as the trailing leg simulates the chair's rear legs. Semi-closed
position.

#

Chasse
none
Chasse to [ending position]
Q&Q
SD/CL, SD, (SD/CL, SD,)
M: Side left/close right, side left,
W: Side right/close left, side right,
May start w ith either foot.
Examples:
(1) From banjo position to semi-closed position:
## Forward Chasse
fwd chasse
Forward Chasse to Semi Closed
SQ&Q;
FWD TRN, –, SD/CL, SD; (BK TRN, –, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward right turning to face, –, side left/close right, side left turning to semi-closed position;
W: Back left turning to face, –, side right/close left, side right turning to semi-closed position;
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(2)

From semi-closed position to semi-closed position:
## Thru Chasse
thru chasse
T hru Chasse to Semi Closed
SQ&Q;
THRU TRN, –, SD/CL, SD; (THRU TRN, –, SD/CL, SD;)
M: T hru right turning to face, –, side left/close right, side left to semi-closed position;
W: T hru left turning to face, –, side right/close left, side right to semi-closed position;
(3) From semi-closed position to banjo position:
# Thru Chasse
thru chasse
T hru Chasse to Banjo Position
SQ&Q;
FWD TRN, –, SD/CL, SD; (FWD TRN, –, SD/CL; SD;)
M: T hru right turning to face, –, side left/close right, side left to banjo position;
W: T hru left turning to face, –, side right/close left, side right to banjo position;
(4) From closed position to banjo position:
## Turn Left & Right Chasse
trn L & R chasse T urn Left & Right Chasse [to Banjo]
SQ&Q;
FWD TRN, –, SD/CL, SD; (BK TRN, –, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, –, commencing upper body turn forward right turning left/close left, side right to
banjo position;
W: Back right, –, commencing upper body turn back left turning left/close right, side left to banjo
position;
Figure may be danced forw ard, sideward or backward, turned or curved left or right, starting and ending in
the same or different positions. Rhythm may vary from time to time particularly in mixed rhythm dances, but
for the most part w ill remain as shown.
#

Cross Hov er
X hvr
Cross Hover to [ending position]
SQQ;
XIF, –, SD RISE, REC; (XIB, –, SD RISE, REC;)
M: From sidecar position cross left in front of right, –, side right with a slight rise turning left, recover on left
to indicated position;
W: From sidecar position cross right in back of left, –, side left with a slight rise turning left, recover on right
to indicated position;
Figure may start in sidecar position and end in semi-closed or banjo position, or may start in banjo position
w ith man's right and w oman's left foot and end in sidecar position.

#

Cross Piv ot [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase III Video Tape]

#

Forward Hov er
fwd hvr
Forward Hover [to designated position]
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
SQQ;
FWD, –, SD & FWD RISE, REC; (BK, –, SD & BK RISE, REC;)
M: Forward left, –, side and forward right with a slight rise, recover on left;
W: Back right, –, side left and back with a slight rise, recover on right;
Starts in closed position.

## Forward Run Two
fwd run 2
Forward Run T wo
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD, FWD;
M or W: T hree passing steps in 1 Foxtrot measure. May begin with either foot.
#

Foxtrot Twisty Vine
FT twsty vin
Foxtrot T wisty Vine
SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, SD; (SD, –, XIF, SD;)
M: Side left, –, cross right in back to sidecar position, side left to closed position;
W: Side right, –, cross left in front to sidecar position, side right to closed position;

#

Foxtrot Vine
FT vin
Foxtrot Vine
SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, SD; (SD, –, XIB, SD;)
M: Side left, –, cross right in back, side left;
W: Side right, –, cross left in back, side right;
May be done in closed position, butterfly position or left open facing position.

#

Hov er
hvr
Hover
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD & SD RISE, REC; (BK, –, BK & SD RISE, REC;)
M: Forward left to closed position, –, forward and side right rising to ball of foot, recover left to tight semiclosed position;
W: Back right to closed position, –, back and side left turning to semi-closed position and rising to ball of
foot, recover right to tight semi-closed position;
May start in banjo or closed position and ends in semi-closed position unless otherwise specified. Partners
may brush free foot to supporting foot on second step.
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#

Hov er Fallaway
hvr falwy
Hover Fallaway
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD RISE, REC; (FWD, –, FWD RISE, REC;)
M: Staying in semi-closed position throughout forward right, –, forward left rising to ball of foot and
checking, recover back on right;
W: Staying in semi-closed position throughout forward left, –, forward right rising to ball of foot and
checking, recover back on left;

#

Impetus to Semi-Closed [Open Impetus]
imp SCP
Impetus to Semi
SQQ;
BK, –, CL TRN, FWD; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, FWD;)
M: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
back left, –, close right to left [heel turn] continue turn [usually a total of about 3/8 turn], forward left in tight
semi-closed position;
W: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
forward right between man's feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right face, –, side and forward left continue turn
around man brush right to left, forward right;

#

Left Face Foxtrot Turn
LF FT trn
[#] Left T urns
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD TRN, CL; BK, –, BK TRN, CL; (BK, –, BK TRN, CL; FWD, –, FWD TRN, CL;)
M: Forward left commence left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn [up to 1/2] side and back right,
close left; back right commence left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn [up to 1/2] side and forward
left, close right;
W: Back right commence left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn side and forward left, close right;
forward left commence left face upper body turn, –, continuing to turn side and back right, close left;
Closed position throughout. Total amount of turn is from 3/4 to 1 full turn.

## Maneuv er
manuv
Maneuver
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, CL; (FWD, –, SD, CL;)
M: Commencing right face turn forward right, continuing right face turn to face partner side left, close right;
W: Small forward left, side right, close left;
A 3 step right face turning figure to end in closed position man facing reverse line of progression with man's
left and w oman's right foot free. Usually starts in semi-closed position but may be done from banjo or
closed position. In closed position, woman's first step is back commencing a right face turn.
#

Progressiv e Box
prog box
Progressive Foxtrot Box
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD, –, SD, CL; FWD, –, SD, CL; (BK, –, SD, CL; BK, –, SD, CL;)
M: In closed position forward left, –, side right, close left; forward right, –, side left, close right;
W: Back right, –, side left, close right; back left, –, side right, close left;

#

Right Face Foxtrot Turn
SQQ; SQQ;

#

Slip Piv ot
slp pvt
Slip Pivot
SQQ;
BK, –, BK TRN, FWD; (BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, BK;)
M: Back left, –, back right turning left [keeping left leg extended], forward left;
W: Back right starting left face pivot on ball of foot [thighs locked left leg extended], –, forward left
continuing left turn placing left foot near man's right foot, back right;
A 3 step figure beginning in semi-closed position usually ending in banjo or contra banjo position.

RF FT trn
[#] Right T urns
BK TRN, –, SD, CL; FWD TRN, –, SD, CL;
(FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, CL; BK TRN, –, SD TRN, CL;)
M: Back left turning up to 1/4 right face, –, side right toward line of progression turning up to 1/4 right face,
close left; forward right turning up to 1/4 right face, –, side left diagonally across line of progression turning
up to 1/4 right face, close right;
W: Forward right turning up to 1/4 right face, –, side left diagonally across line of progression turning up to
1/4 right face, close right; back left turning up to 1/4 right face, –, side right toward line of progression
turning up to 1/4 right face, close left;
Closed position throughout. May end in designated position. Total amount of turn over 2 measures is from
3/4 to 1 full turn.
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#

Spin Turn
spn trn
Spin T urn
SQQ;
BK PVT, –, FWD RISE, SD & BK; (FWD PVT, –, BK RISE, BRUSH FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left toe pivoting 1/2 right face to face line of progression, –,
forward right between woman's feet heel to toe continuing turn leave left leg extended back and side,
recover side and back on left;
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right between man's feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right
face, –, back left toe continuing turn brush right to left, forward right;
Usually starts from closed position reverse line of dance. Basic figure ends in closed position line of dance
and w all. How ever, the amount of turn may vary. Underspin will allow the figure to end man facing line of
dance, overspin will allow the figure to end man facing wall or wall and reverse line of dance. Amount of
turn is completed on second step.

#

Telemark to Semi-Closed [Moved to Phase IV – on the Phase III Video T ape]

#

Whisk
wsk
Whisk
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD & SD RISE, XIB; (BK, –, BK & SD RISE, XIB;)
M: In closed or banjo position forward left to closed position, –, forward and side right commencing rise to
ball of foot, cross left in back of right continuing to full rise to ball of foot ending in a tight semi-closed
position;
W: In closed or banjo position back right to closed position, –, back and side left commencing to rise to ball
of foot, cross right in back of left continuing to full rise to ball of foot ending in a tight semi-closed position;

#

Wing
none
Wng
SQQ;
FWD, –, DRAW, TCH; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, FWD TRN;)
M: In semi-closed position forward right, –, draw left toward right, touch left to right turning upper part of
body left face with left side stretch;
W: Forward left beginning to cross in front of man turning slightly left face, –, forward right around man
continuing to turn slightly left face, forward left around man continuing to turn slightly left face to end in a
tight sidecar position;
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FOXTROT – PHASE IV
#

Back Feather
bk fthr
Back Feather
SQQ;
BK, –, BK, BK; (FWD, –, FWD, FWD;)
M: Back left, –, back right with right shoulder leading, back left to contra banjo position;
W: Forward right, –, forward left with left shoulder leading, forward right to contra banjo position;
Starts closed position usually facing diagonal reverse and wall. May be turned right face up to 1/8 turn.

#

Back Hov er [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video T ape]

## Back Hov er Telemark
SQQ;

bk hvr tele
Back Hover T elemark
BK TRN, –, SD & FWD RISE & TRN, SD & FWD;
(FWD TRN, –, SD & FWD RISE & TRN, SD & FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, side and forward right continuing turn rising slightly
[hovering] with body turning up to 3/8 right face, side and forward left small step on toe to semi-closed
position.
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward on right between man’s feet turning right face, –, side
forward left continuing turn rising slightly [hovering] continue turn, side and forward right step on toe to
semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position and ends in semi-closed position.

#

Back Whisk
bk wsk
Back Whisk [to Position]
SQQ;
BK, –, BK & SD, XIB; (FWD, –, FWD & SD, XIB;)
M: Back left, –, back and side on right, cross left in back of right finishing in semi-closed position;
W: Forward right, –, forward and side left, cross right in back of left finishing in semi-closed position;

#

Chair and Slip
chr & slp
Chair and Slip
SQQ;
LUN THRU, –, REC, SLP BK; (LUN THRU, –, REC, SWVL FWD;)
M: From semi-closed position check thru right with lunge action as for Chair [see Phase III], –, recover left
[no rise], with slight left face upper body turn slip right behind left continuing turn to end facing diagonal line
of dance and center of hall;
W: From semi-closed position check thru left as for Chair [see Phase III], –, recover right [no rise], swivel
left face on right and step forward left outside man’s right foot to closed position;

#

Change of Direction
chg of dir
Change of Direction
SS;
FWD, –, FWD TRN LF, DRAW; (BK, –, BK TRN LF, DRAW;)
M: Forward left diagonally line and wall, –, forward right diagonally line and wall right shoulder leading and
turn left face, draw left to right and brush;
W: Back right diagonally line and wall, –, back left diagonally line and wall left shoulder leading turn left
face, draw right to left and brush;
Closed position throughout, up to 1/4 left face turn.

#

Closed Impetus
cl imp
Closed Impetus
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, TRN, SD & BK; (FWD, –, SD & FWD TRN, BRUSH FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, close right to left [heel turn] continue turn, side and
back left to closed position;
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right between man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right
face, –, side and forward left continue turn around man brush right to left, forward right between man’s feet
to closed position;

#

Closed Wing
cl wing
Closed Wing
SQQ;
FWD, –, DRAW, TCH; (BK, –, SD, FWD;)
M: Forward right, –, draw left to right with left face upper body turn, touch left;
W: Back left, –, side right across man, forward left to sidecar position;
May be done from closed or banjo positions.

## Cross Hesitation
X hes
Cross Hesitation
SS; (SQQ;)
THRU, –, TRN HOLD, –; (THRU, –, SD TRN, CL;)
M: T hru right, –, commence 1/4 to 3/8 left face turn on right hold, –;
W: T hru left, –, side right around man turning left, continuing turn close left to right in contra banjo position;
Starts in semi closed position and ends in contra banjo position.
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Cross Piv ot
X pvt
Cross Pivot
[Moved from Phase III – on Phase III Video T ape]
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, FWD; (FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, BK;)
M: From semi-closed position forward right in front of woman beginning a right face turn, –, side left
continuing right face turn, forward right to sidecar position;
W: From semi-closed position forward left small step commence right face turn, –, forward right between
man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right face, side and back left to sidecar position;
Man makes a full right face turn. Woman makes 1/2 right face turn. The second step for the woman is
betw een the man’s feet. May start in closed position. If starting in closed position. woman’s first step is
back commencing a right face turn.

## Cross Swiv el
X swvl
Cross Swivel
SQQ;
FWD, –, PT, CK FWD; (BK, –, SWVL PT, CK BK;)
M: Forward left, –, swiveling on left foot and turning left face point right towards line of dance, check
forward on right toward reverse line of dance in contra banjo position;
W: Back right, –, swiveling on right foot and turning left face point left foot towards line of dance, check
back on left toward reverse line of dance in contra banjo position;
Usually starts in closed position. Figure will turn 1/2 left face.
#

Dev elope [no swiv el]
none
Develope
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
SS;
FWD CK, –, –, –; (BK, –, DEVELOPE, –;)
M: Forward left outside partner checking, –, –, –;
W: Back right, –, bring left foot up right leg to outside of right knee, extend left foot forward, –;
Figure is executed on ball of foot with body stretched upward on develope but knee remains flexed. May be
executed from any position, with either foot and by either or both partners, with or without the swivel

#

Diamond Turn
SQQ; SQQ; SQQ; SQQ;

diam trn
Diamond T urn
FWD, –, SD, BK; BK, –, SD, FWD; FWD, –, SD, BK; BK, –, SD, FWD;
(BK, –, SD, FWD; FWD, –, SD, BK; BK, –, SD, FWD; FWD, –, SD, BK;)
M: Forward left turning on the diagonal, –, continuing left turn side right, back left to banjo position; staying
in banjo position and turning left face step back right, –, side on left, forward right; still in banjo position step
forward left turning on the diagonal, –, side right, back left; back right continuing turn, –, side left, forward
right to designated position and facing direction;
W: Back right turning on the diagonal, –, continuing left turn side left, forward right to banjo position;
forward left turning left face, –, side right, back left; back right turning left face, –, side left, forward right;
forward left turning left face, –, side right, back left to designated position and facing direction;
A 4 measure figure. Turns 1 full turn left face in 4 measures. Each measure turns 1/4. Starts in closed
position and ends in designated position and facing direction.

## Drag Hesitation
drg hes
Drag Hesitation
SS;
FWD, –, SD, DRAW; (BK, –, TRN SD, DRAW;)
M: Forward left, –, beginning left face turn side right continuing left face turn, draw left toward right ending
in contra banjo position;
W: Back right, –, beginning left face turn side left continuing left face turn, draw right toward left ending in
contra banjo position;
May be done from different positions. Overall turn is approximately 3/8.
#

Feather
fthr
Feather
SQQ;
THRU, –, FWD, FWD; (THRU TRNG, –, SD & BK, BK;)
M: From semi-closed position forward right, –, forward left, forward right in contra banjo position;
W: From semi-closed position thru left turning left face toward partner, –, side and back right to contra
banjo position, back left;
May begin in other dance positions. Figure consists of 3 steps starting with man’s right and w oman’s left
and alw ays ends in contra banjo position.

#

Feather Finish
fthr fin
Feather Finish
SQQ;
BK, –, SD & FWD, XIF [CBJO]; (FWD TRNG, –, SD & BK, BK [CBJO];)
M: Back right turning left face, –, side and forward left, forward right outside woman crossing right leg in
front of left at thighs to contra banjo position;
W: Forward left turning left face, –, side and back right, back left crossing leg in back of right at thighs;
Begins in closed or contra banjo position. Ends in contra banjo position. May turn as little as 1/8 or as
much as 1/2 to the left.
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Forward Hov er [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video T ape]

## Heel Pull
none
Heel Pull
SS; (SQQ;)
BK TRN, –, SD, –; (FWD, –, SD, DRAW;)
M: Back left starting right face turn, –, continuing turn on left heel pull right foot back to left transfer weight
to right at end of step ending side with feet slightly apart, –;
W: Forward right turning right face, –, continuing turn side left, draw right to left;
Usually ends facing diagonally line and center. Amount of turn may vary.
Hesitation Change
hes chg
Hesitation Change
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, SD, DRAW; (FWD TRN, –, SD, DRAW;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, side right continuing turn, draw left to right;
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right, –, side left continuing turn, draw right to left;
A 1 measure figure usually done in closed position, but may be done in contra banjo position. Turn may be
1/8 to 1/2.
#

Hov er Corte
hvr corte
Hover Corte
SQQ;
BK & TRN, –, SD & FWD RISE, REC; (FWD & TRN, –, SD & FWD RISE, REC;)
M: Back right starting left face turn, –, side and forward left with hovering action, recover right in contra
banjo position;
W: Forward left turning left face, –, side and forward right with hovering action, recover left to contra banjo
position;
Up to 1/2 left face turn. Starts in closed position, stays in closed position for steps 1 and 2, goes to contra
banjo position on step 3.

# Hov er Telemark
hvr tele
Hover T elemark
SQQ;
FWD, –, SD & FWD RISE & TRN, FWD; (BK, –, SD & BK RISE & TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left, –, diagonal side and forward right rising slightly [hovering] with body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right
face, forward left small step on toe to semi-closed position;
W: Back right, –, diagonal side and back left with hovering action and body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right face,
forward right small step on toe to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position and ends in semi-closed position. Woman may brush right to left on second step.
#

In and Out Runs
SQQ; SQQ;

I/O runs
In and Out Runs
FWD & TRN, –, SD & BK, BK; BK & TRN, –, SD & FWD & TRN, FWD;
(FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD & TRN, –, SD & FWD TRN, SD & FWD;)
M: Forward right starting right face turn, –, side and back wall and line of dance on left to closed position,
back right to contra banjo position; back left turning right face, –, side and forward right between woman’s
feet continuing right face turn, forward left to semi-closed position;
W: Forward left, –, forward right between man’s feet, forward left to contra banjo position; forward right
starting right face turn, –, forward and side left continuing turn, forward right to semi-closed position;
Figure requires 2 measures. Starts and ends in semi-closed position.

#

Left Whisk
L wsk
Left Whisk
SQQ;
THRU [SCP], –, SD & FWD [CP], XIB [RSCP]; (THRU, –, SD & FWD, XIB;)
M: T hru right to momentary semi-closed position, –, side and forward left to closed position, cross right well
behind left to reverse semi-closed position turning upper body to right;
W: T hru left, –, side and slightly back right to closed position, cross left behind right;
Often begins in semi-closed position. Whisk is flat.

#

Natural Hov er Fallaway
nat hvr falwy
Natural Hover Fallaway
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, REC BK; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, REC BK;)
M: Forward right with slight body turn to right, –, forward left on toe turning to right with slow rise, recover
back on right;
W: Forward left, –, forward right on toe between man’s feet turning right face with slow rise, recover back
on left;
Semi-closed position throughout. Usually 1/4 turn to right but can be up to 1/2 turn. Progressive figure, no
steps should go to reverse line of dance.
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#

Natural Turn
nat trn
Natural T urn
SQQ; SS;
FWD TRN, –, SD, BK; BK TRN, –, SD, –; FWD, –,
(SQQ; SQQ;)
(BK TRN, –, CL, FWD; FWD TRN, –, SD, –; BK, –;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn forward right heel to toe, –, side left across line of dance, back
right; back left starting right face turn, –, continue turn on left heel pull right foot back to left transfer weight
to right at end of step ending side with feet slightly apart, –;
W: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, close right [heel turn] continue turn, forward left;
forward right heel to toe continue right face turn, –, side left across line of dance, back right;
Requires 2 measures. Closed position throughout. Starts diagonal line and wall and ends diagonal line and
center.

#

Natural Turn One Half
nat trn 1/2
Half Natural T urn
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, BK; (BK TRN, –, CL, FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn forward right heel to toe, –, side left across line of dance, back
right;
W: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, close right [heel turn] continue turn, forward left;
Usually starts in closed position, but may start in semi-closed position. Ends in closed position.

#

Open Natural Turn
op nat trn
Open Natural
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, BK; (BK TRN, –, CL, FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn forward right heel to toe, –, side left across line of dance,
continue slight right face upper body turn to lead partner to step outside back right to contra banjo position;
W: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, close right [heel turn] continue turn, forward left
outside partner to end contra banjo position;
May be done from closed, banjo or semi-closed position.

#

Open Rev erse Turn
op rev trn
Open Reverse T urn
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, BK; (BK TRN, –, SD, FWD;)
M: Forward left turning left face 1/8 to 1/4, –, continue turn side right, back left to contra banjo position;
W: Back right turning left 1/8 to 1/4, –, continue turn side left, forward right to contra banjo position;
Starts in closed position. Usually 3/8 left turn. Ends in contra banjo position.

#

Outside Change to Banj o
outsd chg to BJO
Outside Change to Banjo
SQQ;
BK, –, BK TRN, SD & FWD; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Back left, –, back right turning left face, side and forward left to contra banjo position;
W: Forward right, –, forward left turning left face, side and back right to contra banjo position;
Starts in closed or contra banjo position. Up to 1/2 left face turn. No sway. Woman keeps head left
throughout.

#

Outside Change to Semi-Closed
outsd chg to SCP
Outside Change to Semi
SQQ;
BK, –, BK TRN, SD & FWD; (FWD, –, FWD, SD & FWD;)
M: Back left, –, back right turning left face, side and forward left to semi-closed position;
W: Forward right, –, forward left turning left face, side and forward right to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed or contra banjo position. Up to 1/2 left face turn. No sway. Woman keeps head left for
steps 1 and 2 but turns head to right on step 3.

## Outside Check
outsd ck
Outside Check
SQQ;
BK, –, SD & FWD, CK FWD; (FWD TRN, –, SD & BK, CK BK;)
M: Back right turning left face, –, side and forward left, check forward right outside partner to contra banjo
position;
W: Forward left turning left face, –, side and back right, check back left outside partner to contra banjo
position;
#

Outside Swiv el
outsd swvl
Outside Swivel
SS;
BK, –, XIF [NO WGT], –; (FWD, –, SWVL [NO WGT], –;)
M: In banjo position back on left, –, cross right in front of left with no weight, –;
W: In banjo position forward on right, –, swivel right face on ball of right foot ending in semi-closed position,
–;

#

Ov ersway
none
Oversway
S
SD SWAY (SD SWAY)
M: Side left relaxing left knee leaving right leg extended and stretching left side of body,
W: Side right relaxing right knee leaving left leg extended and stretching right side looking well to left,
As knee is flexed there is a slight left face turn similar to a side dip or side corte.
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Piv ot, Right Face Double
RF dbl pvt
Pivot 4
[Moved from Phase III T wo Step – on Phase III Video Tape]
SS; SS;
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, –; BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, –;
(FWD TRN, –, BK TRN, –; FWD TRN, –, BK TRN, –;)
M: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
back left toe turning on ball of foot approximately 1/2 right face, –, continuing turn forward right between
woman’s feet heel to toe turning approximately 1/2, –; continuing turn back left toe turning on ball of foot
approximately 1/2 right face, –, continuing turn forward right between woman’s feet heel to toe turning right
face to end in position and facing direction indicated, –;
W: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
forward right between man’s feet heel to toe turning approximately 1/2 right face, –, continuing turn back
left toe turning on ball of foot approximately 1/2 right face, –; continuing turn forward right between man’s
feet heel to toe turning approximately 1/2 right face, –, continuing turn back left toe turning on ball of foot to
end in position and facing direction indicated, –;

## Progressiv e Wing
prog wing
Progressive Wing
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD & SD, XIB; (FWD, –, FWD, FWD;)
M: Forward right commence slight left face turn, –, forward and side left continue left face turn, cross right
behind left end contra sidecar position;
W: Forward left commence slight left face turn, –, forward right around man continue slight left face turn,
forward left around man completing left face turn to end in contra sidecar position;
#

Promenade Sway
PROM sway
Promenade Sway
SS;
SD & FWD [SCP], –, RELAX KNEE, –; (SD & FWD [SCP], –, RELAX KNEE, –;)
M: Side and forward left turning to semi-closed position and stretching body upward to look over joined
lead hands, –, relax left knee, –;
W: Side and forward right turning to semi-closed position and stretching body upward to look over joined
lead hands, –, relax right knee, –;

#

Promenade Weav e
SQQ; QQQQ;

#

Rev erse Fallaway
rev falwy
Reverse Fallaway
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB; (BK TRN, –, SD, XIB;)
M: From closed position forward left turning left face, –, side right, cross left in back of right; from semi
closed position thru right with slight body turn to left, –, forward left turning left, recover back on right;
W: From closed position back right turning left face, –, side left, cross right in back; from semi closed
position thru left with slight body turn to left, –, back right turning left, recover back on left;
When starting in closed position, turn is usually 1/8 to 1/4 left. The cross in back step should be taken well
under the body. Ends in a tight V semi-closed position. Do not open up bodies. When starting in semiclosed position, turn is usually 3/8 to left. Always ends in semi-closed regardless of starting position.

#

Rev erse Turn
SQQ; SQQ;

PROM wev
Promenade Weave
FWD, –, FWD, SD & BK; BK, BK, SD & FWD, FWD;
(FWD, –, SD & BK TRN, FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, BK;)
M: Forward right, –, forward left turning left face to closed position, side and slightly back on right to contra
banjo position diagonal line and center; back left diagonal line and center still in contra banjo position, back
right turning body left face and turning woman to closed position, side and slightly forward left, forward right
to contra banjo position diagonal line and wall;
W: Forward left, –, side and slightly back right to closed position, continue turning on right foot until facing
line of dance then forward left diagonal line and center; forward right to contra banjo position, forward left
diagonal line and center turning left face to closed position, side and slightly back right, back left to
diagonal line and wall to contra banjo position;
Starts semi-closed position diagonal line and center. Ends contra banjo position diagonal line and wall.

rev trn
Reverse T urn
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, BK; BK TRN, –, SD & FWD, FWD;
(BK, –, CL TRN, FWD; FWD TRN, –, SD, BK;)
M: Forward left starting left face body turn, –, side right continuing turn, back left line of dance to closed
position; back right continuing left face turn, –, side and slightly forward left diagonal line and wall, forward
right to contra banjo position;
W: Back right starting left face turn, –, close left to right [heel turn] continuing turn, forward right to closed
position; forward left continuing left face turn, –, side right to diagonal line and wall, back left to contra
banjo position diagonal line and wall;
Requires 2 measures. Starts in closed or contra banjo position, goes to closed position at end of measure
1, contra banjo position at end of measure 2. Starts diagonal line and center, ends diagonal line and wall.
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#

Rev erse Turn One Half
rev trn 1/2
Half Reverse T urn
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, BK; (BK, –, CL TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left starting left face body turn, –, side right continuing turn, back left line of dance to closed
position;
W: Back right starting left face body turn, –, close left to right [heel turn] continuing turn, forward right to
closed position;

#

Rev erse Wav e
rev wav
Reverse Wave
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD TRN, BK; BK, –, BK, BK; (BK TRN, –, CL TRN, FWD; FWD, –, FWD, FWD;)
M: Forward left starting left face body turn up to 3/8, –, side right line of progression, back left diagonally;
back right line of progression, –, back left, back right curving left face to end facing reverse line of
progression;
W: Back right starting left face body turn up to 3/8, –, close left to right [heel turn], forward right diagonally;
forward left, –, forward right, forward left curving to end facing line of progression;
Closed position throughout – usual turn is 1/2 to 5/8.

#

Right Lunge
R lun
Right Lunge
S
SD & FWD (SD & BK)
M: Flex left knee move side and slightly forward onto right keeping left side in toward partner and as weight
is taken on right flex right knee and make slight body turn to left and look at partner,
W: Flex right knee move side and slightly back on to left keeping right side in toward partner and as weight
is taken on left flex left knee and make slight body turn to left,
Exits may vary. Amount of time varies.

#

Slow Side Lock
slo sd Ik
Slow Side Lock
SQQ;
THRU, –, SD & FWD, XIB; (THRU TRN, –, SD & BK TRN, XIF;)
M: T hru right, –, side and forward left to closed position, cross right in back of left turning slightly left face;
W: T hru left starting left face turn, –, side and back right continuing turn to closed position, cross left in front
of right;
Starts in semi-closed position diagonal center of hall and ends closed position diagonal center of hall.

#

Telemark [Open]
tele
T elemark
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD TRN, FWD; (BK, –, CL TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left commencing to turn left, –, side right continuing turn, side and slightly forward left to end in
tight semi-closed position;
W: Back right commencing to turn left bringing left beside right with no weight, –, turn left face on right heel
[heel turn] and change weight to left, step side and slightly forward right to end in tight semi-closed
position;
May start in closed, sidecar or banjo position. Normally a 3/4 turn to left. Sometimes cued as ”Open
Telemark”.

#

Telemark to Banj o [Closed Telemark]
tele to BJO
T elemark to Banjo
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD & SD TRN, FWD & SD; (BK TRN, –, CL TRN, BK & SD;)
M: Forward left [or from sidecar position forward left outside woman], –, forward and side right around
woman close to woman’s feet turning left face, step forward and side left to end in a tight banjo position;
W: Back right commencing left face heel turn on right heel bringing left beside right with no weight, –,
continue left face turn on right heel and change weight to left, step back and side right;
May start from closed, banjo or sidecar position. Sometimes cued as ”Closed Telemark”.

#

Three Step
3 stp
T hree Step
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD, FWD; or BK, –, BK, BK; (BK, –, BK, BK; OR FWD, –, FWD, FWD;)
M: Starting with left foot, three passing steps in 1 Foxtrot measure with heel lead on steps 1 and 2 rising to
toe on step 3;
W: Starting with right foot, three passing steps;
May start in closed or banjo position ending in closed position.
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#

Weav e to Banj o
SQQ; SQQ;

wev to BJO
Weave to Banjo
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; BK, –, BK TRN, SD & FWD;
(FWD, –, SD & BK TRN, FWD; FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Forward right, –, forward left turning left face to closed position, side and slightly back right to diagonal
line and center; back left diagonal line and center turning woman to contra banjo position, –, back right
turning body left face to closed position, side and forward left diagonal line and wall turning woman to
contra banjo position;
W: Forward left, –, side and slightly back right to closed position, continue turning on right until facing line
of dance then forward left diagonal line and center; forward right to contra banjo position, –, forward left to
diagonal line and center turning body left face to closed position, side and back right to contra banjo
position;
Requires 2 measures. Starts in semi-closed position diagonal line and center. No sway.

#

Weav e to Semi-Closed Position
wev to SCP
Weave to Semi
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; BK, –, BK TRN, SD & FWD;
(FWD, –, SD & BK TRN, FWD; FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & FWD;)
M: Forward right, –, forward left turning left face to closed position, side and slightly back right to diagonal
line and center; back left diagonal line and center turning woman to contra banjo position, –, back right
turning body left face to closed position, side and forward left diagonal line and wall turning woman to semiclosed position;
W: Forward left, –, side and slightly back right to closed position, continue turning on right until facing line
of dance then forward left diagonal line and center; forward right to contra banjo position, –, forward left to
diagonal line and center turning body left face to closed position, side and forward right to semi-closed
position;
Requires 2 measures. Starts semi-closed position diagonal line and center. No sway.

#

Whiplash
none
Whiplash
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
SS;
THRU, –, PT, –; (THRU, –, PT, –;)
M: From semi closed position thru right, –, turning body right face point left hold ending in closed position, –
;
W: From semi closed position thru left, –, swivel on left to face partner and point right hold ending in closed
position, –;
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#

Back Curv ing Three Step
bk crvg 3 stp
Back Curving 3 Step
SQQ;
BK CRV, –, BK CRV, BK CRV; (FWD CRV, –, FWD CRV, FWD CRV;)
M: Back right commence to turn left, –, back left passing well under body with left side stretch continuing
left turn, with left side stretch banking into the curve back right well under the body;
W: Forward left commence to turn left, –, forward right passing well under the body with right side stretch
continuing to left turn, with right side stretch forward left well under body;
Three back steps w ith left face curving action. Closed position throughout. Turn is usually 3/8 to 1/2 total.
Body rotation causes thighs to cross strongly on step 3.

#

Back Turning Whisk
bk trng wsk
Back T urning Whisk
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, SD, XIB; (FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB;)
M: Back left commence to turn right with slight right side stretch, –, side and back right continuing upper
body turn to the right with right side stretch, cross left behind right to tight semi-closed position;
W: Forward right commence to turn right with slight left side stretch, –, staying well into man’s right arm
side and forward left continuing upper body turn to the right with left side stretch, cross right behind left in
tight semi-closed position;
Turns right face usually 1/4 to 3/8. Starts in closed or banjo position. Feet should not be crossed tightly.
Knees are kept relaxed.

#

Check and Weav e
SQQ; QQQQ;

#

Contra Check
contra ck
Contra Check
S,
CK FWD, –, (BK, –,)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, –,
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, –,
Flexing of knees as upper body rotates to the left with man’s left and woman’s right leg preceding the body
to move into the step is very important. Feet will be diagonally across the line of dance, legs will be crossed
at the thighs and should feel that the body moves up to the partner as you roll onto the supporting foot.
Exits vary. Amount of time varies.

ck & wev
Check & Weave
SLP BK, –, REC FWD, SD & BK; BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD, FWD;
(SLP FWD, –, REC BK, SD & FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, BK;)
M: Slip right foot back under body with a slight contra check action, –, forward left commence to turn left,
side right 1/8 of a turn to the left between 1 and 2 of the weave with right side lead and slight right side
stretch preparing to lead woman outside partner; with right side stretch back left in CBMP continuing 1/8
turn between 2 and 3, back right to a momentary closed position continuing to turn left, side and forward
left with left side stretch 1/4 turn between 4 and 5 body turns less, with left side stretch forward right in
CBMP outside partner;
W: Slip left foot forward under body with a slight contra check action, –, back right commence to turn left,
side left 1/4 of a turn between 1 and 2 of the weave with left side lead and slight left side stretch preparing
to step outside partner; with left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner, forward left to a
momentary closed position continuing to turn left, side and back right with right side stretch 1/8 turn
between 4 and 5, with right side stretch back left in CBMP 1/8 turn between 5 and 6 body turns less;
A 2 measure figure usually turning left face 3/8 to 1/2. Starts in closed position and ends in CBMP outside
partner. Man is usually backing diagonal center on 3 and 4 and forward diagonal wall and line of dance on
5 and 6 of the w eave.

## Contra Check and Slip
contra ck & slp
Contra Check and Slip
SQQ;
CK FWD, –, REC, SLP BK; (BK, –, REC, SLP FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, –, recover right, slipping left back past right under the body;
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, –, recover left, slip forward right under body;
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## Contra Check and Switch
contra ck & swch
Contra Check & Switch
SQQ;
CK FWD, –, REC, TRN & BK; (BK, –, REC, TRN & FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, –, recover right commence right face turn leaving left foot almost in place, continue right face turn
back left soft knees throughout;
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to the left, –, recover left commence right face turn leaving right foot almost in place, continue
right face turn forward right between man’s feet with soft knees throughout;
#

Curv ed Feather
crvd fthr
Curved Feather
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, FWD & CK; (FWD TRN, –, SD & BK TRN, BK & CK;)
M: Forward right in CBMP commence to turn right, –, with left side stretch continue right turn side and
forward left, continue upper body turn to right with left side stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP;
W: Forward left in CBMP commence to turn right, –, staying well into man’s right arm with right side stretch
continue right turn side and back right, continue upper body turn to the right with right side stretch back left
in CBMP;
Starts in semi-closed or closed position usually facing line and wall and ends in CBMP man outside partner
diagonally reverse line and wall.

#

Curv ing Three Step
crvg 3 stp
Curving T hree Step
SQQ;
FWD CRV, –, FWD CRV, FWD CRV; (BK CRV, –, BK CRV, BK CRV;)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, –, forward right passing well under the body with right side stretch
continuing left turn, with right side stretch banking into the curve forward left well under the body;
W: Back right commence to turn left, –, back left passing well under the body with left side stretch
continuing left turn, with strong left side stretch back right well under the body;
Three forw ard steps w ith left face curving action. Total turn is usually 3/8 to 1/2. Closed position
throughout. Body rotation causes thighs to cross strongly on step 3.

#

Double Rev erse Spin
dbl rev spn
Double Reverse
SQQ; (SQ&Q;)
FWD TRN, –, SD, SPN TCH; (BK TRN, –, HEEL TRN/SD & BK TRN, XIF;)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, –, side right 3/8 of a turn to the left between 1 and 2, spin left face
up to 1/2 between 2 and 3 on ball of right bringing left foot under body beside right with no weight flexed
knees;
W: Back right commence to turn left, –, left foot closed to right heel turn turning 1/2 between 1 and 2/side
and slightly back right continuing left turn, left crosses in front of right;
Starts and ends in closed position while amount of turn can vary between 1 full turn, 7/8 of turn or 3/4. Man
has only tw o changes of weight while woman has four. Woman’s timing may vary. Man has strong left body
turn betw een steps 1 and 2.

#

Eros Line
none
Eros Line
SS;
SD STRETCH, –, HOLD, –; (SD, –, RAISING R LEG TO EROS LINE, –;)
M: Commence slight body turn to the right with left knee flexed side right foot flat between woman’s feet, –,
with continuing right side stretch as right leg straightens leading woman to raise her right leg with an
upward stretch of the right side of the body and a left sway while looking toward woman, –;
W: Commence slight body turn to the right with right knee flexed side left, –, with a continuing left side
stretch raise right leg from the floor for the Eros Line moving right knee back turning the leg out so that the
right toe and heel are parallel to the floor with strong left side stretch right sway with head well to right, –;

## Forward Tipple Chasse
fwd tipple chasse
Forward T ipple Chasse
SQ&Q;
FWD TRN, –, SD/CL, TRN SD & BK; (BK TRN, –, SD/CL, TRN SD & FWD;)
M: Commence slight upper body turn right forward right turning right, –, continue right turn 1/4 between 1
and 2 side left/close right, continue right turn 1/8 between 3 and 4 side and slightly back left;
W: Commence slight upper body turn right back left turning right, –, continue right turn 1/4 between 1 and 2
side right/close left, side and slightly forward right;
May start in contra banjo or closed position.
#

Hairpin
none
Hairpin
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD CRV, CRV FWD; (BK, –, BK CRV, BK CRV;)
M: Forward right commence to turn right heel to toe between woman’s feet, –, with left side stretch forward
left brushing thighs turning right, continue right turn swiveling right face with strong left side stretch banking
into the turn forward right outside partner in tight CBMP on toes;
W: Back and slightly side on left commence to turn right, –, with right side stretch back right well under the
body turning right, continue right turn swiveling right face with strong right side stretch back left in tight
CBMP on toes;
A curving figure to the right following the curve of a hairpin. Timing is usually SQQ; but may be QQS.
Usually starts in closed position.
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## Heel Pull [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase IV Addendum Video Tape]
#

Hinge
none
Hinge
SS; (SQQ;)
BK TRN, –, SD & FWD TRN, –; (FWD TRN, –, SD & SWVL, XIB;)
M: From closed position step back right commence to turn left, –, side and slightly forward left with up to
1/4 turn between 1 and 2 commence left side stretch continue left side stretch swiveling left 1/8 leading
woman to cross her left foot behind her right keeping left side toward partner relaxing left knee and veering
right knee to sway right to look at woman, –;
W: Forward left commence to turn left, –, side right up to 1/4 turn between 1 and 2 commence right side
stretch continue right side stretch swiveling left face, cross left in back of right keeping left side toward
partner, relaxing left knee [head to left with shoulders almost parallel to partner] with no weight on right;
If in semi-closed position, man cannot step back but must step forward.

## Hov er Cross Ending
hvr X endg
Hover Cross Ending
QQQQ;
FWD, REC, SD & FWD, FWD; (BK, REC, SD & BK, BK;)
M: With right side stretch forward left in CBMP outside partner on toe, recover right, with left side lead side
and forward left, with a left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner,
W: With left side stretch back right in CBMP on toe, recover left, with right side lead side and back right
small step, back left in CBMP;
#

Jete Point
jete pt
Jete Point
Q&
FWD/XTND (FWD/TRN/XTND)
M: Forward onto ball then lowering to flat of foot with springing action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying and head looking in direction of extended foot,
W: Forward onto ball then lowering to flat of foot with springing action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying and head looking in direction of extended foot [if starting from
semi-closed position woman would pickup to closed position on springing step and extension of foot and
sway would be same as previously stated,]
A 1 beat movement. Timing may vary. Sw ay may vary depending on following figure. Supporting knee
flexes sharply.

## Lilt
none
Lilt
QQ
THRU [OR FWD], CL RISING, (THRU [OR BK], CL RISING,)
M: From closed, banjo, or sidecar positions forward right, close left to right rising onto toes but keeping
knees bent,. From semi-closed position thru right between partner, close left to right rising onto toes but
keeping knees bent,
W: From closed, banjo, or sidecar positions back left, close right to left rising onto toes but keeping knees
bent,. From semi-closed position thru left between partner, close right to left rising on toes but keeping
knees bent,
Timing is QQ. Timing variance w ould affect movement. Requires two steps. It precedes another figure.
#

Mini Telespin
SQQ&; QQS;

none
Mini T elespin
FWD TRN, –, SD, BK & SD/SPN; CONT SPN, CL, HOLD, –;
(BK TRN, –, HEEL TRN, FWD/FWD; FWD SPN, CL, HOLD, –;)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, –, side right 3/8 of a turn between 1 and 2, back and side left no
weight light pressure inside edge of toe keeping left side in to woman/turn body left no weight to lead the
woman to closed position commencing spin; forward left continue to spin left face on left drawing right to
left under body, close right flexing knees, hold, –;
W: Back right commence to turn left, –, left foot closes to right heel turn turning 1/2 between 1 and 2,
forward right keeping right side in toward man/forward left turning left face toward partner; forward right to
closed position head to left spinning left, drawing left to right under body close left flexing knees, hold, –,
Starts in closed position. Ends in closed position. Usually turns left face 1 1/4 to 1 3/8.

## Natural Fallaway Whisk
QQQQ;

nat falwy wsk
Natural Fallaway Whisk
THRU TRN, SD & BK CONT TRN, SD & BK, CONT TRN XIB;
(THRU, FWD TRN, SD, CONT TRN XIB;)
M: T hru right in CBMP commence to turn right, side and back left 3/8 turn between 1 and 2, continue turn
side and slightly back right body turns less than 3/8 between 2 and 3, continuing body turn to right with
strong right side stretch left foot passes under the body crossing in back;
W: T hru left in CBMP, forward right between man’s feet staying well into man’s right arm, commence to
turn right side left 3/8 turn between 2 and 3, continuing body turn right with strong left side stretch right foot
passes under the body crossing in back;
Start and end in semi-closed position, second step in closed position. Figure turns right face total of 1/2 to
3/4.
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#

Natural Hov er Cross
SQQ; QQQQ;

nat hvr X
Hover Cross
FWD TRN, –, SD, SD; FWD, REC, SD & FWD, FWD;
(BK TRN, –, HEEL TRN, SD; BK, REC, SD & BK, BK;)
M: Forward right diagonal line and wall commence to turn right, –, side left with left side stretch 1/4 turn
between 1 and 2, continue right turn side right 1/2 turn between 2 and 3 body turns less facing diagonal
line and center; with right side stretch forward left in CBMP outside partner on toe, recover right with slight
left side lead, side and forward left, with left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner on toe;
W: Back left commence to turn right, –, right foot closes to left heel turn with a right side stretch turning 3/8
between 1 and 2, continue right turn side left 1/4 turn between 2 and 3 to closed position; with left side
stretch back right in CBMP on toe, recover left with slight right side lead, side and back right, with right side
stretch back left in CBMP;
Right face turn over first 3 steps is 3/4, steps 2-7 are high on toes. Description starts from closed position.
From semi-closed position woman’s first 2 steps would be forward left commencing right turn, –, forw ard
right continuing turn.

#

Natural Telemark
SQQ;

#

Natural Weav e
SQQ; QQQQ;

#

Outside Spin
outsd spn
Outside Spin
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; (FWD TRN, –, CL TRN, FWD;)
M: In contra banjo position preparing to lead woman outside partner commence body turn to the right
toeing in with right side lead back left in CBMP small step 3/8 turn to the right on 1, –, forward right in
CBMP heel to toe continue to turn right, 3/8 turn between 2 and 3 side and back left to end in closed
position 1/4 turn on 3;
W: Commence body turn to right with left side lead staying well into the man’s right arm right foot forward in
CBMP outside partner heel toe, –, left foot closes to right on toe 5/8 turn between 1 and 2, continue to turn
1/4 between 2 and 3 forward right between man’s feet closed position 1/8 turn on 3;
Man has a strong right face body turn on the first step.

#

Quick Open Rev erse
Q op rev
Quick Open Reverse
SQ&Q;
FWD, –, FWD TRN/SD & BK, BK; (BK, –, BK TRN/SD & FWD, FWD;)
M: Forward right in CBMP outside partner, –, forward left commence to turn left/side and back right 1/4 turn
to left between 2 and 3, right side stretch back left in CBMP;
W: Back left in CBMP, –, back right turning left face/side and forward left 3/8 turn between 2 and 3, left side
stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP;
Starts in banjo position and blends thru closed position to end in contra banjo position. Usually 3/8 to 1/2
left turn. May start in closed position. May also start from semi-closed position in which case woman’s first
step w ould be forward as she commences to turn left.

nat tele
Natural T elemark
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, SD & FWD;
(BK TRN, –, HEEL TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Forward right commence to turn right, –, side left with left side stretch 1/4 turn between 1 and 2,
continue right turn side and forward right small step 1/2 turn between 2 and 3;
W: Back left commence to turn right, –, right foot closes to left heel turn with right side stretch turning 3/8
between 1 and 2, staying well into man’s right arm continue right turn side and slightly back left 3/8 turn
between 2 and 3;
Usually closed position throughout, but may start in banjo position. Normally 3/4 right face turn. May end in
sidecar or reverse semi-closed positions.
nat wev
Natural Weave
FWD TRN, –, SD & FWD TRN, BK; BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD, FWD;
(BK TRN, –, HEEL TRN, SD & FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, BK;)
M: Forward right commence to turn right, –, side left with left side stretch under 1/4 turn between 1 and 2,
right side lead back right diagonal line and center preparing to lead woman outside partner slight turn to the
right between 2 and 3; with right side stretch back left in CBMP, back right commence left face turn passing
through closed position, with left side stretch side and forward left preparing to step outside partner turning
1/4 between 5 and 6 body turns less, left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner diagonal line
and wall;
W: Back left commence to turn right, –, right foot closes to left heel turn with right side stretch turning 1/4
between 1 and 2, left side lead forward left preparing to step outside partner; with left side stretch forward
right in CBMP outside partner, forward left commence to turn left passing through closed position, with right
side stretch side right 1/8 turn between 5 and 6, right side stretch back left 1/8 turn between 6 and 7 body
turns less diagonal line and wall;
A 2 measure figure. May start in closed, banjo or semi-closed positions. If started in semi-closed position,
w oman’s first 3 steps are forw ard, forw ard, forward.
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#

Rev erse Fallaway [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

#

Rev erse Fallaway and Slip
rev falwy slp
Reverse Fallaway Slip
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
QQQQ;
FWD TRN, SD, XIB, SLP BK; (BK TRN, SD, XIB, TRN FWD;)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, back right with left side lead in fallaway position 1/4 turn between 1
and 2, left foot back in CBMP well under body in fallaway position 1/8 turn between 2 and 3 body turns
less, turning left face slip right past left toeing in with small step back on right left foot stays forward in
CBMP as you continue left turn 1/4 between 3 and 4 flexing into right knee;
W: Back right, back left with left side lead in fallaway position, right foot back in CBMP well under body
fallaway position 5/8 turn to the left on 3, continue left turn slip left past right forward left in CBMP into
closed position flexing left knee;
Starts in closed position facing center of hall and line of dance. Semi-closed position on the crossing step.
Ends closed position facing diagonal wall and line of dance or line of dance. Woman may keep head to left
on crossing step. Timing may also be SQ&Q; or SQQ&;.

## Rev erse Impetus Turn
rev imp trn
Reverse impetus T urn
SQQ;
BK, –, CL [TRNG LF], SD & BK; (FWD TRN, –, SD & FWD TRN, FWD;)
M: Back right commence to turn left, –, left closes to right with left side stretch heel turn rising on ball of left
toe turning 1/2 between 1 and 2, continue left turn with left side stretch on ball of left foot side and back
right 1/4 turn between 2 and 3;
W: Forward left commence to turn left staying well into man’s right arm, –, with right side stretch side right
rising on ball of right toe bring left foot back to brush by right foot 1/2 turn between 1 and 2, continuing left
turn with right side stretch on the ball of the right foot side and forward left up to 1/4 turn between 2 and 3;
When starting in closed position, the first step for the woman is forward on left outside man’s feet.
## Right Lunge Roll and Slip
R lun roll & slp
Right Lunge Roll & Slip
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, TRN REC, BK; (SD & BK, –, TRN REC, FWD;)
M: Side and forward right, –, rolling right face up to 3/8 recover left, slip right past left;
W: Side and back left, –, rolling right face up to 3/8 recover right, forward left;
As you dance this figure man and w oman should start w ith a relaxed knee. As weight is transferred, both
should step onto a relaxed knee as the go into the right lunge. Man should keep his top off and/or aw ay
from the w oman. Woman looks to left staying well in the man’s right arm. Starts and ends in closed
position. The turn can be up to 1/4 or more to the left.
#

Ripple Chasse
none
Ripple Chasse
SQ&Q;
THRU, –, SD/CL, SD & FWD; (THRU, –, SD/CL, SD & FWD;)
M: T hru right in CBMP, –, side and slightly forward left with slight left side stretch/continue left side stretch
into a right sway as you close right to left looking to right holding sway, side and forward left loosing sway
blending to semi-closed position;
W: T hru left in CBMP, –, side and slightly forward right with slight right side stretch/continue right side
stretch into a left sway as you close left to right looking to left holding sway, side and forward right loosing
sway blending to semi-closed position;
Starts in semi-closed position. May end contra banjo position.

#

Rising Lock
rising Ik
Rising Lock
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, SD & FWD TRN, XIB; (FWD TRN, –, SD & BK TRN, XIF;)
M: Back right commence to turn left, –, side and forward left 3/8 turn between 1 and 2 body turns less,
cross right in back of left body completes turn;
W: Forward left commence to turn left, –, side and back right 1/4 turn between 1 and 2, cross left in front of
right 1/8 turn between 2 and 3;
Starts and ends in closed position. Up to 5/8 turn to left with slow gradual rising made on counts 3-4 or the
QQ.

## Royal Spin
royal spn
Royal Spin
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, FWD; (FWD TRN, –, SM RONDE & UP CONT TRN, LOWER FT;)
M: In banjo position commence body turn to the right toeing in with right side lead back left small step in
CBMP 3/8 turn to the right on 1, –, forward right outside partner in CBMP heel to toe continue to turn right,
left foot passes under body with left side lead forward left 5/8 turn to the right between 2 and 3;
W: Commence body turn to the right with a left side lead staying well into man’s right arm right foot forward
in CBMP heel to toe right outside partner, –, continue to turn left as left foot curls in small ronde clockwise
raising left knee to bring left foot to right knee toes pointed down 5/8 turn on ball of right foot between 1 and
2, 3/8 turn to the right on ball of right foot between 2 and 3 touch left to right;
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Running Open Natural
rung op nat
Running Open Natural
SQ&Q;
FWD TRN, –, SD & BK/BK, BK; (THRU, –, FWD/FWD, FWD;)
M: T hru right in CBMP commence to turn right, –, side and back left with slight left side stretch 3/8 turn to
the right between 1 and 2/back right with right side lead commencing to lead woman outside partner contra
banjo position, with slight right side stretch back left in CBMP;
W: T hru left in CBMP commence upper body turn to right, –, staying well into man’s right arm with slight
right side stretch/forward left with left side lead preparing to step outside partner contra banjo position, with
slight left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner;
Starts in semi-closed position, ends in contra banjo position. Man has 1/2 turn right face over 4 steps.
Woman has all forw ard steps with 1/4 right face body turn over 4 steps.

## Syncopated Whisk
sync wsk
Syncopated Whisk
SQ&Q;
THRU, –, CL/SD, XIB; (THRU, –, CL/SD, XIB;)
M: T hru right in CBMP, –, left hip turns towards partner close left to right closed position/side right with
slight right side stretch, right side stretch with slight body turn to right left crosses in back of right to tight
semi-closed position;
W: T hru left in CBMP, –, right hip turns towards partner close right to left/side left with slight left side
stretch, with left side stretch right foot crosses in back of left to tight semi-closed position;
Starts in semi-closed position moves into closed position and back to semi-closed position. Feet should not
be crossed tightly, must be 5 to 6 inches apart for balance.
## Tipple Chasse
none
T ipple Chasse
SQ&Q;
BK TRN, –, SD TRN/CL, SD; (FWD TRN, –, SD TRN/CL, SD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to right back left turning right, –, side right with slight left side stretch 1/4
turn between 1 and 2/close left, side and slightly forward right 1/8 turn between 2 and 3;
W: Commence upper body turn to right forward right turning right, –, continue turning right face small step
side left with slight right side stretch 1/4 turn between 1 and 2/close right, side and slightly back left 1/8 turn
between 3 and 4;
Starts in closed position. Amount of turn may vary.
#

Top Spin
top spn
T op Spin
&; QQQQ;
SPN; BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD, FWD; (SPN; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, BK;)
M: Starting from a feather or any feather finish position in CBMP outside partner with weight on ball of right
foot spin left keep left leg extended back 1/8 turn between the preceding step and 1; back left in CBMP,
back right 1/8 turn left between 1 and 2, with left side stretch side and slightly forward left 1/4 turn left
between 2 and 3 body turns less, with left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner,
W: Starting from any feather or feather finish position in CBMP with weight on ball of left foot spin left keep
right leg extended forward 1/8 turn between the preceding step and 1; forward right in CBMP outside
partner, forward left 1/8 turn left between 1 and 2, with right side stretch side right 1/4 turn left between 2
and 3, with right side stretch back left in CBMP 1/8 turn left between 3 and 4 body turns less;
The Top Spin action occurs on an & or Q count executed on the last step of the preceding figure with man
in CBMP outside partner in Foxtrot or Quickstep rhythm.

#

Turning Lock
trng Ik
T urning Lock
Q&QS;
BK/LK, BK TRN, SD & FWD, –; (FWD/LK, FWD TRN, BK # SD, –;)
M: Back right with right side lead and right side stretch/left crosses in front of right, back and slightly right
commence to turn left, side and slightly forward left to contra banjo position 1/4 turn between 3 and 4 body
turns less, –;
W: Forward left with left side lead and left side stretch/right crosses in back of left, forward and slightly left
commencing to turn left, side and slightly back right to contra banjo position 1/4 turn between 3 and 4 body
turns less, –;
Usually turns left face 1/4.

#

Whiplash [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

#

Zig Zag
none
Zig Zag
SQQ; QQ,
THRU TRN, –, SD, BK TRN; SD, FWD, (THRU, –, FWD, FWD TRN; SD, BK,)
M: Forward right in CBMP commence to turn right, –, side left preparing to lead woman outside partner 1/8
turn between 1 and 2, back right in CBMP commence to turn left; with left side stretch side left preparing to
step outside partner 1/8 turn to the left between 3 and 4, with left side stretch forward right in CBMP
outside partner,
W: Forward left in CBMP, –, forward right preparing to step outside partner, forward left in CBMP outside
partner commencing turn left; with right side stretch side right to contra banjo position 1/8 of a turn to the
left between 3 and 4, with right side stretch back left in CBMP,
A 1 1/2 measure figure. Starts in semi-closed position and ends in CBMP outside partner.
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FOXTROT – PHASE VI
#

Big Top
none
Big T op
SQQ;
FWD, –, TRN XIB, TRN BK; (FWD TRN, –, TRNG FWD & SD, TRNG BK;)
M: Forward right commencing left face spin [no sway], –, continue left face turn cross left in back of right
[with right side stretch], continuing spin slip right a small step back past left [no sway];
W: Forward left commencing left face spin, –, forward right around man’s left side continuing spin,
continuing spin brush left to right forward left;
Starts semi-closed position approximately 3/4 turn to left, end in closed position. Second step for man is on
last half of second beat. Second step for woman is on first half of second beat. Woman must turn in line
w ith man in closed position during second step but head may remain to right until turn is complete and she
is ready to take last step.

#

Checked Natural Slip
ckd nat slp
Checked Natural Slip
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD TRN CK, REC TRN; (BK, –, CL FWD;)
M: Forward right [no sway], –, forward left on toe turning right face [with left side stretch] and checking
forward motion [continue left side stretch], turning left face recover back right continuing turn to face
diagonal center [no sway];
W: Back left, –, close right to left rise to toes turning right face and checking back motion, turning left face
slip left forward to closed position continuing left face turn;
Starts closed position facing diagonal wall, closed position throughout, ends closed position facing diagonal
center. Woman may open head on step 2 or keep it closed. Step 2 for w oman may be feet closed or
slightly side right, usually 1/4 to 3/8 turn.

#

Checked Rev erse Slip
ckd rev slp
Checked Reverse Slip
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD TRN CK, REC TRN; (BK, –, CL, FWD;)
M: Forward left [no sway], –, forward right on toe turning left face checking forward motion [with right side
stretch], turning right face recover back on left continuing turn to face diagonal wall [no sway];
W: Back right, –, close left to right rise to toes turning left face checking back motion, turning right face slip
right forward to closed position continuing right face turn;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal center, closed position throughout but man may turn head to right
on step 2 or keep it left, ends closed position. Step 2 for the woman may be feet closed or slightly side left,
usually 1/4 to 3/8 turn.

#

Continuous Hov er Cross
SQQ; QQQQ; QQ,
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cont hvr X
Continuous Hover Cross
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, SD; FWD, CL, BK, BK; SD, FWD,
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, SD; BK, SD, FWD, FWD; SD & BK, BK,)
M: Forward right diagonal line and wall commencing right face turn [no sway], –, continue turn side left
diagonal line and wall facing diagonal reverse and wall [with left side stretch], with a strong right face turn
on left small step right diagonal line and wall facing diagonal line and center [continue with left side stretch];
forward left across right to contra sidecar position with [blend to right side stretch], close right to left
[continue right side stretch], back left in contra banjo position [continue right side stretch], back right to
closed position [no sway]; side and forward left with a left side lead [with left side stretch], forward right in
contra banjo position [with left side stretch],
W: Back left commencing a right face turn, –, [heel turn] close right [no weight] continue turn and change
weight to right, side left to closed position; back right to contra sidecar position, side left to closed position,
forward right to contra banjo position, forward left to closed position; side and back right, back left in contra
banjo position,
Closed position to start. Contra Sidecar position on fourth step to closed position on step 6. Contra Banjo
position on step 7 to closed position on step 8. Contra Banjo position on ninth step. May start in banjo
position, first step for man w ould be outside partner blending to closed position between steps 1 and 2. Full
turn to right made over first 5 steps. 1/4 turn to left made over last 3 steps. May be started in semi-closed
position, first step for both man and woman w ould be thru man turning right face, second step would be
side continue turn to closed position. Figure would be the same for the remainder.
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#

Dev elope [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase VI Video Tape]

#

Double Natural Spin
dbl nat
Double Natural
SQQ; (SQ&Q;)
FWD, –, FWD TRN, TCH; (BK, –, CL, SD & FWD/FWD;)
M: Right turning figure from closed position forward right turning body to right, –, forward and side left
continuing a right face turn on left foot with spinning action [often 1 full turn], touch right to left contra banjo
position;
W: Back left turning body to right, –, close right to left for heel turn continuing right face turn on ball of right,
”&” side and forward left around man/forward right outside partner’s right side to contra banjo position;

#

Double Telemark
SQQ; &QQS;

#

Left Feather
L fthr
Left Feather
SQQ; QQ,
FWD, –, FWD, FWD; SD, BK, (BK, –, BK, BK; SD & BK TRN, TRN BK,)
M: Forward left to closed position [no sway], –, forward right with right shoulder lead [with right side
stretch], forward left outside partner contra sidecar position [with right side stretch]; side right turning left
face to closed position [with right side stretch], continuing turn step back left outside partner in contra banjo
position [with left side stretch],
W: Back right to closed position, –, back left, back right in contra sidecar position; side left turning left face
to closed position, continuing turn forward right outside partner to contra banjo position,
Starts in contra banjo position, blend to closed position on first step, to contra sidecar position on third step,
to closed position on fourth step, ends in contra banjo position. 1/2 turn to left over entire figure.

#

Link to Promenade
link to prom
Link to Promenade
SQQ;
FWD, –, TCH, FWD; (BK TRN, –, TCH, FWD;)
M: Forward right, –, touch left to right, forward left [with right side stretch];
W: Back left turning right face, –, touch right to left, forward right;
Usually starts in banjo position, ends semi-closed position. No turn for man. 3/8 turn for woman. Starts with
slight right sway for man. Starts with slight left sway for w oman. No sway on touch, rise to toes on touch.
Ends w ith slight left sway for man and slight right sway for woman. Woman may keep head left throughout
or may turn it right on first step and back on last step. [Starting position may vary; therefore, the first step
may vary.]

#

Natural Twist Turn
SQQ; SQQ;

dbl tele
Double T elemark
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, FWD; FWD/FWD TRN, SD TRN, FWD, –;
(BK, –, CL NO WGT CHG TRN CHG WGT, FWD;
FWD TRN/BK TRN, CL NO WGT CHG TRN CHG WGT, FWD, –;)
M: From closed position forward left turning body left face [no sway], –, side right continuing turn [with right
side stretch], side and forward left to complete 7/8 turn [now sway]; forward right with a heel lead starting a
left face turn/forward left continuing turn [no sway], side and forward right [with right side stretch], continue
turn side and forward left to tight semi-closed position completing the second 7/8 turn [no sway], –;
W: Back right starting a left face body turn, –, back left to right for a heel turn and transfer weight to left, a
strong step forward right; forward left turning left face to closed position/back right starting a left face turn,
back left to right for a toe spin and transfer weight to left, forward right to tight semi-closed position, –;
A 2 measure figure. The third step should be in semi-closed position with the woman still in the man’s right
arm. On the fourth step, the man must allow the woman to take weight on the thru step before beginning
the pick up action, the step is a heel lead for both the man and woman. On step 5 the woman steps back
on the right toe quickly bringing the left foot to the right and starting the telemark turn on the right toe. She
transfers to her left foot on step 6 and continues the turn on her left toe. Timing may vary [i.e. SQQ; SQ&Q;
or SQQ; QQQQ;].

nat twst trn
Natural T wist T urn
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, BHD; UNWIND, –, IN PLC, BK;
(FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD, –, SWVL CL, BK;)
M: Forward right turning right face [no sway], –, side and back left to closed position facing reverse line of
dance [with left side stretch], cross right in back of left no weight [continue left side stretch]; unwind right
face with weight now on both feet [no sway], –, continue unwind right face & allow feet to uncross changing
weight to right [with left side stretch], back left to closed position [with left side stretch];
W: Forward left, –, forward right between man’s feet to closed position, forward left in contra banjo position
around man; forward right around man, –, swivel sharply right face on right and close left, forward right to
closed position;
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#

Piv ot to Hairpin
pvt to hairpin
Pivot to Hairpin
SQ&Q;
BK PVT, –, FWD/FWD, FWD CK; (FWD PVT, –, FWD/FWD, BK;)
M: Sack left pivoting 1/2 right face [no sway], –, forward right/left strong curve to right [with left side stretch],
forward right outside partner checking on toe in contra banjo position [with left side stretch];
W: Forward right pivoting 1/2 right face, –, back left/right curving right face, back left strong right curve high
on toes in contra banjo position;
A curving figure to the right where the curve follows the right face pivot. Strong curve resembles the curve
of a hairpin.

#

Rev erse Corte
rev corte
Reverse Corte
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, –, –; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, CL;)
M: Back right turning left face [no sway], –, continue turn on right [with left side stretch], continuing turn to
contra banjo position touch left to right [with left side stretch];
W: Forward left, –, forward right turning left face, close left to right to contra banjo position;
Starts in closed position, ends contra banjo position.

#

Rev erse Fallaway and Slip [Moved to Phase V – on Phase VI Video T ape]

#

Rev erse Piv ot
rev pvt
Reverse Pivot
S or Q or & [1 step]
BK TRN (FWD TRN)
M: Back right small step with toes turned in pivoting to the left on ball of right foot while holding left foot
forward. Weight should be kept forward [with no stretch].
W: Forward left small step pivoting to the left on ball of left foot while holding right foot back.
This is a 1 step figure used in place of a heel turn to make a quick turn to the left. There is no rise and fall
and no body sw ay. Amount of turn is usually 1/2 but may be less.

#

Ronde and Slip
ronde & slp
Ronde & Slip
SQQ;
RONDE, –, XIB, BK; (RONDE, –, BK TRN, TRN FWD;)
M: Ronde left counter clockwise and cross behind right no weight [with right side stretch], –, back left and
rise turning left face [no sway], slip back small right step keeping left leg extended [with right side stretch];
W: Ronde right clockwise and cross behind left no weight, –, back right start a left face turn on the ball of
right foot [thighs locked and left leg extended], forward left slip continuing left face turn placing left foot near
man’s right foot;
Amount of turn may vary.

#

Rudolph Ronde
none
Rudolph Ronde
S,
FWD, –, (BK RONDE, –,)
M: Forward right between partner’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back allowing left side to remain in to the woman [with left side stretch].
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side in to the man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde no weight change.
Woman’s leg w ill ronde from hip. Exits and timing may vary.

## Rudolph Ronde and Slip
Rudolph ronde & slp
Rudolph & Slip
SQQ;
FWD, –, REC, BK; (BK RONDE, –, BK TRN, FWD TRN;)
M: Forward right between woman’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back continuing body turn allowing left side to remain toward woman [with left side
stretch], –, back left, back right with rise and continue left face turn [keeping left leg extended];
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side toward man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde, –, back right starting a left face pivot
on the ball of right foot [thighs locked and left leg extended], forward left slip continuing left face turn
placing left foot near man’s right foot;
Amount of turn on slip may vary up to 3/8.
#
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Rumba Cross
RB X
Rumba Cross
SQ&Q;
FWD, –, LK TRN/PVT, 2; (BK, –, XIF TRN/PVT, 2;)
M: Man forward left with left shoulder leading [with left side stretch], –, crossing right in back of left turning
right face on toes [continue left side stretch]/continuing turn back left [no sway], forward right [with right
side stretch];
W: Back right, –, crossing left in front of right turning right face on toes/continuing turn forward right
between man’s feet pivot, back left;
Closed position throughout, 1/2 to 3/4 turn to right. First step is heel lead for man well down into left knee
rising to toes on crossing step.
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## Running Hov er
rung hvr
Running Hover
SQ&Q;
FWD, –, FWD/FWD & SD, FWD; (BK, –, BK/BK & SD TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward right to banjo [with left side stretch], –, forward left to close position [no sway]/forward & side
right [with right side stretch], forward left [continue right side stretch];
W: Back left, –, back right/back & side left turning to tight semi-closed position, forward right;
May start in closed position or banjo position. May also end in banjo position.
#

Running Spin
rung spn
Running Spin
SQ&Q;
BK PVT, –, FWD TRN/SD, BK; (FWD PVT, –, BK TRN/SD, FWD;)
M: Back left pivoting 1/2 right face [no sway], –, forward right [with left side stretch] continuing turn/side left,
back right in contra banjo position [with right side stretch];
W: Forward right pivoting 1/2 right face, –, back left continuing turn/side right, forward left in contra banjo
position;
Starts in closed position facing reverse line of dance, ends in contra banjo position facing reverse diagonal
w all. Timing may vary.

#

Same Foot Lunge
same ft lun
Same Foot Lunge
1 Step
SD & FWD (BK)
M: Side and slightly forward right looking right [with right side stretch];.
W: Back right well under body turning body to left and looking well to left;
Timing and exits w ill vary. Man’s and woman’s right knees should be well flexed in lunge. Keep hips up and
tow ard partner. Closed position figure except to start woman w ill be slightly turned to the right.

## Spin and Double Twist
SQQ; &QQS; &QQS;

spn & dbl twst
Spin & Double T wist
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, SD; XIB/UNWIND, –, SD, –; XIB/UNWIND, –, SD & BK, –;
(FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, CL; FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, CL, –;
FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, FWD, –;)
M: Back left pivoting right face [with right side stretch], –, forward right heel to ball continuing turn [continue
with right side stretch], side left toward diagonal wall [no sway]; cross right in back of left with only partial
weight/unwind right face changing weight to right [no sway], –, continue turning right face step side left
diagonal wall [no sway], –; cross right in back of left with only partial weight/unwind right face changing
weight to right [no sway], –, continue turning right face rise and step side and back left [no sway], –;
W: Forward right between man’s fee pivoting right face, –, back left turning right face, close right to left
facing diagonal center; forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face to face diagonal center,
close right to left, –; forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face, forward right between
man’s feet, –;
Closed position to start. Starting both twists the woman is slightly to the right of man so when he crosses
behind on the ”and” step she may go forward outside. Typically ends in closed position but could end in
semi-closed position. Typically two 3/4 turns to the right over the entire figure. Timing may also be SQQ;
Q&QS; Q&QS.

# Spin and Twist
SQQ; &QQS;

spn & twst
Spin and T wist
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, SD; XIB/UNWIND, UNWIND, SD & BK, –;
(FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, CL; FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, FWD, –;)
M: Back left pivoting right face [with left side stretch], –, forward right heel to ball continuing turn [continue
with left side stretch], side left toward diagonal wall; cross right in back of left with only partial
weight/unwind right face changing weight to right [no sway], continue turning right face, step side left
diagonal wall [no sway], –;
W: Forward right between man’s feet pivoting right face, –, back left turning right face, close right to left
facing diagonal center; forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face, forward right between
man’s feet, –;
Closed position facing reverse line of dance to start, w oman outside partner on second half of figure
turning to closed position to end. Ends in closed position facing diagonal wall or w all, or may be overturned
to reverse diagonal w all. 1 5/8 to 1 7/8 turn to right over entire figure. May also end in semi-closed position
on last step to face diagonal center. Timing may also be SQQ; Q&QS;

## Telefeather
SQQ; &QQQQ;

telefthr
T elefeather
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; SPN/CONT SPN, SD & FWD TRN, FWD, FWD;
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, TRN FWD; FWD/FWD, TRN CL, TRN SD & BK, BK;)
M: Forward left turning left face [with left side stretch], –, forward and side right continuing turn [continue
right side stretch], side and back left with partial weight keeping left side forward toward woman [continue
right side stretch]; spin left taking full weight to left/continue spin, side right continue turning [no sway], side
and forward left to banjo [with left side stretch], forward right [with left side stretch];
W: Back right turning left face, –, bring left to right starting a heel turn and gradually change weight to left
continuing turn, forward right continuing the turn; keeping right side in toward the man step forward
left/right, continue turn toe spin and close left, continue turning side and back right to banjo, back left;
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#

Teleronde
SQQ; &QQS;

none
T eleronde
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; SPN, SD, BK, –;
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, FWD; FWD TRN, TRN, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left commencing left face turn [with right side stretch], –, forward right continuing turn [continue
right side stretch], side and back left keep left side toward woman [continue right side stretch; spin left face
on left [no sway], side right continuing turn [no sway], back left [no sway], –;
W: Back right commence left face heel turn, –, close left no weight and continue turn changing weight to
left, forward right; keep right side in to the man forward left lift right leg up straight forward turning left face
on left, continue turn on left, forward right, –;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal center, ends in closed position facing reverse line of dance. 1 3/8
turn left face. Woman may turn head to right on third step and back to left on last step or keep it left
throughout.

#

Telespin
SQQ; &QQS;

telespn
T elespin
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; SPN/CONT SPN, SD, BK, –;
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, TRN FWD; FWD/FWD, TRN CL, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left turning left face [with right side stretch], –, forward and side right continuing turn [continue
right side stretch], side and back left with partial weight keeping left side forward toward woman [with right
side stretch]; spin left face [no sway] taking full weight to left/continue spin, side right continue turn [no
sway], back left [no sway], –;
W: Back right turning left face, –, bring left to right starting a heel turn and gradually change weight to left
continuing turn, forward right continuing the turn; keeping right side in toward the man step forward
left/right, continue turn toe spin and close left, forward right, –;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal center and line of dance and ends in closed position facing
reverse line of dance. Figure turns left face 1 3/8. Woman may keep head left throughout or may turn it
right on third step and back to left for closing step.

## Teleswiv el
teleswvl
T eleswivel
QQQQ;
FWD TRN, FWD & SD TRN, BK, SWVL; (BK TRN, TRN CL, FWD, SVWL;)
M: Forward left commencing left face turn [with right side stretch], forward and side right continue turn [with
right side stretch], back left well under body continue turn [continue right side stretch], slight swivel left face
on left allowing right to cross in front no weight [no sway];
W: Back right commence left face turn, bringing left beside right no weight turn left face on right [heel turn]
change weight to left, forward right outside partner, swivel right face to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position ends in semi-closed position.
## Three Fallaways
SQQ; SQQ; SQQ;

3 falwys
T hree Fallaways
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB; BK TRN, –, SD & FWD, XIB; FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB;
(BK TRN, –, SD, XIB; TRN FWD, –, SD & BK, XIB; BK TRN, –, SD, XIB;)
M: In closed position forward left turning left [with right side stretch], –, side right [with right side stretch],
cross left in back of right to semi-closed position [with right side stretch]; back right turning left to closed
position [no sway], –, side and forward left [with left side stretch], cross right well behind left to reverse
semi-closed position [with left side stretch]; forward left turning left [blending to right side stretch], –, side
right [continue right side stretch], cross left in back of right to semi-closed position [continue right side
stretch];
W: In closed position back right turning left, –, side left, cross right in back of left to semi-closed position;
turning left forward left slipping to closed position, –, side and slightly back right to reverse semi-closed
position, cross left well behind right semi-closed position; back right turning left, –, side left, cross right in
back of left to semi-closed position;
First measure man has left sw ay – cross in back step should be taken well under body. Second measure
has right sw ay – the cross action is like a left whisk. Do not open the body. Third measure has no sway.
Full figure turns left face 1 3/4 revolutions. Timing may vary.

#
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Throwaway Ov ersway
thrwy ovrsway
T hrowaway Oversway
1 Step
SD & FWD (SD & FWD TRN)
M: Side and forward left relaxing left knee and allowing right to point side and back while keeping right side
in toward the woman and looking at her [with left side stretch].
W: Side and forward right turning left face while relaxing right knee and sliding left foot back under body
past the right foot to point back – meanwhile looking well to the left and keeping left side in toward the man.
May begin in semi-closed position or closed position. When done from closed position man’s first step back
and w oman’s first step forw ard 1/8 to 1/4 turn to left on first step. Figure ends with hips kept up toward
partner. Entries, exits and timing vary.
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Trav eling Contra Check
trav contra ck
T raveling Contra Check
SQQ;
FWD, –, CL, FWD; (BK TRN, –, CL, FWD;)
M: Forward left with contra body motion with upper body turned to the left, –, close right rising to toes,
forward left in semi-closed position;
W: Back right turning right face, –, close left rising to toes, forward in semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position, closed position on 1 and 2 to semi-closed position on last step. Knees must be
relaxed but hips kept up so as not to give sitting effect on first step.

## Trav eling Hov er Cross
SQQ; QQQQ;

trav hvr X
T raveling Hover Cross
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, SD; FWD, FWD & SD, FWD, FWD;
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, SD; BK, BK & SD, BK, BK;)
M: Forward right diagonal line and wall commence right face turn [with left side stretch], –, side left toward
diagonal line and wall facing diagonal reverse and wall continue strong right face turn [continue left side
stretch], side right toward diagonal line and wall facing diagonal line and center [blending to right side
stretch]; forward left across right in contra sidecar position [continue with right side stretch], forward and
side right blend to closed position, forward left blend to contra banjo position [with left side stretch], forward
right to banjo position [continue with left side stretch];
W: Back left commence a right face turn, –, [heel turn] close right no weight continue turn and change
weight to right, side left; back right with left side stretch to contra sidecar position, back and side left blend
to closed position, back right blend to contra banjo position, back left to banjo position;
Right face turn over first 3 steps is 3/4. Steps 2-7 are high on toes. Starts in closed position [or semiclosed] and ends in contra banjo position facing line of direction.

## Trav eling Swiv el
trav swvl
T raveling Swivel
QQQQ;
FWD TRN, SD SWVL, BK SWVL, THRU; (BK TRN, TRN CL, FWD FLK SWVL, FWD;)
M: Forward left turning left face [with right side stretch], side right swiveling left face [continue right side
stretch], back left toward diagonal center and line of dance swiveling left face leaving right leg extended
forward in contra banjo position [continue right side stretch], thru right to diagonal line of dance and wall in
semi-closed position [continue right side stretch];
W: Back right turning left face, heel close the left and continue turning left face, forward right outside
partner and flick left up in back from knee with a slight swivel right face ending in semi-closed position, thru
left to diagonal line of dance and wall;
Starts in closed position, step 3 is to contra banjo position turning to semi-closed position. Figure ends in
semi-closed position. Man must be careful to keep his right hip back on swivel to semi-closed position.
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JIVE
[T iming is 4/4] Figures are written in 1 1/2 measures. Jive may be done as Single Swing with timing QQS; S;
Double Swing with timing 1,2,3,4; 1,2, and Triple Swing with timing 1,2,3a,4; 1,2,. Figures are done with soft
knees. Rock recover steps are taken with a forward poise and on the ball of the foot.

JIVE – PHASE III
#

Basic Rock
bas rk
Basic Rock
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK APT, REC, SD/CL, SD; SD/CL, SD, (RK APT, REC, SD/CL, SD; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock apart left, recover on right, side left/close right, side left; side right/close left, side right,
W: Rock apart right, recover on left, side right/close left, side right; side left/close right, side left,
A 1 1/2 measure figure commencing and ending in indicated facing position. The rock apart and recover
precedes the chasse.

#

Change Hands Behind Back chg hnds bhd bk
Change Hands Behind Back
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; SD & BK/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD & BK,)
M: Rock back left, recover right, slightly forward left/close right, forward left turning 1/4 left face; slightly
side and back right/close left, side right continue turning 1/4 left face to face partner,
W: Rock back right, recover left, forward right/left, forward right turning 1/4 right face; side left/close right,
side and back left turning 1/4 right face to face partner,
Starts and ends in left open facing position. Man changes woman's right hand to his right hand on the first
triple and back to his left hand on second triple, this is done behind his back. Woman uses right hand
throughout. Figure ends each person completing 1/2 turn.

#

Change Places Left to Right chg plcs L to R
Change Left to Right
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC; SD/CL, SD; SD/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD & TRN,)
M: Rock back left, recover right, side left/close right, side left turning 1/4 right face; side right/close left, side
right,
W: Rock back right, recover left, forward right/close left, forward right turning up to 3/4 left face under
joined lead hands; side left/close right, side left continuing left face turn to face partner,
A 1 1/2 measure figure commencing in left open facing position. May end in left open facing, open facing,
closed or butterfly position. Woman is led by man to turn under joined man's left and woman's right hands
to change sides on steps 3 thru 6.

#

Change Places Right to Left chg plcs R to L
Change Right to Left
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; SD & FWD/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC, SD/CL, FWD & TRN; SD & BK/CL, SD & BK,)
M: Rock back left to semi-closed position, recover right, side left/close right, side left turning 1/4 left face;
side and forward right/close left, side right,
W: Rock back right to semi-closed position, recover left, side right/close left, forward right turning 3/4 right
face under joined lead hands; side and slightly back left/close right, side and back left,
A 1 1/2 measure figure usually commencing in closed position and ending in left open facing position. Man
leads w oman under joined man's left and woman's right hands to change places on steps 5 thru 8.

#

Chasse
none
1a,2,
SD/CL, SD,
M or W: In indicated facing position side/close, side,
May also be turned.
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#

Fallaway, Left Face Turning
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

LF trng falwy
Left T urning Fallaway
RK BK, REC FC, TRN LF SD/CL, SD; TRN LF SD/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC, FC, TRN LF SD/CL, SD; TRN LF SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock back left to semi-closed position, recover on right to face, turning left face 1/4 side left/close right,
side left; turning left face 1/4 side right/cross left, side right,
W: Rock back right to semi-closed position, recover on left to face, turning left face 1/4 side right/close left,
side right; turning left face 1/4 side left/close right, side left,
Similar to Fallaw ay Rock. It will feel as if the woman goes in front of the man as turn is started.

#

Fallaway, Right Face Turning RF trng falwy
Right T urning Fallaway
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC FC, TRN RF SD/CL, SD; TRN RF SD/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC FC, TRN RF SD/CL, SD; TRN RF SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock back left to semi-closed position, recover right to face, turning right face 1/4 side left/close right,
side left; turning right face 1/4 side right/close left, side right,
W: Rock back right to semi-closed position, recover left to face, turning right face 1/4 side right/close left,
side right; turning right face 1/4 side left/close right, side left,
Similar to Fallaw ay Rock. It will feel as if the man goes in front of the woman as turn is started.

#

Fallaway Rock
falwy rk
Fallaway Rock
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; SD/CL, SD, (RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; SD/CL, SD,)
M: In closed position rock back left to semi-closed position, recover on right to face, side left/close right,
side left; side right/close left, side right,
W: In closed position rock back right to semi-closed position, recover on left to face, side right/close left,
side right; side left/close right, side left,
This is a 1 1/2 measure figure. May start and/or end in either closed position or semi-closed position. The
rock back and recover precedes the chasse action.

#

Fallaway Throwaway
falwy thrwy
Fallaway T hrowaway
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; SD/CL, SD, (RK BK, REC, FWD TRN/CL, SD; SD & BK/CL, SD,)
M: Rock back left, recover right, side left/close right, side left; side right/close left, side right making up to
1/4 left face turn on triples,
W: Rock back right, recover left, pick up right/left, right; side and back left/close right, side left making up to
1/2 turn on the triples,
A 1 1/2 measure figure. Rock is in semi-closed position. Figure ends in left open facing position.

#

Jiv e Walks
JV wlks
Jive Walks
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC, FWD/STP, STP; FWD/STP, STP,
(RK BK, REC, FWD/STP, STP; FWD/STP, STP,)
M: Rock back left, recover right to semi-closed position, forward left/right, left; forward right/left, right,
W: Rock back right, recover left to semi-closed position, forward right/left, right; forward left/right, left,
A 11/2 measure figure. Usually starts from closed or semi-closed position.

#

Kick Ball Change
kbchg
Kick Ball Change
1a,2,
KCK/BALL, CL,
M or W: In designated position kick free foot forward/take weight on ball of that foot, replace weight on
other foot,
Figure may start w ith either foot.

#

Link
none
Link
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4;
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; (RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD;)
M: Rock back left, recover right, small chasse forward left/right, left to closed position;
W: Rock back right, recover left, small chasse forward right/left, right to closed position;
Starts in left open facing position, ends in closed position.

#

Link Rock
link rk
Link Rock
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4; 1&,2,
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; SD/CL, SD, (RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock back left, recover right, small chasse forward left/right, left; side right/left, right to closed position,
W: Rock back right, recover left, small chasse forward right/left, right; side left/right to closed position,
Starts in left open facing position. Figure makes a right face turn for the man anywhere from 1/8 to 1/2 to
face partner in closed position.
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#

Point Steps
pt stps
Point Steps
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3,4;
PT, STP, PT, STP; (PT, STP, PT, STP;)
M: Point left forward with outside edge of foot in floor contact, forward left, point right thru without side edge
of foot in floor contact in line with weighted foot, forward right;
W: Point right forward with outside edge of foot in floor contact, forward right, point left thru with outside
edge of foot in floor contact in line with weighted foot, forward left;
May be done in semi-closed, closed, or butterfly positions. Look in direction of foot on first 2 beats, look
opposite direction second 2 beats.

#

Progressiv e Rock
prog rk
Progressive Rock
1,2,3,4;
RK APT, XIF, RK APT, XIF;
M or W: In butterfly position rock apart, recover, rock apart, recover;
Progresses left or right in the direction of the starting foot with the recovering foot crossing slightly in front.

#

Rock the Boat
rk the boat
Rock the Boat
1,2,
FWD, CL, (FWD, CL,)
M: Forward left with straight knee leaning forward, with rocking motion and relaxed knees close right
leaning backward,
W: Forward right with straight knee leaning forward, with rocking motion and relaxed knees close left
leaning backward,
Figure starts in designated position with man and woman facing same direction. May also begin with man's
right and w oman's left foot. May be done any indicated number of times, usually twice as: forward, close,
forw ard, close.

#

Shag Step
shag stp
Shag
1,2,3,4; 1,2,
STP, LIFT, STP, LIFT; STP, STP,
M or W: Step in place left, lift on left, step in place right, lift on right; step in place left, step in place right,
This is one of many examples of a shag step. It may start with either foot, use same or opposite footwork,
and may be danced in any position.

#

Swiv el Walks
swvl wlks
Swivel Walks
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2; or 1,2,3,4;
FWD, –, FWD, –; or FWD, FWD, FWD, FWD;
M or W: Walk forward indicated number and timing of steps placing each foot directly in front of the other.
Utilizes 2 slows or 4 quick even counts. Usually done in semi-closed position but may be done in open
position.

#

Throwaway
thrwy
T hrowaway
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1a,2,3a,4;
SD/CL, SD, SD/CL, SD; (FWD TRN/CL, SD, SD & BK/CL, SD;)
M: Side left/close right, side left, side right/close left, side right making up to 1/4 left face turn on triples;
W: Pick up right/left, right, side and back left/close right, side left making up to 1/2 turn on the triples;
Figure ends in left open facing position.

## Triple
trpl
T riple
1a,2,
FWD/CL, FWD, (FWD/CL, FWD,)
M: In designated position beginning with free foot forward/close, forward,
W: Beginning with free foot forward/close, forward,
Usually starts in semi-closed position. May be done forward or backward.
## Triple, Right Face Turning
RF trng trpl
Right T urning T riple
1a,2,3a,4;
TRN RF SD/CL, SD, TRN RF SD/CL, SD; (TRN RF SD/CL, SD, TRN RF SD/CL, SD;)
M: T urning right face 1/4 side left/close right, side left, turning right face 1/4 side right/close left, side right;
W: T urning right face 1/4 side right/close left, side right, turning right face 1/4 side left/close right, side left;
It w ill feel as if the man goes in front of the woman as turn is started.
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#

American Spin
American spn
American Spin
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD; SD/CL, SD, (RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SPN RF; SD/CL, SD;)
M: Rock back for apart] on left, recover right, side left/close right to left, side left; side right/close left to
right, side right,
W: Rock back [or apart] on right, recover left, side right/close left to right, side right spinning right face one
full turn; side left/close right to left, side left,
Frequently done w ith man’s right and woman’s right hands held although either or both hands may be
used. Woman is led toward man w ith small chasse action then she turns right face on the last step of her
chasse. A variation may be both partners spin, man left face and woman right face.

#

Change Hands Behind Back [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video T ape]

#

Change Places Left to Right [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video Tape]

#

Change Places Right to Left [Moved to Phase Ill – on Phase IV Video Tape]

#

Chicken Walks
chkn wlks
Chicken Walks
1,2,3,4;
BK, BK, BK, BK; (SWVL FWD, SWVL FWD, SVWL FWD, SWVL FWD;)
M: Back, back, back, back;
W: Forward, forward, forward, forward;
Timing and number of steps may vary. Standard is 4 small steps man leading woman forw ard with slight
sw iveling action of her feet. This is caused by slight turning of woman’s hand in direction of her foot travel.
Joined man’s left-hand palm is up and woman’s right hand palm is down.

#

Fallaway Throwaway [Moved to Phase Ill – on Phase IV Video T ape]

#

Jiv e Walks [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video Tape]

## Lindy Catch
1,2,3a,4; 1,2,3a,4;

none
Lindy Catch
RK APT, REC, FWD/FWD, FWD; FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD;
(RK APT, REC, FWD/FWD, FWD; BK, BK, BK/BK, BK;)
M: Rock apart left, recover right, forward left/right, left moving right face around woman catching her at
waist with right hand releasing left hand [man is in back of woman with right arm around her waist]; forward
right, left continuing around woman, forward right/left, right to left open facing position;
W: Rock apart right, recover left, forward right/left, right [woman in front of man]; back left, right still facing
same direction [no turn], back left/right, left to left open facing partner,

#

Link
none
Link
1,2,3a,4;
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; (RK BK, EC, FWD/CL, FWD;)
M: Rock back left, recover right, small chasse forward left/right, left to closed position;
W: Rock back right, recover left, small chasse forward right/left, right to closed position;
Starts in left open facing position, ends closed position.

#

Link Rock
link rk
Link Rock
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; SD/CL, SD, (RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock back left, recover right, small chasse forward left/right, left; side right/left, right to closed position,
W: Rock back right, recover left, small chasse right/left, right; side left/right, left to closed position,
Starts left open facing position. Figure makes a right face turn for the man anywhere from 1/8 to 1/2.
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Marchessi
1a,2a,3a,4a; 1a,2a,3a,4a;

none
Marchessi
HEEL FWD/REC, TOE BK/REC, HEEL FWD/REC, HEEL FWD/REC;
TOE BK/REC, HEEL FWD/REC, TOE BK/REC, TOE BK/REC;
(TOE BK/REC, HEEL FWD/REC, TOE BK/REC, TOE BK/REC;
HEEL FWD/REC, TOE BK/REC, HEEL FWD/REC, HEEL FWD/REC;)
M: Press left heel forward shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from floor/recover to right in
place, press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from floor/recover to right in
place, press left heel forward shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from floor/recover to right
in place, press left heel forward shifting weight forward to cause right foot to slightly release from
floor/recover to right in place; press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from
floor/recover to right in place, press left heel forward shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release
from floor/recover to right in place, press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release
from floor/recover to right in place, press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release
from floor/recover to right in place;
W: Press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place;
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release from floor/recover to left in
place;
The action is one of shifting weight but maintaining balance over right foot, do not rock upper body back
and forth. Danced in closed position, man’s left and woman’s right hands joined below waist level with
man’s palm up and w oman’s palm dow n. As man’s left and woman’s right foot go forw ard or back the
joined hands w ill move in the same direction about 6 to 8 inches.

## Miami Special
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

none
Miami Special
RK APT, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD,
(RK APT, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock apart left, recover right, forward left/right, left turning right face 3/4 to lead woman to turn left face
under joined right hands putting joined hands over man’s head so hands rest behind man’s neck; side
right/left, right,
W: Rock apart right, recover left, forward right/left, right turn left face 3/4 under joined right hands; side
left/right, left, release hand hold and slide right hand down man’s left arm ending man’s left and woman’s
right hands joined in left open position,
Starts in right hand position facing partner.

#

Point Steps [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video T ape]

#

Pretzel Turn
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,3,4; 1a,2,3a,4;

#

Riv erboat Shuffle
riverboat shffl
Riverboat Shuffle
1,2,3,4;
XIF, SD, XIB, SD; (XIF, SD, XIB, SD;)
M: Gross right thru and lower right shoulder as you cross arms in front of body and snap fingers, side left
and uncross arms, cross right foot behind left and lower left shoulder slightly, side left;
W: Cross left thru and lower left shoulder as you cross arms in front of body and snap fingers, side right
and uncross arms, cross left behind right and lower right shoulder slightly, side right;
Usually starts in facing position no hands joined. Usually is 1 measure and 4 steps.
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prtzl trn
Pretzel T urn
RK BK, REC, SD/CL, TRN; SD/CL, TRN, RK FWD, REC; SD/CL, TRN, SD/CL, SD;
(RK BK, REC, SD/CL, TRN; SD/CL, TRN, RK FWD, REC; SD/CL, TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Rock back left, recover right, chasse side and forward left/right, left turning 1/2 right face keeping man’s
left and woman’s right hands joined; chasse side and forward right/left, right turning 1/4 right face [end side
by side with man’s left and woman’s right hands joined behind backs], rock forward left with right hand
extended forward, recover right; chasse side and forward left/right, left, turning 1/4 left face still retaining
man’s left and woman’s right hands side right/close left, side right;
W: Rock back right, recover left, chasse side and forward right/left, right turning 1/2 left face keeping man’s
left and woman’s right hands joined; chasse side and forward left/right, left turning 1/4 left face, rock
forward right with left hand extended forward under man’s, recover left; chasse side and forward right/left,
right, turning 1/4 right face still retaining man’s left and woman’s right hands side left/close right, side left;
Progressive movement in any direction. May start in closed, semi-closed or butterfly position.
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#

Sailor Shuffle
sailor shffl
Sailor Shuffle
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
1a,2,3a,4;
XIB/SD, SD, XIB/SD, SD; (XIB/SD, SD, XIB/SD, SD;)
M: Cross left in back of right/side right, side left, cross right in back of left/side left, side right;
W: Cross right in back of left/side left, side right, cross left in back of right/side right, side left;
May be done in any position, facing any direction, and starting with either foot. Body should remain as
stationary as possible in the center of the figure not moving from side to side. Side steps should be pushing
to the side rather than rocking or moving to the side.

#

Shoulder Shov e
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

shldr shove
Shoulder Shove
RK APT, REC, TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN; BK/CL, BK,
(RK APT, REC, TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN; BK/CL, BK,)
M: Rock apart left, recover right turning right face, side left/close right, side left toward partner bringing
man’s left and woman’s right shoulders together turning left face to face partner; back right/close left, back
right,
W: Rock apart right, recover left turning left face, side right/close left, side right toward partner bringing
man’s left and woman’s right shoulders together turning right face to face partner, side left/close right, side
left,

## Side Breaks
1a,2a,3a,4a;

sd brks
Side Breaks
STP OUT/STP OUT, STP IN/STP IN, REPEAT;
(STP OUT/STP OUT, STP IN/STP IN, REPEAT;)
M: Push step left/push step right, close left/close right, push step left/push step right, close left/close right;
W: Push step right/push step left, close right/close left, push step right/push step left, close right/close left;

#

Spanish Arms
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

none
Spanish Arms
RK BK, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC TRN, SD/CL SD TRN; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock back left, recover right turning right face, side left/close right, side left continuing right face turn;
side right/close left, side right,
W: Rock back right, recover left turning 1/4 left face, side right/close left, side right turning 3/4 right face;
side left/close right, side left,
Usually 1 1/2 measure figure from butterfly position. Man leads woman to turn left face under joined raised
lead hands [man’s left and woman’s right] into a momentary w rapped position without lowering raised
hands, then immediately leads her to turn right face to return to butterfly position from the wrapped
position. The figure turns right face 1/2. Man’s steps are slight and almost in place.

#

Swiv el Walks [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video Tape]

#

Throwaway [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video Tape]

#

Triple Wheel
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

trpl whl
T riple Wheel
RK APT, REC, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD,
(RK APT, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD SPN; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock apart left, recover right to right hands joined in modified open facing position, wheel right face side
left/close right, side left turning in toward partner and touch her back with man’s left hand; continue right
face wheel side right/close left, side right turning away from partner, continue right face wheel side
left/close right, side left turning in toward partner and touch her back with man’s left hand; leading the
woman to spin right face side right/close left, side right,
W: Rock apart right, recover left to right hands joined turning 1/4 left face, wheel right face side right/close
left, side right turning away from partner; continue right face wheel side left/close right, side left turning
toward partner and touch man’s back with woman’s left hand, continue to wheel right face side right/close
left, side right spinning right face on right foot to face partner; side left/close right, side left,
Total turn is usually 1I2 in 3 triples. May be done with 5 triples up to 1 full turn [cued Triple Wheel 5]. May
be done w ith any odd number of triples [cueing # of triples] using relative amount of turn. Woman’s spin is
similar to an American Spin.
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Windmill
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

none
Windmill
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock back left, recover right, forward left in front/close right, forward left turning 1/4 left face; side
right/close left, side right turning 1/4 left face,
W: Rock back right, recover left turning 1/4 left face, side right/close left, side right turning 1/4 left face; side
left/close right, side left,
Butterfly position throughout. On first triple lead arms lower and trail hands raise. On second triple arms are
level. This should look like a tilting action being caused by a stretching and straightening of the body rather
than the physical raising and lowering of the arms. Figure turns left face 1/2.
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JIVE/WEST COAST SWING
[T here are two forms of timing in West Coast Swing: Basic timing of 1,2,3&4; 5&6, and Whip timing 1,2,3,&4;
5,6,7,&8;]
West Coast incorporates 3 basic rhythms:
1)
T riple T ime – Q,Q,Q,&Q; Q,&Q, {1,2,3,&4; 5,&6,}
2)
Double T ime – Q,Q,T CH,Q; T CH,Q, {1,2,3,4; 5,6,}
3)
Single T ime – Q,Q,S; S, {1,2,3,4; 1,2,}.
West Coat is danced in a slot. The slot is an imaginary rectangle on the floor. The woman travels up and down
the slot from one point to another by passing through the center. As she is led forward, the man steps to the side
of the slot to allow her to pass and then returns back to the center.
Definitions w ritten with a Coaster Step exit may also be done with an Anchor Step exit. Demonstration figures on
Video danced w ith an Anchor Step.

JIVE/WEST COAST SWING – PHASE IV
## Anchor
none
Anchor
1&,2,
STP/STP, BK, (STP/STP, STP,)
M: In place right/left, back right,
W: In place left/right, left,
Figure is like a triple in place with the last step of the triple becoming a small back step.
## Coaster
none
Coaster
1&,2,
XIB/SD, SD, (BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Cross right in back of left/small side left, small side right,
W: Back left/close right to left, forward left,
Man’s step is like a small sailor shuffle. Woman’s step is like a back hitch.
## French Cross
french X
French Cross
1&,2,
(FWD TRN/X TRN, BK,)
W: Forward right turning 1/4 left face/cross left in front continuing left face turn, back right,
An alternate to any w oman’s step w here she does a run/run, run turn running past her partner in the first
measure of a figure.
## Left Side Pass
1,2,3&,4; 5&,6,

L sd pass
Left Side Pass
BK TRN, CL TRN, FWD/CL, FWD; XIB/SD, SD,
(FWD, FWD, FWD TRN/XIF TRN, BK; BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Back left turning left face, close right turning left face leading woman to man’s left side, forward
left/close right, forward left; cross right in back of left/side left, side right,
W: Forward right, forward left passing on man’s left side, forward right/left, right turning left face; back
left/close right, forward left,
Starts and ends left open facing position. A 1 1/2 measure figure with 1/2 left face turn.

## Man’s Underarm Turn
1,2,3&,4; 5&,6,

M’s undrm trn
Man’s Underarm T urn
BK, FWD TRN, SD TRN/FWD, FWD; XIB/SD, SD,
(FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN/XIF TRN, BK; BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Back left, forward right turning 1/4 right face under joined lead hands, side left turn 1/4 right face/forward
right, forward left; cross right in back of left/side left, side right,
W: Forward right, forward left turn 1/4 left face, side right/cross left in front turn 1/4 left face, back right;
back left/close right, forward left,

## Right Side Pass
1,2,3&,4; 5&,6,

R sd pass
Right Side Pass
FWD, REC BK, CL/IN PLC, FWD; XIB/SD, SD,
(FWD, FWD, FWD TRN/XIF TRN, BK; BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Forward left, recover back right, close left/in place right, forward left; cross right in back of left/side left,
side right,
W: Forward right, forward left, forward right turning 1/4 left face/cross left in front turn 1/4 left face, back
right; back left/close right, forward left,
Starts in L-shaped tandem right hands joined. Change to man’s left and woman’s right hand as she comes
past on step 3. End left open facing position.
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## Side Breaks
1&,2&,3&,4&;

sd brks
Side Breaks
STP OUT/STP OUT, STP IN/STP IN, REPEAT;
(STP OUT/STP OUT, STP IN/STP IN, REPEAT;)
M: Push step let/push step right, close left/close right, push step left/push step right, close left/close right;
W: Push step right/push step left, close right/close left, push step right/push step left, close right/close left;

## Sugar Push
none
Sugar Push
1,2,3,4; 5&,6,
BK, BK, TCH, FWD; BHD/SD, SD, (FWD, FWD, TCH, BK; BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Back left, back right, touch left to right, forward left; behind right/side left, side right,
W: Forward right, forward left, touch right to left, back right; back left/close right, forward left,
Starts and ends in left open facing position. A 1 1/2 measure figure w ith no turn.
## Throwout
none
T hrowout
1&,2,3&,4;
SD/CL, SD TRN, BHD/SD, SD; (FWD TRN/XIF TRN, BK, BK/CL FWD;)
M: Side left/close right, side left starting left face turn 1/4 to line of dance, [coaster step] cross right in back
of left/side left, side right;
W: Side right starting left face turn/close left, continue left face turn back right, back left/close right, step
forward left;
## Tuck and Spin
tuck & spn
T uck & Spin
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Addendum Video Tape]
1,2,3,4; 5&,6,
BK, BK, TCH, FWD; BHD/SD, SD, (FWD, FWD, TCH, TRN FWD & SPN; BHD/SD, SD,)
M: Back left, back right to tight butterfly position hands low, touch left to right, forward left raise joined lead
hands with soft pull on trailing hands; cross right behind left/side left, side right,
W: Forward right, forward left slight turn right face to tight butterfly, touch right to left, turn right face under
joined lead hands forward right spinning right face to face partner; cross left behind right/side right, side
left,
Starts and ends left open facing Position. 1 1/2 measures. Man no turn. Woman full turn to the right. On
count 2 man can point forw ard and woman point back. This figure may also be done with a free spin for the
w oman in place of the underarm spin.
## Underarm Turn
1,2,3&,4; 5&,6,

undrm trn
Underarm T urn
BK TRN, FWD TRN, FWD/CL, FWD; XIB/SD, SD,
(FWD, FWD, FWD TRN/XIF, TRN, BK; BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Back left turning right face, forward right turning right face, forward left/close right, forward left; cross
right in back of left/side left, side right,
W: Forward right, forward left under joined lead hands, forward right/left, right turning left face; back
left/close right, forward left,
Starts and ends in left open facing position. A 1 1/2 measure figure, man turns 1/2 right face and woman
turns 1/2 left face under joined lead hands.

## Wrapped Whip
1,2,3&,4; 5,6,7&,8;

wrpd whp
Wrapped Whip
BK, REC TRN, SD CONT RF TRN/CL, SD & FWD; XIB TRN, SD, SD/CL, SD;
(FWD, FWD, FWD/CL BK; BK, BK, BK/CL, FWD;)
M: Back left to double handhold, recover right turning 1/4 right face, bring man’s left and woman’s right
hands in and over woman’s head side left continue right face turn/close right, side and forward left in
wrapped position; cross right in back of left turning right face release man’s right and woman’s left hands,
side left turning right face to face line of dance, side right/close left, side right [anchor step];
W: Forward right, forward left, forward right/close left, back right; back left, back right, back left/close right,
forward left [anchor step];
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#

American Spin [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

## Catapult
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

none
Catapult
FWD, REC, IN PLC/STP, STP; IN PLC/STP, STP,
(RK BK, REC, FWD/STP, SPN; IN PLC/STP, STP,)
M: Forward left, recover right; in place left/right, left, in place right/left, right,
W: Rock back right, recover left, forward right commence right face turn/side left continue right face turn,
spin right face on right; in place left/right, left to face partner,
Starts in tandem position [woman behind man] double handhold release right hands after first 2 steps, on
first triple w oman passes man to his left side turning 1/2 right face to face partner.

## Chasse Roll
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,3a,4;

none
Chasse Roll
RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD;
(RK BK, REC, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Rock back left to semi-closed position, recover right to face, side left/close right, side left turn right to
back-to-back position; side right/close left, side right continue turn to face, side left/close right, side left end
facing partner completing one full turn;
W: Rock back right to semi-closed position, recover left to face, side right/close left, side right turn left face
to back-to-back position; side left/close right, side left continue turn to face, side right/close left, side right
end facing partner completing 1 full turn;
May be done in opposite direction with opposite turn and opposite footwork.

#

Flicks into Breaks
flks into brks
Flicks into Breaks
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1, –,3, –;
RK BK, REC, PT, STP; PT, STP, PT, STP; KCK, STP, KCK, STP; KCK, STP, KCK, STP;
FWD, –, REC/FWD, –;
(RK BK, REC, PT, STP; PT, STP, PT, STP; KCK, STP, KCK, STP; KCK, STP, KCK, STP;
FWD, –, REC/FWD, –;)
M: Rock back left, recover right, point left, step left forward; point right thru, step right forward, point left,
step left forward; kick right thru, step to right side on right, kick left thru, step to left side on left; kick right
thru, step to right side on right, kick left thru, step to left side on left; step forward on right, –, recover on ball
of left/forward right, –;
W: Rock back right, recover left, point right, step right forward; point left thru, step left forward, point right,
step right forward; kick left thru, step to left side on left, kick right thru, step to right side on right, kick left
thru, step to left side on left, kick right thru, step to right side on right; step forward on left, –, recover on ball
of right/forward left, –;
This is a 5 measure figure, which does not utilize the basic Jive rhythm. It starts in semi-closed position
and may be done in butterfly or loose closed positions. The figure progresses on the point steps. The kick
steps are taken in place kicking first thru toward line of dance then between partners tow ard reverse line of
dance and then repeat. The Point Steps are described in Phase IV Jive.

## Mooch
none
Mooch
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1a,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3a,4;
RK BK, REC, KCK, CL; KCK, CL, RK BK, REC; FWD TRN/CL, FWD, RK BK, REC;
KCK, CL, KCK, CL; RK BK, REC, FWD TRN/CL, FWD;
(RK BK, REC, KCK, CL; KCK, CL, RK BK, REC; FWD TRN/CL, FWD, RK BK, REC;
KCK, CL, KCK, CL; RK BK, REC, FWD TRN/CL, FWD;)
M: Rock back left, recover right, flick left forward from knee slightly off floor, close left; flick right forward
from knee slightly off floor, close right, rock back left, recover right; turning right face one half side left/close
right, side left, rock back right, recover left; flick right forward from knee slightly off floor, close right, flick left
forward from knee slightly off floor, close left; rock back right, recover left, turning left face 1/2 side
right/close left, side right;
W: Rock back right, recover left, flick right forward from knee slightly off floor, close right; flick left forward
from knee slightly off floor, close left, rock back right, recover left; turning left face one half side right/close
left, side right, rock back left, recover right; flick left forward from knee slightly off floor, close left, flick right
forward from knee slightly off floor, close right; rock back left, recover right, turning right face 1/2 side
left/close right, side left;
This figure is a 5 measure figure, which does not utilize the basic Jive rhythm. Starts in semi-closed
position and may be turned either right or left.
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## Neck Slide
1,2,3a,4; 1,2,3a,4;

neck sld
Neck Slide
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD;
(RK BK, REC, FWD/CL FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Rock back left, recover right, side left/close right to left, side left raising joined hands up and over
partner’s head release hold right hands rest on partner’s right shoulder ending woman on man’s right side;
wheel 1/2 right face forward right, forward left continuing right face turn, forward right turning 1/4 right face
line of dance/close left to right, small step forward right allow man’s and woman’s right hand to slide down
partner’s arm to join right hands;
W: Rock back on right, recover left, side right/close left to right, side right; wheel 1/2 right face forward
right, forward left, forward on left/close right, back left; arm work as described in detail in man’s description
of the figure.

#

Sailor Shuffle [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

#

She Go, He Go
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

#

Stop and Go
1,2,3a,4; 1,2,3a,4;

#

Whip Throwaway
whp thrwy
Whip T hrowaway
1,2,3a,4;
XIB TRN, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD; (FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Cross right in back of left toe turned out commence right face turn, side left continuing right face turn
releasing hold with right hand, almost in place right/left, right making up to one full turn to end facing
partner in left open position;
W: Forward left toward man’s right side turning right face, forward right between man’s feet continuing right
face turn, side and slightly back left/right, left to end facing partner in left open facing;
Starts in closed position and ends in left open facing position.

#

Whip Turn
whp trn
Whip T urn
1,2,3a,4;
XIB TRN, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD; (FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Cross right in back of left toe turned out commence turning right face, side left continuing right face turn
chassee right/close left, side right completing up to 1 full turn to the right;
W: Forward left toward man’s right side commence turning right face, forward right between man’s feet
continuing right face turn, chasse left/close right, side left completing up to 1 full turn to right over all steps;
Closed position throughout. Similar to 2 parallel bodies rotating together around an imaginary pole between
them.
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W go, M go
She Go, He Go
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; FWD TRN/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD,)
M: Rock apart left, recover right, forward left/right, left turning right face 1/8 to 1/4 to look at woman’s back;
forward turning left face 5/8 to 3/4 turn under joined lead hands right/left, right to end facing partner,
W: Rock apart right, recover left, forward turning left face 1/4 under joined lead hands right/left, right;
continue left face turn another 1/4 back left/right, left to end facing partner,
Usually starts in butterfly position or left open facing position. Partners change sides and facing directions
under man’s left and w oman’s right hands.
none
Stop and Go
RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD; RK FWD, REC, BK/CL, BK;
(RK BK, REC, FWD/CL, FWD TRN; RK BK, REC TRN, BK/CL, BK;)
M: Rock back left, recover right, forward left/close right, forward left; rock forward right, recover left, small
back right/close left, right;
W: Rock back right, recover left, in place right/left, right turning 1/2 left face under joined hands to end at
man’s right side; [man catches woman with right hand on woman’s left shoulder blade at end of triple to
stop her movement] rock back left, recover right, in place left/right, left turning 1/2 right face under joined
hands to end facing man;
There is no turn for man, 1/2 turn left face then 1/2 turn right face for woman. Starts and ends in left open
facing position lead hands joined.
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JIVE/WEST COAST SWING – PHASE V
## Cheek to Cheek
1,2,3,4; 5&,6,

none
Cheek to Cheek
BK, REC, FWD TRN, LIFT & TRN, FWD TRN; XIB/SD, SD,
(FWD, FWD TRN, LIFT & TRN, FWD TRN; XIB/SD, SD,)
M: Back left, recover forward right commence right face turn, lift left knee up continue right face turn
touching man’s left hip to woman’s right hip, cross left in front of right turning left face to face partner, cross
right behind left/side left, side right,
W: Forward right, forward left commence left face turn, lift right knee up continue left face turn touch right
hip to man’s left hip, cross right in front of left turning right face to face partner cross left behind right/side
right, side left,
Starts and ends in open position facing partner w ith lead hands joined. Up to 1/2 of a turn away from
partner betw een counts 2 and 3 and up to 1/2 of a turn toward partner on count 4.

## Faceloop
none
Faceloop
1,2,
BK, BK & SD, (FWD, FWD,)
M: Back left, back and side right placing joined right hands over man’s head to neck and place left hand to
lady’s right hip,
W: Forward right, forward left with slight right face turn, [see man’s description for the hand work],
Starts w ith joined right hands.
## Side Whip
1,2,3,4; 5,6,7&,8;

sd whp
Side Whip
BK, REC FWD TRN, PT [NO WGT], –; –, FWD, XIB/SD, SD;
(FWD, FWD TRN, BK/CL, FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, XIB/SD, SD;)
M: Back left, recover forward and side right moving to woman’s right side turning 1/4 right face to an
L-shaped semi-closed position placing right hand on woman’s back, point left [no weight], hold; hold,
forward left turning 1/4 left face, cross right behind left/side left, side right;
W: Forward right, forward left turning 1/2 right face, back right/close left to right, forward right; forward left,
forward right turn 1/2 left face to face partner, cross left behind right/side right, side left;

## Sugar Bump
1,2,3,4; 5&,6,

none
Sugar Bump
BK, REC FWD TRN, LIFT & TRN, FWD TRN; XIB/SD, SD,
(FWD, FWD TRN, LIFT & TRN, FWD; XIB/SD, SD,)
M: Back left, recover forward right commence right face turn 1/4, lift left knee up continue right face turn
touching left hip to woman’s right hip continue to turn right face rolling bottoms, releasing lead hands
forward left continue right face turn to face partner joining lead hands; cross right behind left/side left, side
right,
W: Forward right, forward left commence left face turn, lift right knee up continue right face turn touching
right hip to man’s left hip continue to turn left face rolling bottoms, releasing lead hands forward right
continue left face turn to face partner joining lead hands; cross left behind right/side right, side left,

## Surprise Whip
1,2,3&,4; 5,6,7&,8;

surprise whp
Surprise Whip
BK, REC FWD TRN, SD TRN/FWD, SD & FWD; CK FWD, REC, XIB/SD, SD;
(FWD, FWD TRN, BK/CL, FWD TRN; CK BK, REC TRN, BHD/SD, SD;)
M: Back left, recover forward and side right moving to woman’s right side commence right face turn 1/4 to
closed position, side left continuing right face turn 1/4 recover forward right, side and forward left
completing 1/2 right face turn; check forward right CBMP turning upper body strongly to the right leading
woman to turn sharply to the right and stopping woman with man’s right hand on woman’s back ending in
an L-shaped semi-closed position looking at partner, recover back left raising joined lead hands, cross right
behind left/side left, side right;
W: Forward right, forward left turning right face 1/2, back right/close left to right, forward right between
man’s feet turning sharply right face 1/2 keeping left leg close to right and under the body; check back left,
recover forward right turning right face under joined lead hands to face partner, cross left behind right/side
right, side left;
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## Triple Trav el with Roll
trpl travel w/roll
T riple T ravel with Roll
1&,2,3,4; 5&,6,7&,8; 1&,2,3,4; 5&,6, SD/CL, SD & FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN;
SD/CL, SD & FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN; BHD/SD, SD,
(SD/CL, SD & BK, FWD TRN, FWD TRN; SD/CL, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD TRN;
SD/CL, SD & BK, FWD TRN, FWD TRN; BHD/SD, SD,)
M: Side right/close left, side and forward right commence right face turn 1/4, forward left continue right face
turn 3/4, forward right continuing right face turn I/2 [making a 1 1/2 turn] to a left hand star, side left/close
right, side left turn left face 1/2 to a right hand star, side right/close left, side right turn right face 1/2 to a left
hand star, side left/close right, side and forward left commencing left face turn 1/4, forward right continuing
left face turn 1/2, forward left continuing left face turn 1/2 [making a 1 1/4 turn] to face partner join lead
hands; cross right behind left/side left, side right,
W: Side left/close right, side and back right commence right face turn 1/4, forward right continue right face
turn 3/4, forward left continuing right face turn 1/2 [making a 1 1/2 turn] to a left hand star, side right/close
left, side right turning 1/2 left face to a right hand star, side left/close right, side left turn right face 1/2 to a
left hand star, side right/close left, side and back right commencing left face turn 1/4, forward left continuing
left face turn 1/2, forward right continuing left face turn 1/2 [making a 1 1/4 turn] to face partner join lead
hands; cross left behind right/side right, side left,
Starts w ith a right hand star, ends left open facing position.
## Tuck and Spin [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Addendum Video T ape]
## Tummy Whip
1,2,3&,4; 5,6,7&,8;

tummy whp
T ummy Whip
BK, REC FWD TRN, SD TRN/FWD, SD & FWD; XIB TRN, FWD, BHD/SD, SD;
(FWD, FWD, FWD/CL, BK; BK, BK, BHD/SD, SD;)
M: Back left, recover forward and side right moving to woman’s right side releasing joined hands
commence right face turn 114, side left continuing right face turn 1/4 forward right, side and forward left;
cross right in back of left turning 1/2 right face to face partner, forward left, cross right behind left/side left,
side right;
W: Forward right, forward left, forward right/close left to right, back right; back left, back right, cross left
behind right/side right, side left;
Starts in left open facing position. Man puts right hand on woman’s right hip bone on step 2 and leads her
to move back on last step of measure 1 [both now facing same direction]. Release her hip as she backs up
and man turns during measure 2. Ends in left open facing position.

## Whip Turn
1,2,3&,4; 5,6,7&,8;

whp trn
Whip T urn
BK, REC FWD TRN, SD TRN/FWD, SD & FWD; BHD TRN, FWD, BHD/SD, SD;
(FWD, FWD TRN, BK/CL, FWD, FWD TRN, BK BHD/SD, SD;)
M: Back left, recover forward and side right moving to woman’s right side commence right face turn 1/4 to
closed position, side left continuing right face turn 1/4 forward right, side and forward left; cross right in
back of left turning 1/2 right face, forward left to left open position, cross left behind right/side left, side right;
W: Forward right, forward left turning right face 1/2 to closed position, back right/close left to right, forward
right between man’s feet turning right face 1/2; back left, back right, cross left behind right/side right, side
left;
Starts and ends left open facing position, 2 measures. Man 1/2 turn right each measure. Woman 1/2 turn
right each measure.
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## Chopper
1a,2,3a,4; 1a,2,3a,4;

none
Chopper
IN PLC/STP, STP, SPN IN PLC/STP, STP; IN PLC/STP, STP, SPN IN PLC/STP, STP;
(SPN IN PLC/STP, STP, IN PLC/STP, STP; SPN IN PLC/STP, STP, IN PLC/STP, STP;)
M: In place left/right, left, spinning full turn right face in place right/left, right; in place left/right, left, spinning
full turn right face in place right/left, right;
W: Spin full turn left face in place right/left, right, in place left/right, left; spin full turn left face in place
right/left, right, in place left/right, left;
Starts in open facing position with right hands joined, ends in open facing position with right hands joined.
On first and third triple w oman spins under joined right hands. On second and fourth triple man spins under
joined right hands. Joined hands should come down between partners between each triple making a circle
and over the head on each triple.

#

Coca Rola
none
Coca Rola
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
XIF, BK, SD, XIF; XIF, BK, SD, XIF;
MW: Swivel slightly right face on right and cross left in front of right, swivel slightly left face on left and step
back right, swivel slightly right face on right and step side left, swivel slightly left face on left and step
forward right across left; repeat;
Usually done in Varsouvienne, skaters, shadow, side by side positions w ith identical footwork for man and
w oman.

#

Curly Whip
1,2,3a,4; 1,2,3a,4;

#

Flea Hops
none
Flea Hops
a1, a2, a3, a4; a1, a2,
HOP/CL, HOP/CL, HOP/TAP, HOP/CL; HOP/TAP, HOP/CL,
MW: Hop on right pulling slightly to left/close left, hop on left pulling slightly to right/close right, hop on right
pulling slightly to left/tap left close to right no weight, hop on right pulling slightly to left/close left; hop on left
pulling slightly to right/tap right close to left no weight, hop on left pulling slightly to right/close right,
May be done starting with either foot and may be done on identical or opposite footwork for man and
w oman. Slight sway to right when hopping right. Slight sway to left when hopping left.

#

Rolling Off the Arm
1,2,3a,4; 1,2,3a,4;

curly whp
Curly Whip
FWD, REC, SD/CL, SD; XIB TRN, SD TRN, SD/CL, SD;
(BK, REC TRN, SD TRNG/CL TRNG, SD TRNG;
SD TRNG, XIF TRNG, SD TRNG/CL TRNG, SD TRNG;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left/close right, side left turning 1/8 to right; cross right in back of left,
side left, side right/close left, side right turning 7/8 to right over 5 steps;
W: Back right, recover left commence left face turn, right/left, right making 7/8 turn left under joined lead
over last 4 steps; side left, cross right in front of left, side left/close right, side left making 7/8 turn to right
over 5 steps;
Starts in closed position, hold of man’s right and woman’s left is released at end of second step. Woman
turns under lead hands on steps 3,4,5 to closed position and remains closed position over rest of figure.
Man keeps w oman in close as she does reverse turn by keeping his right hand loosely in place allowing
her to turn w ithin the man’s right arm. May start in left open position facing.

none
Rolling off the Arm
BK, REC, WRP/2, 3; WHL, 2, FWD/CL, FWD;
(BK, REC, WRP/2, 3; WHL, 2, IN PLC STP/STP, FWD TRNG;)
M: Back left, recover right, small steps forward left/right, left turning 1/4 right face; forward right, forward left
turning 1/2 right face over 2 steps, small steps right/left, right turning 1/4 right face over 3 steps;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right/left, right turning 1/4 left face; back left, right turning right face 1/2
over 2 steps, in place left/right, left turning right face 1 full turn;
Starts In open facing position either right hands or man’s right and woman’s left hands joined. Joined
hands remain held throughout. Woman w ill end first measure in the crook of the man’s right arm facing
same w ay as man. Woman w ill roll out of man’s arm on last 3 steps of figure. Man makes full turn to right
over entire figure.
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## Shoulder Roll
1,2,3a,4; 1a,2,

shldr roll
Shoulder Roll
RK APT, REC, SD/CL, SD TRN; SD/CL, SD TRN,
(BK, REC, FWD TRNG/FWD TRNG, FWD TRNG; IN PLC STP/STP, STP,)
M: Facing partner with man’s right and woman’s right hands joined rock apart left, recover right, small
forward left/right, left commencing right face underarm turn; complete right face turn right/left, right,
W: Facing partner with man’s right and woman’s right hands joined rock apart right, recover left, small
forward triple right/left, right turning left face one full turn under joined hands; triple in place left/right, left,
This figure causes both partners to turn under joined hands. The figure may also cause the man to change
facing positions.

#

Simple Spin
simple spn
Simple Spin
1,2,
IN PLC, IN PLC, (SPN IN PLC, SPN IN PLC,)
M: In place left, right,
W: Spin full turn right face in place right, left,
Starts In left open position with joined hand extended forward. Man turns left face on first step to face
partner, does not turn on second step. Man releases lead hands after giving woman lead to spin then
hands are rejoined after spin is completed.
Turnstile
1,2,3a,4; 1,2,3,4; 1a,2,

trnstile
T urnstile
RK BK, REC FWD, FWD/CL, FWD; SD TRNG, SD TRNG, SD TRNG, SD TRNG;
SD/CL, SD,
(RK BK, REC FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TRNG; SD TRNG, SD TRNG, SD TRNG, SD TRNG;
SD/SD, SD,)
M: Back left, recover forward right, chasse forward left/right, left man’s right hand to woman’s right wrist
start left face turn; turning left face side right contact woman’s left wrist with man’s left wrist, turning left
face side left contact woman’s right wrist with man’s right wrist, turning left face side right contact woman’s
left wrist with man’s left wrist, turning left face side left take woman’s right hand with right; chasse side
right/left, right,
W: Rock back right, recover forward left, chasse forward right/left, right start right face turn; turning right
face side left contact man’s left wrist with left wrist, turning right face side right contact man’s right wrist
with right, turning right face side left contact man’s left wrist with left, turning right face side right contact
man’s right hand; chasse side left/right, left,
Basic turn is 1/2 per beat. Arms extend for both man and woman dow nward off the shoulders in the turns.
The ending chasse may be an additional 1/4 turn for both to end side by side. Woman may also dance
triple turn under joined right hands.

#
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Whip Spin
1,2,3a,4;

whp spn
Whip Spin
BHD TRN, SD TRN, IN PLC/STP, STP;
(FWD TRNG, FWD XIF, IN PLC SPN IN PLC STP/STP, STP;)
M: Cross right in back of left turning, side left turning, in place right/left, right making 7/8 turn to right over
entire figure;
W: Forward left turning, forward right cross in front of left between man’s feet, spin 1 and 1/2 right face on
right in place left/right, left;
This figure is a variation of the Whip Turn. The preceding description usually follows a Link measure. Start
in closed position with woman’s right hand behind her back held in man’s right hand. Remain in closed
position for first two steps. Release hold as woman spins – end open facing position. Man makes 7/8 turn
to right over figure. Woman goes 7/8 to right plus the right face free spin.
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## Alternating Underarm Turn
1,2,3&,4; 5&,6,

alternating undrm trn
Alternating Underarm T urn
BK, FWD TRN, SD TRN/FWD, FWD; XIB/SD, SD,
(FWD, FWD TRNG, SD/XIF TRNG, BK; BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Back left, forward right turning 1/4 right face, side left turning 1/4 right face/forward right, forward left
spinning left face under joined right hands to face partner; cross right behind left/side left, side right,
W: Forward right, forward left turning 1/4 left face under lead hands, side right/cross left in front of right
turning 1/4 left face, back right; back left/close right, forward left,
Man may turn to right using hook turn action.

* Cheerleader
none
Cheerleader
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF/SD, TAP HEEL SD/STP, XIF/SD, TAP HEEL SD;
M: Cross left in front/step right side, tap left heel to left/side left, cross right in front/step left side, tap right
heel to the right;
W: Cross right in front/step left side, tap right heel to the right/side right, cross left in front/step right side,
tap left heel to the left;
## Sugar Push Hook Turn
sugar push hk trn
Sugar Push Hook T urn
1,2,3,4; 5&,6,7,8; 1&,2,3&,4; 5,6,7&,8; 1&,2,
BK, BK, TCH, FWD TRN; XIB TRN/SD, CL, FWD, FWD;
IN PLC/STP, STP, XIB TRN/SD, CL; FWD, FWD, IN PLC/STP, STP; XIB/SD, CL,
(FWD, FWD, TCH, BK; BK/CL, FWD, FWD, FWD; FWD/FWD, FWD TWRL, BK, CL;
FWD, FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD TWRL; BK/CL, FWD,)
M: Back left, back right, touch left, forward left turning 1/4 right face; hook right behind left turning 1/4 right
face taking joined hands over head/side left bringing joined hands to near right hip, close right and change
to man and woman’s right hands [woman is now behind man in tandem], forward left, forward right leading
woman past right side; in place left/right, left, hook right behind left taking hands over head turning 1/2 right
face/side left bringing hands to near right hip, close right [woman now behind man in tandem]; forward left,
forward right leading woman past right side, in place left/right, left; hook right behind left/side left, close
right,
W: Forward right, forward left, touch right, back right; back left/close right, forward left [now behind man in
tandem right hands joined], forward right, forward left starting past man’s right side; forward right/left, right
twirl left face 1 1/2 under joined hands [now behind man in tandem], back left, close right, forward left;
forward right, forward left past man’s right side, forward right/left, right twirl left face 1 1/2 under joined
hands ending facing partner with right hands still joined; back left/close right, forward left,
Starts and ends in left open facing position.
Trav eling Side Pass
1,2,3&,4; 5&,6,

trav sd pass
T raveling Side Pass
FWD, REC BK, CL/IN PLC, FWD; FWD/FWD, FWD,
(FWD, FWD TRN, IN PLC/IN PLC, FWD TRN, XIB/SD, FWD,)
M: Forward left, recover back right, close left/in place right, forward left; forward right/forward left, forward
right,
W: Forward right, forward left commence left face turn, triple in place right/left, right continue left face turn
to end behind man to his right side; cross left in back of right/side right, forward left,
Starts in L-shaped tandem right hands joined. Right hands joined throughout. Join left hands on step 2 and
keep them joined throughout. During woman’s turn the joined left hands will go over her head followed by
the joined right hands. During the last triple the joined right hands go over the man’s head followed by the
joined left hands. Figure makes 1 & 3/4 turn to left for w oman. Ends both facing same direction with woman
to man’s right side, all hands still joined.

## Whip Inside Turn
1,2,3&,4; 5,6,7&,8;

whp insd trn
Whip Inside T urn
BK, FWD TRN, SD TRN/CL, SD TRN; XIB, SD TRN, XIB/SD, CL;
(FWD TRN, FWD TRN, BK/CL, FWD; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, BK/CL, FWD;)
M: Back and side left starting a right face turn, forward right completing 1/2 right face turn to loose closed
position, continue turn small side left/close right, side left; continue turn cross right in back, side left, behind
right/side left, close right completing one half turn;
W: Forward right starting a right face turn, forward left completing 1/2 turn to loose closed position, back
right/close left, forward right; forward left starting a left face turn, forward right continue turn one half, back
left/close right, forward left;
Starts and ends in left open facing position. Man makes full turn to the right. Woman makes 1/2 turn to the
right in the first measure and 1/2 turn to the left in the second measure. Start left face turn under lead hand
at end of first measure.
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## Whip Outside Turn
1,2,3&,4; 5,6,7&,8;

whp outsd trn
Whip Outside turn
RK BK, FWD TO W R SD SWVL R 1/4, SD/REC TRN R 1/4, FWD;
XIB TRN R 1/2, RK FWD, BK/IN PLC STP, STP;
(FWD, FWD TRN R 1/2, BK/CL, FWD;
SWVL R 1/2 BK, SWVL R 1/2 FWD, SWVL R 1/2 BK/IN PLC STP, STP;)
M: Rock back left, forward right to woman’s right side swivel right 1/4, as woman passes step side
left/forward right turning right 1/4 to closed position, forward left; cross right in back of left, turn 1/2 leading
woman to turn right under joined hands, rock forward left, recover right under the body/left in place, right;
W: Forward right, forward left passing man turn right 1/2 to face man, back right/close left to closed
position, forward right between man’s feet; under joined hands swivel right 1/2 back left, swivel 1/2 right on
left forward right, swivel 1/2 right on right back left under body/in place right, in place left;
Begins and ends in left open facing position. Man makes 1 revolution. Woman makes 2 revolutions.
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MAMBO
[T iming is 4/4] Using a count of QQS. Mambo figures resemble figures done in Rumba and Cha Cha with Cuban
action. Steps are generally taken on the inside edge of the entire foot. The foot is placed in position on the beat,
but the weight is not taken on the foot until the end of the beat. T he supporting knee is straight while the non–
weighted knee is generally bent. This helps keep both legs directly under the body. The steps are usually quite
small and not as flowing as other Latin’s, the hip is not popped, but follows after the foot action. This action
results in the hip being opposite the supporting leg, i.e. when the left foot is back the left hip is forward.

MAMBO – PHASE III
## Back Basic
bk bas
Back Basic
QQS;
BK, REC, FWD, –; (FWD, REC, BK, –;)
M: Back right, recover left, forward right, –;
W: Forward left, recover right, back left, –;
Usually done in closed or butterfly position, but may be done in open position with both partners stepping
back.
## Break [to position]
brk
Break [to position]
QQS;
BHD, REC, FWD, –; (BHD, REC FWD, –;)
M: From a facing position behind left turning left face to position, recover forward right, forward left, –;
W: From a facing position behind right turning right face to position, recover forward left, forward right, –;
May start w ith man’s right and woman’s left foot.
## Basic
bas
Basic
QQS; QQS;
FWD, REC, SD, –; BK, REC, SD, –; (BK, REC, SD, –; FWD, REC, SD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left, –; back right, recover left, side right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, side right, –; forward left, recover right, side left, –;
Usually a tw o measure figure.
## Chase
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

chs
Chase
FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD, REC, BK, –; BK, REC, FWD, –;
(BK, REC, FWD, –; FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD, REC, BK, –;)
M: Forward left turning right face 1/2, recover forward right, forward left, –; forward right turning left face
1/2, recover forward left, forward right, –; forward left, recover right, back left, –; back right, recover left,
forward right, –;
W: Back right with no turn, recover left, forward right, –; forward left turning right face 1/2, recover forward
right, forward left, –; forward right turning left face 1/2, recover forward left, forward right, –; forward left with
no turn, recover right, back left, –;
Starts and ends w ith partners facing.

## Forward Basic
fwd bas
Forward Basic
QQS;
FWD, REC, BK, –; (BK, REC, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, back left, –;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right, –;
Usually done in closed or butterfly position, but may be done in open with both partners stepping forward.
## New Yorker
ny
New Yorker
QQS;
THRU, REC TO FC, SD, –; (THRU, REC TO FC, SD, –;)
M or W: From indicated facing position step thru with straight leg side by side position, recover to face
partner, side to indicated position, –;
Figure may begin either foot . If starting with left, step thru to left open position. If starting with right, step
thru to open position.
## Open Break
op brk
Open Break
QQS;
RK APT, REC, SD, –; (RK APT, REC, SD, –;)
M: From indicated facing position rock apart strongly on left to left open facing position while extending free
arm up with palm out, recover on right lowering free arm, side left, –;
W: From indicated facing position rock apart strongly on right to left open facing position while extending
free arm up with palm out, recover on left lowering free arm, side right, –;
Last step may be taken either w ith or without a slight turn aw ay from partner.
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## Spot Turn
spt trn
Spot T urn
QQS;
XIF TRN, REC TRN, SD, –;
M or W: Cross in front turning on crossing foot 1/2, recover continuing to turn to face partner, step side, –;
This is a solo figure. Usually a complete turn is made. If starting with the left foot the turn is to the right. If
started w ith a right foot the turn is to the left.
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MAMBO – PHASE IV
## Cross Body
QQS; QQS;

X body
Cross Body
FWD, REC, SD TRN, –; BK TRN, SM FWD, SD, –;
(BK, REC, FWD, –; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left turning left face [foot turned about 1/4 turn, body turned 1/8 turn], –;
back right continue left face turn, small forward left, side and forward right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right toward man staying on right side ending in an L-shaped position, –
; forward left commencing to turn left, forward right turning 1/2 left face end with right foot back, side and
back left, –;
Figure is done in closed position. May turn 3/8 to 1/2 over 2 measures. Woman’s turn is entirely in second
measure.

## Patty Cake Tap
none
Patty Cake T ap
SS;
SWVL XIF & TAP, –, SVWL STP BK, –; (SWVL XIF & TAP, –, SVWL STP BK, –;)
M: Starting in left open position lift right knee swivel left face 1/4 on left to face partner place trailing hand
palm to palm look toward line of dance and cross right in front tap right toe toward line of dance, –, lift right
knee swivel right face 1/4 on left to left open position back right, –;
W: In left open position lift left knee swivel right face 1/4 on right to face partner place trailing hand palm-topalm look toward line of dance and cross left in front tap left toe toward line of dance, –, lift left knee swivel
left face 1/4 on right to left open position back left, –;
Starting position may vary depending on choreography.
## Progressiv e Basic
prog bas
Progressive Basic
QQS; QQS;
RK FWD, REC, BK, –; RK BK, REC, FWD, –; (RK BK, EC, FWD, –; RK FWD, REC, BK, –;)
M: Rock forward left, recover right, back small step on left, –; rock back right, recover left, forward small
step on right, –;
W: Rock back right, recover left, forward small step on right, –; rock forward left, recover right, back small
step on left, –;
Figure may start in closed position, butterfly or left open positions.
## Scallop
none
Scallop
QQS; QQS;
RK BK, REC, SD [FC], –; THRU, SD, CL, –; (RK BK, REC, SD [FC], –; THRU, SD, CL, –;)
M: Semi-closed position rock back left, recover right, side left, –; thru right, side left, close right, –;
W: Rock back right, recover left, side right, –; thru left, side right, close left, –;
Figure may start in closed position, rock back semi-closed position or left open facing, rock apart and end
in butterfly or closed position.
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MAMBO – PHASE V
## Arm Check
QQS; QQS;

arm ck
Arm Check
RK APT, REC, SD & FWD, –; FWD, FWD, CL, –;
(RK APT, REC, FWD, –; SPN, STP, STP, –;)
M: Rock apart left, recover right, side & forward left toward woman’s left side release joined lead hands and
take woman’s left wrist in man’s right hand, –; forward right turn 1/2 left face lead woman to spin right face
and drop hands, forward left, close right, –;
W: Rock apart right, recover left, forward right toward man’s right side, –; spin right face 1 1/2 left, right,
left, –;
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PASO DOBLE
[T iming is 4/4] Many of the figures have French names and the music is based on the Spanish marching music
from the bull ring. T he marching tempo is evident in some of the footwork. T he man is often showing off his cape
[the woman], while he marks time. One of the characteristics is the use of an action called the ”appel”. Many
figures start with an appel on the right foot for the man.

PASO DOBLE – PHASE IV
#

Appel
none
Appel
1
A 1 step figure usually in Paso Doble closed position. Appropriate foot is firmly lowered to the floor with the
foot flat.
M: Firmly lower right foot.
W: Firmly lower left foot.
This is a preparation step to initiate many different figures. It may be taken in any direction. Usually man’s
right and w oman’s left foot. A loud stamping is often heard but not necessary.

#

Attack
none
Attack
1,2,3,4;
APPEL, FWD TRN, SD, CL; (APPEL, BK TRN, SD, CL;)
M: Appel right, forward left turning 1/4 left, side right, close left;
W: Appel left, back right turning 1/4 left, side left, close right;
Closed position throughout.

#

Basic [Forward or Back]
1,2,3,4;

#

Chasses to Left
none
Chasses Left
1,2,3,4;
APPEL, SD, CL, SD; (APPEL, SD, CL, SD;)
M: Appel right, side left, close right, side left;
W: Appel left, side right, close left, side right;
Closed position throughout.

#

Chasses to Right
none
Chasses Right
1,2,3,4;
SD, CL, SD, CL; (SD, CL, SD, CL;)
M: Side right, close left, side right, close left;
W: Side left, close right, side left, close right;
Closed position throughout.

#

Ecart
none
Ecart
1,2,3,4;
APPEL, FWD, SD, XIB; (APPEL, BK, SD, XIB;)
M: Appel right, forward left, side right, cross left in back of right;
W: Appel left, back right, side left, cross right in back of left;
Starts in closed position, semi-closed position on step 3. Whisk is flat.

#

Elev ations
none
Elevations Up or Down
1,2,3,4;
SD, CL, SD, CL; or APPEL, SD, CL, SD; (SD, CL, SD, CL; or APPEL, SD, CL, SD;)
Same as Chasses Left or Right danced with change of height, first 2 steps up and next 2 steps down or
first 2 steps down and next 2 steps up. Or 4 steps up or down followed by 4 steps down or up.
Figure is danced w ith slight compression of knees. Illusion of height change occurs’ because of body sway
determined by head position.

bas
Basic Forward, Basic Back
APPEL, FWD, FWD, FWD; or BK, BK, BK, BK;
(APPEL, BK, BK, BK; or FWD, FWD, FWD, FWD;)
M: Appel right, forward left, forward right, forward left;
W: Appel left, back right, back left, back right;
Closed position throughout. When danced back for man and forw ard for w oman, no appel to start, 4 back
steps for man and 4 forw ard steps for woman. All forward or back steps on ball of foot. Heel may lower
slightly but not touch floor.
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+ Flamenco T aps
none
Flamenco T aps
1,2&,3,4;
IN PL, TAP/TAP, IN PL, IN PL;
M: Step left foot in place, tap right toe behind left/tap right toe behind left, recover back right, recover
forward left [press line];
W: Step right foot in place, tap left toe behind right/tap left toe behind right, recover back left, recover
forward right [press line];
Usually starts in Spanish Line position and w ith either foot.
## Press Line
none
Press Line
A step taken straight forward on the toe with pressure but no weight. If the right foot is forward the body
and back foot turns approximately 1/8 to left. If the left foot is forward the body and back foot turns
approximately 1/8 to right.
#

Promenade Close
PROM cl
Promenade Close
1,2,3,4;
THRU TRN, CL, SD, CL; (THRU TRN, CL, SD, CL;)
M: T hru right in semi-closed position turn right, close left to closed position, side right, close left;
W: T hru left in semi-closed position turn left, close right to closed position, side left, close right;
Starts in semi-closed position, closed position for steps 2,3,4.

#

Promenade Link
PROM link
Promenade Link
1,2,3,4;
APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, CL; (APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, CL;)
M: Appel on right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right turning left face, close left;
W: Appel on left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left turning left face, close right;
Starts in closed position, steps 2 and 3 in semi-closed position, ends in closed position. Figure turns 1/4 to
left from starting position.

#

Separation
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;

#

Sur Place
none
Sur Place
1,2,3,4;
IN PLC STP, STP, STP, STP; (IN PLC STP, STP, STP, STP;)
M: Step in place on balls of feet right, left, right, left;
W: Step in place on balls of feet left, right, left, right;
Normally done in closed position. Usually 4 steps, however may be only 2,

#

The Cape [Huit]
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
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none
Separation
APPEL, FWD, CL, IN PL; IN PLC STP, STP, STP, STP;
(APPEL, BK, BK, CL; FWD, FWD, FWD, FWD;)
M: Appel right, forward left, close right, in place left; in place right, left, right, left;
W: Appel left, back right, back left, close right; 4 small steps forward left, right, left, right;
Starts in closed position, to left open facing position on step 3, closed position on step 8.

none
T he Cape
THRU, CL, IN PLC STP, STP; IN PL STP, STP, STP, STP;
(THRU, SD TRN, REC, TRN, SD TRN, REC, THRU, CL;)
M: T hru right in semi-closed position, close left, in place right, left; in place right, left, right, left;
W: T hru left in semi-closed position, side right turning left face, recover left in reverse semi-closed position,
thru right; side left turning right face, recover right in semi-closed position, forward left toward partner, close
right to closed position;
Starts in semi-closed position, ends in closed position. Woman moves back and forth across man. Man
may hold instead of sur place for counts 3 thru 8.
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#

Banderillas
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;

none
Banderillas
SUR PLACE 4; APPEL, SD, CL, IN PLC; FWD, SD, CL, IN PLC;
(SUR PLACE 4; APPEL, SUR PLACE 3; BK, SD, CL, IN PLC;)
M: In place right, left, right, left; appel on right, side left wide step, close right, in place left; forward right
outside partner, side left small step to closed position, close right, in place left;
W: In place left, right, left, right; appel on left, in place right, left, right; back left outside partner, side right to
closed position, close left, in place right;
Starts in left hip-to-hip position with extended closed position, man’s right elbow slightly raised and his left
arm extended to the side and slightly downward. On step 6 man moves sideward to right hip to hip
position, man’s right elbow slightly lowered and his left arm slightly raised. On step 9 man steps outside
partner on her right side in extended closed position. On step 10 partners assume closed position and
figure ends in closed position. Partners look at each other thru the first 8 steps.

#

Coup de Pique
1,2,3,4; 1,2&,3,4;

#

Fallaway Rev erse
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;

#

Grand Circle
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,

#

Left Foot Coup de Pique
L ft coup de pique
Left Foot Coup de Pique
1,2,3,4; 1,2,
SD, PT THRU, CL, BHD; CL, IN PLC, (SD, PT THRU, CL, BHD; CL, IN PLC,)
M: Side left, point right thru in semi-closed position, close right in closed position, behind left in semi-closed
position; close right in closed position, in place left,
W: Side right, point left thru in semi-closed position, close left in closed position, behind right in semi-closed
position; close left in closed position, in place right,
Starts and ends in closed position. The point and each behind step are in semi-closed position. The closes
on steps 3 and 5 should be up on toes.

none
Coup de Pique
PT THRU, CL, BHD, CL; BHD, SD/CL, SD, CL;
(PT THRU, CL, BHD, CL; BHD, SD/CL, SD, CL;)
M: Point right thru in semi-closed position, close right in closed position, behind left in semi-closed position,
close right in closed position; behind left in semi-closed position, side right in closed position/close left, side
right, close left;
W: Point left thru in semi-closed position, close left in closed position, behind right in semi-closed position,
close left in closed position; behind right in semi-closed position, side left in closed position/close right, side
left, close right;
Starts and ends in closed position. The point and each behind step are in semi-closed position. The closes
on steps 2 and 4 should be up on both feet.
falwy rev
Fallaway Reverse
APPEL, FWD TRN, SD, BK; BK TRN, FWD TRN, SD, CL;
(APPEL, BK TRN, SD, BK; FWD TRN, BK TRN, SD, CL;)
M: Appel on right slightly back [slip appel] turning left face, forward left continue turning left face, side right
continue turning left face to semi-closed position, back left; back right turning left face, forward left
continuing left face turn, side right, close left;
W: Appel on left with slight [slip appel] turning left face, back right continue turning left face, side left
continue turning left face to semi-closed position, back right; forward left turning left face, back right
continuing turn left face, side left, close right;
Starts in closed position, goes to semi-closed position on third step, back to closed position on fifth step,
ends in closed position. Normally starts facing diagonal line and center and ends facing line of dance.
When the figure starts facing center, no turn will be made on slip appel. There is a 7/8 turn to the left on
steps 2 thru 7.
grand circ
Grand Circle
THRU, TWIST” ; CONT TWIST”, ; THRU, CL,
(THRU, FWD, FWD, FWD; FWD, FWD, FWD, FWD; THRU TRN, CL,)
M: T hru right, twist left face leaving both feet in place”; continue twist ending with left forward with weight”,;
thru right turning left face, close left,
W: T hru left, forward right, with small forward steps circle around partner left, right; left, right, left, right; thru
left turning left face, close right,
Starts in semi-closed position, ends in closed position. A 5/8 turn to the left is made over entire figure, but
may turn more than 7/8. Steps 7 and 8 may be omitted giving a count of 1-8 over the complete figure.
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#

Promenade
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;

#

Shadow Attack
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;

#

Sixteen
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
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PROM
Promenade ending in closed position
APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, SD & BK; BK TRN, BK TRN, SD, CL;
(APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, FWD; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD, CL;)
M: Appel on right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right turning right face, side and back left to closed
position; back right with right should lead continue turning right face, back left partner outside continue turn,
side right to closed position, close left;
W: Appel on left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left turning right face, forward right to closed
position; forward left with left shoulder lead turning right face, forward right outside partner continue turn,
side left to closed position, close right;
Starts in closed position, steps 2 and 3 in semi-closed position, step 4 to closed position. Step 5 woman is
outside partner, ends in closed position. Figure turns 1/2 to right from starting position.
shdw attack
Shadow Attack
FWD TRN BDY, REC, BK TRN BDY, REC; FWD, XIF, CL, DROP;
(FWD TRN BDY, REC, BK TRN BDY, REC; FWD, XIF, TWIST, DROP;)
M: Forward left turning body left face, recover right, back left turning body right face, recover right; forward
left, cross right in front of left, close left rising high on toes, drop flexing knees and lowering heels with
weight on left;
W: Forward left turning body left face, recover right, back left turning body right face, recover right; forward
left, cross right in front of left, rising high on toes of both feet twist 1/2 left face allowing feet to uncross as
you face partner, drop flexing knees and lowering heels with weight on right;
Starts in shadow position with man behind woman and both with left foot free. Ends in closed position. On
step 1 the right arm goes in front of body and the left arm in back, on step 3 the left arm goes in front and
the right arm in back.
16
Sixteen
APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, SD & BK; BK, BK TRN, CL, IN PL; SUR PLACE &;;
(APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU FWD; FWD, FWD, FWD TRN, REC;
FWD, FWD, TRN, REC, FWD; FWD TRN, REC, FWD TRN TO FC, CL;)
M: Appel right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right turning right face, side and back left to closed
position; back right with right shoulder lead, continue back left outside partner turning right face, close right
in closed position, in place left; in place right, left, right, left; in place right, left, right, left;
W: Appel left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left, forward right; forward left, forward right, forward
left turning right face, recover right; forward left, forward right turning left face, recover left, forward right,
forward left turning right face, recover right, forward left turning left face to face partner, close right to left;
Starts and ends in closed position. Steps 2 and 3 are in semi-closed position, steps 4 and 5 in closed
position, on step 6 woman is outside partner. On steps 7 thru 14 the woman goes back and forth across in
front of man.
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PASO DOBLE – PHASE VI
#

Chasse Cape
none
Chasse Cape
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4&; 1,2,3,4&; 1,2,3,4&; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1&,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
APPEL, SD, THRU TRN, SD & BK; BK TRN, BK PVT, FWD TRN, SD/CL;
SD & BK, BK PVT, FWD TRN, SD/CL; SD & BK, BK PVT, FWD TRN, SD/CL;
SD & BK, BK PVT, FWD TRN, SD; FWD PRESS LINE, –, –, –;
TRN CL/IN PLC, IN PLC, SD, CL; SD, CL, SD, CL;
(APPEL, SD, FWD TRN, FWD; FWD TRN, FWD PVT, CL TRN, SD/CL;
SD & FWD, FWD PVT, CL TRN, SD/CL; SD & FWD, FWD PVT, CL TRN, SD/CL;
SD B FWD, FWD PVT, CL, SD & FWD; FWD TRNG PRESS LINE, –, –, –;
FWD TRN/FWD TRN, IN PLC, SD, CL; SD, CL, SD, CL;)
M: Appel on right, side left to semi-closed position line of dance, thru right turning right face, side and back
left to closed position reverse line of dance; back right turning right face, back left with partner outside spin
right face, forward right outside partner continue turn to face wall in closed position, side left/close right;
side and back left, back right partner outside pivot left face, forward left outside partner continue turn to
face center of hall in closed position, side right/close left; side and back right, back left partner outside pivot
right face, forward right outside partner continue turn to face wall in closed position, side left/close right;
side and back left, back right partner outside spin left face, forward left outside partner continue turn to face
diagonal center of hall and line of dance and release hold with right hand, side right to left open position
facing line of dance; forward left ball of foot to line of dance turning body 1/8 right face into press line, –, –,
–; turning left face close left facing center of hall/in place right, in place left, side right, close left to end
closed position facing center of hall; side right, close left, side right, close left;
W: Appel on left, side right to semi-closed position line of dance, thru left turning right face, forward right to
closed position man facing reverse line of dance; forward left turning right face, forward right outside
partner pivot right face, close left partner outside continue turn to closed position man facing wall, side
right/close left; side and forward right, forward left outside partner pivot left face, close right partner outside
continue turn to closed position man facing center of hall, side left/close right; side and forward left, forward
right outside partner pivot right face, close left partner outside continue turn to closed position man facing
wall, side right/close left; side and forward right, forward left outside partner pivot left face, close right
partner outside, side and forward left to left open position facing line of dance; forward right ball of foot to
line of dance turning body 1/8 left face into press line, –, –, –; forward right small step turning right face to
face wall/continue right face spin on right under joined hands close left facing wall, in place right, side left,
close right to closed position man facing center of hall; side left, close right, side left, close right;
An 8 measure figure. Extended closed position hold thru step 22, step 23 is to left open position, regain
closed position on step 27, 28 or 29. Ends in closed position.

#

Farol
none
Farol
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, BK; BK, BK TRN, CL TRN, IN PLC; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –; –
, –, SD, CL;
(APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU, FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD TRN, BK;
FWD, FWD, FWD, FWD SPRL; FWD, FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN;
SPN & CL, IN PLC, SD, CL;)
M: Appel on right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right turning right face, back left to closed position
facing reverse line of dance; back right, back left partner outside turning right face, close right continue
turn, in place left to end facing center of hall in double handhold position; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –; –, –, side
right, close left;
W: Appel on left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left, forward right to closed position man facing
reverse line of dance; forward left, forward right outside partner turning right face, side left continue turn to
face reverse line of dance and wall, back right to double handhold; moving in front of man to his left side
forward left, right, left, right spiral left face; moving in back of man to his right side forward left, right, left
releasing man’s left and woman’s right hands, forward right to reverse line of dance in front of man to end
facing reverse line of dance and place palms of man’s left and woman’s right hand together, spin right face
3/4 on right releasing hands and closing left, in place right to closed position man facing center of hall, side
left, close right;
Starts in closed position man facing wall, end in closed position man facing center of hall. Double handhold
on counts 8 thru 14 [man’s left & woman’s right and man’s right and woman’s left], release man’s left and
w oman’s right hands on count 15, woman has free spin between counts 16 and 17, assume closed
position on count 17. On count 12 man must raise right arm and lower left arm to allow woman to spiral
under his right arm. Arms w ill lower to waist level for woman to pass back behind man.
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#

Fregolina
none
Fregolina
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, BK; BK, BK TRN, CL TRN, IN PLC; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –; –
, –, –, –; –, –, –, –; –, –, SD, CL;
(APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU TRN, FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD TRN, BK;
FWD, FWD, FWD, FWD SPRL; FWD TRN, FWD, FWD, FWD; BK, BK, BK, BK;
FWD, FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN; SPN CL, IN PLC, SD, CL;)
M: Appel on right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right turning right face, back left to closed position
facing reverse line of dance; back right, back left partner outside turning right face, close right continue
turn, in place left to face center of hall in double handhold [man’s left & woman’s right and man’s right &
woman’s left]; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –; –, –, side right, close left;
W: Appel on left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left turning right face, forward right to closed
position man facing reverse line of dance; forward left, forward right outside partner turning right face, side
left continue turn to face reverse line of dance and wall, back right to double handhold; moving in front of
man to his left side forward left, right, left, right spiral left face; moving in back of man to his right side
forward left, right, left, right; moving in back of man to his left side back left, right, left, right; moving in back
of man to his right side forward left, right, left releasing man’s left and woman’s right hands, forward right to
reverse line of dance in front of man to end facing reverse line of dance place palms of man’s left and
woman’s right hands together, spin right face 3/4 on right releasing hands and close left, in place right to
closed position man facing center of hall, side left, close right;
A 7 measure figure. Woman steps on every beat. Starts in closed position man facing wall, ends in closed
position man facing center of hall. Double hand holds on counts 8 thru 22, release man’s left and woman’s
right hands on count 23, woman has free spin between counts 24 and 25, take closed position on count 26.
On count 12 man must raise right arm and low er left arm to allow woman to spiral under his right arm.
Arms w ill lower to waist level for w oman to pass back and forth behind man.

#

La Passe
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;

#

Syncopated Separation
sync separation
Syncopated Separation
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; &1, &2,3, &4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
APPEL, FWD, CL, IN PLC; XIB, XIB, XIB, XIB; CL/PT, CL/PT, BHD TRN, TRN SD/XIF;
TWST, –, –, –; FWD TRN, SD TRN, CL, IN PLC;
(APPEL, BK, BK, CL; XIF, XIF, XIF, XIF; CL/PT, CL/PT, FWD TRN, TRN SD/XIB;
TRN SD & FWD, FWD, FWD, FWD TRN; BK TRN, SD TRN, CL, IN PLC;)
M: Appel right, forward left, close right, in place left; cross right in back of left, cross left in back of right,
cross right in back of left, cross left in back of right; close right/point left to side, close left/point right to side,
cross right behind left turning left face, continue to turn side left/cross right in front of left; twist left face
allow feet to uncross and end with weight on right, –, –, –; forward left turning left face, side right continue
turn, close left, in place right;
W: Appel left, back right, back left, close right; cross left in front of right, cross right in front of left, cross left
in front of right, cross right in from on left; close left/point right to side, close right/point left to side, forward
left turning left face across in front of partner ending outside partner on his left side, continue turn side
right/cross left in back of right; turning right face side and forward right to semi-closed position, forward left,
forward right, forward left turning left face to closed position; back right turning left face, side left continue
turn, close right, in place left;
A 5 measure figure. Starts and ends in closed position. Up to 1 & 1/2 left turn may be made.
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none
La Passe
APPEL, SD, THRU TRN, SD & BK; BK TRN, BK TRN, FWD, –;–, FWD, –, –; FWD, –, –, CL;
(APPEL, SD, THRU TRN, FWD; FWD TRN, FWD, SD & BK TRN, SD;
FWD, SD & BK TRN, SD, FWD; SD & BK, SD, FWD, CL;)
M: Appel on right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right turning right face, side and back left to closed
position; back right turning right face, back left partner outside continue turn, forward right, –;–, forward left,
–, –; forward right, –, –, close left;
W: Appel on left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left turning right face, forward right to closed
position; forward left turning right face, forward right outside partner, side and back left turning right face,
side right; forward and across man on left, side and back right turning left face to reverse semi-closed
position, side left, forward and across man on right; side and back left turning right face to semi-closed
position, side right, forward left toward partner, close right;
A 4 measure figure. Starts in closed position, step 2 to semi-closed position, step 4 to closed position, step
6 w oman outside partner, step 8 to semi-closed position, step 11 to reverse semi-closed position, step 14
to semi-closed position. On steps 7 thru 14 woman is moving back and forth across man alternately to
semi-closed, reverse semi-closed and to semi-closed positions. Steps 15 and 16 is to closed position.
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# Trav eling Spins from Counter Promenade
trav spns from counter PROM T raveling Spins from Counter Promenade
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4; 1,2,
APPEL, SD, THRU TRN, TRN SD & BK; SD TO RSCP, THRU, SD & FWD, THRU;
SD & FWD, SD TO SCP,
(APPEL, SD, FWD TRN, TRN FWD; SD SPRL, TRN FWD, SD SPRL, TRN FWD;
SD & BK, SD,)
M: Appel right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right turning right face, side and back left continue
turn; side right to reverse semi-closed position release hold with right hand, thru left, side and forward right,
thru left; side and forward right to closed position, side left to semi-closed position,
W: Appel left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left turning right face, forward right continue turn; side
left to reverse semi-closed position spiral right face, forward right continue turn, side left spiral right face,
forward right continue turn; side and back left to closed position, side right to semi-closed position,
A 2 1/2 measure figure. Starts in closed position facing wall, ends in semi-closed position facing center of
hall. Step 5 is to reverse semi-closed position facing line of dance, step 9 is to closed position facing line of
dance. Woman spirals turning under joined man’s left and woman’s right hands.
#

Trav eling Spins from Promenade
trav spns from PROM
T raveling Spins from Promenade
1,2,3,4; 1,2,3,4;
APPEL, SD TO SCP, THRU, SD & FWD; THRU, SD & FWD, THRU, SD & FWD;
(APPEL, SD, FWD SPRL, FWD; FWD SPRL, FWD, FWD SPRL, FWD;)
M: Appel right, side left to semi-closed position, thru right release hold with right hand, side and forward
left; thru right, side and forward left, thru right, side and forward left to semi-closed position;
W: Appel left, side right to semi-closed position, thru left spiral right face, forward right; thru left spiral right
face, forward right, thru left spiral right face, forward right to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position facing w all, ends in semi-closed position facing line of dance. Woman spirals
turning under joined man’s left and woman’s right hands.
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QUICKSTEP
[T iming is 4/4] Figures are usually written in 1 1/2 measures using various timing [{SS;S,} {SQQ;} {QQS;}
{QQQQ;}]. Quickstep should have flight and be danced with a very light airy feeling. Poise is slightly forward so
that the weight is carried across the inside arch of the feet.

QUICKSTEP – PHASE III
#

Back Hov er
bk
hvr Back Hover
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
SS; S,
BK, –, SD & BK RISE, –; REC, –, (FWD, –, SD & FWD RISE, –; REC, –,)
M: Back, –, side and back with a slight rise, –; recover, –,
W: Forward, –, side and forward with a slight rise, –; recover, –,
May start w ith either foot. Closed position throughout.

#

Fishtail
fshtl
Fishtail
QQQQ;
XIB, SD, FWD, LK; (XIF, SD, BK, LK;)
M: In contra banjo position cross left behind right but not tightly as body commences to turn right, take a
small step to side on right completing 1/4 right face body turn, forward left with left shoulder leading, cross
right behind left but not tightly;
W: In contra banjo position cross right in front of left but not tightly as body commences to turn right, take a
small step to side on left completing 1/4 right face body turn, back right with right shoulder leading, cross
left in front of right but not tightly;
The Fishtail is a progressive figure.

#

Forward Hov er
fwd hvr
Forward Hover [to designated position]
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
SS; S,
FWD, –, SD & FWD RISE, –; REC, –, (BK, –, SD & BK RISE, –; REC, –,)
M: Forward left, –, side and forward right with a slight rise, –; recover on left, –,
W: Back right, –, side left and back with a slight rise, –; recover on right, –,
Starts in closed position.

#

Hov er
hvr
Hover
SS; S,
FWD, –, FWD & SD RISE, –; REC, –, (BK, –, BK & SD RISE, –; REC, –,)
M: From banjo or closed position step forward left to closed position, –, forward and side right rising to ball
of foot, –; recover forward left to tight semi-closed position, –,
W: From banjo or closed position step back right to closed position, –, back and side left turning to semiclosed position and rising to ball of foot, –; recover forward right to tight semi-closed position, –,
Hover ends in semi-closed position unless otherw ise specified. Partners may brush free foot to supporting
foot on second step.

#

Hov er Fallaway
hvr falwy
Hover Fallaway
SS; S,
FWD, –, FWD RISE, –; REC, –, (FWD, –, FWD RISE, –; REC, –,)
M: Staying in semi closed position throughout forward right, –, forward left rising to ball of foot and
checking, –; recover back on right, –,
W: Staying in semi closed position throughout forward left, –, forward right rising to ball of foot and
checking, –; recover back on left, –,

#

Impetus to Semi-Closed [Open Impetus]
imp SCP
Impetus to Semi
SS; S,
BK, –, CL TRN, –; FWD, –, (FWD, –, FWD TRN, –; FWD, –,)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, close right to left [heel turn, usually a total of about
3/8 turn] continue turn, –; forward left in tight semi-closed position, –,
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right between man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right
face, –, side and forward left continue turn around man brush right to left, –,
When starting in closed position the first step for the woman is on right between man’s feet; from banjo her
first step is forw ard on right outside man’s feet.
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#

Spin Turn
spn trn
Spin T urn
SS; S,
BK PVT, –, FWD RISE, –; SD & BK, –, (FWD PVT, –, BK RISE, –; BRUSH FWD, –,)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left toe pivoting 1/2 right face to face line of progression, –,
forward right between woman’s feet heel to toe continuing turn leave left leg extended back and side, –;
recover side and back on left, –,
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right between man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right
face, –, back left toe continuing turn brush right to left, –; forward right, –,
Usually starts in closed position reverse line of dance. Basic figure ends in closed position line of dance
and w all. How ever, the amount of turn may vary. Underspin will allow the figure to end man facing line of
dance, overspin will allow the figure to end man facing wall or wall and reverse line of dance. Amount of
turn is completed on second step.

#

Telemark to Semi-Closed [Moved to Phase IV–on Phase III Video Tape]

#

Whaletail
whtl
Whaletail
QQQQ; QQQQ;
XIB, SD, FWD, LK; SD, CL, XIB, SD; (XIF, SD, BK, LK; SD, CL XIF, SD;)
M: in contra banjo position cross left behind right but not tightly as body commences to run right, take a
small step to side on right completing 1/4 right face body turn, forward left with left shoulder lead, cross
right behind left but not tightly; side left commence left face body turn, close right completing 1/4 body turn
left, cross left behind right commence right face body turn, side right completing 1/4 body turn right;
W: In contra banjo position cross right in front of left but not tightly as body commences to turn right, take a
small step to side on left completing 1/4 right face body turn, back right with right shoulder lead, cross left
in front of right but not tightly; side right commence left face body turn, close left completing 1/4 body turn
left, cross right in front of left commence right face body turn, side left completing 1/4 body turn right;
The first measure of this 2–measure figure is exactly the same as the Fishtail. It is a progressive figure,
w hich starts and ends in contra banjo position.

#

Whisk
wsk
Whisk
SS; S,
FWD, –, FWD & SD RISE, –; XIB, –, (BK, –, BK & SD RISE, –; XIB, –,)
M: In closed or banjo position forward left to closed position, –, forward and side right commencing rise to
ball of foot, –; cross left in back of right continuing to full rise to ball of foot ending in tight semi closed
position, –,
W: In closed or banjo position back right to closed position, –, back and side left commencing to rise to ball
of foot, –; cross right in back of left continuing to full rise to ball of foot ending in a tight semi closed
position, –,

#

Wing
none
Wing
SS; S,
FWD, –, DRAW, –; TCH, –, (FWD, –, FWD TRN, –; FWD TRN, –,)
M: In semi closed position forward right, –, draw left toward right, –; touch left to right turning upper part of
body left face with right side stretch, –,
W: Forward left beginning to cross in front of man turning slightly left face, –, forward right around man
continuing to turn slightly left face, –; forward left around man continuing to turn slightly left face to end in a
tight sidecar position, –,
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QUICKSTEP – PHASE IV
#

Back Whisk
bk wsk
Back Whisk [to Position]
QQS; or SS; S,
BK, BK & SD, XIB, –; (FWD, FWD & SD, XIF, –;)
M: Back left, back and side on right, cross left in back of right finishing in semi-closed position, –;
W: Forward right, forward and side left, cross right in back of left finishing in semi-closed position, –;
Timing is QQS for a 1 measure figure or SS; S for a slow back whisk requiring 1 1/2 measures.

#

Chair and Slip
chr & slp
Chair and Slip
SQQ; or SS; S,
LUN, –, REC, BK; (LUN, –, REC, SLP FWD;)
M: From semi-closed position check thru right with lunge action as for Chair, –, recover left, small step
back on right toe ending in closed position;
W: Check thru left as for Chair, –, recover right, swivel left on right and step forward left outside man’s right
foot to closed position;

#

Change of Direction
chg of dir
Change of Direction
SS; S, or QQS;
FWD, –, FWD TRNG, –; DRAW, –, (BK, –, BK TRNG, –; DRAW, –,)
M: Forward left diagonally line and wall, –, forward right diagonally line and wall right shoulder leading and
turn left face, –; draw left to right and brush, –,
W: Back right diagonally line and wall, –, back left diagonally line and wall left shoulder leading turn left
face, –; draw right to left and brush, –,
Closed position throughout, up to 1/4 left face turn.

#

Charleston Crosses
chrlstn X’s
Charleston Crosses
QQ,
SD, XIF, (SD, XIF,)
M: Side left swiveling on balls of feet turning left heel out to left and right heel out to right swiveling on balls
of both feet, cross right in front of left turning right heel out to left and left heel out to right,
W: Side right swiveling on balls of feet turning right heel out to right and left heel out to left, swiveling on
balls of both feet cross left in back of right turning left heel out to right and right heel out to left,
Usually loose closed position. May start in butterfly position. Usually from 4 to 8 steps in sequence. May be
done w ith same footw ork.

#

Closed Impetus
cl imp
Closed Impetus
SS; S,
BK TRNG RF, –, TRN, –; SD & BK, –, (FWD, –, SD & FWD TRNG RF, –; BRUSH FWD, –,)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, –, close right [heel turn] continue turn, –; side and back
left to closed position, –,
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right between man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right
face, –, side and forward left continue turn around man brush right to left, –; forward right between man’s
feet to closed position, –,

## Cross Chasse
X chasse
Cross Chasse
SQQ; S,
FWD, –, FWD & SD, CL; FWD, –, (BK, –, BK & SD, CL; BK, –;)
M: Forward left, –, forward and side right, close left; forward right to contra banjo position, –,
W: Back right, –, back and side left, close right; back left to contra banjo position, –,
Starts in closed position.
## Cross Hesitation
X hes
Cross Hesitation
S,
THRU, –, TRN, –; (THRU, –, SD TRN, CL;)
M: From semi closed position step thru right, –, commence 1/4 to 3/8 left face turn on right leaving left leg
extended, continue turn, –;
W; From semi closed position thru left, –, side right around man turning left, continuing turn close left to
right in contra banjo position;
Begins in semi closed position and ends in contra banjo position.
#
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Dev elope [no swiv el]
none
Develope
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
SS;
FWD CK, –, –, –; (BK, –, DEVELOPE, –;)
M: Forward left outside partner checking, –, –, –;
W: Back right, –, bring left foot up right leg to outside of right knee, extend left foot forward, –;
Figure is executed on ball of foot with body stretched upward on develope but knee remains flexed. May be
executed from any position, with either foot and by either or both partners, with or without the swivel.
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## Drag Hesitation
drg hes
Drag Hesitation
SS;
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, DRAW; (BK TRN, –, SD TRN, DRAW;)
M: Forward left beginning left face turn, –, side right continuing left face turn, draw left toward right ending
in contra banjo position;
W; Back right beginning left face turn, –, side left continuing left face turn, draw right toward left ending in
contra banjo position;
May be done from different positions. Overall turn is approximately 3/8 to face diagonal reverse line of
dance and center.
#

Flicker
&Q&Q,

none
Flicker
HEELS OUT/HEELS IN, HEELS OUT/HEELS IN,
(HEELS OUT/HEELS IN, HEELS OUT/HEELS IN,)
MW: Standing on both feet on toes with feet together turn both heels out/bring both heels back together,
turn both heels out/bring both heels together,
Remain on toes throughout. Keep knees relaxed, very light and quick. Takes only 1/2 measure.

## Heel Pull
none
Heel Pull
SS; (SQQ;)
BK TRN, –, SD, –; (FWD, –, SD, DRAW;)
M: Back left starting right face turn, –, continue right face turn on left pull right heel toward left and change
weight to right, –;
W: Forward right turning right face, –, side left, draw right to left;
#

Hesitation Change
SS; S,

hes chg
Hesitation Change
BK TRN, –, SD TRN, –; DRAW, –,
(FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, –; DRAW, –,)
M: Back left turning right face, –, side right turning slightly right face, –; draw left to right, –,
W: Forward right turning right face, –, side left turning slightly right face, –; draw right to left, –,
A 1 1/2 measure figure usually done in closed position but may be done in contra banjo position. Turn may
be 1/8 to 1/2.

#

Hov er Corte
SQQ; or SS;,

#

Hov er Telemark
hvr tele
Hover T elemark
SQQ; or SS; S,
FWD, –, SD & FWD RISE & TRN, FWD; (BK, –, SD & BK RISE & TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left, –, diagonal side and forward right rising slightly [hovering] with body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right
face, forward left small step on toes to semi-closed position;
W: Back right, –, diagonal side and back left with hovering action and body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right face,
forward right small step on toes to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position and ends in semi-closed position. Woman may brush right to left on second step.

#

In and Out Runs
SQQ; SQQ;

#

Left Whisk
L wsk
Left Whisk
SQQ; or SS; S,
THRU, –, SD & FWD, XIB; (THRU, –, SD & BK, XIB;)
M: T hru right to momentary semi-closed position, –, side and forward left to closed position, cross right well
behind left to reverse semi-closed position turning upper body to right;
W: T hru left, –, side and slightly back right to closed position, cross left well behind right;
Often begins in semi-closed position. Whisk is flat.

hvr corte
Hover Corte
BK & TRN, –, SD & FWD RISE, REC BK;
(FWD & TRN, –, SD & BK RISE, REC FWD;)
M: Back right starting left face turn, –, side and forward left with hovering action, recover back right in
contra banjo position;
W: Forward left turning left face, –, side and forward right with hovering action, recover left to contra banjo
position;
Up to 1/2 left face turn. Starts in closed position, stays in closed position for steps 1 and 2, goes to contra
banjo position on step 3.

I/O runs
In and Out Runs
FWD TRN, –, SD & BK, BK; BK TRN, –, SD & FWD TRN, FWD;
(FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD, –, FWD SD TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward right starting right face turn, –, side and back wall and line of dance on left to closed position,
back right to contra banjo position; back left turning right face, –, side and forward right between woman’s
feet continuing right face turn, forward left to semi-closed position;
W: Forward left, –, forward right between man’s feet, forward left in contra banjo position; forward right
starting right face turn, –, forward and side left continuing turn, forward right to semi-closed position;
Figure requires 2 measures. Starts and ends in semi-closed position.
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#

Natural Hov er Fallaway
nat hvr falwy
Natural Hover Fallaway
SQQ or SS; S,
FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, REC BK; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, REC BK;)
M: Forward right with slight body turn to right, –, forward left on toe turning to right with slow rise, recover
back on right;
W: Forward left, –, forward right on toe between man’s feet turning right face with slow rise, recover back
on left;
Semi-closed position throughout. Usually 1/4 turn to right but can be up to 1/2 turn. Progressive figure, no
steps should go to reverse line of dance.

#

Natural Turn
SQQ; SS; S,

#

Natural Turn One Half
nat trn 1/2
Natural T urn One Half
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, BK; (BK TRN, –, CL, FWD;)
M: Commence right face turn forward right heel to toe, –, side left across line of dance, close right to left;
W: Commence right face turn back left, –, close right to left [heel turn] continue turn, forward left;

#

Open Natural Turn
op nat trn
Open Natural
SS; S, or SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, BK; (BK TRN, –, CL, FWD;)
M: Commence right face turn forward right heel to toe, –, side left across line of dance, –; continue right
face upper body turn to lead partner to step outside back right to contra banjo position, –,
W: Commence right face turn back left, –, close right [heel turn] continue turn, –; forward left outside
partner to end contra banjo position, –,
May be done from closed, banjo or semi-closed position.

nat trn
Natural T urn
FWD TRN, –, SD, CL; BK TRN, –, HEEL PULL, –; FWD, –,
(BK TRN, –, SD, CL; FWD TRN, –, SD, –; BK, –,)
M: Commence right face turn forward right heel to toe, –, side left across line of dance, close right to left;
back left starting right face turn, –, continue turn on left heel pull right foot back to left, –; transfer weight to
right at end of step ending with feet slightly apart, –,
W: Commence right face turn back left, –, side right across line of dance, close left; forward right heel to
toe continue right face turn, –, side left across line of dance, –; back right, –,
Requires 21/2 measures. Closed position throughout. Starts diagonal line and wall and ends diagonal line
and center.

## Outside Change to Banj o
outsd chg to BJO
Outside Change to Banjo
SQQ;
BK, –, BK TRN, SD & FWD; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Back left, –, back right turning left face, side and forward left to contra banjo position;
W: Forward right, –, forward left turning left face, side and back right to contra banjo position;
Starts in closed or contra banjo position. Up to 1/2 left face turn. No sway. Woman keeps head left
throughout.
## Outside Change to Semi-Closed
outsd chg to SCP
Outside Change to Semi-Closed
SQQ;
BK, –, BK TRN, SD & FWD; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & FWD;)
M: Back left, –, back right turning right face, side and forward right to semi-closed position;
W: Forward right, –, forward left turning left face, side and forward right to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed or contra banjo position. Up to 1/2 left face turn. No sway. Woman keeps head left for
steps 1 and 2 but turns head to right on step 3.
#

Outside Swiv el
outsd swvl
Outside Swivel
SS;
BK XIF [NO WGT], –, HOLD, –; (FWD SWVL, –, HOLD, –;)
M: In banjo position back on left cross right in front of left with no weight, –, hold, –;
W: In banjo position forward on right, swivel right face on ball of right foot ending in semi-closed position,
hold, –;

#

Progressiv e Chasse
prog chasse
Progressive Chasse
SQQ; S,
BK, –, SD, CL; SD, –, (FWD, –, SD, CL; SD, –,)
M: Back right, –, side left turning slightly left face, close right; side and slightly forward left to end in contra
banjo position, –,
W: Forward left, –, side right turning slightly left face, close left; side and slightly back right to end in contra
banjo position, –,
A 1 1/2 measure figure starting in closed position and ending in contra banjo position.
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#

Promenade Sway
prom sway
Promenade Sway
SS;
SD & FWD, –, RELAX KNEE, –; (SD & FWD, –, RELAX KNEE, –;)
M: Side and forward left turning to semi-closed position and stretching body upward to look over joined
lead hands, –, relax left knee, –;
W: Side and forward right turning to semi-closed position and stretching body upward to look over joined
lead hands, –, relax right knee, –;

#

Quarter Turns
qtr trns
Quarter T urns
SS; QQS; SS; S,
FWD, –, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, SD & BK, –; BK, –, HEEL PULL, –; FWD, –,
(SS; QQS; QQS; S,)
(BK, –, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, SD & FWD, –; FWD, SD, CL, –; BK, –,)
M: Forward left, –, forward right turning right face, –; side left, close right, side & back left, –; back right, –,
heel pivot, –; forward left, –, ending feet parallel,
W: Back right, –, back left turning right face, –; side right, close left, side and forward right, –; forward left
turning left face, side right continuing turn, close left, –; back right, –,
A 3 1/2 measure figure in closed position throughout. Starts and ends diagonal line and wall.

#

Quarter Turns and Progressiv e Chasse
qtr trns & prog chasse
Quarter T urns and Progressive Chasse
SS; QQS; SQQ; SS;
FWD, –, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, SD & BK, –; BK, –, SD, CL; SD & FWD, –, FWD, –;
(BK, –, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, SD & FWD, –; FWD, –, SD, CL; SD & BK, –, BK, –;)
M: Forward left, –, forward right turning right face, –; side left turning 1/8 right face, continue 1/8 right face
turn close right, side and back left diagonal line and center, –; back right diagonal line and center start left
face turn, –, side left, close right; side and slightly forward left, –, forward right to contra banjo position
diagonal line and wall, –;
W: Back right, –, back left turning right face, –; side right turning 1/8 right face, continue 1/8 right face turn
close left, side and forward right diagonal line and center, –; forward left diagonal line and center start left
face turn, –, side right, close left; side and slightly back right, –, back left to contra banjo position diagonal
line and wall, –;
A 3 measure figure starting and ending diagonal line and w all. It is danced in closed position throughout
until the last step, which ends in contra banjo position.

#

Rev erse Chasse Turn
SQQ; SS; &,

#

Rev erse Fallaway
rev falwy
Reverse Fallaway
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB; (BK TRN, –, SD, XIB;)
M: From closed position forward left turning left face, –, side right, cross left in back of right; from semiclosed position, thru right with slight body turn to left, –, forward left turning left, recover back on right;
W: From closed position back right turning left face, –, side left, cross right in back; from semi-closed
position thru left with slight body turn to left, –, back right turning left, recover back on left,
When starting in closed position, turn is usually 1/8 to 1/4 to left. The cross in back step should be taken
w ell under the body. Ends in a tight V semi-closed position, turn is usually 3/8 to left. Alw ays ends in semiclosed regardless of starting position.

#

Running Back Locks
rung bk lks
Running Back Locks
QQQQ; QQS;
BK, LK IF, BK, BK; BK, LK IF, BK, –; (FWD, LK IB, FWD, FWD; FWD, LK IB, FWD, –;)
M: Back right, lock left in front of right, back right, back left; back right, lock left in front of right, back right, –
;
W: Forward left, lock right in back of left, forward left, forward right; forward left, lock right in back of left,
forward left, –;
Contra Banjo position throughout. Man’s right shoulder leading.

rev chasse trn
Reverse Chasse T urn
FWD, –, SD, CL; BK, –, TCH TRN, –; FWD, –,
(BK TRN, –, SD, CL; FWD TRN, –, SD, CL, BK;)
M: Forward left turning left face, –, side right continuing turn, close left facing reverse line of dance; back
right turning left face, –, touch left beside right [both heels and ball of foot touching] and continue turn,
continue left face turn on right, –; forward left to contra banjo position diagonal line and wall, –,
W: Back right turning left face, –, side left continuing turn, close right; forward left turning left face, –, side
right continuing turn, close left; back right to contra banjo position, –,
A 2 1/2 measure figure starting diagonal line and center and ending diagonal line and wall. Dance in closed
position until the last step, w hich goes to contra banjo position.
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#

Running Forward Locks
rung fwd lks
Running Forward Locks
QQQQ; QQS;
FWD, LK IB, FWD, FWD; FWD, LK IB, FWD, –; (BK, LK IF, BK, BK; BK, LK IF, BK, –;)
M: Forward left, lock right in back of left, forward left, forward right; forward left, lock right in back of left,
forward left, –;
W: Back right, lock left in front of right, back right, back left; back right, lock left in front of right, back right, –
;
Contra Banjo position throughout. Man’s left shoulder leading.

#

Telemark [Open]
tele
T elemark
SS; S,
FWD, –, FWD TRN, –; FWD, –, (BK, –, HEEL TRN, –; FWD, –,)
M: In closed position forward left commencing to turn left, –, side right continuing turn, –; side and slightly
forward left to end in tight semi-closed position, –,
W: In closed position back right commencing to turn left bringing left beside right with no weight, –, turn left
face on right heel [heel turn] and change weight to left, –; step side and slightly forward right to end in tight
semi-closed position, –,
Normally a 3/4 turn to left. Sometimes cued as ”Open Telemark”.

#

Telemark to Banj o [Closed]
tele to BJO
T elemark to Banjo
SS; S, or SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD & SD TRN, –; FWD & SD, –, (BK, –, HEEL TRN, –; BK & SD, –,)
M: In closed position step forward left [or from sidecar position forward left outside woman], –, forward and
side right around woman close to woman’s feet turning left face, –; step forward and side left to end in a
tight banjo position, –,
W: Back right commencing right face heel turn on right heel bringing left beside right with w weight, –,
continue left face turn on right heel and change weight to left, –; step back and side right, –,
Sometimes cued as ”Closed Telemark”.

# Viennese Turns
Vien trns
Viennese T urns
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIF; BK TRN, –, SD, CL; (BK TRN, –, SD, CL; FWD TRN, –, SD, XIF;)
M: Forward left commencing left face turn, –, side right continuing left face turn, cross left in front of right;
back right continuing left face turn, –, side left continuing turn, close right to left;
W: Back right commencing left face turn, –, side left continuing turn, close right to left; forward left
continuing turn, –, side right continuing turn, cross left in front of right;
One full left face turn in 2 measures.
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QUICKSTEP – PHASE V
#

Back Turning Whisk
bk trng wsk
Back T urning Whisk
SQQ; or SS; S,
BK TRN, –, SD, XIB, –; (FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB;)
M: Back left commence to turn right with slight right side stretch, –, side and back right continuing upper
body turn to the right with right side stretch, cross left behind right to tight semi-closed position;
W: Forward right commence to turn left with slight left side stretch, –, staying well in man’s right arm side
and forward left continuing upper body turn to the right with left side stretch cross right behind left in tight
semi-closed position;
Turns right face usually 1/4 to 3/8. Starts in closed or banjo position. Feet should not be crossed tightly.
Knees are kept relaxed.

## Chasse Roll
none
Chasse Roll
QQS;
SD, CL TRN, SD & FWD TRN, –; (SD, CL TRN, SD & BK TRN, –;)
M: Side right, close left commence to turn right, almost 1/4 turn between 2 and 3 forward right between
woman’s feet turn head to right with left side stretch right sway with a roll action pivoting 1/8 to 1/4 right
face, –;
W: Side left, close right commence to turn right, almost 1/4 turn between 2 and 3 side and back left right
side stretch sway to left look well to left pivoting 1/8 to 1/4 right face, –;
May be done in opposite direction [and pivoting in opposite direction], starting with other foot.
#

Contra Check
contra ck
Contra Check
S,
CK FWD, –, (BK, –,)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP look at woman, –,
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, –,
Flexing of knees as upper body rotates to the left with man’s left and woman’s right leg preceding the body
to move into the step is very important. Feet will be diagonally across line of dance, legs will be crossed at
the thighs and should feel that the body moves up to the partner as you roll onto the supporting foot. Exits
and amount of turn varies.

## Contra Check and Slip
contra ck & slp
Contra Check and Slip
SQQ;
CK FWD, –, REC, SLP BK; (BK, –, REC, SLP FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP look at woman, –, recover right, slipping left back past right under the body;
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, –, recover left, slip forward right under body;
## Contra Check and Switch
contra ck & swch
Contra Check & Switch
SQQ;
FWD, –, REC, TRN & BK; (BK, –, REC, TRN & FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP look at woman, –, recover right commence right face turn leaving left foot almost in place, continue
right face turn back left soft knees throughout;
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to the left, –, recover left commence right face turn leaving right foot almost in place, continue
right face turn forward right between man’s feet with soft knees throughout;
#

Double Rev erse Spin
dbl rev spn
Double Reverse
SS; QQ,
FWD TRN, –, SD, –; SPN, TCH; (BK TRN, –, HEEL TRN, –; SD & BK TRN, XIF,)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, –, side right 3/8 turn between 1 and 2, –; spin left face up to 1/2
between 2 and 3 on ball of right, bringing left foot under body beside right no weight with flexed knees.
W: Back right commence to turn left, –, left foot closes to right heel turn turning 1/2 between 1 and 2, –,
side and slightly back right continuing left turn, cross left in front of right,
Starts and ends in closed position while amount of turn may vary between 1 full turn, 7/8 turn or 3/4.. Man
has only 2 changes of weight while woman has four. Woman’s timing may vary. Man has strong left body
turn betw een steps 1 and 2.
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## Forward Tipple Chasse
fwd tipple chasse
T ipple Chasse
SQ&Q;
FWD TRN, –, SD/CL, TRN SD & BK; (BK TRN, –, SD/CL, TRN SD & FWD;)
M: Commence slight upper body turn right forward right, –, continue right turn 1/4 between 1 and 2 side
left/close right, continue right turn 1/8 between 3 and 4 side and slightly back left;
W: Commence slight upper body turn right back left turning right, –, continue right turn 1/4 between 1 and 2
side right/close left, side and slightly forward right;
May start in contra banjo or closed position.
#

Hairpin
none
Hairpin
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD CRV, CRV FWD; (BK, –, BK CRV, CRV BK;)
M: Forward right commence to turn right heel to toe between woman’s feet, –, with left side stretch forward
left brushing thighs turning right, continue right turn swiveling right face with strong left side stretch banking
into turn forward right in tight CBMP outside partner on toes;
W: Back and slightly side on left commence to turn right, –, with right side stretch back right well under
body turning right, continue right turn swiveling right face with strong right side stretch back left in tight
CBMP on toes;
A curving figure to the right following the curve of a hairpin. Usually starts in closed position.

#

Hinge
none
Hinge
SS; S,
BK TRN, –, SD & FWD, –; TRN, –, (FWD TRN, –, SD & SWVL, –; XIB, –,)
M: From closed position step back right commence to turn left, –, side and slightly forward left with up to
1/4 turn between 1 and 2 commence left side stretch continue left side stretch swiveling left 1/8 leading
woman to cross her left foot behind her right keeping left side toward partner, –; relaxing left knee and
veering right knee to sway right to look at woman, –,
W: Forward left commence to turn left, –, side right up to 1/4 turn between 1 and 2 commence right side
stretch continue right side stretch swiveling left face, –; cross left in back of right keeping left side toward
partner relaxing left knee [head to left with shoulders almost parallel to partner] with no weight on right, –,
If in semi-closed position man must step forw ard.

#

Jete Point
jete pt
Jete Point
Q&
FWD/XTND, (FWD, TRN/XTND)
M: Forward onto ball then lowering to flat of foot with springing action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying the head looking in direction of extended foot,
W: Forward onto ball then lowering to flat of foot with spring action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying and head looking in direction of extended foot [if starting from
semi-closed position woman would pickup to closed position and springing step and extension of foot and
sway would be same as previously stated],
A 1 beat movement. Timing may vary. Sw ay may vary depending on following figure. Supporting knee
flexes sharply.

#

Mini Telespin
SS; S&QQ; S,

#

Outside Spin
outsd spn
Outside Spin
SS; S,
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, –; SD & BK, –, (FWD TRN, –, CL TRN, –; FWD, –,)
M: In banjo position commence body turn to the right toeing in with right side lead back left small step 3/8
turn to the right on 1, –, forward right CBMP heel to toe continue to turn right face, –; 3/8 turn between 2
and 3 side and back left to end in closed position 1/4 turn on 3, –,
W: Commence body turn to right with left side led staying well into the man’s right arm right foot forward
heel to toe, –, left foot closes to right toe 5/8 turn between 1 and 2, –; continue to turn 1/4 between 2 and 3
forward right between man’s feet closed position 1/8 turn on 3, –,
Man has a strong right face body turn on first step.
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none
Mini T elespin
FWD TRN, –, SD, –; BK & SD/SPN, –, CONT SPN, CL; HOLD, –,
(BK TRN, –, HEEL TRN, –; FWD/FWD, –, FWD SPN, CL; HOLD, –,)
M: Forward left commence to trn left, –, side right 3/8 turn between 1 and 2, –; back and side left no weight
light pressure inside edge of toe keeping left side in to woman/turn body left face no weight to lead woman
to closed position commencing spin, –, forward left continue spin left face on left drawing right to left under
body, close right flexing knees; hold, –,
W: Back right commence to turn left, –, left foot closes to right heel turn turning 1/2 between 1 and 2, –;
forward right keeping right side in toward man/forward left turning left toward partner, –, forward right to
closed position head to left spinning left face drawing left to right under body, close left flexing knees; hold,
–,
Starts in closed position and ends in closed position. Usually turns left face 1 1/4 to 1 3/8.
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#

Quick Open Rev erse
qk op rev
Quick Open Reverse
SQQ; S,
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; BK, –, (BK, –, BK, TRN, SD & FWD; FWD, –,)
M: Forward right in CBMP, –, forward left commence to turn left, side and back right 1/4 turn between 2
and 3; right side stretch back left in CBMP, –,
W: Back left in CBMP, –, back right commence to turn left face, side and forward left 3/8 turn between 2
and 3; left side stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP, –,
Starts in banjo position and blends thru closed position to end in contra banjo position. Usually 3/8 to 1/2
left turn. May start in closed position. May also start from semi-closed position in which case woman’s first
step w ould be forward as she commences to turn left.

#

Rev erse Fallaway [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

#

Rev erse Fallaway and Slip
rev falwy slp
Reverse Fallaway Slip
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
SQQ; S,
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB, SLP, BK, –, (BK TRN, –, SD, XIB, SLP FWD, –,)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, –, back right with left side lead fallaway position 1/4 turn between 1
and 2, left foot back CBMP well under body in fallaway position 1/8 turn between 2 and 3 body turns less;
turning left face slip right past left toeing in with small step back on right left foot stays forward in CBMP
continue left turn 1/4 between 3 and 4 flexing into right knee, –,
W: Back right, –, back left with left side lead in fallaway position, right foot back in CBMP well under body in
fallaway position 5/8 turn to left on 3; continue left turn slip left past right forward left in CBMP to closed
position flexing left knee, –,
Starts in closed position facing center of hall and line of dance. Semi-closed position on the crossing step.
Ends in closed position facing diagonal wall and line of dance or line of dance. Woman may keep head to
left on crossing step. Timing may also be SQ&Q; or SQQ&.

## Running Finish
rung fin
Running Finish
SQQ;
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, FWD; (FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, BK;)
M: With right side lead back left in CBMP leading woman outside partner commence to turn right, –, with
right side stretch side and slightly forward right 3/8 turn to the right between 1 and 2 body turns less, with
right side stretch forward left with left side leading in contra banjo position body turn to right;
W: With left side lead forward right in CBMP outside partner commence to turn right, –, with left side stretch
side left 1/4 turn between 1 and 2, with left side stretch back right with right shoulder leading in contra
banjo position 1/8 turn to right between 2 and 3;
## Scoop
none
Scoop
SS;
SD, –, CL, –; (SD, –, CL, –;)
M: Starting and ending in closed position slide left with left side stretch long side step, –, with left side
stretch close right 1/8 turn to left between 1 and 2, –;
W: Starting and ending in closed position slide right with right side stretch long side step, –, with right side
stretch close left 1/8 turn to left between 1 and 2, –;
#

Six Quick Twinkle
6 qk twkl
Six Quick T winkle
QQQQ; QQ,
SD, CL, XIB, CL; FWD, LK, (SD, CL, XIF, CL; BK, LK,)
M: Side and forward left with left side stretch, close right to left, back left loosing left side stretch
commencing to turn right, with right side stretch continue to turn right close right to left; with left side lead
forward left, lock right in back of left,
W: Side and back right with right side stretch, close left to right, forward right loosing right side stretch
commence to turn right, with left side stretch continue to turn right close left to right; with right side lead
back right, lock left in front of right,
Starts in closed or banjo position.

#

Stutter
none
Stutter
QQS; QQ,
FWD, XIB, FWD, –; SD, FWD, (BK, XIF, BK, –; SD, BK;)
M: Forward left with left side lead, lock right in back of left, forward left, –; side right with right side stretch to
closed position, forward left with left side lead preparing to step outside partner,
W: Back right with right side lead, lock left in front of right, back right, –, side left with left side stretch to
closed position, back right with right side lead,

#

Tipple Chasse
none
T ipple Chasse
SQQ; S,
BK TRN, –, SD TRN, CL; SD, –, (FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, CL; SD, –,)
M: Commence upper body turn to right back left turning right, –, side right with slight left side stretch 1/4
turn between 1 and 2, close left; side and slightly forward right 1/8 turn between 3 and 4, –,
W: Commence upper body turn to right forward right turning right, –, side left with slight right side stretch
1/4 turn between 1 and 2, close right; side and slightly back left 1/8 turn between 3 and 4, –,
Starts in closed position. Amount of turn may vary. May start back on right foot and turn to the left.
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## Tipsy Point
tipsy pt
T ipsy Point
S&S;
FWD TRN, –, SD/TAP BHD, –; (FWD TRN, –, SD/TAP BHD, –;)
M: Semi-closed position forward right in CBMP commence to turn right/staying in semi-closed position with
head to left side left 1/4 turn between 1 and 2 lower and relax left knee with right side stretch, –, tap right
toe well behind left foot maintaining right side stretch with head to left hold, –;
W: Semi-closed position forward left in CBMP commence to turn right/staying in semi-closed position with
head to right side right 1/4 turn between 1 and 2 lower and relax right knee with left side stretch, –, tap left
toe well behind right foot maintaining left side stretch with head to right hold, –;
Usually starts in semi-closed position. Amount of turn may vary.
#

Top Spin
top spn
T op Spin
&; QQQQ; or &, ; SQQ; S,
SPN; BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD, FWD; (SPN; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, BK;)
M: Starting from a feather or any feather finish position in CBMP outside partner with weight on ball of right
foot spin left keep left leg extended back 1/8 turn between the preceding step and 1; back left in CBMP,
back right 1/8 turn between 1 and 2, with left side stretch side and slightly forward left 1/4 turn left between
2 and 3 body turns less, with left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner,
W: Starting from a feather or any feather finish position in CBMP with weight on ball of left foot spin left
keep right leg extended forward 1/8 turn between the preceding step and 1; forward right in CBMP outside
partner, forward left 1/8 turn left between 1 and 2, with right side stretch side right 1/4 turn left between 2
and 3, with right side stretch back left in CBMP 1/S turn left between 3 and 4 body turns less;
The Top Spin action occurs on an & or Q count executed on the last step of the preceding figure with man
in CBMP outside partner in the Quickstep or Foxtrot rhythm.

#

Turning Lock
trng Ik
T urning Lock
QQS; S,
BK, LK, BK TRN, –; SD & FWD, –, (FWD, LK, FWD TRN, –; SD & BK, –,)
M: Back right with right side lead and right side stretch, left crosses in front of right, back and slightly right
commence to turn left, –; side and slightly forward left to contra banjo 1/4 turn left between 3 and 4 body
turns less, –,
W: Forward left with left side lead and left side stretch, right crosses in back of left, forward and slightly left
commence to turn left, –; side and slightly back right to contra banjo position 1/4 turn left between 3 and 4
body turns less, –,
A left turning figure..

#

Woodpeckers
none
[#] Woodpeckers
&Q
HOP/TAP
MW: Any numbers of hops or lifts on one foot at the same time tapping toe of other foot on floor in back of
supporting foot shaping toward the weighted foot.
Each w oodpecker tap would be counted as &/Q. May also turn on the spot while doing woodpeckers
[Turning Woodpeckers].

#

Zig Zag
none
Zig Zag
SQQ; QQ,
THRU TRN, –, SD, BK TRN; SD, FWD, (THRU, –, FWD, FWD TRN; SD, BK,)
M: Forward right in CBMP commence to turn right, –, side left to contra sidecar position preparing to lead
woman outside partner 1/8 turn between 1 and 2, back right in CBMP commence to turn left; with left side
stretch side left to contra banjo position preparing to step outside partner 1/8 turn left between 3 and 4, with
left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner,
W: Forward left in CBMP, –, forward right to contra sidecar position preparing to step outside partner,
forward left in CBMP outside partner commencing to turn left, with right side stretch side right to contra
banjo position 1/8 turn left between 3 and 4, with right side stretch back left in CBMP outside partner,
A 1 1/2 measure figure. Starts in semi-closed position and ends in CBMP outside partner.
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#

Big Top
none
Big T op
SQQ; or SS; S,
FWD, –, TRN XIB, TRN BK; (FWD SPN, –, SPN FWD, SPN BRUSH FWD;)
M: Forward right [with right side stretch] commencing left face spin [no sway], –, continue left face turn
cross left in back of right, continuing spin slip right a small step back past left;
W: Forward left commencing left face spin, –, forward right around man’s left side continuing spin,
continuing spin brush left to right forward left;
Starts in semi-closed position approximately 3/4 turn to left, ends in closed position. Second step for man is
on last half of second beat. Second step for w oman is on first half of second beat. Woman must turn in line
w ith man in closed position during second step but head may remain to right until turn is complete and
w oman is ready to take first step.

## Four Quick Run
4Q run
Four Quick Run
QQQQ;
FWD, LK, FWD, FWD; (BK, XIF, BK, BK;)
M: Forward left, cross right behind left, forward left, forward right ending in contra banjo position;
W: Back right, cross left in front of right, back right, back left ending in contra banjo position;
Locking action may occur on any beat but must be done w ith man’s right and woman’s left; i.e. FWD, FWD,
LK, FWD; or FWD, FWD, FWD, LK;
#

Piv ot to Hairpin
pvt to hairpin
Pivot to Hairpin
SQQ; S,
BK PVT, –, FWD, FWD; FWD CK, –, (FWD PVT, –, BK, BK; BK, –,)
M: Back left pivoting 1/2 right face [with no sway], –, forward right, left strong curve to right [with left side
stretch]; forward right outside partner checking on toe in contra banjo position [with left side stretch], –,
W: Forward right pivoting 1/2 right face, –, back left, right curving right face; back left strong right curve
high on toes in contra banjo position, –,
A curving figure to the right where the curve follows the right face pivot. Strong curve resembles the curve
of a hairpin.

#

Rev erse Corte
rev corte
Reverse Corte
SS; S,
BK TRN, –, –, –; –, –, (FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, –; CL, –,)
M: Back right turning left face [no sway], –, continue turn on right [with left side stretch], –; continuing turn
to contra banjo position touch left to right [with left side stretch], –,
W: Forward left, –, forward right turning left face, –; close left to right to contra banjo position, –,
Starts in closed position, ends in contra banjo position.

#

Rev erse Fallaway Slip [Moved to Phase V – on Phase VI Video Tape]

#

Rev erse Piv ot
rev pvt
Reverse Pivot
S or Q or & [1 step]
BK TRN (FWD TRN)
M: Back right small step with toes turned in pivoting to the left on ball of right foot while holding left foot
forward. Weight should be kept forward.
W: Forward left small step pivoting on the left on ball of left foot while holding right foot back.
This is a 1 step figure used in place of a heel turn to make a quick turn to the left. There is no rise and fall
and no body sw ay. Amount of turn is usually 1/2 but may be less.

#

Rudolph Ronde
none
Rudolph Ronde
1 Step
FWD (BK TRN RONDE XIB)
M: Forward right between partner’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back allowing left side to remain in to the woman [with left side stretch].
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side in to the man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde no weight change.
Woman’s leg w ill ronde from hip. Exits vary.
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#

Rudolph Ronde and Slip
Rudolph ronde & slp
Rudolph & Slip
SQQ; or SS; S,
FWD, –, REC L, BK; (BK TRN RONDE XIB, –, BK TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward right between woman’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back continuing body turn allowing left side to remain toward the woman [with left
side stretch], –, back left [no sway], back right with rise and continue left face turn [keeping left leg
extended] [no sway];
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side toward the man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde, –, back right starting a left face
pivot on the ball of right foot [thighs locked and left leg extended], forward left slip continuing left face turn
placing left foot near man’s right foot;
Amount of turn on slip may vary up to 3/8.

#

Rumba Cross
RB X
Rumba Cross
QQQQ;
FWD, LK TRN, PVT, 2; (BK, LK TRN, PVT, 2;)
M: Forward left with left shoulder leading [with left side stretch], crossing right in back of left turning right
face on toes [with left side stretch], continuing turn back left [no sway], forward right [with right side stretch];
W: Back right, crossing left in front of right turning right face on toes, continuing turn forward right between
man’s feet pivot, back left;
Closed position throughout, 1/2 to 3/4 turn to right. First step is heel lead for man well down into left knee
rising on toes on crossing step.

#

Spin and Double Twist
SQQ; &QQS; &QQS;

#

Spin and Twist
SQQ; &QQS;
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spn & dbl twst
Spin & Double T wist
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, SD; XIB/UNWIND, UNWIND, SD, –;
XIB/UNWIND, UNWIND, SD & BK, –;
(FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, CL; FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, CL, –;
FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, FWD, –;)
M: Back left pivoting right face [with left side stretch], –, forward right heel to ball continuing turn [no sway],
side left toward diagonal wall; cross right in back of left with only partial weight/unwind right face, continue
to unwind changing weight to right [no sway], continue turning right face step side left diagonal wall [no
sway], –; cross right in back of left with only partial weight [no sway]/unwind right face, continue to unwind
changing weight to right [no sway], continue turning right face rise and step side and back left [no sway], –;
W: Forward right between man’s feet pivoting right face, –, back left turning right face, close right to left
facing diagonal center; forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face to face diagonal center,
close right to left, –; forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face, forward right between
man’s feet, –;
Closed position to start. Starting both twists the woman is slightly to the right of the man so when he
crosses behind on the ”and” step she may go forward outside. Typically ends in closed position but could
end in semi-closed position. Typically two 3/4 turns to the right over entire figure.
spn & twst
Spin and T wist
BK TRN, –, FWD TRN, SD; XIB/UNWIND, UNWIND, SD & BK, –;
(FWD TRN, –, FWD TRN, CL; FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, FWD, –;)
M: Back left pivoting right face [with left side stretch], –, forward right heel to ball continuing turn [no sway],
side left toward diagonal wall [no sway]; cross right in back of left with only partial weight [no sway]/unwind
right face, continue to unwind changing weight to right [no sway], continue turning right face step side left
diagonal wall [no sway], –;
W: Forward right between man’s feet pivoting right face, –, back left turning right face, close right to left
facing diagonal center, forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face, forward right between
man’s feet, –;
Closed position facing reverse line of dance to start, w oman outside partner on second half of figure
turning to closed position to end. Ends in closed position facing diagonal wall or w all, or may be overturned
to reverse diagonal w all. 1 5/8 to 1 7/8 turn to right over entire figure. May also end in semi-closed position
on last step to face diagonal center. Timing may also be SQQ; Q& QS.
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#

Telespin
SQQ; &QQS;

telespn
T elespin
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; SPN/CONT SPN, SD, BK, –;
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, TRN FWD; FWD/FWD, TRN CL, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left turning left face [with right side stretch], –, forward and side right continuing turn [with right
side stretch], side and back left with partial weight keeping left side forward toward woman [with right side
stretch]; spin left face taking full weight to left [no sway]/continue spin, side right continue turn [no sway],
back left [no sway], –;
W: Back right turning left face, –, bring left to right starting a heel turn and gradually change weight to left
continuing turn, forward right continuing the turn; keeping right side in toward man step forward left/right,
continue turn toe spin and close left, forward right, –;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal center and line of dance and ends in closed position facing
reverse line of dance. Figure turns left face 1 3/8. Woman may keep head left throughout or may turn it
right on third step and back to left for closing step.

#

Throwaway Ov ersway
thrwy ovrsway
T hrowaway Oversway
1 Step
SD & FWD (SD & FWD TRN)
M: Side and forward left relaxing left knee and allowing right to point side and back while keeping right side
in toward the woman and looking at her [with left side stretch].
W: Side and forward right turning left face while relaxing right knee and sliding left foot back under body
past the right foot to point back meanwhile looking well to the left and keeping left side in toward man.
May begin in semi-closed position or closed position. When done from closed position man’s first step is
back and w oman’s first step is forw ard 1/8 to 1/4 turn to left on first step. Figure ends with hips kept up
tow ard partner. Entries, exits and timing vary.

#

Trav eling Contra Check
trav contra
ck T raveling Contra Check
SS; S,
FWD, –, TRN CL, –; FWD, –, (BK TRN, –, CL; FWD, –,)
M: Forward left with contra body motion with upper body turned to the left [with right side stretch], –, close
right rising to toes [no sway], –; forward left in semi-closed position [with right side stretch], –,
W: Back right turning right face, –, close left rising to toes, –; forward in semi-closed position, –,
Starts in closed position, closed position on 1 &, 2 to semi-closed position on last step. Knees must be
relaxed but hips kept up so as not to give sitting effect on first step.

#

V-6
QQS; SQQ;

V-6
V-6
BK, LK, BK, –; BK, –, BK TRN, SD FWD;
(FWD, LK, FWD, –; FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK;)
M: With right side lead back right [with right side stretch], lock left in front of right [with right side stretch],
back right [with right side stretch], –; back left [with right side stretch], –, back right turning left face [no
sway], side and forward left [with left side stretch];
W: With left side lead forward left, lock right in back of left, forward left, –; forward right outside partner, –,
forward left turning left face, side and back right;
Starts in contra banjo position facing reverse and diagonal wall. Ends contra banjo position facing diagonal
w all.
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RUMBA
[T iming is 4/4] Using count of QQS; each step should be taken with pressure on the ball of the foot with knee
flexed. As weight is taken onto the ball of the foot, the heel is lowered, the knee straightens and heel of the
opposite foot releases as the hips move to the side [always in the direction of the stepping foot]. Most all of the
Latin figures and rhythms are danced ball fiat [no heel leads] with toes slightly turned out. Step 1 is taken slightly
across in line with the supporting foot. Step 3 is usually taken side and forward or side and back.

RUMBA – PHASE III
## Back Basic
bk bas
Back Basic
QQS;
BK, REC, FWD, –; (FWD, REC, BK, –;)
M: Sack right, recover left, forward right, –;
W: Forward left, recover right, back left, –;
Usually done in closed or butterfly position, but may be done in open with both partners stepping back.
#

Basic
bas
Basic
QQS; QQS;
FWD, REC, SD, –; BK, REC, SD, –; (BK, REC, SD, –; FWD, REC, SD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left, –; back right, recover left, side right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, side right, –; forward left, recover right, side left, –;
Usually a 2 measure figure.

#

Break [to position]
brk
Break [to position]
QQS;
BHD, REC, FWD, –;
M or W: From a facing position behind turning to position, recover forward, forward, –;
May start w ith either foot.

#

Chase
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

chs
Chase
FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD, REC, BK, –; BK, REC, FWD, –;
(BK, REC, FWD, –; FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD TRN, REC, FWD, –; FWD, REC, BK, –;)
M: Forward left turning right face 1/2, recover forward right, forward left, –; forward right turning left face
1/2, recover forward left, forward right, –; forward left, recover right, back left, –; back right, recover left,
forward right, –;
W: Back right with no turn, recover left, forward right, –; forward left turning right face 1/2, recover forward
right, forward left, –; forward right turning left face 1/2, recover forward left, forward right, –; forward left with
no turn, recover right, back left, –;
Starts and ends w ith partners facing.

## Chase Peek-a-Boo
chs Peek-a-boo
Chase Peek-a-Boo
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Addendum Video Tape]
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;
FWD TRN, REC, CL, –; SD, REC, CL, –; SD, REC, CL, –; FWD TRN, REC, CL, –;
(BK, REC, CL, –; SD, REC, CL, –; SD, REC, CL, –; FWD, REC, CL, –;)
M: Forward left turning 1/2 right face, recover right, close left, –; side right looking over left shoulder,
recover left, close right, –; side left looking over right shoulder, recover right, close left, –; forward right
turning 1/2 left face, recover left, close right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, close right, –; side left, recover right, close left, –; side right, recover left, close
right, –; forward left, recover right, close left, –;
Starts and ends w ith partners facing.
#
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Crab Walks
crb wlks
Crab Walks
QQS; QQS;
XIF, SD, XIF, –; SD, XIF, SD, –; (XIF, SD, XIF, –; SD, XIF, SD, –;)
M: Forward right crossing in front of left, side left, forward right crossing in front of left, –; side left, forward
right crossing in front of left, side left, –;
W: Forward left crossing in front of right, side right, forward left crossing in front of right, –; side right,
forward left crossing in front of right, side right, –;
May be done in closed or butterfly position. Body from w aist up remains facing partner but head looks
tow ard direction of travel. Body from w aist down faces partner on side steps and turns in the direction of
travel as cross steps are taken. May be done in opposite direction by man crossing left [woman right] in
front on first step.
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#

Cucaracha
cuca
Cucaracha
QQS;
SD, REC, CL, –;
M or W: Side, recover, close, –;
This figure may begin w ith either foot. Side step is taken w ith just partial weight and foot rotation on the ball
of the foot. Usually begins and ends in closed or butterfly position with the first step either directly to the
side or diagonally side and back.

#

Fence Line
fnc line
Fence Line
QQS;
X LUN, REC, SD, –;
M or W: In butterfly cross lunge thru with bent knee looking in the direction of lunge, recover turning to face
partner, step side, –;
Lunge may be made in either direction, starting with appropriate foot.

#

Forward Basic
fwd bas
Forward Basic
QQS;
FWD, REC, BK, –; (BK, REC, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, back left, –;
W: Back right, recover, left, forward right, –;
Usually done in closed or butterfly position, but may be done in open with both partners stepping forward.

#

Hand to Hand
hnd-hnd
Hand to Hand
QQS;
BHD, REC, SD, –;
M or W: Behind turning to side by side, recover to face, side, –;
Often a 2 measure figure. May begin w ith either foot. May begin and end in butterfly or closed position.

#

Kiki Walks
kiki wlks
Kiki Walks
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
QQS; QQS;
FWD, FWD, FWD, –; FWD, FWD, FWD, –;
M or W: In designated position take six steps forward placing each foot directly in front of supporting foot.
Partners may use opposite or same foot work depending on choreography.

#

Lariat
none
Lariat
QQS; QQS;
IN PLC STP, STP, STP, –; STP, STP, STP, –; (FWD, FWD, FWD, –; FWD, FWD, SD, –;)
M: Step in place left, right, left, –; right, left, right, –;
W: Circle man clockwise with joined lead hands forward right, forward left, forward right, –; forward left,
forward right, side left, –; ending facing man.
Start w ith man’s left and woman’s right hands joined, woman at man’s right side but facing in opposite
direction from man. Retain handhold throughout. There are many variations of this figure w hich include
different starting positions, different handw ork, different footwork for the man, circling counterclockwise,
use of 3 measures, etc. Man has no turn.

#

New Yorker
ny
New Yorker
QQS;
THRU, REC [FC], SD, –;
M or W: From indicated facing position step thru with straight leg to side by side position, recover to face
partner, side to indicated position, –;
May begin w ith either foot. If starting with left, step thru to left open position. If starting with right, step thru
to open position.

#

Open Break
op brk
Open Break
QQS;
RK APT, REC, SD, –; (RK APT, REC, SD, –;)
M: From indicated facing position rock apart strongly on left to left open facing position while extending free
arm up with palm out, recover on right lowering free arm, side left, –;
W: From indicated facing position rock apart strongly on right to left open facing position while extending
free arm up with palm out, recover on left lowering free arm, side right, –;
Last step may be taken with or without a slight turn away from partner.

#

Progressiv e Walks [Forward or Back]
prog wlks fwd or bk
Progressive Walks [Direction and # of steps]
QQS;
FWD, FWD, FWD, –; or BK, BK, BK, –;
M or W: Forward or backward steps.
Usually danced in groups of 3 or 6 steps. May be done straight or with slight curve. May be done in open or
closed position.
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Rev erse Underarm Turn
rev undrm trn
Reverse Underarm T urn
QQS;
XIF, REC SD; (XIF TRN, REC TRN, SD;)
M: Cross left in front, recover right, side left;
W: Cross right in front under joined lead hands turning 1/2 left face, recover left continuing left face turn to
face partner, side right/close left, side right;
Starts and ends facing partner.
#

Shoulder to Shoulder
shldr-shldr
Shoulder to Shoulder
QQS;
RK FWD, REC [FC], SD, –; (RK BK, REC [FC], SD, –;)
M: From butterfly position forward left to butterfly sidecar position, recover right to face, side left, –;
W: From butterfly position back right to butterfly sidecar position, recover left to face, side right, –;
May be done starting with man’s right and woman’s left stepping to butterfly banjo position.

## Side Walks
sd wlks
Side Walks
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, SD, –; CL, SD, CL, –;
M or W: Side, close, side, –; close, side, close, –;
May be done starting with either foot to the left or right. May be done in closed or butterfly position.
## Sliding Door
sldg dr
Sliding Door
QQS;
RK APT, REC, XIF, –;
M or W: Partners start facing the same direction. Rock apart, recover releasing hands, cross in front
changing sides still facing same direction as the woman crosses in front of man, –;
#

Spot Turn
spt trn
Spot T urn
QQS;
XIF TRN, REC TRN, SD, –;
M or W: Cross in front turning on crossing foot 1/2, recover continue turn to face partner, step side, –;
This is a solo figure. Usually a complete turn is made. If starting with the left foot, the turn is to the right. If
starting w ith the right foot, the turn is to the left.

#

Time Step
tim stp
T ime Step
[Moved from Phase IV–on Phase IV Video Tape]
QQS;
XIB, REC, SD, –;
M or W: Cross in back, recover, side, –;
May start w ith either foot. Usually done facing partner with no hands joined or in butterfly position. Stay
parallel to partner w ith little or no turn.
Trav eling Door
trav dr
T raveling Door
QQS; QQS;
RK SD, REC, XIF, –; RK SD, REC, XIF, –;
M or W: Rock side, recover, cross in front, –; rock side, recover, cross in front, –;
May start w ith either foot. May be done from any facing position.

#

Underarm Turn
undrarm trn
Underarm T urn
[Moved from Phase IV–on Phase IV Video Tape]
QQS;
BK, REC, SD; (XIF TRN, REC TRN, SD;)
M: Back right, recover left, side right;
W: Cross left in front under joined lead hands turning 1/2 right face, recover right continue right face turn to
face partner, side left;
Starts and ends facing partner.

#

Whip
whp
Whip
QQS;
BK TRN, REC, SD, –; (FWD, FWD TRN, SD, –;)
M: Back right turning 1/4 left face, recover forward left continuing turn 1/4, side right, –;
W: Forward left outside man on his left side, forward right turning 1/2 left face, side left, –;
May start in closed, left open facing, or butterfly positions. Figure usually ends in butterfly position after 1/2
left face turn.
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#

Aida
none
Aida
QQS;
FWD TRN, SD TRN, BK, –; (FWD TRN, SD TRN, BK, –;)
M: Forward right turning right face, side left continuing right face turn, back right, –;
W: Forward left turning left face, side right continuing left face turn, back left, –;
May be done from semi-closed, butterfly, open or open facing positions. If done from butterfly or open
facing positions the first step would be thru between partners for both man and woman. Ends in a V backto-back position. May be done in opposite direction.

#

Alemana
none
Alemana
QQS; QQS;
FWD, REC, CL, –; BK, REC, SD, –; (BK, REC, SD TRN, –; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, close left leading woman to turn right face, –; back right, recover left, side
right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, side right commence right face swivel, –, continue right face turn under joined
lead hands forward left, continue right face turn forward right, side left, –;
Starts and ends facing partner. Woman completes a right face turn under joined lead hands. At end of first
measure, man brings joined lead hands up to palm-to-palm position indicating to woman a right face turn.
Woman’s free hand should be on her hip.

#

Alemana from a Fan
none
Alemana
QQS; QQS;
FWD, REC, CL, –; BK, REC, SD, –; (CL, FWD, FWD TRN, –; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, close left leading woman to turn right face, –; back right, recover left, side
right, –;
W: Close right, forward left, forward right commence right face swivel to face partner, –; continue right face
turn under joined lead hands forward left, continue right face turn forward right, side left, –;
Starts in fan position, ends facing partner. Woman completes a right face turn under joined lead hands. At
end of the first measure, man brings joined lead hands up to palm-to-palm position indicating to the woman
to commence a right face turn. Steps 1 and 2 of the second measure for the woman are forward walking
steps. Woman may place her free hand on her hip.

## Chase Peek-a-Boo [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Addendum Video T ape]
## Cross Body
QQS; QQS;

X body
Cross Body.
FWD, REC, SD TRN, –; BK TRN, FWD, SD & FWD, –;
(BK, REC, FWD, –; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left turning left face [foot turned about 1/4 turn body turned 1/8 turn], –;
back right continue left face trn, small forward left, side and forward right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right toward man staying on right side ending in an L-shaped position, –
; forward left commencing to turn left, forward right turning 1/2 left face end with right foot back, side and
back left, –;
Figure is done in closed position. May turn 3/8 to 1/2 over 2 measures. Woman’s turn is entirely in second
measure.

#

Dev elope [no swiv el]
none
Develope
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase VI Video Tape]
SQQ;
FWD CK, –, –, –; (BK, –, DEVELOPE, –;)
M: Forward left outside partner checking, –, –, –;
W: Back right, –, bring left foot up right leg to outside of right knee, extend left foot forward, –;
Figure is executed on ball of foot with body stretched upward on develope but knee remains flexed. May be
executed from any position, with either foot and by either or both partners, with or without the swivel.

#

Fan
none
Fan
QQS;
BK, REC, SD, –; (FWD, SD & BK, BK, –;)
M: Back right, recover left, side right, –;
W: Forward left, turning left face step side and back right making 114 turn to left, back left leaving right
extended forward with no weight, –;
Ends in fan position. No turn for man. When done from closed, open facing or butterfly positions woman
turn 1/4 left face. If done from L-shaped position she must turn 1/2 left face. May be done from side-by-side
position w ith w oman turning 3/4 left face. When starting with right hands joined man must change hands on
the second step.
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## Flirt
none
Flirt
QQS; QQS;
FWD, REC, SD, –; BK, REC, SD, –; (BK, FWD, FWD TRN, –; BK, REC, SD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left; back right, recover left, side right;
W: Back right, forward left, forward right turning left face to Varsouvienne position, –; back left, recover
right, side left moving to her left in front of the man to end in Left Varsouvienne position, –;
#

Hockey Stick
hky stk
Hockey Stick
QQS; QQS;
FWD, REC, CL, –; BK, REC, FWD, –; (CL, FWD, FWD, –; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, close left, –; back right, recover left, forward right following the woman, –;
W: Close right, forward left, forward right, –; forward left, forward right turning left face to face partner, side
and back left, –;
Starts in fan position and ends with partners facing. Woman turns approximately 5/8 left face under joined
lead hands [man’s left and woman’s right]. Man brings joined hands across in front of his forehead, which
tells w oman to prepare to turn, then he allows the woman to do the turn by herself.

#

Kiki Walks [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video Tape]

+ Latin Whisk
latin wsk
Latin Whisk
QQS;
XIB, REC, SD; (XIB, REC, SD;)
M: Cross left behind right, recover right, side left;
W: Cross right behind left, recover left, side right;
Usually done in closed position.
#

Switch
swch
Switch Cross
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
QQS;
TRN SD, REC, XIF, –; (TRN SD, REC, XIF, –;)
M: T urning left face to face partner side left check bringing joined hands thru, recover right, cross left in
front turning left face to face partner, –;
W: T urning right face to face partner side right check bringing joined hands thru, recover left, cross right in
front turning right face to face partner, –;
May be done on opposite foot going in opposite direction. [Figure changes line of travel.] Normally starts in
”V” back to back position.

#

Switch Rock
swch rk
Switch Rock
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
QQS;
TRN SD, REC, SD & FWD, –; (TRN SD, REC, SD & FWD, –;)
M: T urning left face to face partner side left check bringing joined hands thru, recover right, side left, –;
W: T urning right face to face partner side right check bringing joined hands thru, recover left, side right, –;
May be done on opposite foot going in opposite direction. [Figure does not change line of travel.] Normally
starts in ”V” back to back position.

#

Time Step [Moved to Phase Ill – on Phase IV Video Tape]

#

Underarm Turn [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video Tape]
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#

Closed Hip Twist
cl hip twst
Closed Hip T wist
QQS;
RK SD, REC, CL, –; (SWVL BK, REC SWVL, SD SVWL, –;)
M: Giving woman a slight left side lead with right side stretch to open her out rock side and slightly forward
left, recover right with slight right side lead to lead woman to close, close left to right with slight left side
lead to turn woman ending with slight right side stretch, –;
W: With slight left side stretch turn right face up to 1/2 back right, recover left turning left face up to 1/2,
side right small step swivel 1/4 right face on right touching left to right no weight with slight left side stretch,
–;
Man’s steps are a side cucaracha with delayed weight change on step three for woman and man.

#

Cross Basic
QQS; QQS;

X bas
Cross Basic
XIF TRN, REC, SD, –; XIB TRN, REC, SD, –;
(XIB TRN, REC, SD, –; XIF TRN, REC, SD, –;)
M: Cross left in front of right turning 114 left face, recover back on right, side left, –; cross right in back of
left turning 1/4 left face, recover forward left, side right, –;
W: Cross right in back of left turning 1/4 left face, recover forward on left, side right, –; cross left in front of
right turning 1/4 left face, recover back right, side left, –;
Closed position or butterfly position throughout. Should strongly flex knees on the crossing steps. May be
done facing any direction.

## Cuddle
none
Cuddle
QQS;
SD, REC, CL, –; (TRN BK, REC TRN, SD, –;)
M: From closed position giving woman a slight left side lead to open her out with slight right side stretch
side left with left side stretch, recover right, close left with right side stretch placing left hand on woman’s
right shoulder blade leading her to closed position, –;
W: With slight left side stretch turning 1/2 right face back right with right side stretch free arm out to the
side, recover left with left side stretch, forward right with left side stretch place right hand on man’s left
shoulder turning 1/2 left face blending to closed position, –;
Starts w ith either foot and may be done any number of times.
#

Full Natural Top
QQS; QQS; QQS;

full nat top
Full Natural T op
XIB TRN, SD TRN, XIB TRN, –; SD TRN, XIB TRN, SD TRN, –; XIB TRN, SD TRN, CL, –;
(SD TRN, XIF TRN, SD TRN, –; XIF TRN, SD TRN, XIF TRN, –; SD TRN, XIF TRN, CL, –;)
M: Commencing with right foot cross in back, side, cross in back, –; side, cross in back, side, –; cross in
back, side, close, –;
W: Commencing with left foot side, cross in front, side, –; cross in front, side, cross in front, –; side, cross in
front, close, –;
This figure NORMALLY consists of 9 steps over 3 measures commencing a right face turn on step 1 and
continuing right face turn completing up to 2 turns over steps 1 thru 8. Figure begins in closed position with
feet apart and w eight on man’s left foot and woman’ right. It ends in closed position. Any fewer number of
steps may be considered a portion of the Natural Top. Partners must stay parallel throughout.

#

Natural Opening Out
nat opg out
Natural Opening Out
QQS;
SD, REC, CL, –; (SWVL STP BK, REC SVWL, SD, –;)
M: Giving woman a slight left side lead with right side stretch to open her out side left inside edge onto ball
of foot with pressure into floor, recover right with slight right side lead to lead woman to closed position,
close left to right, –;
W: With slight left side stretch 1/2 right face back right with right side stretch, recover left with left side
stretch turning left face 1/2 blending to closed position, side right, –;
Starts and ends in closed position.

#

Open Hip Twist
op hip twst
Open Hip T wist
QQS;
FWD, REC, CL, –; (BK, REC, FWD SVWL, –;)
M: Check forward left, recover right, close left to right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right toward man with tension in right arm which causes woman to
swivel 1/4 right face on right on count of ”and”, –;
Man may use either hand, w oman uses right hand. Swivel must happen after w oman steps forward on
right.
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## Parallel Breaks
QQS; QQS;

parallel brks
Parallel Breaks
BK, REC TRN, SD TRN, –; FWD, FWD TRN, SD BK, –;
(FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK, –; BK TRN, REC, SD & FWD, –;)
M: Back right lead woman across in front of man, recover left starts a 1/4 left face turn, side and forward
right finish 1/4 left face turn to face line, – [think whip woman action for this move]; forward left, forward
right commence left face turn 1/2 on ball of right, side and back left finish turn to face wall, – [think whip
man action for this move];
W: Forward left, forward right commence left face turn 1/2 on ball of right, side and back left finish turn to
face wall, –; back right lead man across in front of woman, recover left start 1/4 left face turn, side and
forward right finish 1/4 left face turn to face line, –;
Figure starts and ends in an L-shaped position with the man facing the wall and the woman facing line of
dance. Right hands are joined in front of woman and woman’s left arm extended toward line of dance over
the joined hands. This figure is usually repeated in even numbered measures i.e. 2, 4, or 6.

#

Sit Line
none
Sit Line
QQS;
BK, REC, CL, –; (BK, REC, CL, –;)
M: Small step back left relax knee leave right leg extended free arm up and slightly forward body poise,
recover right, close left, –;
W: Small step back right relax knee leave left leg extended free arm up and slightly forward body poise,
recover left, close right, –;
The feet of both partners w ill be in a straight line, legs will be crossed at the thighs.

#

Stop and Go Hockey Stick
QQS; QQS;

#

Sweetheart
swhrt
Sweetheart
QQS;
CK FWD, REC, SD, –; (CK BK, REC, SD, –;)
M: Check forward left with right side lead into contra check like action, recover right straightening body,
side left, –;
W: Back right with left side lead into contra check like action, recover left, straightening body, side right, –;
Starts in left shadow position and ends in right shadow position. Woman w ill slide across in front of man on
side steps. May be done in opposite direction with opposite foot lead and body turn.

#

Switch [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video T ape]

#

Switch Rock [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video T ape]

#

Tornillo Wheel
tornillo whl
T ornillo Wheel
QQS; QQS;
CRV FWD, FWD, FWD, –; CRV FWD, FWD, FWD, –; (ROTATE ON STANDING FT, –;)
M: Forward right, left, right, –; forward left, right, left, –;
W: Bring left foot up to right knee looking well to left and staying on right toe throughout the 2 measures
keeping right knee relaxed while man walks around.
Man should remain parallel to woman and walk around as if walking around a pole; he does not move
aw ay from or into the w oman. Makes 1 full turn to the right.
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stop & go hky stk
Stop & Go Hockey Stick
CK FWD, REC, CL, –; CK FWD, REC, SD, –;
(CL, FWD, FWD TRN, –; CK BK, REC, FWD TRN, –;)
M: Check forward left, recover right raising left arm to lead woman to a left face underarm turn, close left to
right, –; check forward right with left side stretch shaping to partner placing right hand on woman’s left
shoulder blade to check her movement, recover left raising left arm to lead woman to a right face underarm
turn, close right, –;
W: Close right, forward left, forward right turning 1/2 left face under joined hands to end at man’s right side,
–; [man catches woman with right hand on woman’s left shoulder blade at end of step to check her
movement] check back left, recover right, forward left turning 1/2 right face under joined hands to end
facing man in fan position, –;
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#

Adv anced Alemana
QQS; QQS;

adv alemana
Advanced Alemana
FWD, REC, SD TRN, –; BHD TRN, SD, CL, –;
(BK, REC, SD TRN, –; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, FWD TRN FC, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, turning 1/8 right face small side left, –; cross right in back of left turning right
face, side left completing 3/8 right face turn, close right, –;
W: Back right, recover left, small side right commence right face swivel, –; continue right face turn under
joined lead hands forward left, continue right face turn forward right, continue turn forward left to face
partner, –;
Starts and ends open facing position lead hands joined. Man will make 1/2 turn to right over entire figure
and w ill end facing opposite direction from starting direction. Woman has 1 1/2 turn to right over entire
figure. Steps 1., 2 and 3 of second measure for the woman are forw ard walking steps.

#

Adv anced Hip Twist
adv hip twst
Advanced Hip T wist
QQS;
FWD, REC, BK, –; (SWVL BK, REC SWVL, FWD SWVL, –;)
M: Forward left on ball of foot with pressure into floor and slight body turn to right, recover right, back left
almost in back of right with push action but do not allow weight to drop back, –;
W: On weighted foot swivel 1I2 right face back right, recover left swivel 1/2 left face, forward right outside
partner swivel 1/4 right face, –;
Starts in closed position, ends with woman facing across in front of man. The w oman swivels right face on
the right foot, w hile the shoulders are held as square to the man as possible, creating a strong twist of the
hip to the right.

#

Adv anced Sliding Door
QQS; QQS;

#

Ballerina Wheel
QQS; QQS;

adv sldg dr
Advanced Sliding Door
FWD, REC, XIB, –; LUN LINE, REC, CL, –;
(BK TRN, REC TRN, FWD, –; SD LUN LINE, REC, BK, –;)
M: Forward left on ball of foot pressure into floor and body turn to right, recover right, cross left behind right
turning 1/4 left face, –; slide right foot to side into a point with body turn to left no weight change, recover
upright no weight change, close right turning right face, –;
W: Back right but keep pressure into floor with ball of foot as the body turns to right, recover left with slight
body turn to left, forward and across in line with the supporting foot right, –; side left with body stretch to left
in lunge line, recover right, back and across in line with the supporting foot left, –;
Shadow position throughout with left hands joined and man’s right hand on woman’s right shoulder blade,
w oman’s right hand extended to side. Strong flex in left knee during lunge line. Body rotation happens after
foot moves to side.
ballerina whl
Ballerina Wheel
FWD, FWD, FWD, –; FWD, FWD, FWD, –;
(LAST STEP OF PREVIOUS FIG STP; –, –, –, –; –, –, –, –;)
M: Forward left, right, left, –; forward right, left, right, –;
W: With weight on left raise right about knee high with foot about 6” in front of left knee with toe pointed
down and keen of right leg upward diagonally to right from toe and holding position as man walks woman
around in circle;;
Varsouvienne or shadow skates positions throughout, up to 1 full turn to right over entire 2 measures.

## Circular Hip Twist
QQS; QQS; QQS;

circular hip twst
Circular Hip T wist
FWD, REC, XIB, –; SD & BK TRNG, XIB TRNG, SD & BK TRNG, –;
XIB TRNG, SD & BK TRNG, CL, –;
(SWVL BK TRN, REC TRN, FWD TRN, –;
SWVL FWD TRN, SWVL FWD TRN, SWVL FWD TRN, –;
SWVL FWD, SWVL FWD, SWVL FWD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, cross left in back of right, –; side and back right making 1/8 left face turn lead
woman to swivel left face, cross left in back of right turning and backing left face lead woman to swivel left
face, side and back right turning left face lead woman to swivel left face, –; cross left in back of right turning
left face lead woman to swivel right face, side and back right turning left face lead woman to swivel left
face, close left, –;
W: Swivel on left step back right turning 1/2 right face, recover left start left face turn, forward right outside
partner completing 5/8 left face turn, –; swivel 1/2 right face step forward left, swivel 1/2 left face step
forward right, swivel 1/8 right face step forward left, –; swivel 1/2 left face step forward right, swivel 1/8 right
face step forward left, swivel 1/2 left face step forward right to face, –;
Standard figure begins and ends in closed position. Couple usually rotates 1 full turn to the left.
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#

Continuous Natural Top
QQS; QQS; QQS;

cont nat top
Continuous Natural T op
BHD, SD, BHD, –; SD, BHD, SD, –; BHD, SD, CL, –;
(SD, FWD, SD, –; FWD TRN, FWD, FWD, –; FWD, FWD TRN, SD, –;)
M: Cross right in back of left, side left, cross right in back of left, –; side left, cross right in back of left, side
left, –; cross right in back of left, side left, close right, –;
W: Side left, cross right in front of left, side left ending in closed position, –; forward right making a full left
face turn to contra banjo position, forward left, forward right, –; forward left, forward right making a full left
face turn to face partner, side left, –;
Starts and ends in closed position. Two or more revolutions to the right. Woman’s turns are underarm turns
to the left.

#

Curl
none
Curl
QQS;
FWD, REC, CL, –; (BK, REC, FWD TRN, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, close left as lead woman to turn [swivel] left face under raised left hand, –;
W: Back right, recover left, forward right start left face turn continue turn to complete 1/2 to 5/8 turn in front
of man and facing the same direction, –;
Man’s figure is a forward cucaracha. The curl should not be confused with the spiral. The cut is a ”loosely”
executed one foot turn [or action], which involves less turn than a spiral. The degree of turn will never be
more than 5/8 and the free foot w ill normally end crossed in front of the supporting foot [after completing
the curl] extended forw ard. The spiral will always involve 3/4 to 1 full turn ended with the free foot and legs
”w ound up” ankles close together. A ”spiral action” may involve less turn. The curl may be danced from fan,
open facing or the hockey stick. Each varies slightly in execution but retains the same essential
characteristics. The description is from open facing position. The curl properly belongs to the Rumba,
how ever it may be danced in the Cha Cha.

#

Dev elope [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase VI Video Tape]

## Full Rev erse Top
QQS; QQS; QQS;

full rev top
Full Reverse T op
FWD & SD TRN, SWVL TRN, FWD & SD TRN, –;
SVWL TRN, FWD & SD TRN, SWVL TRN, –; FWD & SD TRN, SVWL TRN, SD TRN, –;
(XIB TRN, TRN SD, XIB TRN, –; TRN SD, XIB TRN, TRN SD, –; XIB TRN, TRN SD, SD, –;)
M: Forward and side right turning left face, swivel on ball of left foot continue left face turn taking weight on
left to end left crossed in front of right, forward and side right turning left face, –; swivel on ball of left foot
continue left face turn taking weight on left to end left crossed in front of right, forward and side right turning
left face, swivel on ball of left foot continue left face turn taking weight on left to end left crossed in front of
right, –; forward and side right turning left face, swivel on ball of left foot continue left face turn taking
weight on left to end left crossed in front of right, side right turning left face, –;
W: Cross left in back of right with left face turn, continue turn back and side right, cross left in back of right
with left face turn, –; continue turn back and side right, cross left in back of right with left face turn, continue
turn back and side right, –; cross left in back of right with left face turn, continue turn back and side right,
side left, –;
Starts and ends in closed position. Rotates approximately 1 1/2 revolutions to left.

#

Horse and Cart
none
Horse and Cart
QQQ, –;
FWD, REC, BHD/SWVL, –; RONDE, –, –, –;
(QQQ&Q&; Q&Q&Q&Q;)
(RK BK, REC, FWD/FWD, FWD/FWD; FWD/FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD;)
M: Starting in skaters position with man’s right hand on the front of woman’s right hip bone forward left with
slight body turn right, recover right commence body turn to left, left behind right with toe turned out,
continue turn to left and swivel 3/8 to left on both feet; extend right to side without weight using a slight
ronde action, continue to turn left on left foot with left knee flexed and right leg straight and inside edge of
right toe skimming the floor making up to two revolutions”;
W: Back right with body turn to right, recover left commencing body turn to left, then take 11 small running
steps forward circling to the left around the man right/left, right/left; right/left, right/left, right/left, right;
Less revolutions may be made and w oman may take less than 11 steps as long as it is an odd number of
steps.

#

Rope Spin
QQS; QQS;
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rope spn
Rope Spin
SD, REC, CL, –; SD, REC, CL, –;
(LAST STP PREVIOUS FIG SPRL; FWD, FWD, FWD, –, FWD, FWD, FWD & SD, –;)
M: Push side left, recover right, close left, –; push side right, recover left, close right, –;
W: On last step of previous figure spiral right face on left to end to man’s right side forward right, left, right,
–; forward left, forward right, forward and side left around man clockwise to end facing man, –;
Starts w ith w oman to man’s right side and lead hands joined. Ends facing partner with lead hands joined.
In order to make the spiral easier for the woman, the man should sway to right, look at woman and bring
left hand across in front of forehead so that the joined hands are near the woman’s head. This will enable
her to spiral w ithout being pulled off balance. Straighten out the sway as she circles around.
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#

Same Foot Lunge
same ft lun
Same Foot Lunge
1 Step
FWD (BK)
M: Side and slightly forward right looking right.
W: Back right well under body turning body to left and looking well to left.
Timing and exits w ill vary. Man and woman’s right knees should be well flexed in lunge. Keep hips up and
tow ard partner. Closed position figure except to start woman w ill be slightly turned to right.

#

Three Alemanas
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

#

Three Threes
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

#

Turkish Towel
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

3 alemanas
T hree Alemanas
FWD, REC, CL, –;BK, REC, CL, –;SD, REC, CL, –;BK, REC, CL, –;
(CL, FWD, FWD TRN, –; TRN FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN, –;
TRN FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, close left, –; back right, recover left, close right, –; side left, recover right,
close left, –; back right, recover left, close right, –;
W: Close right, forward left, forward right starting a right face turn, –; continue right face turn forward left,
forward right, forward left, – [completing 1 3/4 right face turn]; starting a sharp left face turn forward right,
forward left, forward right, – [completing 3/4 left face turn]; starting a sharp right face turn forward left,
forward right, forward left, – [completing 1 full turn];
May also start in an open facing position, then woman’s first step is back. Man’s figure is basically a
forw ard and back cucaracha, a side cucaracha; and a back cucaracha. For the woman: steps 1-6 are
basically the same as 1-6 of an Alemana overturned an extra 1/2 to the right, steps 7-9 are an underarm
turn to the left, steps 10-12 are the same as 4-6 of an Alemana turn to the right.
3 threes
T hree T hrees
FWD, REC, CL, –; BK, REC, CL, –; FWD, REC, CL, –; BK, REC, FWD, –;
(BK, FWD, FWD SWVL, –; STP, STP, STP SPN, –; SD & BK, REC, FWD SWVL, –;
FWD SVWL, FWD SWVL, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, close left, –; back right, recover left, close right, –; side and forward left,
recover right, close left, –; back right, recover left, forward right, –;
W: Back right, forward left, forward right swivel right face 1/2, –; in place left, in place right, in place left spin
left face 1 full turn, –; side and back right, recover left, forward right swivel 1/2 right face, –; forward left
swivel 1/2 right face, forward right swivel 1/2 right face, forward left, –;
Lead w oman forw ard in step 2 to turn to right on step 3 releasing left hand, place both hands on woman’s
shoulders. On step 6 release hands from w oman’s shoulders for spin. Replace hands on w oman’s
shoulders on step 7 and on step 8 release both hands. Starts and ends in open facing position. Woman’s
first step of first measure could be ”close right”.
none
T urkish T owel
FWD, REC, SD, –;BK, REC, SD, –;BK, REC, SD, –;BK, REC, SD, –;
(BK, REC, SD & FWD, –; XIF TRN, FWD TRN, FWD, –; FWD, REC, SD, –;
FWD, REC, SD, –;)
M: Forward left, recover right, side left, –; back right, recover left, side right to end Varsouvienne position
with man in front of woman to her right side, –; check back left, recover right, side left now to woman’s left
side, –; check back right, recover left, side right now to woman’s right side, –;
W: Back right, recover left, side and forward right, –; cross left in front of right turning right face under
joined right hands, forward right continuing turn, forward left around man to end in back of and to his left
side joining left hands, –; check forward right, recover left, side right to man’s right side, –; check forward
left, recover right, side left to man’s left side, –;
Last 2 measures may be repeated. Starts in open facing position right hands are kept joined, left hands are
joined at end of second measure and kept joined thereafter. As woman does the underarm turn the joined
hands w ill come over her head then down between partners and back up to shoulder height. Joined hands
may remain at a comfortable height also. On the back checking steps for man the body turn is right when
using left and to the left when using right foot. On the forward checking steps for woman the body turn is
right w hen using the right foot and left when using left foot. Head is turned to look at partner on checking
steps.
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SAMBA
[T iming is usually written 2/4, but can be written 4/4] Samba is danced using a Latin hold. T he dance travels –
not the dancer. T he body does most of the movement not the feet due to the quickness of the rhythm. Several
rhythm counts are used in Samba: S,aS; {1,a2;}; S,S; {1,2;}; S,QQQQQQ; {1,2a,3a,4a;}; Sa,Sa,Sa,S;
{1a,2a,3a,4;}; S,QQ; {1,2,a;}; QQ,S; {1,a,2;}; S,S,QQ,S; {1,2,3a,4;}. T he steps are taken on the balls of the feet
with a momentary ball flat. T he Samba bounce actions occur on the last /14 beat of the preceding bar or figure
and counted as an ”a”.

SAMBA – PHASE IV
#

Basic Forward and Back
bas fwd & bk
Full Basic
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD/CL, STP, BK/CL, STP; (BK/CL, STP, FWD/CL, STP;)
M: Forward left/close right, in place left, back right/close left, in place right;
W: Back right/close left, in place right, forward left/close right, in place left;
Usually done in closed position.

#

Box
none
Box
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD/SD, CL, BK/SD, CL; (BK/SD, CL, FWD/SD, CL;)
M: Forward left/side right on inside edge of ball of foot, close left, back right/side left on inside edge of ball
of foot, close right;
W: Back right/side left on inside edge of ball of foot, close right, forward left/side right on inside edge of ball
of foot, close left;
Closed position throughout. Man has slight sway to left on steps 2 and 3 and to right on steps 5 and 6.
Woman has slight sway to right on steps 2 and 3 and to left on steps 4 and 6.

#

Copas [Copacabanas]
1a,2,3a,4; Repeat;

#

Lazy Samba Turns
lazy SB trns
Lazy Samba T urns
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD TRN/SD, CL, BK TRN/SD, CL; (BK TRN/SD, CL, FWD TRN/SD, CL;)
M: Forward left turning 1/8 left face/close right, in place left, back right turning 1/8 left face/close left, in
place right;
W: Back right turning 1/8 left face/close left, in place right, forward turning 1/8 left face/close right, in place
left;
Closed position throughout. [Forw ard and Back Basics turning.]

#

Left Turns
L trns
Left T urns
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD TRN/SD, CL, BK TRN/SD CL; (BK, TRN/SD, CL, FWD TRN/SD, CL;)
M: Forward left turning 1/4 left face/side right on inside edge of ball of foot, close left, back right turning 1/4
left face/side left on inside edge of ball of foot, close right;
W: Back right turning 1/4 left face/side left on inside edge of ball of foot, close right, forward left turning 1/4
left face/side right on inside edge of ball of foot, close left;
Closed position throughout. Man has slight sway to left on steps 2 and 3 and to right on steps 5 and 6.
Woman has slight sway to right on steps 2 and 3 and to left on steps 4 and 6.
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none
Copas
FWD TRN/BK, PULL BK, FWD TRN/BK, PULL BK;
(FWD TRN/BK, PULL BK, FWD TRN/BK, PULL BK;)
Same as 4 Samba Walks, the first one in open position or left open position, the second one with back to
partner moving apart, the third one in left open position or open position, the fourth one facing partner
coming together. No hands joined.
Makes a square.
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Marchessi
1a,2a,3a,4a; 1a,2a,3a,4a;

none
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Marchessi

HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC, TOE BK/REC IN PLC, HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC,
HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC; TOE BK/REC IN PLC, HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC,
TOE BK/REC IN PLC, TOE BK/REC IN PLC;
(TOE BK/REC IN PLC, HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC, TOE BK/REC IN PLC,
TOE BK/REC IN PLC; HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC, TOE BK/REC IN PLC,
HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC, HEEL FWD/REC IN PLC;)
M: Press left heel forward shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from floor/recover to right in
place, press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from floor/recover to right in
place, press left heel forward shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from floor/recover to right
in place, press left heel forward shifting weight forward to cause right foot to slightly release from
floor/recover to right in place; press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release from
floor/recover to right in place, press left heel forward shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release
from floor/recover to right in place, press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release
off floor/recover to right in place, press left toe back shifting weight to cause right foot to slightly release
from floor/recover to right in place;
W: Press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place;
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right toe back shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release off floor/recover to left in place,
press right heel forward shifting weight to cause left foot to slightly release from floor/recover to left in
place;
The action is one of shifting weight but maintaining balance over right foot, do not rock upper body back
and forth. Danced in closed position, man’s left and woman’s right hands joined below waist level with
man’s palm up and w oman’s palm dow n. As man’s left and woman’s right foot go forw ard or back the
joined hands w ill move in the same direction or back about 6 to 8 inches.
#

Rev erse Turn
rev trn
Reverse T urn
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD TRN/SD, XIF, BK TRN/SD, CL; (BK TRN/SD, CL, FWD TRN/SD, XIF;)
M: Forward left turning left face/side right, cross left in front of right continue turning, back right continue
turning/side left, close right;
W: Back right turning left face/side left, close right, forward left continue turning/side right, cross left in front
of right continue turning;
Usually 1 full turn. Similar to Viennese waltz turns. Sway left on steps 2 & 3 and to right on steps 5 & 6.

## Samba Runs
SB runs
Samba Runs
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD & TRN, FWD; (THRU, –, FWD, FWD;)
M: Forward right looking over right shoulder, –, forward left turning right face in front of woman, forward
right to half open;
W: T hru left looking over left shoulder, –, forward right between man’s feet turning head toward partner,
forward left to half open;
Any number may be done,
#

Samba Walks
SB wlks
Samba Walks
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD/BK, PULL BK, FWD/BK, PULL BK; (FWD/BK, PULL BK, FWD/BK, PULL BK;)
M: Forward left/place right back on inside edge of toe, pull left back toward right about 3 inches flat foot,
forward right/place left back on inside edge of toe, pull right back toward left about 3 inches flat foot;
W: Forward right/place left back on inside edge of toe, pull right back toward left about 3 inches flat foot,
forward left/place right back on inside edge of toe, pull left back toward right about 3 inches flat foot;
May be done in semi-closed, half open or open positions. When moving forward on steps 1 & 4 use slight
pelvic tilt forward bringing back knee toward forward knee. When moving back on steps 2 & 5 use slight
pelvic tilt back. No tilt on steps 3 & 6.

#

Side Samba Walk
sd SB wlk
Side Samba Walk
1a,2,
FWD/SD, PULL SD, (FWD/SD, PULL SD,)
M: Forward right/side left on inside edge of toe, pull right side toward left about 3 inches flat foot,
W: Forward left/side right on inside edge of toe, pull left side toward right about 3 inches flat foot,
Usually done in semi-closed position. Step 1 use pelvic tilt forw ard bring back knee toward forward knee.
Step 2 use pelvic tilt backward and sideward. No tilt on step 3. May end in specified facing position.
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## Stationary Walks
sta wlks
Stationary Walks
1a,2,
CL/BK, DRAW, (CL/BK, DRAW,)
M: Close left to right slightly forward/back right, draw left slightly towards right,
W: Close right to left slightly forward/back left, draw right slightly towards left,
May start w ith either foot. Any number may be done. Partners are facing with lead hands joined w ith
pressure. Free hands are extended out to the side.
#

Trav eling Back Locks
1a,2,3a,4; 1a,2,3a,4;

#

Trav eling Locks
1a,2,3a,4; 1a,2,3a,4;

#

Volta
1a,2a,3a,4;

#

Circular Volta
none
Circular Volta
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF;
A Volta turning left or right making up to 1 full turn in 7 steps with the ball of the front or crossing foot
drawing a small circle. May be done in various positions. Not a solo movement.

#

Criss Cross Volta
criss X volta
Criss Cross Volta
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF TRN/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF;
A Volta curving 1/4 to left or right changing sides by taking woman under joined lead hands or trailing
hands with man crossing behind woman. Partners start with opposite foot lead.

#

Curv ing Volta
crvg volta
Curving Volta
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF;
A Volta curving to the right or left making up to 1/4 turn over the 7 steps.

#

Maypole
none
Maypole
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF TRN/SD & BK, XIF TRN/SD & BK, XIF TRN/SD & BK, XIF TRN;
T he woman does a spot volta under joined hands one direction while the man does a circular volta the
other direction around the woman.

#

Spot Volta
spt volta
Spot Volta
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF TRN/IN PLC, XIF TRN/IN PLC, XIF TRN/IN PLC, XIF TRN;
A Volta turning left or right making up to 2 complete turns in 7 steps with the ball of the front or crossing
foot remaining on one spot. This is a solo turning movement.
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trav bk lks
T raveling Back Locks
BK TRN/BK, LK IF, BK TRN/BK, LK IF; REPEAT;
(BK TRN/BK, LK IF, BK TRN/BK, LK IF; REPEAT;)
M: T urning right face back left/back right, lock left in front of right, back right turning left face/back left, lock
right in front of left; repeat;
W: T urning left face back right/back left, lock right in front of left, back left turning right face/back right, lock
left in front of right; repeat;
Start man facing diagonal wall, woman facing diagonal center, man’s left hand and woman’s right hand
joined, end in same position by turning 1/4 left face for man and 1/4 right face for woman on last step. Man
makes 1/2 right face turn on step 1 and 1/4 left face turn on step 4. Woman makes 1/2 left turn on step 1
and 1/4 right turn on step 4. Locking steps are Latin Crosses.
trav lks
T raveling Locks
FWD TRN/LK BK, FWD, FWD TRN/LK BK, FWD; REPEAT;
(FWD TRN/LK BK, FWD, FWD TRN/LK BK, FWD; REPEAT;)
M: Forward right turn right face/lock left in back of right, forward right, forward left turn left face/lock right in
back of left, forward left; repeat;
W: Forward left turn left face/lock right in back of left, forward left, forward right turn right face/lock left in
back of right, forward right; repeat;
Start and end in left open position facing diagonal toward partner and line of dance. Locking steps are Latin
Crosses. Man makes 1/4 turn to right on step 1 and 1/4 turn to left on step 4. Woman makes 1/4 turn to left
on step 1 and 1/4 turn to right on step 4.
none
Volta
XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF;
(XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF;)
M: Cross left in front of right/side and slightly back right inside edge of toe, cross left in front of right/side
and slightly back right inside edge of toe, cross left in front of right/side and slightly back right inside edge
of toe, cross left in front of right;
W: Cross right in front of left/side and slightly back left inside edge of toe, cross right in front of left/side and
slightly back left inside edge of toe, cross right in front of left/side and slightly back left inside edge of toe,
cross right in front of left;
May start w ith either foot free for either partner. When turning to left start with left foot. When turning to
right start w ith right foot. When there is no turn, travel to left starting w ith right foot, travel to right starting
w ith left foot. All crossing steps are Latin Crosses. When hands are joined usually man’s left and woman’s
right.
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#

Trav eling Volta
trav volta
T raveling Volta
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF;
A Volta starting with the left foot traveling to the right or starting with the right foot traveling to the left. No
turn. Not a solo movement.

#

Turning Trav eling Volta
trng trav volta
T urning T raveling Volta
1a,2a,3a,4;
XIF/SD & BK, XIF/SD & BK, XIF SD & BK, XIF;
A T raveling Volta starting with the left foot turning 1/2 to left on first step then traveling to the right or
starting with the right foot turning 1/2 to right on first step then traveling to the left. Not a solo movement.

#

Whisks
wsk L & R
Whisk Left and Right
1a,2,3a,4;
SD/XIB, REC, SD/XIB, REC; (SD/XIB, REC, SD/XIB, REC;)
M: Side left/cross right in back of left, recover in place left, side right/cross in back of right, recover in place
right;
W: Side right/cross left in back of right, recover in place right, side left/cross right in back of left, recover
left;
Usually done in closed position or butterfly position.
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SAMBA – PHASE V
#

Bota Fogo
none
Bota Fogo
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD/SD TRN, REC, FWD/SD TRN, REC; (BK/SD TRN, REC, BK/SD TRN, REC;)
M: Forward left/side right on inside edge of toe, recover left, forward right/side left on inside edge of toe,
recover right;
W: Back right/side left on inside edge of toe, recover right, back left/side right on inside edge of toe,
recover left;
May start in closed position. Slight progression throughout. May also be done with crossing action on
forw ard steps. Depending upon position partners may cross in front or in back of supporting foot.

#

Bota Fogo to Semi-Closed & Rev erse Semi-Closed
none
Bota Fogo to Semi & Reverse Semi
1a,2,3a,4; 1a,2,
FWD/SD TRN, REC SCP, THRU/SD TRN, REC RSCP; THRU/SD TRN, REC SCP,
(BK/SD TRN, REC SCP, THRU/SD TRN, REC RSCP; THRU/SD TRN, REC SCP,)
M: Forward left/side right on inside edge of toe turning left face, recover left in semi-closed position, thru
right/side left on inside edge of toe turning right face, recover right in reverse semi-closed position; thru
left/side right on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 left face, recover right in reverse semi-closed position,
W: Back right/side left on inside edge of toe turning 1/8 right face, recover right in semi-closed position,
thru left/side right on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 left face, recover left in reverse semi-closed position;
thru right/side left on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 right face, recover right in semi-closed position,
Starts in closed position. Steps 4 thru 9 may be repeated. May start in semi-closed position beginning with
step 4 or in reverse semi-closed position beginning with step 7 by crossing thru and turning to semi-closed
position.

#

Contra Bota Fogo
none
Contra Bota Fogo
1a,2,3a,4;
FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC SCAR, FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC BJO;
MW: Forward right outside partner/side and back left on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 right face, move
right slightly toward left to contra sidecar position, forward left outside partner/side and back right on inside
edge of toe turning 1/4 left face, move left slightly toward right to contra banjo position;
May be danced w ith closed position hold or in butterfly position.

#

Corta Jaca
none
Corta Jaca
1,2&,3&,4&;
FWD, HEEL/STP, TOE/STP, HEEL/STP; (BK, TOE/STP, HEEL/STP, TOE/STP;)
M: Forward right heel flat, forward and side left on heel/slide right sideward to left with flat foot, back and
side left on toe/slide right sideward to left with flat foot, forward and side left on heel/slide right sideward to
left with flat foot;
W: Back left, back and side right on toe/slide left sideward to right with flat foot, forward and side right on
heel/slide left sideward to right with flat foot, back and side right on toe/slide left sideward to right with flat
foot;
Closed position throughout, no bounce. The figure may be repeated by man doing woman’s footwork and
w oman doing man’s.

#

Natural Roll
1,2&,3,4&;
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nat roll
Natural Roll
FWD TRN, SD TRN/CL, BK TRN, SD TRN/CL;
(BK TRN, SD TRN/CL, FWD TRN, SD TRN/CL;)
M: Forward right leaning back and turning right face, side left leaning right and turning right face/close right,
back left leaning forward and turning right face, side right leaning left and turning right face/close left;
W: Back left leaning forward and turning right face, side right leaning left and turning right face/close left,
forward right leaning back and turning right face, side left leaning right and turning right face/close right;
Closed position throughout. Lean is slight with a rolling action. Makes up to a full turn to the right. No
bounce.
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#

Plait
1,2,3&,4; 1,2,3&,4;

#

Rev erse Barrel Roll
1,2&,3,4&;

#

Shadow Bota Fogos
1a,2,3a,4;

#

Trav eling Bota Fogos
1a,2,3a,4; 1a,2,3a,4;

SB
V

none
Plait
BK, BK, BK/BK, BK; BK, BK, BK/BK, BK;
(SVWL FWD, SWVL FWD, SWVL FWD/SWVL FWD, SVWL FWD;
SWVL FWD, SWVL FWD, SWVL FWD/SVWL FWD, SWVL FWD;)
M: Back right, back left, back right/back left, back right; back left, back right, back left/back right, back left;
W: Swiveling on right 1/8 left face forward left, swiveling on left 1/4 right face forward right, swiveling on
right 1/4 left face forward left/swiveling on left 1/4 right face forward right, swiveling on right 1/4 left face
forward left; swiveling on left 1/4 right face forward right, swiveling on right 1/4 left face forward left,
swiveling on left 1/4 right face forward right/swiveling on right 1/4 left face forward left, swiveling on left 1/4
right face forward right;
Closed position throughout. No bounce. Man’s footwork is ball flat, woman’s is ball of foot only. Woman’s
moving foot should pass the supporting swiveling foot on each step.
rev barrel roll
Reverse Barrel Roll
FWD TRN, SD & BK TRN/XIF, BK TRN, SD TRN/CL;
(BK TRN, SD TRN/CL, FWD TRN, SD & BK TRN/XIF;)
M: Forward left turning left face and rolling body forward and rightward, side and back right continuing turn
and rolling body forward and leftward/cross left in front rolling body leftward, back right turning left face and
rolling body back and leftward, side left continuing turn and rolling body back and rightward/close right
rolling body rightward;
W: Back right turning left face and rolling body back and leftward, side left continuing turn and rolling body
back and rightward/close right rolling body rightward, forward left turning left face and rolling body forward
and rightward, side and back right continuing turn and rolling body forward and leftward/cross left in front
rolling body leftward;
Closed position throughout. No bounce. Makes 1 full turn to left.
shdw bota fogos
Shadow Bota Fogos
FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC, FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC;
(FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC, FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC;)
M: Forward left crossing behind woman/side and forward right on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 left face,
recover left, forward right crossing behind woman/side and forward left on inside edge of toe turning 1/4
right face, recover right;
W: Forward right crossing in front of man/side and forward left on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 right face,
recover right, forward left crossing in front of man/side and forward right on inside edge of toe turning 1/4
left face, recover left;
Starts and ends man facing diagonal line and wall, woman facing diagonal line and center, man’s left and
w oman’s right hands joined, woman slightly ahead of man. May be started man facing diagonal line and
center and w oman facing diagonal line and wall, man’s left and woman’s right hands joined, woman slightly
ahead of man. In this position start with step 4, dancing steps 4 5 6 1 2 3.
trav bota fogos
T raveling Bota Fogos
FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC, FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC;
FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC, FWD/SD & FWD TRN, REC;
(BK/SD & BK TRN, REC, BK/SD & BK TRN, REC;
BK/SD & BK TRN, REC, BK/SD & BK TRN, REC;)
M: Forward left/side and forward right on inside edge of toe turning 1/8 left face, recover left, forward right
outside partner/side and forward left on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 right face, recover right; forward left
outside partner/side and forward right on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 left face, recover left, forward right
outside partner/side and forward left on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 right face, recover right;
W: Back right/side and back left on inside edge of toe turning 1/8 left face, recover right, back left outside
partner/side and back right on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 right face, recover left; back right outside
partner/side and back left on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 left face, recover right, back left outside
partner/side and back right on inside edge of toe turning 1/4 right face, recover left;
Starts in closed position, step 3 is to banjo position, step 6 to sidecar position, step 9 to banjo position, step
12 to sidecar position. May be done man backing dancing the woman’s footw ork and woman going forw ard
dancing the man’s footwork [Back Traveling Bota Fogos]. May also be done in butterfly position, going
forw ard or back, or in open or left open positions with both man and woman going forw ard.
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SAMBA – PHASE VI
#

Cruzado
1,2a,3,4a; 1,2a,3,4a;

#

Rolling Off the Arm
none
Rolling Off the Arm
1a,2,3a,4;
SD/XIB, REC, SD/XIB, REC; (FWD TRN/SD, SD, FWD TRN/SD, SD;)
M: Side left/cross right in back, recover left, side right/cross left in back, recover right;
W: Forward right turning right face/side left continue turn, side right, forward left turning left face/side right
continue turn, side left;
Start in w rapped position [see Glossary]. Release man’s left and woman’s right hands on first step. Woman
has full turn to right on first 2 steps and full turn to left on steps 4 and 5. No turn for man, ends in wrapped
position. May end figure in closed position by turning woman 1 1/2 turns left face on last 3 steps to end in
front of man in closed position. Or by turning woman 1 1/4 turns left face on last 3 steps and man turning
1/4 right on last 3 steps to closed position.
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none
Cruzado
BK, XIB TRN/SD & FWD, FWD, XIF TRN/SD & BK;
BK, XIB TRN/SD & FWD, FWD, XIF TRN/SD & BK;
(FWD, XIF TRN/SD & BK, BK, XIB TRN/SD & FWD;
FWD, XIF TRN/SD & BK, BK, XIB TRN/SD & FWD;)
M: Back left, cross right in back loosely turning 1/4 left face/side and forward left, forward right outside
partner, cross left loosely in front of right turning 1/4 left face/side and back right; repeat same steps and
timing for second measure;
W: Forward right outside partner, cross left in front loosely turning 1/4 left face/side and back right, back
left, cross right in back loosely turning 1/4 left face/side and forward left; repeat same steps and timing for
second measure;
A 2 measure figure. One full turn left face over entire figure. Loose closed position to start, w oman outside
on steps 1 and 7, man outside on steps 4 and 10. Crossing steps are Latin Crosses.
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SLOW TWO STEP
[T iming is 4/4 or 6/8 with syncopation] Timing is SQQ with no rise and fall. T he second step is usually placed
behind and in line with the supporting foot.

SLOW TWO STEP – PHASE IV
## Basic
bas
Basic
SQQ; SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, REC; SD, –, XIB, REC; (SD, –; XIB, REC, SD, –, XIB, REC;)
M: Side left, –, cross right in back of left, recover left; side right, –, cross left in back of right, recover right;
W: Side right, –, cross left in back of right, recover right; side left, –; cross right in back of left, recover left;
May be done in closed or butterfly position.
## Basic Ending
bas ending
Basic Ending
SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, REC; (SD, –, XIB, REC;)
M: Side right, –, cross left in back of right, recover on right;
W: Side left, –, cross right in back of left, recover on left;
May be done in closed or butterfly position.
## Lunge Basic
lun bas
Lunge Basic
SQQ;
SD, –, REC, XIF;
M or W: Side with slight lunge action, –, recover, cross in front;
May be done in either direction starting with appropriate foot.
## Open Basic
op bas
Open Basic
SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, REC;
M or W: Step side and open body either half open or left half open position, –, cross free foot behind
weighted foot, recover,
Starts facing partner, ends either facing partner or in half open or left half open facing position.
Rev erse Underarm Turn
rev undrm trn
Reverse Underarm T urn
SQQ;
SD, –, XIF, REC; (SD TRN, –, FWD TRN, REC TRN;)
M: Side right to join lead hands palm–to–palm, –, cross left in front of right, recover right;
W: Side left commencing left face turn under joined lead hands, –, cross right over left to line of
progression turning left face 1/2, recover forward on left continuing turn to face partner;
## Side Basic
sd bas
Side Basic
SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, REC; (SD, –, XIB, REC;)
M: Side left, –, cross right in back of left, recover right;
W: Side right, –, cross left in back of right, recover right;
May be done in closed or butterfly position.
## Trav eling Chasses
trav chasses
T raveling Chasses
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, CL; FWD TRN, –, SD, CL; (BK TRN, –, SD, CL; BK TRN, –, SD, CL;)
M: Forward left turning left face diagonal across line of progression with right shoulder lead both hands
joined going down and in to hip level, –, side right diagonal line of progression, close left to right; forward
right turning right face diagonal across line of progression with left shoulder lead, –, side left diagonal tine
of progression, close right to left;
W: Back right turning left face diagonal across line of progression with left shoulder lead both hands joined
going down and in to hip level, –, side left diagonal line of progression, close right to left; back left turning
right face diagonal to line of progression with right shoulder lead, –, side right diagonal to line of
progression, close left to right;
## Underarm Turn
undrm trn
Underarm T urn
SQQ;
SD, –, XIB, REC; (SD TRN, –, FWD TRN, REC TRN;)
M: Side left to join lead hands palm–to–palm, –, cross right in back of left, recover left;
W: Side right commencing to turn right face under joined lead hands, –, cross left over right to line of
progression turning right face 1/2, recover forward on right continuing turn to face partner.
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SLOW TWO STEP – PHASE V
## Inside Roll
insd roll
A Left Face underarm turn executed by the woman.

Inside Roll

## Left Turn with Inside Roll
L trn w/insd roll
Left T urn with Inside Roll
SQQ;
FWD, –, SD, XIF; (BK TRN, –, SD TRN UNDR, SD FC;)
M: Forward left commence 1/4 left face turn, –, side right, cross left in front of right to face partner,
W: Back right commence 1/4 left face turn, –, side left turning left face under lead hands, continue turning
left face side right to face partner,
Usually begins in closed position facing line of progression and preceded by a figure modified to pick the
w oman up on the last step to begin left turn.
## Outside Roll
outsd roll
A Right Face underarm turn executed by the woman.

Outside Roll

## Right Turn with Outside Roll R trn w/outsd roll
Right T urn with Outside Roll
SQQ;
SD & BK, –, SD & BK, XIF; (FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD FC;)
M: Crossing front of woman side and back left end facing reverse line of progression, –, side and back right
almost crossing in back turning 1/4 right face leading woman under joined lead hands, cross left in front of
right to face partner;
W: Forward right commence right face twirl under lead hands, –, forward left, forward and side right to face
partner;
## Sweetheart Runs
swhrt runs
Sweetheart Runs
SQQ;
FWD, –, FWD, FWD; (FWD, –, FWD, FWD;)
M: In wrapped position facing line of dance forward right, –, forward left, forward right;
W: In wrapped position facing line of dance forward right, –, forward left, forward right;
May start w ith either foot.
## Switch[es]
SQQ; SQQ;

swchs
Switch(es)
FWD & SD XIF OF W, –, BK & SD, FWD; FWD, –, FWD, FWD;
(FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD & SD XIF OF M, –, BK & SD, FWD;)
M: Cross in front of woman side left to half open position, –, forward right, forward left; forward right, –,
forward left, forward right;
W: Forward right, –, forward left, forward right; cross in front of man side left to half open position, –,
forward right, forward left;
Starts in half open position.

## Trav eling Cross Chasses
trav X chasses
T raveling Cross Chasses
SQQ; SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIF; FWD TRN, –, SD, XIF; (BK TRN, –, SD, XIF; BK TRN, –, SD, XIF;)
M: Step side and forward turning left diagonal line and center with left foot blend to right shoulder lead with
both hands joined going down and in to hip level, –, side and forward right diagonal line and wall, cross left
in front of right; side and forward right turning right diagonal line and wall blend to left shoulder lead, –, side
left diagonal line and center, cross right in front of left;
W: Back and side right blend to left shoulder lead with both hands joined going down and in to hip level, –,
back and side left diagonal line and wall, cross right in front of left; back and side left blend to right shoulder
lead, –, back and side right diagonal line and center, cross left in front of right;
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SLOW TWO STEP – PHASE VI
## Triple Trav eler
SQQ; SQQ; SQQ;

trpl traveler
T riple T raveler
FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD SPRL, –, FWD, FWD; FWD, –, SD, XIF;
(BK TRN, –, SD TRN, FWD TRN; FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD TRN, –
, SD TRN, SD TRN TO FC;)
M: Forward left raise lead hands to start woman into left face turn, –, forward right, forward left; forward
right spiral left face under joined hands, –, forward left, forward right; forward left bring joined hands down
and back in a continuous circular motion to lead woman into a right turn, –, forward and side right to face
partner, cross left in front of right;
W: Back right turn 1/4 left, –, continue turn side and forward left turning 1/2 under joined lead hands, side
and forward right continue turn to face line of dance and/or progression; forward left, –, right, left; forward
right commence right turn, –, side left continue right turn under lead hands, forward right to face partner;
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TANGO
Usually starts man facing line of progression unless otherwise noted. [Timing is 4/4] Figures are sometimes
written in 1 1/2 measures using 3 patterns of timing: {SS;} {QQS;} {QQQQ;}. All forward steps are heel leads,
side steps are inside edge of foot and closing steps are flat whole foot. Foot placement in closed position is
slightly different than other rhythms. The right foot is placed a few inches back so that the right toe is level with
the left instep; this will help to hold the knees in a slightly flexed but very firm position. Each foot is picked up and
placed deliberately. T he hold is very compact with the woman further into the man’s right side. In T ango, we
have somewhat of a wider base because the weight is between the feet. We do not let our bodies go outside of
our feet; therefore, there is no flight and no swing, but there is turn. Without flight and swing we cannot have
sway, rise or fall. A wider base, compact hold, action of the legs and feet all contribute in achieving a different
quality and character for dancing Tango.

TANGO – PHASE III
#

Corte
none
Corte
S
BK & SD, –, (FWD & SD, –,)
M: Usually in closed position step back and side on left using lowering action with supporting leg relaxed, –
,
W: Usually in closed position step forward on right using lowering action with supporting leg relaxed, –,

## Criss Cross
SS; QQS;

Criss X
Criss Cross
SD & FWD, –, THRU SWVL, –; THRU, SD, DRAW, –;
(SD & FWD, –, THRU SWVL, –; THRU, SD, DRAW, –;)
M: Side and forward left to loose semi-closed position, –, thru right swivel to reverse semi-closed, –, thru
left, side right to closed position, draw left to right, –;
W: Side and forward right to loose semi-closed position, –, thru left swivel to reverse semi-closed position,
–; thru right, side left, draw right to left, –;
Starts in semi-closed position and ends in closed position.

#

Gaucho Turn
gcho trn
Gaucho T urn [# of steps]
QQ,
RK FWD TRN, REC BK TRN, (RK BK TRN, REC FWD TRN,)
M: Usually in closed position rock forward left, recover back right with a 1/4 left turn,
W: Usually in closed position rock back right, recover forward left with a 1/4 left turn,
The figure most often continues to turn a full revolution utilizing an even number of beats and steps. Timing
may vary according to musical interpretation.

#

Serpiente
QQQQ; QQQQ;

#

Side Corte
sd corte
Side Corte
S,
SD CORTE, –, (SD CORTE, –,)
M: Step side left flexing supporting knee and turning to reverse semi-closed position leaving other leg
extended with toe pointing to floor, –,
W: Step side right flexing supporting knee and turning to reverse semi-closed position leaving other leg
extended with toe pointing to floor, –,

#

Tango Draw
T G draw
T ango Draw
QQS;
FWD, FWD & SD, DRAW, –; (BK, BK & SD, DRAW, –;)
M: Forward left, forward and side right, draw left to right with no weight, –;
W: Back right, back and side left, draw right to left with no weight, –;
Usually in closed position. Draw occurs over last 2 beats [counts] of the measure. May make up to 1/4 left
face turn on count 1.
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serp
Serpiente
SD, BHD, FAN, BHD; SD, THRU, FAN, THRU;
(SD, BHD, FAN, BHD; SD, THRU, FAN, THRU;)
M: In facing position side left, behind right, fan left counter–clockwise, behind left; side right, thru left, fan
right counter–clockwise, thru right to original line of direction;
W: In facing position side right, behind left, fan right clockwise, behind right; side left, thru right, fan left
clockwise, thru left to original line of direction;
Timing may vary. Final thru step may be part of following measure or figure.
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Telemark to Semi-Closed [Moved to Phase IV–on Phase III Video Tape]

## Walk
wlk
Walk [# of steps]
SS;
FWD, –, FWD, –; (BK, –, BK, –;)
M: Forward left slightly across the right, –, forward right slightly to the side, –;
W: Back right slightly behind the left, –, back left slightly to the side, –;
Figure may curve slightly.
#

Whisk
wsk
Whisk
QQS;
FWD, FWD & SD, XIB, –; (BK, BK & SD, XIB, –;)
M: In closed or banjo position forward left to closed position, forward and side right, cross left in back of
right ending in tight semi-closed position, –;
W: In closed or banjo position back right to closed position, back and side left, cross right in back of left
ending in a tight semi-closed position, –;
Do not cross feet tightly, have 5 to 6 inches between feet for balance. No rises, the tango whisk is flat. May
make up to a 1/4 left face turn on count 1.
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TANGO – PHASE IV
#

Adv ance Corte
adv corte
Advance Corte
QQS;
BACK, DRAW, THRU, –; (FWD, DRAW, THRU, –;)
M: Back and side left with lowering action and supporting leg relaxed, draw right to left turning to semiclosed position, step thru right, –;
W: Forward right, draw left to right to semi-closed position, step thru left, –;

** Argentine Basic
#

Dev elope [no swiv el]
none
Develope
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
SQQ;
FWD CK, –, –, –; (BK, –, DEVELOPE, –;)
M: Forward left outside partner checking, –, –, –;
W: Back right, –, bring left foot up right leg to outside of right knee, extend left foot forward;
Figure is executed on ball of foot with body stretched upward on develope but knee remains flexed. May be
executed from any position, with either foot and by either or both partners, with or without the swivel.

** Doble Cruz
## Leg Crawl
none
Leg Crawl
S&,
REC, –, BK, (REC & LIFT LEG, –, LOWER LEG & SM FWD,)
M: Recover left keeping right leg extended side, –, small back right in closed position,
W: Recover right and lift leg up along man’s outer thigh with toe pointed to floor, –, bring leg down and
small forward left,
Generally commences from the right lunge. Other timings are possible. Begins in closed position with
man’s left and w oman’s right foot free.
#

Open Rev erse Turn Closed Finish
op rev trn cl fin
Open Reverse T urn Closed Finish
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
QQS; QQS;
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, BK, –; BK TRN, SD & FWD, CL, –;
(BK TRN, SD, FWD, –; FWD TRN, SD & BK, CL, –;)
M: Forward left turning left face, forward right continuing turn, back left in contra banjo position reverse line
of progression, –; back right turning left face, side and forward left, close right near left in closed position, –;
W: Back right turning left face, side left, forward right outside partner in contra banjo position, –; forward left
turning left face, side and back right, close left near right to closed position, –;
Starts in closed position, step 3 goes to contra banjo position, step 4 to closed position. Ends in closed
position. Makes a 3/4 turn to the left.

#

Outside Swiv el
outsd swvl
Outside Swivel
QQS;
BK, XIF [NO WGT], HOLD, HOLD; (FWD, SVWL, [NO WGT], HOLD, HOLD;)
M: In banjo position back on left, cross right in front of left with no weight, –;
W: In banjo position forward on right, swivel right face on ball of left foot, ending in semi-closed position, –;

## Ov ersway
none
Oversway
S,
SD SWAY, –, (SD SWAY, –,)
M: Side left relaxing left knee leaving right leg extended and stretching left side of body and looking in
designated direction, –,
W: Side right relaxing right knee leaving left leg extended and stretching right side looking well to left, –,
As knee is flexed there is a slight left face turn similar to a side dip or side corte. Begins in closed position
w ith man’s left and woman’s right foot free.
#
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Promenade Sway
PROM sway
Promenade Sway
SS;
SD & FWD [SCP], –, RELAX KNEE, –; (SD & FWD [SCP], –, RELAX KNEE, –;)
M: Side and forward left turning to semi-closed position look over joined lead hands, –, relax left knee, –;
W: Side and forward right turning to semi-closed position look over joined lead hands, –, relax right knee, –
;
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#

Rev erse Fallaway
rev falwy
Reverse Fallaway
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
SQQ;
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB; (BK TRN, –, SD, XIB;)
M: From closed position forward left turning left face, –, side right, cross left in back of right; from semiclosed position thru right with slight body turn to left, –, forward left turning left, recover back on right;
W: From closed position back right turning left face, –, side left, cross right in back; from semi-closed
position thru left with slight body turn to left, –, back right turning left, recover back on left;
When starting in closed position, turn is usually 1/8 to 1/4 to left. The cross in back step should be taken
w ell under the body. Ends in a tight V semi-closed position. Do not open up bodies. When starting in semiclosed position, turn is usually 3/8 to left. Always ends in semi-closed regardless of starting position.

#

Rev erse Turn Closed Finish rev trn cl fin
Reverse T urn Closed Finish
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
QQS; QQS;
FWD TRN, SD & BK, BK, –; BK TRN, SD & FWD, CL, –;
(BK TRN, HEEL TRN, FWD, –; FWD TRN, SD & BK, CL, –;)
M: Forward left turn left, side and back right continue left turn, back left in closed position, –; back right turn
left, side and forward left, close right to left in closed position, –;
W: Back right turn left, heel close left continue turn, forward right between man’s feet to closed position, –;
forward left turning left, side and back right, close left to right to closed position, –;
Closed position throughout. Makes 3/4 turn to left.

#

Rev erse Turn Open Finish
rev trn op fin
Reverse T urn Open Finish
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
QQS; QQS;
FWD TRN, SD & BK, BK, –; BK TRN, SD & FWD, FWD, –;
(BK TRN, HEEL TRN, FWD, –; FWD TRN, SD & BK, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left turning left, side and back right continue left turn, back left in closed position, –; back right
turning left, side and forward left, forward right outside partner in contra banjo position, –;
W: Back right turning left, heel close left continue turn, forward right between man’s feet to closed position,
–; forward left turning left, side and back right, back left to contra banjo position, –;
Starts in closed position. Ends in contra banjo position. Makes 3/4 turn to left.

## Right Lunge
R lun
Right Lunge
S,
SD & FWD LUN, –, (SD & BK LUN, –,)
M: Flex left knee move side and slightly forward onto right keeping left side in toward partner and as weight
is taken on right flex right knee and make slight body turn to left and look at partner, –,
W: Flex right knee move side and slightly back onto left keeping right side in towards partner and as weight
is taken on left flex left knee and make slight body turn to left, –,
Begins in closed position with man’s right and woman’s left foot free. The recover step on this figure may
be used in combination with the Leg Crawl or the Spanish Drag.
## Spanish Drag
Spanish drg
Spanish Drag
S,
REC DRAW, –, (REC DRAW, –,)
M: Recover left leaving right leg extended side and change sway and draw right towards left, –,
W: Recover right leaving left extended side and change sway and draw left slowly toward right, –,
Also called Tango Drag. Generally commences from the right lunge. Other timings are possible. Begins in
closed position with man’s left and woman’s right foot free.
** T urning T ango Close
#

trng T G cl

T urning T ango Close

Viennese Turns
Vien trns
Viennese T urns
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
QQ&QQ&;
FWD TRN, SD & BK/XIF, BK TRN, SD & FWD TRN/CL;
(BK TRN, SD & FWD TRN/CL, FWD TRN, SD & BK/XIF;)
M: Forward left turning left face, side and back right swiveling sharply on right/cross left in front of right,
back right turning left face, side and forward left continuing turn/close right in closed position facing line of
progression;
W: Back right turning left face, side and forward left continuing turn/close right, forward left turning left face,
side and back right swiveling sharply on right/cross left in front of right in closed position man facing line of
progression;
Uses closed position throughout, makes 1 full turn to the left.
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#

Back Corte
bk corte
Back Corte
SQQ; S,
BK, –, BK TRN, SD & FWD; CL, –, (FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; CL, –,)
M: Back left with left shoulder lead, –, back right commence turning 1/4 left face, continue left face turn side
and forward left; close right to left, –,
W: Forward right with right shoulder lead, –, forward left commence turning 1/4 left face, continue left face
turn side and back right; close left to right, –,
Closed position throughout. Turns left face 1/4 total.

#

Back Open Promenade
SQQ; S,

#

Back Twinkle
bk twkl
Back T winkle
QQS;
BK, CL, TAP, –; (BK, CL, TAP, –;)
M: Back left, close right to left at instep of left foot, tap left side and forward, –;
W: Back right, close left to right at instep of right foot, tap right side and forward, –;
Semi-closed position throughout. Timing may be S&S;

#

Brush Tap
none
Brush T ap
QQ&S;
FWD TRN, SD & BK/BRUSH, TAP, –; (BK TRN, SD & FWD/BRUSH, TAP, –;)
M: Forward left turning left face, small side and back right/brush left to right, tap left to side, –;
W: Back right turning left face, small side and forward left/brush right to left, tap right to side, –;
Closed position throughout. Knee of tapping foot should veer inwards. Normally a 1/8 turn left face.

#

Closed Promenade
cl PROM
Closed Promenade
SQQ; S,
SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & FWD; CL, –, (SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & BK; CL, –,)
M: Side and forward left, –, thru right, side and forward left; close right, –,
W: Side and forward right, –, thru left, side and back right turning left face to closed position; close left, –,
Starts in semi-closed position, woman turns to closed position between steps 2 and 3, ends in closed
position.

#

Contra Check
contra ck
Contra Check
S or Q
FWD (BK)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, –,
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, –,
Flexing of knees as upper body rotates to the left with man’s left and woman’s right leg preceding the body
to move into the next step is very important. Feet will be diagonally across the line of dance, legs will be
crossed at the thighs you should fee that the body moves up to your partner as your roll onto the
supporting foot. Exits and amount of time varies.

bk op Prom
Back Open Promenade
SD & FWD, –, THRU TRN, SD & BK; CK BK, –,
(SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & FWD; CK FWD, –,)
M: Side and forward left, –, thru right commence turning 1/4 right face, continue right face turn side and
back left to closed position; check back right with slight left face body turn, –,
W: Side and forward right, –, thru left, side and forward right to closed position; check forward left with
slight left face body turn, –,
Starts in semi-closed position, goes to closed position on step 3, step 4 is closed position like back contra
check.

## Contra Check and Slip
contra ck & slp
Contra Check and slip
SQQ;
CK FWD, –, REC, SLP BK; (BK, –, REC, SLP FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, –, recover right, slipping left back past right under the body;
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, –, recover left, slip forward right under body;
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## Contra Check and Switch
contra ck & swch
Contra Check & Switch
SQQ;
CK FWD, –, REC, TRN & BK; (BK, –, REC, TRN & FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, –, recover right commence right face turn leaving left foot almost in place, continue right face turn
back left soft knees throughout;
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, –, recover left commence right face turn leaving right foot almost in place, continue right
face turn forward right between man’s feet with soft knees throughout;
Closed position throughout.
#

Drop Ov ersway [from Closed Position]
drop ovrsway [from CP]
Drop Oversway
QQS; S,
FWD TRN, SD TRN, SD & FWD, –; CHG SWAY, –,
(BK TRN, HEEL TRN, FWD, –; CHG SWAY, –,)
M: Forward left turning left face, side right continuing turn, side and forward left stretching body upward, –;
sharply flex left knee and sway to the right allowing right foot to slide into a point to the side while looking at
partner and keeping body and knees facing partner, –,
W: Back right turning left face, heel close left continuing turn, side and forward right stretching body
upward, –; sharply flex right knee and sway to the left allowing left foot to slide into a point to the side while
looking well to the left keeping body and knees facing partner, –,
Starts in closed position, step 3 goes to semi-closed position, ends in closed position. Approximately a 3/4
turn to the left on first tw o steps. Slight forw ard poise on third step looking out well past the joined lead
hands w ith knee relaxed not bent. The third step should be flat, with no rise to toe.

#

Fiv e Step
QQQQ; S,

#

Four Step
4 stp
Four Step
QQQQ;
FWD, SD & BK, BK, SD & BK; (BK, SD & FWD, FWD, SD & BK SWVL;)
M: Forward left, side and back right, back left partner outside to contra banjo position, small side and back
right;
W: Back right, side and forward left, forward right outside partner, small side and back left turning right face
to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position, contra banjo position on step 3, ends in semi-closed position.

5 stp
Five Step
FWD, SD & BK, BK, SD & BK; TRN W SCP, –,
(BK, SD & FWD, FWD, FWD; SVWL TAP, –,)
M: Forward left, side and back right, back left outside partner to contra banjo position, small side and back
right to closed position; turning to semi-closed position with no weight change, –,
W: Back right, side and forward left, forward right outside partner, small forward left to closed position;
turning to semi-closed position with no weight change, –,
Starts in closed position, contra banjo position on step 3, closed position on step 4, ends in semi-closed
position. Only 4 weight changes, the fifth count is action only turning to semi-closed position. This figure
turns 1/4 left face. Timing can be QQS&;S,.

Jete Point
jete pt
Jete Point
BS
FWD/XTND, –, (FWD TRN/XTND, –,)
M: Forward onto ball of foot lowering to flat of foot with spring action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying and head looking in direction of extended foot, –,
W: Forward onto ball of foot lowering to flat of foot with spring action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying and head looking in direction of extended foot [if starting from
semi closed potions woman would pickup to closed position and springing step and extension of foot and
sway would be same as previously stated], –,
A 1 beat movement. Timing may vary. Sw ay may vary depending on the following figure. Supporting knee
flexes sharply.
#

Link – changed to Progressive Link

#

Open Promenade
SQQ; S,

op PROM
Open Promenade
SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & FWD; FWD, –,
(SD & FWD, –, THRU, TRN SD & &K; BK, –,)
M: Side and forward left, –, thru right, side and forward left; forward right outside partner, –,
W: Side and forward right, –, thru left, turning left face side and back right in closed position; back left
partner outside in contra banjo position, –,
Starts in semi-closed position, woman turns to closed position between steps 2 and 3, figure ends in contra
banjo position.
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#

Open Rev erse turn Closed Finish [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video T ape]

#

Outside Swiv el & Tap
outsd swvl & tap
Outside Swivel and T ap
SQQ;
BK, –, THRU, TAP; (FWD SWVL, –, THRU, TAP;)
M: Back left bring right side back, –, thru right, tap left side and forward;
W: Forward right outside partner swivel right face on right bring left to right no weight, –, thru left, tap right
side and forward;
Start in contra banjo position, end in semi-closed position. Man must bring right side back as he takes back
step w ith left to create swivel for woman to semi-closed position. Woman may flick in back on step 1
keeping the knees in contact.

#

Outside Swiv el Link
outsd swvl link
Outside Swivel Link
SQQ;
BK, –, THRU, TAP; (FWD SWVL, –, THRU, SWVL TAP;)
M: Back left bring right side back partner outside, –, thru right turn left up to 1/4, touch left to right;
W: Forward right outside partner swivel right face on right bring left to right no weight, thru left, swivel left
face to closed position, touch right to left;
Start contra banjo position, semi-closed position end of step 1, step 2 to closed position. Man must bring
right side back as he takes back step with left to create swivel for w oman to semi-closed position.

#

Progressiv e Link
prog link
Progressive Link
QQ,
FWD, SD & BK, (BK, TRN SD & BK,)
M: Forward left, turn body right small side and back right to semi-closed,
W: Back right, turning right small side and back left to semi-closed,
Starts in closed position, ends in semi-closed.

#

Progressiv e Side Step
prog sd stp
Progressive Side Step
QQ,
FWD, SD & BK, (BK, SD & FWD,)
M: Forward left, small side and back right inside edge of foot,
W: Back right, small side and forward left,
Closed position throughout. A slight turn to left may be made.

#

Promenade
PROM
Promenade
SQQ; S,
SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & FWD; CL, –, (SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & FWD; CL, –,)
M: Side and forward left, –, thru right, side and forward left; close right, –,
W: Side and forward right, –, thru left, side and forward right; close left, –,
Semi-closed position throughout.

#

Promenade Link
PROM link
Promenade Link
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, THRU, TAP; (SD & FWD, –, THRU TURN, TAP;)
M: Side and forward left, –, thru right, tap left to side of right;
W: Side and forward right, –, thru left turning left face to closed position, tap right side of left;
Start in semi-closed position, woman turns to closed position on step 2, end in closed position. Up to 1/4
left face turn may be made by man on step 2.

#

Promenade Quarter Beats
SQQ&; S,

#

Promenade Tap
PROM tap
Promenade T ap
SQQ;
SD & FWD, –, THRU, TAP; (SD & FWD, –, THRU, TAP;)
M: Side and forward left, –, thru right, tap left side and forward;
W: Side and forward right, –, thru left, tap right side and forward;
Semi-closed position throughout.

#

Quarter Beats
qtr bts
Quarter Beats
Q&Q&S;
BK/SD, SD/CL, TAP, –; (BK/SD, SD/CL, TAP, –;)
M: Small step back left/small step side and back right, replace weight to left side and forward/close right,
tap left side and forward, –;
W: Small step back right/small step side and back left, replace weight to right side and forward/close left,
tap right side and forward, –;
Semi-closed position throughout, steps are kept very small with no rise.
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PROM qtr bts
Promenade Quarter Beats
SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & FWD/CL; TAP, –,
(SD & FWD, –, THRU, SD & FWD/CL; TAP, –,)
M: Side and forward left, –, thru right, side and forward left on ball of foot/close right to left on ball of foot;
sharply lower right heel compressing knee and tap left side and forward, –,
W: Side and forward right, –, thru left, side and forward right on ball of foot/close left to right on ball of foot;
sharply lower left heel compressing knee and tap right side and forward, –,
Uses semi-closed position throughout.
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#

Rev erse Fallaway [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

#

Rev erse Fallaway and Slip
rev falwy & slp
Reverse Fallaway Slip
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
QQQQ;
FWD TRN, SD, XIB, SLP BK; (BK TRN, SD, XIB, TRN FWD;)
M: Forward left turning left face, side right, cross left in back well under body, turning left face slip right past
left with small step on toe;
W: Back right turning left face, side left, cross right in back well under body, slip left face on right and step
left forward into closed position;
Starts in closed position facing center of hall and line of dance. Semi closed position on the crossing step.
Ends in closed position facing diagonal wall and line of dance or line of dance. Woman may keep head to
left on crossing step. Timing may also be SQ&Q; or SQQ&;

#

Rev erse Turn Closed Finish [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video T ape]

#

Rev erse Turn Open Finish [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

## Right Lunge Roll and Slip
R lun roll & slp
Right Lunge Roll and Slip
SQQ; or SS&;
SD & FWD, –, TRN REC, BK; (SD & BK, –, TRN REC, FWD;)
M: Side and forward right, –, rolling right face up to 3/8 recover left, slip right past left;
W: Side and back left, –, rolling right face up to 3/8 recover right, forward left;
Man should start w ith a relaxed left knee, woman w ith a relaxed right knee. As weight is transferred, both
should step into the right lunge onto a relaxed knee. Mans should keep his top off and/or away from
w oman. Woman looks to the left staying well in the man’s right arm. Starts and ends in closed position. The
slip can turn a quarter or more left.
#

Rock Turn
QQS; QQS;

rk trn
Rock T urn
BK TRN, CONT TRN RK FWD, REC BK, –; BK TRN, CONT TRN SD & FWD, CL, –;
(FWD TRN, CONT TRN RK &K, REC FWD, –, FWD TRN, CONT TRN SD & BK, CL, –;)
M: Back left commence turn 1/4 right face, continue turn rock forward right, recover back left, –; back right
commence 1/4 left face turn, continue turn side and forward left, close right to left, –;
W: Forward right commence turn 1/4 right face, continue 1/4 turn rock back left, recover forward right, –;
forward left commence 1/4 left face turn, continue 1/4 turn side and back right, close left to right, –;
Closed position throughout. Turning 1/4 right face in first measure and 1/4 left face in second measure.

#

Stalking Walks
stalking wlks
Stalking Walks
SS;
SD & FWD, –, PT, –;)
Alternating side and forward steps and forward points in shadow position [man and woman same footwork]
or semi-closed position. All S or S&.

#

Viennese Turns [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]
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#

Chase
SQQ; QQ,

chs
Chase
SD & FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD; TRN CK FWD, REC,
(SD & FWD, –, FWD, SD & FWD; TRN BK, REC,)
M: Side and forward left, –, forward right turning right face, side left to closed position; sharp right face turn
1/4 check forward on right outside partner, recover back left turning right face another 1/8 to closed
position,
W: Side and forward right, –, forward left, side and forward right to closed position; sharp right face turn
check back left in contra banjo position, recover forward right,
Starts in semi-closed position, closed position on step 3, contra banjo position on step 4, ends in closed
position.

#

Dev elope [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase VI Video Tape]

#

Double Closed Promenade
SQQ; QQS;

#

Double Open Promenade
SQQ; QQS;

#

Double Telemark
SQQ; &QQS;

dbl cl PROM
Double Closed Promenade
SD & FWD, –, FWD, SD & FWD; FWD, SD & FWD, CL, –;
(SD & FWD, –, FWD, SD & BK TRN; TRN FWD, SD & BK, CL, –;)
M: Side and forward left, –, forward right, side and forward left; forward right, side and forward left, close
right, –;
W: Side and forward right, –, forward left, side and back right turning left face to closed position; turning to
semi-closed position forward left, side and back right turning left face to closed position, close left, –;
Starts in semi-closed position, woman turns to closed position between steps 2 and 3, woman turns to
semi-closed position between steps 3 and 4, woman turns to closed position betw een steps 4 and 5, ends
in closed position.
dbl op PROM
Double Open Promenade
SD & FWD, –, FWD, SD & FWD; FWD, SD & FWD, FWD, –;
(SD & FWD, –, FWD, SD &( FWD; FWD, SD & FWD, FWD, –;)
M: Side and forward left, –, forward right, side and forward left; forward right, side and forward left, forward
right outside partner, –;
W: Side and forward right, –, forward left, side and back right turning left face to closed position; turning to
semi-closed position forward left, side and back right turning left face to closed position, back left in contra
banjo position, –;
Starts In semi-closed position, woman turns to closed position between steps 2 and 3, woman turns to
semi-closed position between steps 3 and 4, woman turns to closed position betw een steps 4 & 5, ends in
contra banjo position.
dbl tele
Double T elemark
FWD TRN, –, SD TRN, FWD; FWD/FWD TRN, SD TRN, FWD, –;
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, FWD; FWD TRN/BK TRN, SPN CL, FWD, –;)
M: From closed position forward left turning body left face, –, side right continuing turn, side and forward
left to complete 7/8 turn; forward right with a heel lead starting a left turn/forward left continuing turn, side
and forward right, continue turn side and forward left to tight semi-closed position completing the second
7/8 turn, –;
W: Back right starting a left face body turn, –, back left to right for a heel turn and transfer weight to left, a
strong step forward right; forward left turning left face to closed position/back right starting a left face turn,
back left to right for a toe spin and transfer weight to left, forward right to a tight semi-closed position, –;
A 2 measure figure. The third step should be in semi-closed position with the woman still in the man’s right
arm. On the fourth step, the man must allow the woman to take weight on the thru step before beginning
the pick up action, the step is a heel lead for both the man and woman. On step 5 the woman steps back
on the right toe quickly bringing the left foot to the right and starting the telemark on the right toe. She
transfers to her left foot on step 6 and continues the turn on her left toe.

Natural Piv ot Turn
SQQ; S,

nat pvt trn
Natural Pivot T urn
SD & FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK PVT; FWD, –,
(SD & FWD, –, FWD, FWD PVT; SD & BK, –,)
M: Side and forward left, –, forward right turning right face to closed position facing reverse line of dance,
side and back left pivoting right face to face line of dance; forward and side right with a slight lunge, –,
W: Side and forward right, –, forward left, forward right between man’s feet pivot right face; side and back
left with a slight lunge, –,
Starts in semi-closed position, closed position on step 2, ends in closed position. Makes 3/4 to 1 full turn
over entire figure.
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#

Natural Promenade Turn
SQQ; S,

nat PROM trn
Natural Promenade T urn
SD & FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK PVT; FWD, –,
(SD & FWD, –, FWD, FWD PVT; BK TRN, –,)
M: Side and forward left, –, forward right turning right face to closed position facing reverse line of dance,
side and back left pivoting right face to face line of dance; forward right to semi-closed position, –,
W: Side and forward right, –, forward left, forward right between man’s feet pivoting right face; back left turn
to semi-closed position, –,
Starts In semi-closed position, step 2 to closed position, step 4 to semi-closed position. 3/4 to 7/8 turn to
right over entire figure.

#

Natural Twist Turn
SQQ; SQQ;

#

Rev erse Piv ot
rev pvt
Reverse Pivot
S or Q or & [1 step]
BK TRN (FWD TRN)
M: Back right small step with toes turned in pivoting to the left on ball of right foot while holding left foot
forward. Weight should be kept forward.
W: Forward left small step pivoting to the left on ball of left foot while holding right foot back.
This is a 1 step figure used in place of a heel turn to make a quick turn to the left. There is no rise and fall
and no body sw ay. Amount of turn is usually 1/2 but may be less.

#

Ronde and Slip
ronde & slp
Ronde & Slip
SQQ;
RONDE, –, XIB, SLP BK; (RONDE, –, XIB TRN, TRN FWD;)
M: Ronde left counter clockwise and cross behind right no weight, –, back left and rise turning left face, slip
back small right step keeping left leg extended;
W: Ronde right clockwise and cross behind left no weight, –, back right start a left face turn on the ball of
right foot [thighs locked and left leg extended], forward left slip continuing left face turn placing left foot near
man’s right foot;
Amount of turn may vary.

#

Rudolph Ronde
none
Rudolph Ronde
1 Step
FWD (BK TRN RONDE XIB)
M: Forward right between partner’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back allowing left side to remain in to the woman.
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side into the man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde no weight change.
Woman’s leg w ill ronde from hip. Exits vary.

#

Rudolph Ronde and Slip
Rudolph ronde & slp
Rudolph & Slip
SQQ;
FWD, –, REC, BK; (BK TRN RONDE XIB, –, BK TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward right between woman’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back continuing body turn allowing left side to remain toward the woman, –, back
left, back right with rise and continue left face turn [keeping left leg extended];
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side toward the man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde, –, back right starting a left face
pivot on the ball of right foot [thighs locked and left leg extended], forward left slip continuing left face turn
placing left foot near man’s right foot;
Amount of turn on slip may vary up to 3/8.

nat twst trn
Natural T wist T urn
SD & FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; XIB, –, UNWIND, CONT UNWIND SCP;
(SD & FWD, –, FWD, FWD; FWD, –, FWD, SWVL CL;)
M: Side and forward left, –, forward right turning right face, side and back left to closed position facing
reverse line of dance; cross right in back of left with no weight on right, –, unwind right face with weight
now on both feet, continue unwinding right face allow feet to uncross and changing weight to right and
ending in semi-closed position facing diagonal center and line of dance;
W: Side and forward right, –, forward left, forward right between man’s feet to closed position; forward left
in contra banjo position around man, –, forward right toward diagonal reverse line of dance and wall around
man, swivel sharply right face on right and close left near right and slightly back ending in semi-closed
position;
Starts in semi-closed position, woman outside partner on twist part of figure, ends in semi-closed position
facing diagonal line of dance and center of hall. Man must be careful not to rise during the twist turn. Figure
turns 7/8 to right. Timing may be SQQ; QQS.
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#

Rumba Cross
RB X
Rumba Cross
QQS; S,
FWD, LK TRN, PVT, –; 2, –, (BK, LK TRN, PVT, –; 2, –,)
M: Forward left with left shoulder leading, crossing right in back of left turning right face on toes, continuing
turn back left, –; forward right between woman’s feet continuing right face turn, –,
W: Back right, crossing left in front of right turning right face on toes, continuing turn forward right between
man’s feet pivot, –; back left continuing right face turn, –,
Closed position throughout, 1/2 to 3/4 turn to right. First step is heel lead for man well down into left knee
rising on toes on crossing step.

#

Same Foot Lunge
same ft lun
Same Foot Lunge
1 Step
SD & FWD (BK TRN)
M: Side and slightly forward right looking right.
W: Back right well under body turning body to left and looking well to left.
Timing and exits w ill vary. Man’s and woman’s right knees should be well flexed in lunge. Keep hips up and
tow ard partner. Closed position figure except to start woman w ill be slightly turned to the right.

#

Telespin
SQQ; &QQS;

#

Throwaway Ov ersway
thrwy ovrsway
T hrowaway Oversway
1 Step
SD & FWD (SD & FWD TRN)
M: Side and forward left relaxing left knee and allowing right to point side and back while keeping right side
in toward the woman and looking at her.
W: Side and forward right turning left face while relaxing right knee and sliding left foot back under body
past the right foot to point back meanwhile looking well to the left and keeping left side in toward the man.
May begin in semi-closed position or closed position. When done from closed position man’s first step back
and w oman’s first step forw ard 1/8 to 1/4 turn to left on first step. Figure ends with hips kept up toward
partner. Entry, exits and timing vary.

#

Trav eling Swiv el
QQQQ; S,

telespn
T elespin
FWD, –, FWD TRN, SD & BK; SPN/CONT SPN, SD, BK, –;
(BK TRN, –, TRN CL, TRN FWD; FWD/FWD, TRN CL, FWD, –;)
M: Forward left turning left face, –, forward and side right continuing turn, side and back left with partial
weight keeping left side forward toward woman; spin left face taking full weight to left/continue spin, side
right continue turn, back left, –;
W: Back right turning left face, –, bring left to right starting a heel turn and gradually change weight to left
continuing turn, forward right continuing the turn; keeping right side in toward the man step forward
left/right, continue turn toe spin and close left, forward right, –;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal center and line of dance and ends in closed position facing
reverse line of dance. Figure turns left face 1 and 3/8. Woman may keep head left throughout or may turn it
right on third step and back to left for closing step.

trav swvl
T raveling Swivel
FWD TRN, SD SWVL, BK SWVL, FWD; TCH, –,
(BK TRN, TRN CL, FWD FLK SVWL, –; FWD, TCH,)
M: Forward left turning left face, side right swiveling left face, back left toward diagonal center and line of
dance swiveling left face leaving right leg extended forward in contra banjo position, –; thru right to
diagonal line of dance and wall in semi-closed position, touch left side and forward,
W: Back right turning left face, heel close the left and continue turning left face, forward right outside
partner and flick left up in back from knee with a slight swivel right face ending in semi-closed position, –;
forward left to diagonal line of dance and wall, touch right side and forward,
Starts in closed position, step 3 is to contra banjo position turning to semi-closed position, figure ends in
semi-closed position. Man must be careful to keep his right hip back on swivel to semi-closed position.

** T urning Right Locks
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TWO STEP
[T iming is 4/4] Basic timing is QQS. T he basic figures have 3 steps to a measure with the 4th beat a hold.

TWO STEP – PHASE I
#

Away and Together
awy & tog
Away and T ogether
QQS; QQS;
FWD TRN, SD, CL, –; FWD TRN, SD, CL, –;
M or W: With inside hands joined forward, side and forward [to a slight back to back], close, –; side and
forward to face partner, side, close, –;

#

Back [Step]
bk
A backward step taking weight.

#

Back Two Step
bk T S
Back T wo Step
QQS;
BK, CL, BK, –; (FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: In closed position back, close, back, –;
W: In closed position forward, close, forward, –;
May be done in any position.

#

Balance [Forward and Back] T S bal
Balance [Direction]
QQS; QQS;
FWD, CL, IN PLC, –; BK, CL, IN PLC, –;
M or W: Beginning with either foot forward, close, in place, –; back, close, in place, –;
May be done in any position. Requires 2 measures.

#

Balance [One Step]
bal
[Step Directions] T ouch
QQ
STP, TCH,
M or W: Step in direction indicated [forward, backward, or sideward], touch,

#

Balance [Side]
sd bal
Balance [Direction]
QQS;
SD, CL, IN PLC, –;
M or W: Beginning with either foot side, close, in place, –;

#

Basic Two Step [Moved to Glossary]

#

Behind

#

Box
none
Box
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, FWD, –; SD, CL, BK, –; (SD, CL, BK, –; SD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: Beginning with the left foot side, close, forward, –; side, close, back, –;
W: Beginning with the right foot side, close, back, –; side, close, forward, –;
A 2–measure figure. May be done in closed, open or butterfly position.

#

Chug
none
Chug
A short backward movement. With weight on both feet, bend knees and straighten quickly causing feet to
slide.

#

Circle Away
circ awy
Circle Away
QQS;
FWD TRN, CL, FWD TRN, –;
M or W: Releasing contact with partner then move away from each other in a circular pattern forward,
close, forward, –;

#

Circle Away and Together
circ awy & tog
Circle Away & T ogether
QQS; QQS;
FWD TRN, CL, FWD TRN, –; FWD TRN, CL, FWD TRN, –;
M or W: Releasing contact with partner then moving away from each other in a circular pattern forward,
close, forward, – [turning 180 degrees]; continuing circular pattern toward partner forward, close, forward, –
[turning 180 degrees or to designated position];

#

Close
cl
Close
A step bringing feet together and parallel and changing weight.

Back

bhd
Behind
XIB
M or W: A step with the free foot crossing in back of the supporting foot.
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#

Cross
X
Cross
M or W: With designated foot step across in front of, or behind, and beyond the supporting foot.
# Cross Behind
Xb
Behind
# Cross in Back
Xib
Cross in Back
# Cross in Front
Xif
Cross in Front
# Cross Left in Back
XLib
N/A
# Cross Left in Front
XLif
N/A
# Cross Right in Back
XRib
N/A
# Cross Right in Front
XRif
N/A

#

Cross Walk
X wlk
Cross Walk [Number of steps]
[Moved from Phase II – on Phase II Video Tape]
T ype of walk where one foot is placed in front of the other and slightly to the outside with a toe–heel action
and gentle swagger.

#

Face
fc
A step turning to face partner.

#

Forward [Step]
fwd
Forward
A forward step toward line of progression taking weight.

#

Forward Two Step
fwd T S
Forward T wo Step
QQS;
FWD, CL, FWD, –; (BK, CL, BK, –;)
M: In closed position forward, close, forward, –;
W: In closed position back, close, back, –;
May be done in open position. When done in open position woman’s first step is forward.

#

Glide
See Slide.

#

Lady Under
W undr
Lady Under
QQS;
FWD, CL, FWD, –; (FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: Beginning with free foot forward, close, forward, –; Maintain designated joined hands while moving in
designated direction.
W: Woman moves in a given direction under man and woman’s joined hands, beginning with free foot
forward, close, forward, –;
Ends in designated position.

#

Man Under
M undr
Man Under
QQS;
FWD, CL, FWD, –; (FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: Man moves in a given direction under man and woman’s joined hands beginning with free foot forward,
close, forward, –;
W: Beginning with free foot forward, close, forward, –; Maintain designated joined hands while moving in
designated direction.
Ends in designated position.

#

Pickup
pkup
Pickup
S
FWD (FWD TRN,)
T he action in which the man [without changing his facing direction] leads the woman in front of him ending
in closed position.
M: Forward right [short step].
W: Forward left stepping in front of man turning left face to end closed position.
The usual movement is from semi-closed position to closed position.

#

Recov er
rec
Return weight to original supporting foot.

#

Rev erse Box
rev box
Reverse Box
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, BK, –; SD, CL, FWD, –; (SD, CL, FWD, –; SD, CL, BK, –;)
M: Beginning with left foot side, close, back, –; side, close, forward, –;
W: Beginning with right foot side, close, forward, –; side, close, back, –;
A 2 measure figure. May be done in closed, open or butterfly position.

#

Rock
rk
Rock
T ransfer weight from supporting foot to free foot in direction indicated in anticipation of returning weight to
original supporting foot.
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#

Run
none
Q
A series of fast steps taken with no closing steps.

Run [Number of steps]

#

Side [Step]
sd
A step to either side taking weight.

Side

#

Side Two Step
sd T S
QQS;
SD, CL, SD, –;
M or W: In designated position side, close, side, –;

Side T wo Step

#

Side Two Step Apart and Together
apt & tog
Side T wo Step Apart and Together
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, SD, –; SD, CL, SD, –; (SD, CL, SD, –; SD, CL, SD, –;)
M: Releasing contact with partner moving apart side, close, side, –; moving together side, close, side, –;
W: Moving apart side, close, side, –; moving together side, close, side, –;

#

Slide
sld
Slide
A movement of the foot in a given direction with constant contact with the floor.

#

Step
stp
Step
Movement of the free foot in a given direction or location with transfer of weight from supporting foot.

#

Stomp
none
Put weight on free foot with a definite sound.

Stomp

#

Stroll
See Strut.

Stroll

#

Strut
none
A series of steps while swaying upper part of the body.

Strut [# of steps]

#

Swagger
See Strut.

Swagger

#

Thru
thru
T hru
S
Forward between partners with a reaching step ending in designated position.

#

Walk
wlk
Walk [# of steps]
S
A designated number of steps in the direction of dance movement without crossing the feet or turning the
body.
Walk is slow w hereas run is quick.

none

none
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TWO STEP – PHASE II
#

Away Step Step
awy stp stp
Balance Away
QQS;
AWAY, STP, STP, –;
M or W: Step diagonally away, step in place, step in place, –;

#

Back Lock Back
bk Ik bk
Back Lock Back
QQS;
BK, LK, BK, –;
M or W: Step backward, cross free foot in front of supporting foot taking weight on crossing foot, step back
again, –;

#

Back to Back
bk–bk
Back to Back
QQS;
SD, CL, TRN, –; (SD, CL, TRN, –;)
M: Side right, close left, side right turning 1/2 right face or to designated position, –;
W: Side left, close right, side left turning 1/2 left face or to designated position, –;

#

Basketball Turn
SS; SS;

#

Box Left Turning
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;
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bball trn
Basketball T urn
FWD TRN, –, REC TRN, –; FWD TRN, –, REC TRN, –;
(FWD TRN, –, REC TRN, –; FWD TRN, –, REC TRN, –;)
M: With the outside foot free the first step will turn in toward partner. With the inside foot free, the first step
will turn away from partner.
Examples:
(1) Beginning in open position with weight on man’s right foot step forward left and check turning 1/4
right face, –, recover on right continuing right face turn to end facing the opposite direction from
starting position, –; continue by stepping forward left and check turning 1/4 right face, –, recover on
right continuing right face turn to end facing starting position unless otherwise indicated, –;
(2) Beginning in open position with weight on man’s left foot step forward right and check turning 1/4 left
face, –, recover on left continuing turning left face to end facing the opposite direction from starting
position, –; continue by stepping forward right and check turning 1/4 left face, –, recover on left
continuing left face turn to end facing starting position unless otherwise indicated, –;
W: With the outside foot free the first step will turn in toward partner. With the inside foot free the first step
will turn away from partner.
Examples:
(1) Beginning in open position with weight on woman’s left foot step forward right and check turning 1/4
left face, –, recover on left continuing left face turn to end facing the opposite direction from starting
position, –; continue by stepping forward right and check turning 1/4 left face, –, recover on left
continuing left face turn to end facing starting position unless other wise indicated, –;
(2) Beginning in open position with weight on woman’s right foot step forward left and check turning 1/4
right face, –, recover on right foot continuing turning right face to end facing the opposite direction
from starting position, –; continue by stepping forward left and check turning 1/4 right face, –, recover
on right continuing right face turn to end facing starting position unless other wise indicated, –;
A 4 step figure, w hich can be turned in either direction. Usual timing is SS;SS;. May be done QQQQ;.
box L trng
Left T urning Box
SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –;
(SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –;)
M: Side on left, close right, forward on left turn 1/4 left face, –; side on right, close left, back on right turn
1/4 left face, –; side left, close right, forward on left turn 1/4 left face, –; side on right, close left, back on
right turn 1/4 left face, –;
W: Side right, close left, back on right turning 1/4 left face, –; side left, close right, forward on left turning
1/4 left face, –; side right, close left, back on right turning 1/4 left face, –; side on left, close right, forward on
left turning 1/4 left face, –;
A 4 measure figure.
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#

Box Right Turning
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

box R trng
Right T urning Box
SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –;
(SD, CL FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –;)
M: Side on left, close right, back on left turn 1/4 right face, –; side on right, close left, forward on right turn
1/4 right face, –; side on left, close right, back on left turn 1/4 right face, –; side on right, close left, forward
on right turn 1/4 right face, –;
W: Side right, close left, forward right turning 1/4 right face, –; side left, close right, back left turn 1/4 right
face, –; side right, close left, forward right turn 1/4 right face, –; side left, close right, back left turn 1/4 right
face, –;
A 4 measure figure.

#

Breakaway
brkwy
Breakaway
QQS;
SD TRN, RK BK, REC TRN, –; (SD TRN, RK BK, REC TRN, –;)
M: First step is to the side, turning to open or left open rocking backward on second step, recover to facing
position on third step, –;
W: First step is to the side, turning to open or left open rocking backward on second step, recover to facing
position on third step, –;
A 3–step figure beginning with partners facing.

#

Broken Box
QQS; SS; QQS; SS;

#

Change Sides
chg sds
Change Sides
QQS;
FWD, CL FWD, –; (FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
Example: With partners facing but slightly to the left.
M: Forward left, close right, forward left, –;
W: Forward right, close left, forward right, –;
Partners change places passing partner left shoulder to shoulder ending in designated position. The
manner depends on type of change taking place.

brkn box
Broken Box
SD, CL, FWD, –; RK FWD, –, REC, –; SD, CL, BK, –; RK BK, –, REC, –;
(SD, CL, BK, –; RK BK, –, REC, –; SD, CL, FWD, –; RK FWD, –, REC, –;)
M: Side left, close right, forward on left, –; rock forward on right, –, recover on left, –; side on right, close
left, back on right, –; rock back on left, –, recover on right, –;
W: Side right, close left, back right, –; rock backward on left, –, recover forward on right, –; side on left,
close right, forward on left, –; rock forward on right, –, recover on left, –;
Starts in designated position. A 4 measure figure.

## Charleston
chrlstn
Charleston
SS; SS;
FWD, –, PT FWD, –; BK, –, PT BK, –; (FWD, –, PT FWD, –; BK, –, PT BK, –;)
M: In open position forward on left, –, point right forward, –; back on right, –, point left back, –;
W: In open position forward on right, –, point left forward, –; back on left, –, point right back, –;
May be done in butterfly or closed position. When starting in butterfly or closed position the first step for the
w oman is back.
#

Check
ck
Check
A step to stop motion for a change of direction. New directions need not be exact opposite of previous
direction.

#

Circle Box
circ box
Circle Box
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, FWD, –; SD, CL, BK, –; (FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: Beginning with partners facing release contact side left, close right, forward left, –; side right, close left,
back right, –;
W: Moving away from partner with a right face circular pattern forward right, close left, forward right, –
[turning approximately 180 degrees]; continuing circular pattern toward partner forward left, close right,
forward left, – [turning 180 degrees or to designated position];
A figure w here man executes a box while woman executes a right face circle. Usually done under lead
hands, but may be done w ithout hand contact.
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Circle Chase
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

circ chs
Circle Chase
FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –;
(FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: Releasing contact with partner start a left face circular pattern forward left, close right, forward left, –;
forward right, close left, forward right, – [turning approximately 180 degrees with woman in back or chase
position]; continuing circular pattern forward left, close right, forward left, –; forward right, close left, forward
right, – [turning approximately 180 with man in back or chase position ending in designated position];
W: Start a left face circular pattern forward right, close left, forward right, –; forward left, close right, forward
left, – [turning approximately 180 degrees with woman in back or chase position]; continuing circular
pattern forward right, close left, forward right, –; forward left, close right, forward left, – [man in back or
chase position ending in designated position];
A 4 measure figure w here one partner is in back or chase position for half the circle then reversing
positions w ith other partner in back or chase position. May be done either to the left or right.

## Circle Pickup
circ pkup
Circle Pickup
QQS;
FWD, CL, BK, –; (FWD, FWD, FWD, –;)
M: In open position forward left, close right, back left, –;
W: In open position make a left face circular pattern in three steps [turning approximately 180 degrees]
forward right, forward left, forward right as in a pickup blending to closed position, –;
#

Cross Walk [Moved to Phase I – on Phase II Video T ape]

#

Cut
none
Cut
Cross one foot in front of and beyond the other so closely as to require the other foot to be withdrawn
backward. Similar to Lock, except Cut is on first weight change whereas Lock is on second weight change.

#

Dip
dp
Dip
Step in direction indicated and take full weight with the knee relaxed or slightly bent. The other leg remains
extended with the knee and ankle forming a straight line from the hip and the toe remaining on the floor.

## Door
none
QQS;
RK SD, REC, XIF, –;
M or W: Side right or left, recover, cross in front, –;
May start in butterfly or closed position.

Door

#

Face to Face
fc–fc
Face to Face
QQS;
SD, CL, TRN, –; (SD, CL, TRN, –;)
M: Side left, close right, side left turning 1/2 left face to a back to back position, –;
W: Side right, close left, side right turning 1/2 right face to a back to back position, –;

#

Face to Face and Back to Back
fc–fc & bk–bk
Face to Face and Back to Back
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, TRN, –; SD, CL, TRN, –; (SD, CL, TRN, –; SD, CL, TRN, –;)
M: Side left, close right, side left turning 1/2 left face to a back to back position, –; side right, close left, side
right turning 1/2 right face or to designated position, –;
W: Side right, close left, side right turning 1/2 right face to a back to back position, –; side left, close right,
side left turning 1/2 left face or to designated position, –;
A 2 measure figure.

#

Forward Lock Forward
fwd Ik fwd
Forward Lock Forward
QQS;
FWD, LK, FWD, –;
M or W: Step forward, cross the free foot in back of the supporting foot taking weight on crossing foot, step
forward again, –;

#

Hitch
htch
Hitch
QQS;
FWD, CL, BK, –; or BK, CL, FWD, –;
M or W: A step forward or backward as indicated, followed by a close step, followed by a step in opposite
direction, –;

#

Hitch [Forward and Back]
htch [fwd & bk]
Hitch Six or Double Hitch
QQS; QQS;
FWD, CL, BK, –; BK, CL, FWD, –; (BK, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, BK, –;)
M: In closed position forward left, close right, back left, –; back right, close left, forward right, –;
W: In closed position back right, close left, forward right, –; forward left, close right, back left, –;
May start in banjo, butterfly or open position. When starting in open position the first step for the woman is
forw ard.
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#

Hitch Four
htch 4
Hitch Four
QQQQ;
FWD, CL, BK, CL; (BK, CL, FWD, CL;)
M: In closed position forward left, close right, back left, close right;
W: In closed position back right, close left, forward right, close left;
May start in banjo, butterfly or open position. When starting in open position the first step for the woman is
forw ard. If the first step is back, the cue is ”Hitch back four”.

#

Hitch Scissors
htch scis
Hitch Scissors
QQS;
FWD, CL, BK, –; (FWD TRN, CL, XIF, –;)
M: Forward left, close right, back left, –;
W: Forward right [turning 1/4 left face], close left, cross right in front [ending in Banjo Position], –;
Starts in semi-closed position. A figure where man executes a hitch while woman executes a scissors.

#

Hop
none
Hop
With supporting foot or feet rise slightly from the floor returning to the floor on the same foot or feet.

#

Lace
Ic
Lace Across
QQS;
FWD, CL, FWD, –; (FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: With man’s left and woman’s right hands joined and passing behind woman moving diagonally across
line of progression ending in left open position facing line of progression forward left, close right, forward
left, –;
W: Passing in front of man under joined hands and moving diagonally across line of progression forward
right, close left, forward right, –;
With designated hands joined, partners change sides moving diagonally across line of progression.
Woman crosses under joined hands in front of man. Timing may vary.

#

Limp
none
Limp
QQQQ;
SD, XIB, SD, XIB;
A four count movement similar to a Vine, but cross behind on each alternating step.

#

Limp [Front]
none
QQQQ;
SD, XIF, SD, XIF;
Same as Limp except crosses will be in front.

#

Lock
Ik
lock
Similar to Cut except cross step is on the second change of weight whereas the Cut comes on the first
change of weight. Example: Back, lock, back, lock; or forward, lock, forward, lock;

#

Lunge
lun
Lunge [Direction]
A 1 count figure forward or sideward in the direction indicated, bending knee and checking motion.

#

Maneuv er
manuv
Maneuver
S
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, (BK TRN, BK TRN,)
M: In closed position forward right commence right face upper body turn, continue right face turn to face
partner [completing 1/2 right face turn], –
W: In closed position back left commence right face upper body turn, continue right face turn to face
partner [completing 1/2 right face turn],
May start in banjo or semi-closed position. When starting in semi-closed the first step for the woman is
forw ard.

#

Open Box
op box
Open Box
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, FWD, –; SD, CL, BK, –;
M or W: In open position side, close, forward, –; side, close, back, –;
Can start in left open position.

#

Open Rev erse Box
op rev box
Open Reverse Box
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, BK, –; SD, CL, FWD, –;
M or W: In open position side, close, back, –; side, close, forward, –;
May start in left open position.

#

Piv ot
pvt
Pivot [Number of steps]
A couple-turn of more than 90 degrees, progressing either forward or backward. T urn may be in either
direction.

Front Limp
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#

Piv ot [Right Face]
RF cpl pvt
Pivot 2
SS;
BK TRN, –, FWD, –; [PVT 2] (FWD TRN, –, BK, –;)
M: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
back left toe turning on ball of foot approximately 1/2 right face, –, forward right between woman’s feet heel
to toe continuing right face turn to end in position and facing direction as indicated, –;
W: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
forward right between man’s feet heel to toe turning approximately 1/2 right face, –, back left toe turning on
ball of foot continuing right face turn to end in position and facing direction as indicated, –;
When starting and ending in closed position the woman’s head remains closed [left]. May start in semiclosed position or banjo. May also be danced QQ.

#

Progressiv e Box
prog box
Progressive Box
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, FWD, –; SD, CL, FWD, –; (SD, CL, BK, –; SD, CL, BK, –;)
M: Side left, close right, forward left, –; side right, close left, forward right, –;
W: Side right, close left, back right, –; side left, close right, back left, –;
A tw o measure figure. Starts in designated position.

#

Progressiv e Scissors
prog scis
Progressive Scissors
QQS;
SD, CL, X, –;
M or W: A 3 step figure which always starts with a side step, the second step is a close, the third step
crosses past the weighted foot, –;

## Quick Two Step
qk T S
Quick T wo Step
1/&,2,
FWD/CL, FWD,
M or W: In designated position beginning with free foot forward/close, forward,
Usually starts in semi-closed position. Can be done forward or backward.
#

Rev erse Twirl
rev twrl
Reverse T wirl [# of steps]
QQS;
FWD, CL, FWD, –; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, SD, –;)
M: With partners facing man’s left and woman’s right hands joined side and forward right to reverse line of
progression, close left, side right, –;
W: Side and forward left turning 1/2 left face, side and back right left turning 1/2 left face, side left, –;

#

Rev erse Twirl Vine
rev twrl vin
Reverse T wirl Vine [# of steps]
QQS;
SD, XIB, SD, –; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, SD, –;)
M: Side right, cross left in back, side right, –;
W: Side and forward left turning 1/2 left face, side and back right left turning 1/2 left face, side left, –;

#

Rock Steps
rk stps
Rock [Direction and # of weight changes]
A series of steps with a rocking action transferring the weight from one foot to the other by stepping either
forward, backward or sideward. T he number of steps to do will be indicated.

#

Roll
none
Roll
A right or left individual turn with each step progressing in designated direction to end in designated
position.

#

Sand Step
sand stp
Sand Step
QQS;
TOE, HEEL, X, –;
M or W: A three count figure using a swiveling action of the supporting foot each count as you touch the
toe of the free foot to the instep of the supporting foot [no weight change], touch the heel of the free foot to
the instep of the supporting foot [no weight change], cross the free foot across and in front of the
supporting foot taking weight, –;

#

Scissors
scis
Scissors
QQS;
SD, CL, X, –;
M or W: A three step figure which always starts with a side step, the second step is a close, the third step
crosses past the weighted foot, –;
Instructions w ill indicate w hich partner crosses in front and w hich crosses in back as they change to
sidecar, banjo or other positions. There is no progression.

#

Scissors Hitch
scis htch
Scissors Hitch
QQS;
FWD TRN, CL, X, –; (FWD, CL, BK, –;)
M: Forward left [turning 1/4 right face], close right, cross left in front, –;
W: Forward right, close left, back right, – [ending in sidecar position];
Starts in semi-closed position. A figure where man executes a scissors while w oman executes a hitch.
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Scoot
none
QQQQ;
FWD, CL, FWD, CL;
M or W: Forward, close, forward, close;

#

Skate
SS;

#

Skip
none
Skip
T o progress by hopping lightly on first one foot and then the other.

#

Sliding Door
SS; QQS;
M or W: Partners start facing
cross in front changing sides
No progression.

#

Solo Left Turning Box
QQS; QQS; QQS; QQS;

#

Spot Piv ot [Moved to Glossary]
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Scoot

skt
Skate
SWVL FWD/DRAW, –, SWVL FWD/DRAW, –;
(SWVL FWD/DRAW, –, SWVL FWD/DRAW, –;)
M: Releasing contact with partner swivel left face on right and step forward on left, draw right to left
[swinging arms to left], –, swivel right face on left and step forward on right, draw left to right [swinging
arms to right], –;
W: Swivel right face on left and step forward on right, draw left to right [swinging arms to right], –, swivel left
face on right and step forward on left, draw right to left [swinging arms to left], –;

sldg dr
Sliding Door
RK APT, –, REC, –; XIF, SD, XIF, –;
same direction. Rock apart, –, recover releasing hands, –; cross in front, side,
still facing the same direction as woman crosses in front of man, –;

solo trng box
Solo Left T urning Box
SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –;
(SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –;)
Beginning with partners facing and no contact.
M: Side left, close right, forward left turning 1/4 left face, –; side right, close left, back right turning 1/4 left
face, –; side left, close right, forward left turning 1/4 left face, –; side right, close left, back right turning 1/4
left face, –;
W: Side right, close left, back right turning 1/4 left face, – [partners are now right shoulder to right
shoulder]; Side left, close right, forward left turning 1/4 left face, – [partners are now back to back]; side
right, close left, back right turning 1/4 left face, – [partners are now left shoulder to left shoulder]; side left,
close right, forward left turning 1/4 left face, – [partners are now facing];
A 4 measure figure.

Spot Spin
spt spn
Spin
QQS;
TRN, TRN, TRN, –; (TRN, TRN, TRN, –;)
M: With weight on ball of right foot commence left face spin by swiveling before taking weight on left near
right, swivel on left before taking weight on right near left, swivel on right before taking weight on left near
right, –;
W: With weight on ball of left foot commence right face spin by swiveling before taking weight on right near
left, swivel on right before taking weight on left near right, swivel on left before taking weight on right near
left, –;
May be done either right or left face.
#

Spot Turn [Moved to Glossary]

#

Step Swiv el
stp swvl
Swivel
A step taken on the ball of the foot with the motion of the next step or body movement causing the foot to
turn at the point of contact.

#

Thru Scissors
thru scis
Scissors T hru
QQS;
SD, CL, XIF, –;
M or W: A three step figure which always starts with a side step, the second step is a close, the third step
crosses in front past the weighted foot, –;
Both partners cross in front.

#

Together Step Step
tog stp stp
Balance T ogether
QQS;
TOG, STP, STP, –;
M or W: Step together, step beside supporting foot with ball of free foot, step in place, –;
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Trav eling Box
QQS; SS; QQS; SS;

trav box
T raveling Box
SD, CL, FWD, –; TRN FWD, –, FWD, –; SD, CL, BK, –; TRN FWD, –, FWD, –;
(SD, CL, BK, –; TRN FWD, –, FWD, –; SD, CL, FWD, –; TRN FWD, –, FWD, –;)
M: Side left, close right, forward left, –; turning to reverse semi-closed position walk forward right, –,
forward left, –; blending to closed position side right, close left, back right, –; blend to semi-closed position
walk forward left, –, forward right, –;
W: Side right, close left, back right, –; turning to reverse semi-closed position walk forward left, –, forward
right, –; blending to closed position side left, close right, forward left, –; blend to semi-closed position walk
forward right, –, forward left, –;

## Trav eling Door
trav dr
T raveling Door
SS; QQS;
RK SD, –, REC, –; XIF, SD, XIF, –;
M or W: Side right or left, –, recover, –; cross in front, side, cross in front, –;
May be done from any facing position.
#

Twirl
twrl
T wirl [# of steps]
QQS;
FWD, CL, FWD, –; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, SD, –;)
M: With partners facing man’s left and woman’s right hand joined side and forward left to face line of
progression, close right, forward left, –;
W: Side and forward right turning 1/2 right face, side and back left turning 1/2 right face, side right, –;
A progressive right face turn by the w oman under her right hand and man’s left hand.

#

Twirl Vine
twrl vin
T wirl Vine [# of steps]
QQS;
SD, XIB, SD, –; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, SD, –;)
M: Side left, cross right in back, side left, –;
W: Side and forward right turning 1/2 right face, side and back left turning 1/2 right face, side right, –;
Woman tw irls as man moves along w ith her in a Vine figure.

#

Twisty Vine
twsty vin
T wisty [# of steps]
QQQQ;
SD BK, XIB, SD FWD, XIF; (SD FWD, XIF, SD BK, XIB;)
M: Commence slight right face upper body turn side and back left, cross right in back of left, commence
slight left face upper body turn side and forward left, cross right in front of left;
W: Commence slight right face upper body turn side and forward right, cross left in front of right,
commence slight left face upper body turn side and back right, cross left in back of right;
Starts in facing position. Usually ends in sidecar position. Timing may be SS;SS;.

#

Two Turning Two Steps
two trng
T wo T urning T wo Steps
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, TRN, –; SD, CL, TRN, –; (SD, CL, TRN, –; SD, CL, TRN, –;)
M: Side left, close right, step diagonally left across line of progression and pivoting 1/2 right face on left, –;
step side right, close left, side right pivoting 1/2 right face on right, –;
W: Side right, close left, side right pivoting 1/2 right face on right, –; side left, close right, step diagonally left
across line of progression pivoting 1/2 right face on left, –;
A right face turning figure consisting of 6 steps and generally using 2 measures of music. Starts in closed
position by using a blending action with pivoting on right foot stepping betw een partner’s feet for the pivot.
Ending position and facing direction may change with choreography – e.g. semi-closed or sidecar position.

#

Unwind
none
Unwind
Beginning with legs in crossed position and leaving feet in place rotate body to uncross legs. Position of
cross dictates direction of unwind.
Weight is usually transferred to crossed leg as figure is executed.

## Unwrap [Moved to Actions]
## Vine
vin
Vine [# of steps]
QQQQ;
SD, XIB, SD, XIF;
M or W: Side right or left, cross in back, side in the same direction, cross in front;
May be any number of steps continuing the same sequence and cued as Slow Vine [# of steps]. Timing
may be SS;SS;.
#

Vine Apart and Together
vin apt & tog
Vine Apart and T ogether
QQS; QQS;
SD, XIB, SD, –; SD, XIB, SD, –;
M or W: With partners facing same direction release contact and moving apart, side, cross in back, side, –;
moving together side, cross in back, side, –;

#

Vine Eight
vin 8
Vine Eight
QQQQ; QQQQ;
SD, XIB, SD, XIF; SD, XIB, SD, XIF;
Vine four done 2 times in succession.
A 2 measure figure.
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#

Vine Four
vin 4
Vine Four
QQQQ;
SD, XIB, SD, XIF;
M or W: Side right or left, cross in back, side in same direction, cross in front;
May be SS;SS;.

#

Vine [Open]
vin
Open Vine [# of steps]
SS; SS;
SD, –, XIB, –; SD, –, XIF, –;
M or W: Side right or left, –,cross in back, –; side in same direction, –,cross in front, –;
Same action as Vine 4 except both man and woman turn to left open or open position as they take the
crossing step. Timing may be QQQQ;.

#

Vine Three
vin 3
Vine T hree
QQS;
SD, XIB, SD, –;
M or W: Side right or left, cross in back, side in same direction, –;

#

Wheel
QQS; QQS;

#

Wrap [Moved to Actions]

whl
Wheel
FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –;
(FWD, CL, FWD, –; FWD, CL, FWD, –;)
M: In banjo position begin right face turn forward left, close right, forward left, –; forward right, close left,
forward right, – [ending in designated position];
W: In banjo position begin right face turn forward right, close left, forward right, –; forward left, close right,
forward left, – [ending in designated position];
A 2 measure figure w ith couples in a designated position, turning 360 degrees, with mid–point between
partners as a pivot point.
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#

Fishtail
fshtl
Fishtail
QQQQ;
XIB, SD, FWD, LK; (XIF, SD, BK, LK;)
M: In contra banjo position cross left behind right but not tightly as body commences to turn right, take a
small step to side on right completing 1/4 right face body turn, forward left with left shoulder leading, cross
right behind left but not tightly;
W: In contra banjo position cross right in front of left but not tightly as body commences to turn right, take a
small step to side on left completing 1/4 right face body turn, back right with right shoulder leading, cross
left in front of right but not tightly;
The Fishtail is a progressive figure.

#

Left Turning Two Step
LF trng T S
Left T urning T wos
QQS; QQS;
SD, CL, FWD TRN, –; SD, CL, BK TRN, –; (SD, CL, BK TRN, –; SD, CL, FWD TRN, –;)
M: In closed position side left, close right, side left pivoting 1/2 left face, –; side right, close left, side right
pivoting 1/2 left face, –;
W: in closed position side right, close left, side right pivoting 1/2 left face, –; side left, close right, side left
pivoting 1/2 left face, –;
Figure generally uses two measures of music. Ending position and facing direction depend on
choreography.

#

Piv ot, Right Face Double [Moved to Phase IV Foxtrot – on Phase III Video Tape]

#

Stair, Forward
fwd stair
Forward Stair
QQQQ;
FWD, CL, SD, CL; (BK, CL, SD, CL;)
M: Forward left, close right, side left, close right;
W: Back right, close left, side right, close left;

#

Stair, Side
sd stair
Side Stair
QQQQ;
SD, CL, FWD, CL; (SD, CL, BK, CL;)
M: Side left, close right, forward left, close right;
W: Side right, close left, back right, close left;

#

Strolling Vine
SS; QQS; SS; QQS;

#

Susie Q
none
Susie Q
QQS; QQS;
XIF, SD, XIF, FLR; XIF, SD, XIF, –; (XIF, SD, XIF, FLR; XIF, SD, XIF, –;)
M: in butterfly position cross left thru to left heel swiveling on right toe, side right swiveling on left heel,
cross left thru to left heel swiveling on right toe, flare right counterclockwise to face partner, –; cross right
thru to right heel swiveling on left toe, side left swiveling on right heel, cross right thru to right heel swiveling
on left toe, –;
W: In butterfly position cross right thru to right heel swiveling on left toe, side left swiveling on right heel,
cross right thru to right heel swiveling on left toe, flare left clockwise to face partner, –; cross left thru to left
heel swiveling on right toe, side right swiveling on left heel, cross left thru to left heel swiveling on right toe,
–;
All steps have swivel action. Figure may start w ith man’s right in which case man’s flare is clockwise with
the left and w oman’s flare is counterclockwise with right.
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strllg vin
Strolling Vine
SD, –, XIB, –; SD, CL, TRN, –; SD, –, XIB, –; SD, CL, TRN, –;
(SD, –, XIF, –; SD, CL, TRN, –; SD, –, XIF, –; SD, CL, TRN, –;)
M: In closed position commence slight right face upper body turn side left, –, with slight left face upper
body turn cross right in back of left, –; continue turn side left, continue turn close right, continue turn side
left, –; commence slight left face upper body turn side right, –, with slight right face upper body turn cross
left in back of right, –; continue turn side right, continue turn close left, continue turn side right, –;
W: In closed position commence slight right face upper body turn side right, –, with slight left face upper
body turn cross left in front of right, –; continue turn side right, continue turn close left, continue turn side
right, –; commence slight left face upper body turn side left, –, with slight right face upper body turn cross
right in front of left, –; continue turn side left, continue turn close right, continue turn side left, –;
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Whaletail
QQQQ; QQQQ;

whtl
Whaletail
XIB, SD, FWD, LK; SD, CL, XIB, SD;
(XIF, SD, BK, LK; SD, CL, XIF, SD;)
M: In contra banjo position cross left behind right but not tightly as body commences to turn right, take a
small step to side on right completing 1/4 right face body turn, forward left with left shoulder leading, cross
right behind left but not tightly; side left commencing left face body turn, close right completing 1/4 body
turn left, cross left behind right commencing right face body turn, side right completing 1/4 body turn right;
W: In contra banjo position cross right in front of left but not tightly as body commences to turn right, take a
small step to side on left completing 1/4 right face body turn, back right with right shoulder leading, cross
left in front of right but not tightly; side right commencing left face body turn, close left completing 1/4 body
turn left, cross right in front of left commencing right face body turn, side left completing 1/4 body turn right;
The first measure of this 2 measure figure is exactly the same as the Fishtail. It is a progressive figure,
w hich starts and ends in contra banjo position.
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WALTZ
[T iming is 3/4] Using a count of 1, 2, 3; normally 3 steps to a measure but various syncopated timing is often
used. [{1,2&,3;} {1&,2,3;} {&1,2,3;} {1,2,3&;}]. Major characteristics of Waltz are the rhythmic rise and fall with the
low point being through count 1, beginning to rise at the end of 1, continuing to rise through count 2, continuing
to rise to the highest point on count 3, lowering at the end of count 3.

WALTZ – PHASE I
#

Apart and Together
apt & tog
Apart and T ogether
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
SD, DRAW, TCH; SD, DRAW, TCH; (SD, DRAW, TCH; SD, DRAW, TCH;)
M: Moving away from partner side, draw, –; side toward partner, draw, –;
W: Moving away from partner side, draw, –; side toward partner, draw, –;

#

Back [Step]
bk
A backward step taking weight.

#

Balance [Forward and Back] WZ bal
Balance [Direction]
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD, CL, IN PLC; BK, CL, IN PLC;
M or W: Beginning with either foot forward, close, in place; back, close, in place;
May be done in any position. Requires 2 measures.

#

Balance [One Step]
WZ bal
Balance
1,2, –;
STEP, TCH, –;
M or W: Step in direction indicated [forward, backward or sideward], touch, –;

#

Balance [Side]
WZ bal
Balance [Direction]
1,2,3;
SD, XIB, IN PLC;
M or W: Beginning with either foot side, behind, in place;

#

Box
none
Waltz Box
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD, SD, CL; BK, SD, CL; (BK, SD, CL; FWD, SD, CL;)
M: Beginning with left foot forward, side, close; back, side, close;
W: Beginning with right foot back, side, close; forward, side, close;
A 2 measure figure. May be done in open, closed or butterfly position.

#

Circle Away
circ awy
Circle Away
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL;
M or W: Releasing contact with partner then move away from each other in a circular pattern forward turn,
forward turn, close;

#

Circle Away & Together
circ awy & tog
Circle Away and T ogether [# of steps]
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL; FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL;
M or W: Releasing contact with partner then moving away from each other in a circular pattern forward
turn, forward turn, close [turning 180 degrees]; continuing circular pattern toward partner forward turn,
forward turn, close [turning 180 or to designated position];

#

Close
cl
Close
A step bringing feet together and parallel and changing weight.

#

Cross
X
Cross
With designated foot step across in front of, or behind, and beyond the supporting foot.
# Cross Behind
Xb
Behind
# Cross in Back
Xib
Cross in Back
# Cross in Front
Xif
Cross in Front
# Cross Left in Back
XLib
N/A
# Cross Left in Front
XLif
N/A
# Cross Right in Back
XRib
N/A
# Cross Right in Front
XRif
N/A

#

Face
fc
A step turning to face partner.
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#

Forward [Step]
fwd
Forward
A forward step toward line of progression taking weight.

#

Lady Under
W undr
Lady Under
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; (FWD, FWD, CL;)
M: Beginning with free foot forward, forward, close; Maintain designated joined hands while moving in
designated direction.
W: Woman moves in a given direction under man and woman’s joined hands, beginning with free foot
forward, forward, close;
Ends in designated position.

#

Man Under
M undr
Man Under
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; (FWD, FWD, CL;)
M: Man moves in a given direction under man and woman’s joined hands beginning with free foot forward,
forward, close;
W: Beginning with free foot forward, forward, close; Maintain designated joined hands while moving in
designated direction.
Ends in designated position.

#

Pickup
pkup
Pickup
S
FWD (FWD TRN)
T he action in which the man [without changing his facing direction] leads the woman in front of him ending
in closed position.
M: Forward right [short step].
W: Forward left stepping in front of man turning left face to end closed position.
The usual movement is from semi-closed position to closed position.

#

Recov er
rec
Return weight to original supporting foot.

#

Rev erse Box
rev box
Reverse Box
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
BK, SD, CL; FWD, SD, CL; (FWD, SD, CL; BK, SD, CL;)
M: Beginning with left foot back, side, close; forward, side, close;
W: Beginning with right foot forward, side, close; back, side, close;
A 2 measure figure. Partners need not be facing to do a reverse box.

#

Rock
rk
Rock
T ransfer weight from supporting foot to free foot in direction indicated in anticipation of returning weight to
original supporting foot.

#

Side [Step]
sd
A step to either side taking weight.

#

Step
stp
Step
Movement of free foot in a given direction or location with transfer of weight from supporting foot.

#

Thru
thru
T hru
Forward between partners with a reaching step ending in designated position.

#

Waltz Away and Together
awy & tog
Waltz Away and T ogether
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL;
M or W: With inside hands joined forward turning away from partner, side & forward [to a slight back to
back], close; side and forward turning to face partner, side, close;

Recover

Side
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#

Back Twinkle
bk twkl
Back T winkle
1,2,3;
BK TRN, SD TRN, CL; (BK TRN, SD TRN, CL;)
M: Back left turning right face 1/4, side right continue right face turn, close left ending in left open position;
W: Back right turning left face 1/4, side left continue left face turn, close right ending in left open position;
Starts in open position and ends in left open position. May start in left open position and end in open
position by using right foot lead for man.

## Back Waltz
bk WZ
Back Waltz
1,2,3;
BK, BK, CL; (FWD, FWD, CL;)
M: In closed position back, back, close;
W: In closed position forward, forward, close;
May be done in any position.
#

Box [Left Turning]
1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Box [Right Turning]
1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Canter
none
Canter
1,2,3;
STP, DRAW, CL;
M or W: Step on count one, draw free foot to supporting foot on count two, close on count three;
May be done forw ard, sidew ard, backward, or turning as indicated.

#

Change Sides
chg sds
Change Sides
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; (FWD, FWD, CL;)
M: Forward left, forward right, close left;
W: Forward right, forward left, close right;
Starts w ith partners facing but slightly to the left. Partners change places passing partner’s left shoulder to
left shoulder ending in designated position. The manner depends on type of change taking place.

#

Check
ck
Check
A step to stop motion for a change of direction. New directions need not be exact opposite of previous
direction.

#

Dip
dp
Dip
A step in direction indicated and take full weight with the knee relaxed or slightly bent. The other leg
remains extended with the knee and ankle forming a straight line from the hip and the toe remaining on the
floor.

#

Forward Waltz
fwd WZ
Forward Waltz
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; (BK, BK, CL;)
M: In closed position forward, forward, close;
W: In closed position back, back, close;
May be done in any position.
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L trng box
Left T urning Box
FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL;
(BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL;)
M: Forward left turning 1/4 left face, side on right, close left; back on right turning 1/4 left face, side on left,
close right; forward left turning 1/4 left face, side on right, close left; back on right turning 1/4 left face, side
on left, close right;
W: Back right turning 1/4 left face, side left, close right; forward left turning 1/4 left face, side right, close
left; back right turning 1/4 left face, side left, close right; forward left turning 1/4 left face, side right, close
left;
A 4 measure figure. Closed position throughout.
R trng box
Right T urning Box
BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL;
(FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL;)
M: Back on left turning 1/4 right face, side on right, close left; forward on right turning 1/4 right face, side on
left, close right; back on left turning 1/4 right face, side on right, close left; forward on right turning 1/4 right
face, side on left, close right;
W: Forward right turning 1/4 right face, side left, close right; back left turning 1/4 right face, side right, close
left; forward right turning 1/4 right face, side left, close right; back left turning 1/4 right face, side right, close
left;
A 4 measure figure. Closed position throughout.
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#

Lace
Ic
Lace Across
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; (FWD, FWD, CL;)
M: With man’s left and woman’s right hands joined and passing behind woman, moving diagonally across
line of progression ending in left open position facing line of progression forward left, forward right, close
left;
W: Passing in front of man under joined hands and moving diagonally across line of progression forward
right, forward left, close right;
With designated hands joined, partners change sides moving diagonally across line of progression.
Woman crosses under joined hands in front of man. Timing may vary.

#

Left Face Turning Waltz
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Maneuv er
manuv
Maneuver
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL; (BK TRN, BK TRN, CL;)
M: In closed position forward right commence right face upper body turn, continue right face turn to face
partner side left, close right;
W: In closed position back left commence right face upper body turn, continue right face turn to face
partner side right, close left;
May start in banjo or semi-closed position. When starting in semi-closed the first step for the woman is
forw ard.

LF trng WZ
[#] Left T urns
FWD TRN, SD TRN, CL; BK TRN, SD TRN, CL;
(BK TRN, SD TRN, CL; FWD TRN, SD TRN, CL;)
M: Forward left turning up to 1/4 left face, step side on right diagonally across line of progression turning up
to 1/4 left face, close left; back on right turning up to 1/4 left face, side on left toward line of progression
turning up to 1/4 left face, close right;
W: Back on right turning up to 1/4 left face, side left toward line of progression turning up to 1/4 left face,
close right; forward on left turning up to 1/4 left face, side on right diagonally across line of progression
turning up to 1/4 left face, close left;
Closed position throughout. May end in designated position. Total amount of turn over the measures is
from 3/4 to 1 full turn.

## Open Box
op box
Open Box
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD, SD, CL; BK, SD, CL;
M or W: In open position beginning with free foot forward, side, close; back, side, close;
May start in left open position.
## Open Rev erse Box
op rev box
Open Reverse Box
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
BK, SD, CL; FWD, SD, CL;
M or W: In open position beginning with free foot back, side, close; forward, side, close;
May start in left open position.
#

Piv ot
pvt
Pivot
A couple turn of more than 90 degrees, progressing either forward or backward. T urn may be in either
direction.

#

Progressiv e Box
prog box
Progressive Box
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD, SD, CL; FWD, SD, CL; (BK, SD, CL; BK, SD, CL;)
M: Forward left, side right, close left; forward right, side left, close right;
W: Back right, side left, close right; back left, side right, close left;
A 2 measure figure. Starts in designated position.

#

Progressiv e Twinkle
prog twkl
Progressive T winkle
1,2,3;
X, SD, CL;
M or W: A 3–step figure, which always starts with a crossing step, the second step is to the side, the third
step is a close;
Instructions w ill indicate w hich partner crosses in front and w hich crosses in back as they change to
sidecar, banjo or other positions. There is progression in direction indicated.

#

Rev erse Twirl
rev twrl
Reverse T wirl [# of steps]
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, SD;)
M: With partners facing man’s left and woman’s right hands joined side and forward right to reverse line of
progression, forward left, close right;
W: Side and forward left turning 1/2 left face, side and back right turning 1/2 left face, side left;
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#

Rev erse Twirl Vine
rev twrl vin
Reverse T wirl Vine [# of steps]
1,2,3;
SD, XIB, SD; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, SD;)
M: Side right, cross left in back, side right;
W: Side and forward left turning 1/2 left face, side and back right turning 1/2 left face, side left;
Woman tw irls left face as man does a Vine.

#

Right Face Turning Waltz
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Roll
none
Roll
1,2,3;
M or W: A right or left individual turn with each step progressing in designated direction to end in
designated position.

#

Solo Turning Box
1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Solo Waltz Turn
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Spin Maneuv er
spn manuv
Spin Maneuver
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL; (SPN IN PLC, IN PLC, IN PLC;)
M: Forward right commence right face upper body turn, continuing right face turn to face partner side left,
close right;
W: Commence left face spin in place left, right, left to end facing line of progression and partner;
A combination of 2 basic figures [Spin for woman and Maneuver for man]. Ends in closed position.

RF trng WZ
[#] Right T urns
BK TRN, SD TRN, CL; FWD TRN, SD TRN, CL;
(FWD TRN, SD TRN, CL; BK TRN, SD TRN, CL;)
M: Back on left turning up to 1/4 right face, side right toward line of progression turning up to 1/4 right face,
close left; forward right turning up to 1/4 right face, side left diagonally across line of progression turning up
to 1/4 right face, close right;
W: Forward right turning up to 1/4 right face, side left diagonally across line of progression turning up to 1/4
right face, close right; back left turning up to 1/4 right face, side right toward line of progression turning up
to 1/4 right face, close left;
Closed position throughout. May end in designated position. Total amount of turn over 2 measures is from
3/4 to 1 full turn.

solo trng box
Solo T urning Box
FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL;
(BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL; BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, CL;)
M: Forward left turning 1/4 left face, side right, close left; back right turning 1/4 left face, side left, close
right; forward left turning 1/4 left face, side right, close left; back right turning 1/4 left face, side left, close
right;
W: Back right turning 1/4 left face, side left, close right [partners are now right shoulder to right shoulder];
forward left turning 1/4 left face, side right, close left [partners are now back to back]; back right turning 1/4
left face, side left, close right [partners are now left shoulder to left shoulder]; forward left turning 1/4 left
face, side right, close left [partners are now facing];
A 4 measure figure.
solo WZ trn
Solo T urn
FWD TRN, SD TRN, CL; BK TRN, SD TRN, CL;
(FWD TRN, SD TRN, CL; BK TRN, SD TRN, CL;)
M: Forward left turning away from partner, side right continuing turn, close left to complete 1/2 turn; back
right continuing turn, side left, close right to designated position;
W: Forward right turning away from partner, side left continuing turn, close right to complete 1/2 turn; back
left continuing turn, side right, close left to complete full turn;
A 2 measure figure. First measure ends facing reverse line of progression.

Spot Piv ot [Moved to Glossary]
Spot Spin
spt spn
Spin
1,2,3;
TRN, TRN, TRN; (TRN, TRN, TRN;)
M: With weight on ball of right foot commence left face spin by swiveling before taking weight on left near
right, swivel on left before taking weight on right near left, swivel on right before taking weight on left near
right;
W: With weight on ball of left foot commence right face spin by swiveling before taking weight on right near
left, swivel on right before taking weight on left near right, swivel on left before taking weight on right near
left;
May be done either right or left face.
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#

Spot Turn [Moved to Glossary]

#

Standard Waltz
std WZ
Standard Waltz
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL;
M or W: T hree foot movements to a three beat musical measure done by taking three steps of which the
last is a closing step.

#

Thru Side Close
thru sd cl
T hru Side Close
1,2,3;
THRU, SD, CL;
M or W: Forward between partners with a reaching step, side in the direction of the free foot, close free foot
to supporting foot;
May begin w ith either foot.

#

Thru Twinkle
thru twkl
T hru T winkle
1,2,3;
X, SD, CL;
M or W: Forward between partners with a crossing step, side in the direction of the free foot, close free foot
to supporting foot;
Both partners cross in front.

#

Turn Face Close
trn fc d
T urn Face Close
1,2,3;
TRN, FC, CL;
M or W: T urn in, step to face partner, close free foot to supporting foot;
First step may be either forw ard turn or back turn.

#

Twinkle
twkl
T winkle
1,2,3;
X, SD, CL;
M or W: A 3 step figure, which always starts with a crossing step, the second step is to the side, the third
step is a close;
Instructions w ill indicate w hich partner crosses in front and w hich crosses in back as they change to
sidecar, banjo, or other positions.

#

Twirl
twrl
T wirl [# of steps]
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, CL;)
M: With partners facing man’s left and woman’s right hands joined side and forward left to face line of
progression, forward right, close left;
W: Side and forward right turning 1/2 right face, side and back left turning 1/2 right face, side right;
A progressive right face turn by the w oman under her right hand and man’s left hand.

#

Twirl Vine
twrl vin
T wirl Vine [# of steps]
1,2,3;
SD, XIB, SD; (FWD TRN, BK TRN, CL;)
M: Side, cross in back, side;
W: Side and forward right turning 1/2 right face, side and back left turning 1/2 right face, side right;
A progressive right face turn by the w oman under her right hand and man’s left hand.

#

Twisty Vine
twsty vin
T wisty [# of steps]
1,2,3;
SD, XIB, SD; (SD, XIF, SD;)
M: Step to the side on free foot, cross in back on second step, step side in same direction;
W: Step to the side on free foot, cross in front on second step, step side in same direction;
May start w ith either foot.

## Unwrap [Moved to Actions]
#

Vine Six
vin 6
Vine Six
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
SD, XIB, SD; XIF, SD, XIB;
M or W: Side right or left, cross in back, side in same direction; cross in front, side in same direction, cross
in back;

#

Vine Three
vin 3
Vine T hree
1,2,3;
SD, XIB, SD;
M or W: Side right or left, cross in back, side in same direction;
May begin w ith either foot.
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#

Wheel
whl
Wheel
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD, FWD, CL; FWD, FWD, CL; (FWD, FWD, CL; FWD, FWD, CL;)
M: In banjo position begin right face turn forward left, forward right, close left; forward right, forward left,
close right; [ending in designated position];
W: In banjo position begin right face turn forward right, forward left, close right; forward left, forward right,
close left; [ending in designated position];
A 2 measure figure w ith couples in a designated position, turning 360 degrees, with mid–point between
partners as a pivot point.

#

Wrap [Moved to Actions]
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#

Back Back/Lock Back
bk, bk/lk, bk
Back Back/Lock Back
1,2&,3;
BK, BK/LK, BK; (FWD, FWD/LK, FWD;)
M: In banjo position back left, back right/lock left in front of right, back right;
W: In banjo position forward right, forward left/lock right in back of left, forward left;

#

Back Hov er
bk hvr
Back Hover
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3;
BK, SD & RISE, REC; (FWD, SD & FWD RISE, REC;)
M: Back, side and back with a slight rise, recover;
W: Forward, side and forward with a slight rise, recover;
May start w ith either foot. Closed position throughout.

## Box Finish
box fin
Box Finish
1,2,3;
BK TRN, SD, CL; (FWD TRN, SD, CL;)
M: Back right turning left face, side left, close right;
W: Forward left turning left face, side right, close left;
Figure turns left face up to 1/4.
#

Chair
chr
Chair
1
FWD LUN, (FWD LUN,)
M: Forward right lunge step,
W: Forward left lunge step,
A 1 step figure. The dancer’s body profile is shaped to style a forw ard lunge to resemble the side view of a
straight chair. The stepping leg is slightly bent representing the front legs and seat of the chair. The
dancer’s torso forms the chair’s back as the trailing leg simulates the chair’s rear legs. Semi-closed
position.

## Chasse
none
Chasse [to ending position]
1&,2,3;
SD/CL, SD, (SD/CL, SD,)
M: Side left/close right, side left,
W: Side right/close left, side right,
May start w ith either foot.
Examples:
(1) From banjo position to semi-closed position:
## Forward Chasse
fwd chasse
Forward Chasse [Semi-Closed]
1,2&,3;
FWD TRN, SD/CL, SD; (BK TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: Forward right turning to face, side left/close right, side left to semi-closed position;
W: Back left turning to face, side right/close left, side right to semi-closed position;
(2) From semi-closed position to semi-closed position:
## Thru Chasse
thru chasse
T hru Chasse to Semi Closed
1,2&,3;
THRU TRN, SD/CL, SD; (THRU TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: T hru right turning to face, side left/close right, side left to semi-closed position;
W: T hru left turning to face, side right/close left, side right to semi-closed position;
(3) From semi-closed position to banjo position:
# Thru Chasse
thru chasse
T hru Chasse to Banjo
1,2&,3;
THRU TRN, SD/CL, SD; (THRU TRN, SD/CL, SD;)
M: T hru right turning to face, side left/close right, side left to banjo position;
W: T hru left turning to face, side right/close left, side right to banjo position;
(4) From closed position to banjo position:
## Turn Left & Right Chasse
trn L & R chasse T urn Left & Right Chasse [to Banjo]
1,2&,3;
FWD, FWD TRN/CL, SD; (BK, BK TRN/CL, SD;)
M: Forward left, commencing upper body turn forward right turning left/close left, side right to banjo
position;
W: Back right, commencing upper body turn back left turning left/close right, side left to banjo
position;
Figure may be danced forw ard, sideward or backward, turned to curved left or right, starting and ending in
the same or different positions. Rhythm may vary from time to time particularly in mixed rhythm dances, but
for the most part w ill remain as shown.
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#

Cross Hov er
X hvr
Cross Hover [to ending position]
1,2,3;
XIF, SD RISE, REC; (XIB, SD RISE, REC;)
M: From sidecar position cross left in front of right, side right with a slight rise turning left, recover left to
indicated position;
W: From sidecar position cross right in back of left, side left with a slight rise turning left, recover right to
indicated position;
Figure may start in sidecar position and end in semi-closed or banjo position or may start in banjo position
w ith man’s right and woman’s left foot and end in sidecar position.

#

Cross Piv ot [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase III Video Tape]

#

Forward Forward/Lock Forward
fwd, fwd/lk, fwd
Forward Forward/Lock Forward
1,2&,3;
FWD, FWD/LK, FWD; (BK, BK/LK, BK;)
M: In banjo position forward right, forward left/lock right in back of left, forward left;
W: In banjo position back left, back right/lock left in front of right, back right;

#

Forward Hov er
fwd hvr
Forward Hover [specify position]
[Moved from Phase IV – on Phase IV Video Tape]
1,2,3;
FWD, SD & FWD RISE, REC; (BK, SD & BK RISE, REC;)
M: Forward left, side and forward right with a slight rise, recover on left;
W: Back right, side left and back with a slight rise, recover on right;
Starts in closed position.

#

Hov er
hvr
Hover
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD & SD RISE, REC; (BK, BK & SD RISE, REC;)
M: From banjo or closed position step forward left to closed position, forward and side right rising to ball of
foot, recover forward left to tight semi-closed position;
W: From banjo or closed position step back right to closed position, back and side left turning to semiclosed position and rising to ball of foot, recover forward right to tight semi-closed position;
Hover ends in semi-closed position unless otherw ise specified. Partners may brush free foot to supporting
foot on second step.

#

Hov er Fallaway
hvr falwy
Hover Fallaway
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD RISE, REC; (FWD, FWD RISE, REC;)
M: Staying in semi-closed position throughout forward right, forward left rising to ball of foot and checking,
recover back on right;
W: Staying in semi-closed position throughout forward left, forward right rising to ball of foot and checking,
recover back on left;

#

Impetus to Semi-Closed [Open Impetus]
imp SCP
Impetus to Semi
1,2,3;
BK, CL TRN, FWD; (FWD, FWD TRN, FWD;)
M: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
back left, –, close right [heel turn] continue turn [usually a total of about 3/8 turn], forward left in tight semiclosed position;
W: Usually starts in closed position soft or flexed knees throughout commence right face upper body turn
forward right, between man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right face, –, side and forward left continue turn
around man brush right to left, forward right;

#

Slip Piv ot
slp pvt
Slip Pivot
1,2,3;
BK, BK TRN, FWD; (BK TRN, FWD TRN, BK;)
M: Back left, back right turning left [keeping left leg extended], forward left;
W: Back right starting left face pivot on ball of foot [thighs locked left leg extended], forward left continuing
left turn placing left foot near man’s right foot, back right;
A 3 step figure beginning in semi-closed position usually ending in banjo or contra banjo position.
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#

Spin Turn
spn trn
Spin T urn
1,2,3;
BK PVT, FWD RISE, SD & BK; (FWD PVT, BK RISE BRUSH, SD & FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left pivoting 1/2 right face to face line of progression,
forward right between woman’s feet heel to toe continuing turn leave left leg extended back and side,
recover side and back left;
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right between man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right
face, back left toe continuing turn brush right to left, side and forward right;
Usually starts from closed position reverse line of dance. Basic figure ends in closed position line of dance
and w all. How ever the amount of turn may vary. Underspin will allow the figure to end man facing line of
dance, overspin will allow the figure to end man facing wall or wall and reverse line of dance. Amount of
turn is completed on second step.

#

Telemark to Semi-Closed [Moved to Phase IV–on Phase III Video Tape]

#

Whisk
wsk
Whisk
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD & SD RISE, XIB; (BK, BK & SD RISE, XIB;)
M: In closed or banjo position forward left to closed position, forward and side right commencing rise to ball
of foot, cross left in back of right continuing to full rise to ball of foot ending in tight semi-closed position;
W: In closed or banjo position back right to closed position, back and side left commencing to rise to ball of
foot, cross right in back of left continuing to full rise to ball of foot ending in a tight semi-closed position;

#

Wing
none
Wing
1,2,3;
FWD, DRAW, TCH; (FWD, FWD TRN, FWD TRN;)
M: In semi-closed position forward right, draw left toward right, touch left to right turning upper part of body
left face with left side stretch;
W: Forward left beginning to cross in front of man turning slightly left face, forward right around man
continuing to turn slightly left face, forward left around man continuing to turn slightly left face to end in a
tight sidecar position;
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#

Back Hov er [Moved to Phase Ill – on Phase IV Video Tape]

## Back Hov er Telemark
bk hvr tele
Back Hover T elemark
1,2,3;
BK, SD & FWD RISE & TRN, FWD; (FWD TRN, SD & FWD RISE & TRN, FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, continue turn side and forward right rising slightly
[hovering] with body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right face, forward left small step on toe to semi-closed position;
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward on right between man’s feet pivoting 1/2 right face, side
forward left continue turn rising slightly [hovering] with body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right face, forward right step
on toe to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position and ends in semi-closed position.
#

Back Passing Change
bk pasg chg
Back Passing Change
1,2,3;
BK, BK, BK; (FWD, FWD, FWD;)
M: Back left, back right, back left;
W: Forward right, forward left, forward right;
Contra Banjo position throughout, no turn made, all passing steps.

#

Back Whisk
bk wsk
Back Whisk
1,2,3;
BK, BK & SD, XIB; (FWD, FWD & SD, XIB;)
M: Back left, back and side on right, cross left in back of right finishing in semi-closed position;
W: Forward right, forward and side left, cross right in back of left finishing in semi-closed position;

#

Chair and Slip
chr & slp
Chair and Slip
1,2,3;
LUN THRU, REC, SLP BK; (LUN THRU, REC, SWVL FWD;)
M: From semi-closed position check thru right with lunge action as for Chair [see Phase III], recover left [no
rise], with slight left face upper body turn slip right behind left continuing turn to end facing diagonal line of
dance and center of hall;
W: From semi-closed position check thru left with lunge action as for Chair [see Phase Ill], recover right [no
rise], swivel left face on right and step forward left outside man’s right foot to closed position;

#

Change of Direction
chg of dir
Change of Direction
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD TRN LF, DRAW; (BK, BK TRN LF, DRAW;)
M: Forward left diagonally line and wall, forward right diagonally line and wall right shoulder leading and
turn left face, draw left to right and brush;
W: Back right diagonally line and wall, back left diagonally line and wall left shoulder leading turn left face,
draw right to left and brush;
Closed position throughout, up to 1/4 left face turn.

## Closed Impetus
cl imp
Closed Impetus
1,2,3;
BK TRNG, HEEL TRN, SD & BK; (FWD, SD & FWD TRNG, BRUSH FWD;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, close right [heel turn] continue turn, side and back left
to closed position, –;
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right between man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right
face, side and forward left continue turn around man brush right to left, forward right between man’s feet to
closed position;
#

Closed Wing
cl wing
Closed Wing
1,2,3;
FWD, DRAW, TCH; (BK, SD, FWD;)
M: Forward right, draw left to right with left face body turn, touch left;
W: Back left, side right across man, forward left to sidecar position;
May be done from closed or banjo positions.

#

Cross Hesitation
X hes
Cross Hesitation
1,2,3;
THRU, TRN TCH, –; (THRU, SD, CL;)
M: From semi-closed position step thru right, commence 1/4 to 3/8 left face turn on right touching left,
continue turn;
W: From semi-closed position thru left, side right around man turning left, continuing turn close left to right
in contra banjo position;
Begins in semi-closed position and ends in contra banjo position.
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Cross Piv ot
X Pvt
Cross Pivot
[Moved from Phase III – on Phase III Video T ape]
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, SD TRN, FWD; (FWD TRN, SD TRN, BK;)
M: Usually in semi-closed position forward right in front of woman beginning a right face turn, side left
continuing right face turn, forward right to sidecar;
W: Usually in semi-closed position forward left small step commence right face turn, forward right between
man’s feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 right face, side and back left to sidecar position;
Man makes a full right face turn. Woman makes a right face turn 1/2. The second step for the woman is
betw een the man’s feet. May start in closed position with woman’s first step back commencing a right face
turn.

## Cross Swiv el
X swvl
Cross Swivel
1,2,3;
FWD, SWVL PT, CK FWD; (BK, SWVL PT, CK BK;)
M: Forward left, swiveling on left foot and turning left face point toward line of dance, check forward on right
towards reverse line of dance in contra banjo position;
W: Back right, swiveling on right foot and turning left face point left foot towards line of dance, check back
on left towards reverse line of dance in contra banjo position;
Usually starts in closed position. Figure will have 1/2 left face turn.
#

Dev elope [no swiv el]
none
Develope
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
1,2,3;
FWD CK, –, –; (BK, –, DEVELOPE, –;)
M: Forward left outside partner checking, –, –, –;
W: Back right, bring left foot up right leg to outside of right knee, –, extend left foot forward, –;
Figure is executed on ball of foot with body stretched upward on develope but knee remains flexed. May be
executed from any position, with either foot and by either or both partners, with or without the swivel.

#

Diamond Turn
1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Drag Hesitation
drg hes
Drag Hesitation
1,2,3;
FWD, SD, DRAW; (BK, SD, DRAW;)
M: Forward left beginning left face turn, side right continuing left face turn, draw left toward right ending in
contra banjo position;
W: Back right beginning left face turn, side left continuing left face turn, draw right toward left ending in
contra banjo position;
May be done from different positions. Overall turn is approximately 3/8 to face diagonal reverse line of
dance and center.

#

Forward Hov er [Moved to Phase III – on Phase IV Video T ape]

diam trn
Diamond T urn
FWD, SD, BK; BK, SD, FWD; FWD, SD, BK; BK, SD, FWD;
(BK, SD, FWD; FWD, SD, BK; BK, SD, FWD; FWD, SD, BK;)
M: Forward left turning on the diagonal, continuing left turn side right, back left to banjo position; staying in
banjo position and turning left face step back right, side on left, forward right; still in banjo position step
forward left turning on the diagonal, side right, back left; back right continuing turn, side left, forward right to
designated position and facing direction;
W: Back right turning on the diagonal, continuing left turn side left, forward right to banjo position; forward
left turning left face, side right, back left; back right turning left face, side left, forward right; forward left
turning left face, side right, back left to designated position and facing direction.
A 4 measure figure. Turns 1 full turn left face in 4 measures. Each measure turns 1/4. Starts in designated
position and facing direction.

## Heel Pull
none
Heel Pull
1,2,3;
BK TRN, SD, –; (FWD TRN, SD, DRAW;)
M: Back left starting right face turn, continue turn on left heel pull right foot back to left, transfer weight to
right at end of step ending side with feet slightly apart, –;
W: Forward right turning right face, continue turn side left, draw right to left;
Usually ends facing diagonal line and center. Amount of turn varies.
#

Hesitation Change
hes chg
Hesitation Change
1,2,3;
BK TRN, SD TRN, DRAW; (FWD TRN, SD TRN, DRAW;)
M: Commence right face upper body turn back left, side right continuing turn, draw left to right;
W: Commence right face upper body turn forward right, side left continuing turn, draw right to left;
A 1 measure figure usually done in closed position, but may be done in contra banjo position. Amount of
turn varies.
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#

Hov er Corte
hvr corte
Hover Corte
1,2,3;
BK & TRN, SD & FWD RISE, REC BK; (FWD, SD & FWD RISE, REC;)
M: Back right starting left face turn, side and forward left with hovering action, recover back right in contra
banjo position;
W: Forward left turning left face, side and forward right with hovering action, recover left to contra banjo
position;
Up to 1/2 left face turn. Starts in closed position, stays in closed position for steps 1 and 2, goes to contra
banjo position on step 3.

#

Hov er Telemark
hvr tele
Hover T elemark
1,2,3;
FWD, SD & FWD RISE & TRN, FWD; (BK, SD & BK RISE & TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left, diagonal side and forward right rising slightly [hovering] with body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right
face, forward left small step on toes to semi-closed position;
W: Back right, diagonal side and back left with hovering action and body turning 1/8 to 1/4 right face,
forward right small step on toes to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position and ends in semi-closed position. Woman may brush right to left on second step.

#

In and Out Runs
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Left Whisk
L wsk
Left Whisk
1,2,3;
THRU, SD & FWD, XIB; (THRU, SD & BK, XIB;)
M: T hru right to momentary semi-closed position, side and forward left to closed position, cross right well
behind left to reverse semi-closed position turning upper body to right;
W: T hru left, side and slightly back right to closed position, cross left well behind right;
Often begins in semi-closed position. Whisk is flat.

#

Natural Hov er Fallaway
nat hvr falwy
Natural Hover Fallaway
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, REC BK; (FWD, FWD TRN, REC BK;)
M: Forward right with slight body turn to right, forward left on toe turning to right with slow rise, recover
back on right;
W: Forward left, forward right on toe between man’s feet turning right face with slow rise, recover back on
left;
Semi-closed position throughout. Usually 1/4 turn to right but can be up to 1/2 turn. Progressive figure, no
steps should go to reverse line of dance.

#

Open Natural Turn
op nat trn
Open Natural
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, SD, BK; (BK TRN, SD, FWD;)
M: In closed position commence right face upper body turn forward right heel to toe, side left across line of
dance, continue slight right face upper body turn to lead partner to step outside back right to contra banjo
position;
W: In closed position commence right face upper body turn back left, side right across line of dance,
forward left outside partner to end contra banjo position;
May be done in banjo or semi-closed position. When starting in semi-closed position woman’s first step is
forw ard.

#

Open Rev erse Turn
op rev trn
Open Reverse T urn
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, SD, BK; (BK TRN, SD TRN, FWD;)
M: In closed position forward left turning left face 1/8 to 114, continue left turn side right, back left to contra
banjo position;
W: In closed position back right turning left 1/8 to 1/4, continue side left, forward right to contra banjo
position;
Usually 3/8 left turn, Ends with passing step, not closing.
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I/O runs
In and Out Runs
FWD & TRN, SD & BK, BK; BK & TRN, SD & FWD & TRN, FWD;
(FWD, FWD, FWD; FWD & TRN, FWD & TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward right starting right face turn, side and back wall and line of dance on left to closed position,
back right to contra banjo position; back left turning right face, side and forward right between woman’s feet
continuing right face turn, forward left to semi-closed position;
W: Forward left, forward right between man’s feet, forward left in contra banjo position; forward right
starting right face turn, forward and side left continuing turn, forward right to semi-closed position;
Figure requires 2 measures. Starts and ends in semi-closed position.
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#

Outside Change to Banj o
outsd chg to BJO
Outside Change to Banjo
1,2,3;
BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD; (FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Back left, back right turning left face, side and forward left to contra banjo position;
W: Forward right, forward left turning left face, side and back right to contra banjo position;
Starts in closed or contra banjo positions. Up to 1/2 left face turn. No sway. Woman keeps head left
throughout.

#

Outside Change to Semi-Closed
outsd chg to SCP
Outside Change to Semi
1,2,3;
BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD; (FWD, FWD TRN, SD & FWD;)
M: Back left, back right turning left face, side and forward left to semi-closed position;
W: Forward right forward left turning left face, side and forward right to semi-closed position;
Starts in closed or contra banjo positions. Up to 1/2 left face turn. No sway. Woman keeps head left for
steps 1 and 2 but turns head to right on step 3.

## Outside Check
outsd ck
Outside Check
1,2,3;
BK, SD & FWD, CK FWD; (FWD TRN, SD & BK, CK BK;)
M: Back right turning left face, side and forward left, check forward right outside partner to contra banjo
position;
W: Forward left turning left face, side and back right, check back left outside partner to contra banjo
position;
Outside Swiv el
outsd swvl
Outside Swivel
1,2,3;
BK, XIF [NO WGT], –; (FWD, SWVL RF, –;)
M: In banjo position back on left, cross right in front of left with no weight, –;
W: In banjo position forward on right, swivel right face on ball of right foot ending in semi-closed position, –;
#

Ov ersway
none
Oversway
1,
SD SWAY, (SD SWAY,)
M: Side left relaxing left knee leaving right leg extended and stretching left side of body and looking in
designated direction,
W: Side right relaxing right knee leaving left leg extended and stretching right side looking well to left,
As knee is flexed there is a slight left face turn similar to a side dip or side corte.

## Progressiv e Wing
prog wing
Progressive Wing
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD & SD, XIB; (FWD TRN, FWD TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward right commence slight left face turn, forward and side left continue left face turn, cross right
behind left end contra sidecar position;
W: Forward left commence slight left face turn, forward right around man continue slight left face turn,
forward left around man completing left face turn to end in contra sidecar position;
#

Promenade Sway
PROM sway
Promenade Sway
1,2,
SD & FWD [SCP], RELAX KNEE, (SD & FWD [SCP], RELAX KNEE,)
M: Side and forward left turning to semi-closed position and stretching left side of body slightly upward to
look over joined lead hands, relax left knee,
W: Side and forward right turning to semi-closed position and stretching right side of body slightly upward
to look over joined lead hands, relax right knee,

#

Rev erse Fallaway
rev falwy
Reverse Fallaway
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, –, SD, XIB; (BK TRN, –, SD, XIB;)
M: From closed position forward left turning left face, –, side right, cross left in back of right; from semiclosed position, thru right with slight body turn to left, –, forward left turning left, recover back on right;
W: From closed position back right turning left face, –, side left, cross right in back; from semi-closed
position thru left with slight body turn to left, –, back right turning left, recover back on left;
When starting in closed position, turn is usually 1/8 to 1/4 left. The cross in back step should be taken well
under the body. Ends in a tight V semi-closed position. Do not open up bodies. When starting in semiclosed position, turn is usually 3/8 to left. Always ends in semi-closed regardless of starting position.

#

Right Lunge
R lun
Right Lunge
1,
SD & FWD, (SD & BK,)
M: Flex left knee move side and slightly forward onto right keeping left side in toward partner and as weight
is taken on right flex right knee and make slight body turn to left and look at partner.
W: Flex right knee move side and slightly back on to left keeping right side in toward partner and as weight
is taken on left flex left knee and make slight body turn to left.
Exits may vary, amount of time varies.
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#

Slow Side Lock
S sd Ik
Slow Side Lock
1,2,3;
THRU, SD & FWD, XIB; (THRU TRN, SD & BK TRN, XIF;)
M: T hru right, side and forward left to closed position, cross right in back of left turning slightly left face;
W: T hru left starting left face turn, side and back right continuing turn to closed position, cross left in front of
right;
Starts semi-closed position diagonal center of hall and ends closed position diagonal center of hall.

#

Telemark [Open]
tele
T elemark
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD TRN, FWD; (BK, CL TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left commencing to turn left, side right continuing turn, side and slightly forward left to end in
tight semi-closed position;
W: Back right commencing to turn left bringing left beside right with no weight, turn left face on right heel
[heel turn] and change weight to left, step side and slightly forward right to end in tight semi-closed
position;
May start in closed, banjo or sidecar position. Normally a 3/4 turn to the left. Sometimes cues as ”Open
Telemark”.

#

Telemark to Banj o [Closed]
tele to BJO
T elemark to Banjo
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD & SD TRN, FWD & SD; (BK, HEEL TRN, BK;)
M: Forward left [or from sidecar position forward left outside woman], forward and side right around woman
close to woman’s feet turning left face, step forward and side left to end in a tight banjo position;
W: Back right commencing left face heel turn on right heel bringing left beside right with no weight,
continue left face turn on right heel and change weight to left, step back and side right;
May start from closed, banjo or sidecar position. Sometimes cued as ”Closed Telemark”.

#

Viennese Turns
Vien trns
Viennese T urns
1,2,3; 1,2,3;
FWD TRN, SD, XIF; BK TRN, SD, CL; (BK TRN, SD, CL; FWD TRN, SD, XIF;)
M: Forward left commencing left face turn, side right continuing left face turn, cross left in front of right;
back right continuing left face turn, side left continuing turn, close right to left;
W: Back right commencing left face turn, side left continuing turn, close right to left; forward left continuing
turn, side right continuing turn, cross left in front of right;
One full left face turn in 2 measures.

#

Weav e to Banj o
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Weav e to Semi-Closed
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Whiplash
none
Whiplash
[Moved from Phase V – on Phase V Video Tape]
SS;
THRU, PT, –; (THRU, PT, –;)
M: From semi-closed position thru right, –, turning body right face point left hold ending in closed position,
–;
W: From semi-closed position thru left, –, swivel on left to face partner and point right hold ending in closed
position, –;
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wev to BJO
Weave to Banjo
FWD, FWD TRN, SD K BK; BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD;
(FWD, FWD TRN, SD & FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Forward right, forward left turning left face to closed position, side and slightly back right to diagonal line
and center; back left diagonal line and center turning woman to contra banjo position, back right turning
body left face to closed position, side and forward left diagonal line and wall turning woman to contra banjo
position;
W: Forward left, turning left face side right to closed position, continue turning on right to face line of dance
forward left diagonal line and center; forward right to contra banjo position, forward left to diagonal line and
center turning body left face to closed position, side and back right to contra banjo position;
Requires 2 measures. Starts semi-closed position diagonal line and center. No sway.
wev to SCP
Weave to Semi
FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK; BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD;
(FWD, FWD TRN, SD & FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & FWD;)
M: Forward right, forward left turning left face to closed position, side and slightly back right to diagonal line
and center; back left diagonal line and center turning woman to contra banjo position, back right turning
body left face to closed position, side and forward left diagonal line and wall turning woman to semi-closed
position;
W: Forward left, turning left face side right to closed position, continue turning on right until facing line of
dance then forward left diagonal line and center; forward right to contra banjo position, forward left to
diagonal line and center turning body left face to closed position, side and forward right to semi-closed
position;
Requires 2 measures. Starts in semi-closed position diagonal line and center. No sway.
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#

Back Turning Whisk
bk trng wsk
Back T urning Whisk
1,2,3;
BK TRN, SD, XIB; (FWD TRN, SD, XIB;)
M: Back left commence to turn right with slight right side stretch, side right continuing right face upper body
turn with right side stretch, cross left behind right to tight semi-closed position;
W: Forward right commence to turn right with slight left side stretch, staying well in man’s right arm side left
continuing right face upper body turn with left side stretch, cross right behind left in tight semi-closed
position;
Turns right face usually 1/4 to 3/8. Starts in closed or banjo position. Feet should not be crossed tightly.
Knees are kept relaxed.

#

Contra Check
contra ck
Contra Check
1,
CK FWD, (BK,)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP,
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left,
Flexing of knees as upper body rotates to the left with man’s left and woman’s right leg preceding the body
to move into the step is very important. Feet will be diagonally across the line of dance, legs will be crossed
at the thighs and should feel that the body moves up to the partner as you roll onto the supporting foot.
Exits and amount of turn varies.

## Contra Check and Slip
contra ck & slp
Contra Check and Slip
1,2,3;
CK FWD, –, REC, SLP BK; (BK, –, REC, SLP FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, recover right, slipping left back past right under the body;
W: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right in CBMP
looking well to left, recover left, slip forward right under body;
## Contra Check and Switch
contra ck & swch
Contra Check and Switch
1,2,3;
CK FWD, REC, TRN & BK; (BK, REC, TRN & FWD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong right side lead check forward left in
CBMP, recover right commence right face turn leaving left foot almost in place, continue right face turn
back left soft knees throughout;
W; Commence upper body turn to the left flexing knees with strong left side lead back right with right in
CBMP looking well to the left, recover left commence right face turn leaving right foot almost in place,
continue right face turn forward right between man’s feet with soft knees throughout;
#

Curv ed Feather
crvd fthr
Curved Feather
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, FWD & TRN, FWD & CK; (FWD TRN, SD & BK TRN, BK & CK;)
M: Forward right in CBMP commence to turn right, with left side stretch continue right turn side and forward
left, continue upper body turn to right with left side stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP diagonally
reverse line of dance and wall;
W: Forward left in CBMP commence to turn right, staying well in man’s right arm with right side stretch
continue right turn side and back right, continue upper body turn to right with right side stretch back left in
CBMP;
Starts in semi-closed, banjo or closed position, usually facing line and wall and ends in contra banjo
position diagonally reverse line and wall.

#

Double Rev erse Spin
dbl rev spn
Double Reverse
1,2,3; (1,2&,3;)
FWD TRN, SD, SPN TCH; (BK, HEEL TRN/SD & BK TRN, XIF;)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, side right 3/8 turn between 1 and 2, spin left face up to 1/2 between
2 and 3 on ball of right bringing left foot under body beside right no weight flexed knees;
W: Back right commence to turn left, left foot closes to right heel turn turning 1/2 between 1 and 2/side and
slightly back right continuing left turn, cross left in front of right;
Starts and ends in closed position while amount of turn may vary between 1 full turn, 7/8 turn or 3/4. Man
has only tw o changes of weight while woman has four. Woman’s timing may vary. Man has strong left body
turn betw een steps 1 and 2.
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Eros Line
none
Eros Line
1,2,3;
SD, STRETCH, HOLD; (SD, RAISING R LEG TO EROS LINE, HOLD;)
M: Commence slight body turn to the right with left knee flexed side right foot flat between woman’s feet,
with continuing right side stretch as right leg straightens leading woman to raise her right leg with an
upward stretch of the right side of the body and a left sway while looking toward woman, hold;
W: Commence slight body turn to the right with right knee flexed side left, with a continuing left side stretch
raise right leg from the floor for the Eros Line moving right knee back turning the leg out so that the right
toe and heel are parallel to the floor with strong left side stretch and right sway with head well to right, hold;

## Forward Tipple Chasse
fwd tipple chasse
T ipple Chasse
1,2&,3;
FWD TRN, SD/CL, TRN SD & BK; (BK TRN, SD/CL, TRN SD & FWD;)
M: Commence slight upper body turn right forward right turning right, continue right turn 1/4 between 1 and
2 side left/close right, continue right turn 1/8 between 3 and 4 side and slightly back left;
W: Commence slight upper body turn right back left turning right, continue right turn 1/4 between 1 and 2
side right/close left, side and slightly forward right;
May start in contra banjo or closed position.
#

Hairpin
none
Hairpin
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD CRV, CRV FWD; (BK, BK CRV, CRV BK;)
M: Forward right commence to turn right heel to toe between woman’s feet, with left side stretch forward
left brushing thighs turning right, continue right turn swiveling right face with strong left side stretch banking
into the turn forward right outside partner in tight CBMP on toes;
W: Back and slightly side on left commence to turn right, with right side stretch back right well under the
body turning right, continue right turn swiveling right face with strong right side stretch back left in tight
CBMP on toes;
A curving figure to the right following the curve of a hairpin. Usually starts in closed position.
Heel Pull [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase IV Addendum Video]

#

Hinge
none
Hinge
1,2,3;
BK TRN, SD & FWD, TRN; (FWD TRN, SD & SVWL, XIB;)
M: From closed position step back right commence to turn left, side and slightly forward left with up to 1/4
turn between 1 and 2 commence left side stretch continue left side stretch swiveling left 1/B leading woman
to cross her left foot behind her right keeping left side toward partner, relaxing left knee and veering right
knee to sway right to look at woman;
W: Forward left commencing left turn, side right up to 1/4 turn between 1 and 2 commence right side
stretch continue right side stretch swiveling left face, cross left in back of right keeping left side toward
partner, relaxing left knee [head to left with shoulders almost parallel to partner] with no weight on right;
If in semi-closed position man cannot step back but must step forward.

## Hov er Cross Ending
hvr X endg
Hover Cross Ending
1&,2,3;
FWD/REC, SD & FWD, FWD; (BK/REC, SD & BK, BK;)
M: With a right side stretch forward left across right on toe/recover right, with left side lead side and forward
left, with a left side stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP;
W: With left side stretch back right across left on toe/recover left, with right side lead side and back right
small step, back left in CBMP;
Timing may vary 1,2&,3; or 1,2,3&;
#
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Jete Point
jete pt
Jete Point
1&,
FWD/XTND, (FWD TRN/XTND,)
M: Forward onto ball then lowering to flat of foot with springing action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying and head looking in direction of extended foot,
W: Forward onto ball then lowering to flat of foot with springing action/extend other foot to side with inside
edge of foot in contact with floor swaying and head looking in direction of extended foot [if starting from
semi-closed position woman would pickup to closed position on springing step and extension of foot and
sway would be same as previous stated],
A 1 beat movement. Timing may vary. Sw ay may vary depending on following figure. Supporting knee
flexes sharply.
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#

Mini Telespin
1,2,3&; 1,2,3;

none
Mini-T elespin
FWD TRN, SD, BK & SD/SPN; CONT SPN, CL, HOLD;
(BK, HEEL TRN, FWD/FWD; FWD SPN, CL, HOLD;)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, side right 3/8 turn between 1 and 2, back and side left no weight
light pressure inside edge of toe keeping left side in to woman/turn body left face no weight to lead woman
to closed position commencing spin; forward left continue spin left face on left drawing right to left under
body, close right flexing knees, hold;
W: Back right commence to turn left, left foot closes to right heel turn turning 1/2 between 1 and 2, forward
right keeping right side in toward man/forward left turning left face toward partner head to the right; forward
right to closed position head to left spinning left face drawing left to right under body, close left flexing
knees, hold;
Starts in closed position. Ends in closed position. Usually turns left face 1 1/4 to 1 3/8.

#

Natural Hov er Cross
1,2,3&; 1,2,3;

#

Natural Telemark
nat tele
Natural T elemark
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, SD TRN, SD & FWD; (BK TRN, HEEL TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Forward right commence to turn right, side left with left side stretch 1/4 turn between 1 and 2, side and
forward right small step 1/2 turn between 2 and 3;
W: Back left commence to turn right, right foot closes to left heel turn with right side stretch turning 3/8
between 1 and 2, continue right turn staying well in mans right arm side and slightly back left 3/8 turn
between 2 and 3;
Usually closed position throughout, but may start in banjo position. Normally 3/4 right face turn. May end in
sidecar or reverse semi-closed positions.

#

Natural Weav e
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

#

Outside Spin
outsd spn
Outside Spin
1,2,3;
BK TRN, FWD TRN, SD & BK; (FWD TRN, CL TRN; FWD;)
M: In contra banjo position preparing to lead woman outside partner commence body turn to right toeing in
with right side lead back left in CBMP small step 3/8 turn to right on 1, forward right in CBMP heel to toe
continue to turn right, 3/8 turn between 2 and 3 side and back left to end in closed position 1/4 turn on 3;
W: Commence body turn to right with a left side lead staying well in man’s right arm right foot forward in
CBMP outside partner heel toe, left foot closes to right foot on toe 5/8 turn between 1 and 2, continuing to
turn 1/4 between 2 and 3 forward right between man’s feet closed position 1/8 turn on 3;
Amount of turn may vary.

nat hvr X
Hover Cross
FWD TRN, SD TRN, SD/FWD; REC, SD, FWD;
(BK TRN, HEEL TRN, SD/BK; REC, SD, BK;)
M: Forward right diagonal line and wall commence to turn right, side left with left side stretch 1/4 turn
between 1 and 2, continue right turn side right 1/2 turn between 2 and 3 body turns less facing diagonal
line center/with right side stretch forward left outside partner in CBMP on toe; recover right with slight left
side lead, side and forward left, with a left side stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP on toes;
W: Back left commence to turn right, right foot closes to left heel turn with a right side stretch turning 3/8
between 1 and 2, continue right turn side left 1/4 turn between 2 and 3 to closed position/with left side
stretch back right in CBMP on toe; recover left with slight right side lead, side and back right, with a right
side stretch back left in CBMP;
Normally not a Waltz figure. If done timing may be as indicated. Timing may also be 1,2,3; 1,2&,3; or 1,2,3;
1,2,3&;

nat wev
Natural Weave
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, BK; BK, BK TRN, SD & FWD;
(BK TRN, HEEL TRN, SD & FWD; FWD, FWD TRN, SD & BK;)
M: Forward right commence to turn right, side left with left side stretch a little under 1/4 turn between 1 and
2, right side lead back right diagonal line and center preparing to lead woman outside partner slight right
turn between 2 and 3; right side stretch back left in CBMP, back right commence left face turn passing
through closed position, left side stretch side and forward left 1/4 turn left between 5 and 6 body turns less
contra banjo position;
W: Back left commence to turn right, right foot closes to left heel turn with right side stretch turning 1/4
between 1 and 2, left side lead forward left contra banjo position preparing to step outside partner, left side
stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner, forward left commence to turn left passing through closed
position, with right side stretch side right 1/8 turn between 5 and 6 contra banjo position;
A 2 measure figure. May start in closed, banjo or semi-closed positions. If started in semi-closed position,
w oman’s first three steps are forw ard, forw ard, forward.
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#

Quick Lock Slow Lock
qk Ik slo Ik
Quick Lock Slow Lock
1&,2,3;
BK/LK, BK, LK; (FWD/LK, FWD, LK;)
M: With right side lead and right side stretch back right/lock left in front, back right, lock left in front;
W: With left side lead and left side stretch forward left/lock right in back, forward left, lock right in back;
Uses contra banjo position throughout.

#

Quick Open Rev erse
qk op rev
Quick Open Reverse
1,2&,3;
FWD, FWD TRN/SD & BK, BK; (BK, BK TRN/SD & FWD, FWD;)
M: Forward right in CBMP, forward left commence to turn left/side and back right 1/4 turn left between 2
and 3, right side stretch back left in CBMP;
W: Back left in CBMP, back right commence to turn left/side and forward left 3/8 turn between 2 and 3, left
side stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP;
Starts in banjo position and blends thru closed position to end in contra banjo position. Usually 3/8 to 1I2
left turn. May start in closed position. May also start from semi-closed position in which case woman’s first
step w ould be forward as she commences to turn left.

#

Rev erse Fallaway [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]

#

Rev erse Fallaway and Slip
rev falwy & slp
Reverse Fallaway Slip
[Moved from Phase VI – on Phase VI Video Tape]
1,2&,3;
FWD TRN, BK/BK, SLP BK; (BK TRN, BK/BK, TRN FWD;)
M: Forward left commence to turn left, back right with left side lead in fallaway position 1/4 turn between 1
and 2/left foot back in CBMP well under body in fallaway position 1/8 turn between 2 and 3 body turns less,
turning left face slip right past left toeing in with small step back on right left foot stays forward in CBMP
continue left turn 1/4 between 3 and 4 flexing into right knee;
W: Sack right, back left with left side lead in fallaway position/back right in CBMP well under body fallaway
position 5/8 turn left on 3, continue left turn slip left past right forward left in CBMP into closed position
flexing left knee;
Starts in closed position facing center of hall and line of dance. Semi closed position on the crossing step.
Ends in closed position facing diagonal wall and line of dance or line of dance. Woman may keep head to
left on crossing step. Timing may also be &1,2,3; 1,&2,3; 1,2,3&;

## Rev erse Impetus
rev imp
Reverse Impetus
1,2,3;
BK, CL [TRNG LF], SD & BK; (FWD TRN, SD & FWD TRN, FWD;)
M: Back right commence to turn left, left closed to right with left side stretch heel turn rising on ball of left
toe turning 1/2 between 1 and 2, continue left turn with left side stretch on ball of left foot side and back
right 1/4 turn between 2 and 3;
W: Forward left commence to turn left staying well into man’s right arm, with right side stretch side right
rising on ball of right toe bring left foot back to brush up to right foot 1/2 turn between 1 and 2, continuing
left turn with right side stretch on ball of right foot side and forward left 1/4 turn between 2 and 3;
When starting in closed position, the first step for the woman is forward on left outside man’s feet.
## Right Lunge Roll and Slip
R lun roll & slp
Right Lunge Roll & Slip
1,2,3;
SD & FWD, TRN REC, BK; (SD & BK, TRN REC, FWD;)
M: Side and forward right, rolling right face up to 3/8 recover left, slip right past left;
W: Side and back left, rolling right face up to 3/8 recover right, forward left;
Man should start w ith a relaxed left knee and woman a relaxed right knee. As weight is transferred, both
should step into the right lunge onto a relaxed knee. Man should keep his top off and/or away from the
w oman. Woman looks to the left staying well in the man’s right arm. Starts and ends in closed position. The
slip may turn 1/4 or more left.
## Right Turning Lock
R trng Ik
Right T urning Lock
1&,2,3; or 1,2&,3;
BK/XIF, SD & FWD, FWD; (FWD/XIB, FWD & SD TRN, FWD;)
M: Back right backing line of dance with right side lead commence to turn right/cross left in front of right to
face center of hall, with slight left side stretch continue to turn upper body to right side and forward right
between woman’s feet continuing to turn right, forward left to semi-closed position;
W: Forward left with left side lead commence to turn right/cross right in back of left, with slight right side
stretch forward and side left staying well into the man’s right arm continue to turn right, forward right to
semi-closed position;
Starts in closed position and ends in semi-closed position.
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Ripple Chasse
none
Ripple Chasse
1,2&,3;
THRU, SD/CL, SD & FWD; (THRU, SD/CL, SD & FWD;)
M: T hru right on CBMP, side and slightly forward left with slight left side stretch/continue left side stretch
into right sway as you close right to left looking to right, side and forward left loosing sway blending to
semi-closed position;
W: T hru left in CBMP, side and slightly forward right with slight right side stretch/continue right side stretch
into a left sway as you close left to right looking to left, side and forward right loosing sway blending to
semi-closed position;
Starts in semi-closed position. May also end contra banjo position.

#

Rising Lock
rising lk
Rising Lock
1,2,3;
BK TRN, SD & FWD TRN, XIB; (FWD TRN, SD & BK TRN, XIF;)
M: Back right commence to turn left, side and forward left 3/8 turn between 1 and 2 body turns less, cross
right in back of left body completes turn;
W: Forward left commence turn left, side and back right 1/4 turn between 1 and 2, cross left in front of right
1/8 turn between 2 and 3;
Starts and ends in closed position. A 5/8 turn to left with slow gradual rising made on counts 2 and 3.

## Royal Spin
royal spn
Royal Spin
1,2,3;
BK TRN, FWD TRN, FWD; (FWD, SM RONDE & UP, LOWER FT;)
M: in banjo position commence body turn to right toeing in with right side lead back left small step CBMP
3/8 turn right on 1, forward right outside partner CBMP heel t toe continue to turn right, left foot passes
under body with left side lead side and forward left to contra banjo position 5/8 turn right between 2 and 3;
W: Commence body turn to right with left side lead staying well into man’s right arm right foot forward in
CBMP heel to toe outside partner, continue to turn left as left foot curls in small ronde clockwise raising
knee to bring left foot to right knee toes pointed down 5/8 turn on the ball of right foot between 1 and 2, 3/8
turn to right on ball of right foot between 2 and 3 touch left to right contra banjo position;
Amount of turn may vary.
#

Running Open Natural
rung op nat
Running Open Natural
1,2&,3;
FWD TRN, SD & BK/BK, BK; (FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD;)
M: T hru right in CBMP commence to turn right, side and back left with slight left side stretch 3/8 turn to
right between 1 and 2/back right with right side lead preparing to lead woman outside partner 1/8 turn right
between 2 and 3, with slight right side stretch back left in CBMP;
W: T hru left in CBMP commence upper body turn right, staying well into man’s right arm with slight right
side stretch forward right/forward left with left side lead preparing to step outside partner, with slight left
side stretch forward right outside partner in CBMP;
Starts semi-closed position, ends contra banjo position. Man has 1/2 turn right face over 4 steps. Woman
has all forw ard steps with 1/4 right face body turn over 4 steps.

#

Swiv el Whisk
swvl wsk
Swivel Whisk
1,2,3;
BK TRN, CONT TRN, CONT TRN; (FWD TRN, SD, XIB;)
M: Back left with right side lead commence to turn right allow right foot to move slightly leftwards across the
front of the left foot without weight, continue body turn to right with right side stretch leading woman outside
partner, swivel slightly to right continue upper body turn to right with right side stretch in tight semi-closed
position right foot remains forward near left foot no weight;
W: Forward right with left side lead commence to turn right, side left staying well into man’s right arm 3/8
turn between 1 and 2, swivel slightly to the right with left side stretch right foot passes under the body past
the left foot crossing right in back of left in tight semi-closed position 1/8 turn between 2 and 3;
Usually starts in CBMP man outside partner and ends in semi-closed position. Knees are kept relaxed
throughout. Man has 1 w eight change throughout the figure, w oman has 3 weight changes.

#

Syncopated Whisk
sync wsk
Syncopated Whisk
1&,2,3;
THRU/CL, SD, XIB; (THRU/CL, SD, XIB;)
M: T hru right in CBMP/left hip turns toward partner close left to right closed position, side right with slight
right side stretch, right side stretch with slight body turn to right left foot crosses in back of right to tight
semi-closed position;
W: T hru left in CBMP/right hip turns toward partner close right to left with slight left side stretch, with left
side stretch right foot crosses in back of left to tight semi-closed position;
Feet should not be crossed tightly, must be 5 to 6 inches apart for balance.
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## Tipple Chasse
none
T ipple Chasse
1,2&,3;
BK TRN, SD TRN/CL, SD; (FWD TRN, SD TRN/CL, SD;)
M: Commence upper body turn to right back left turning right, side right with slight left side stretch 1/4 turn
between 1 and 2/close left, side and slightly forward right 1/8 turn between 3 and 4;
W: Commence upper body turn to right forward right turning right, side left with slight right side stretch 1/4
turn between 1 and 2/close right, side and slightly back left 1/8 turn between 3 and 4;
Starts in closed position. Amount of turn may vary.
#

Top Spin
top spn
T op Spin
1,2&,3;
BK TRN, SD & FWD/FWD SPN, BK; (FWD TRN, SD & BK/BK SPN, BK;)
M: Back right commence to turn left, with left side stretch left foot side and slightly forward 3/8 turn between
1 and 2 body turns less/with left side stretch right foot forward in CBMP outside partner spin left kept left
leg extended back 1/8 turn on 3, back left in CBMP;
W: Forward left commence to turn left, with right side stretch side right 1/4 turn between 1 and 2/with right
side stretch back left in CBMP 1/8 turn between 2 and 3 body turns less spin left keep right leg extended
forward 1/8 turn on 3, forward right in CBMP;
A 4 step left turning figure in which the Top Spin action occurs on step 3 in the Waltz with man in CBMP
outside partner. Amount of turn may vary.

#

Turning Lock
trng Ik
T urning Lock
1&,2,3;
BK/LK, BK TRN, SD & FWD; (FWD/LK, FWD TRN, BK & SD;)
M: Back right with right side lead and right side stretch/left crosses in front of right, back and slightly
rightwards right commence to turn left, side and slightly forward left to contra banjo position 1/4 turn left
between 3 and 4 body turns less;
W: Forward left with left side lead and left side stretch/right crosses in back of left, forward and slightly
leftwards left commence to turn left, side and slightly back right to contra banjo position 1/4 turn between 3
and 4 body turns less;
Usually turns left face 1/4.

#

Whiplash [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase V Video Tape]
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WALTZ – PHASE VI
#

Big Top
none
Big T op
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, TRN XIB, TRN BK; (FWD SPN, FWD SPN, SPN BRUSH FWD;)
M: Forward right [with right side stretch] commencing left face spin, continue left face turn cross left in back
of right [with no sway], continuing spin slip right a small step back past left [with no sway];
W: Forward left commencing left face spin, forward right around man’s left side continuing s pin, continuing
spin brush left to right forward left;
Starts In semi-closed position approximately 3/4 turn to left, end closed position. Second step for man is on
last half of second beat. Second step for woman is on first half of second beat. Woman must turn in line
w ith man in closed position during second step but head may remain to right until turn is complete and she
is ready to take last step.

#

Checked Natural Slip
ck nat slp
Checked Natural Slip
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD TRN CK, TRN REC; (BK, CL TRN CK, TRN FWD;)
M: Forward right, forward left on toe turning right face [with left side stretch] and checking forward motion
[with no stretch but sway to left], turning left face recover back right continuing turn to face diagonal center;
W: Back left, close right to left rise to toes turning right face and checking back motion, turning left face slip
left forward to closed position continuing left face turn;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal wall, closed position throughout, ends closed position facing
diagonal center. Woman may open head on step 2 or keep it closed. Step 2 for woman may be feet closed
or slightly side right, usually 1/4 to 3/8 turn.

#

Checked Rev erse Slip
ck rev slp
Checked Reverse Slip
1,2,3;
FWD, FWD TRN CK, TRN REC; (BK, CL TRN CK, TRN FWD;)
M: Forward left, forward right on toe turning left face [with right side stretch] checking forward motion [with
no stretch but sway to right], turning right face recover back on left continuing turn to face diagonal wall;
W: Back right, close left to right rise to toes turning left face checking back motion, turning right face slip
right forward to closed position continuing right face turn;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal center, closed position throughout but man may turn head to right
on step 2 or keep it left, ends closed position facing diagonal wall. Step 2 for the woman may be feet
closed or slightly side left, usually 1/4 to 3/8 turn.

#

Continuous Hov er Cross
1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3;

cont hvr X
Continuous Hover Cross
FWD TRN, SD TRN, SD; FWD, CL, BK; BK, SD, FWD;
(BK TRN, TRN CL, SD; BK, SD, FWD; FWD, SD & BK, BK;)
Normally not done in Waltz as it is a Foxtrot figure.
M: Forward right diagonal line and wall commencing right face turn [with left side stretch], continue turn
side left diagonal line and wall facing diagonal reverse and wall [no sway], with a strong right face turn on
left small step right diagonal line and wall facing diagonal line and center [with right side stretch]; forward
left across right to contra sidecar position [with right side stretch], close right to left [with right side stretch],
back left in contra banjo position [with right side stretch]; back right to closed position [no sway], side and
forward left with a left side lead [with left side stretch], forward right in contra banjo position [with left side
stretch];
W: Back left commencing a right face turn, [heel turn] close right [no weight] continue turn and change
weight to right, side left to closed position; back right to contra sidecar position, side left to closed position,
forward right to contra banjo position; forward left to closed position, side and back right, back left in contra
banjo position;
Closed position to start. Contra sidecar position on 4th step to closed position on step 6. Contra Banjo
position on step 7 to closed position on step 8. Contra Banjo position on 9th step. May start in banjo
position, first step for man w ould be outside partner blending to closed position between steps 1 and 2. Full
turn to right made over first five steps. 1/4 turn to left made over last three steps. May be started in semiclosed position, first step for both man and w oman w ould be thru man turning right face, second step would
be side continue turn to closed position. Figure would be the same for the remainder. Timing may vary.
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#

Continuous Wing
1,2&,3&; 1&,2&,3&;

#

Dev elope [Moved to Phase IV – on Phase VI Video Tape]

#

Double Natural Spin
dbl nat
Double Natural
1,2,3; (1,2&,3;)
FWD, FWD TRN, TCH; (BK TRN, CL TRN, SD & FWD/FWD;)
M: Right turning figure from closed position forward right turning body to right, forward and side left
continuing a right face turn on left foot with spinning action [often one full turn], touch right to left contra
banjo position;
W: Back left turning body to right, close right to left for heel turn continuing right face turn on ball of right,
”&” side and forward left around man/forward right outside partner’s right side to contra banjo position;
No sw ay in figure because of spinning action.

#

Double Telemark
1,2,3; &1,2,3;

#

Link to Promenade
link to PROM
Link to Promenade
1,2,3;
FWD, TCH, FWD; (BK TRN, TCH, FWD;)
M: Forward right [with left side stretch], touch left to right [no sway], forward left [with right side stretch];
W: Back left turning right face, touch right to left, forward right;
Usually starts in banjo position, ends semi-closed position. No turn for man. 3/8 turn for woman. Starts with
slight right sway for man. Starts with slight left sway for w oman. No sway on touch, rise to toes on touch.
Ends w ith slight left sway for man and slight right sway for woman. Woman may keep head left throughout
or may turn it right on first step and back on last step. [Starting position may vary therefore the first step
may vary.]

#

Opposition Points [Moved to Actions]

#

Piv ot to Hairpin
pvt to hairpin
Pivot to Hairpin
1,2&,3;
BK PVT, FWD/FWD TRN, FWD CK; (FWD PVT, BK/BK;)
M: Back left pivoting 1/2 right face [no sway], forward right/left strong curve to right [with left side stretch],
forward right outside partner checking on toe in contra banjo position [with left side stretch];
W: Forward right pivoting 1/2 right face, back left/right curving right face, back left strong right curve high
on toes in contra banjo position;
A curving figure to the right where the curve follows the right face pivot. Strong curve resembles the curve
of a hairpin.

#

Rev erse Corte
rev corte
Reverse Corte
1,2,3;
BK TRN, –, –; (FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL;)
M: Back right turning left face [no sway], continue turn on right [with left side stretch], continuing turn to
contra banjo position touch left to right [with left side stretch];
W: Forward left, forward right turning left face, close left to right to contra banjo position;
Starts In closed position, ends contra banjo position.
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cont wing
Continuous Wing
–, –, –; –, –, –; NO WGT CHG; –, –, –/CL;
(FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD/FWD; FWD/FWD, FWD/FWD, FWD/FWD;)
M: Standing on left foot with body facing wall turn body sharply left face and spin on left foot for two
measures taking weight on the right foot on the last ”&” count ending in sidecar position facing reverse line
of dance [with right side stretch];
W: Forward left tightly around man with a strong left lead head turned strongly to left, run right/left, right/left;
right/left, right/left, right/left to end in sidecar position;
Normally 1 3/4 revolutions but amount of turn and number of steps and timing of woman’s steps may vary.

dbl tele
Double T elemark
FWD TRN, SD TRN, FWD; FWD/FWD TRN, SD TRN, FWD;
(BK TRN, TRN CL, FWD; FWD TRN/BK TRN, SPN CL, FWD;)
M: From closed position forward left turning body left face [no sway], side right continuing turn [with right
side stretch], side and forward left to complete 7/8 turn [no sway]; forward right with a heel lead starting a
left face turn/forward left continuing turn [no sway], side and forward right [with right side stretch], continue
turn side and forward left to tight semi-closed position completing the second 7/8 turn [with no sway];
W: Back right starting a left face body turn, back left to right for a heel turn and transfer weight to left, a
strong step forward right; forward left turning left face to closed position/back right starting a left face turn,
back left to right for a toe spin and transfer weight to left, forward right to a tight semi-closed position;
A 2 measure figure. The third step should be in semi-closed position with the woman still in the man’s right
arm. On the fourth step, the man must allow the woman to take weight on the thru step before beginning
the pick up action, the step is a heel lead for both the man and woman. On step 5 the woman steps back
on the right toe quickly bringing the left foot to the right and starting the telemark turn on the right toe. She
transfers to her left foot on step 6 and continues the turn on her left toes.
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#

Rev erse Fallaway and Slip [Moved to Phase V – on Phase VI Video T ape]

#

Rev erse Piv ot
rev pvt
Reverse Pivot
S or Q or &
BK TRN (FWD TRN)
M: Back right small step with toes turned in pivoting to the left on ball of right foot while holding left foot
forward. Weight should be kept forward.
W: Forward left small step pivoting to the left on ball of left foot while holding right foot back.
This is a 1 step figure used in place of a heel turn to make a quick turn to the left. There is no rise and fall
and no body sw ay. Amount of turn is usually 1/2 but may be less.

#

Ronde and Slip
ronde & slp
Ronde & Slip
1,2,3;
RONDE, XIB, BK; (RONDE, XIB, FWD;)
M: Ronde left counter clockwise and cross behind right no weight [with right side stretch], back left and rise
turning left face [no sway], slip back small right step keeping left leg extended [no sway];
W: Ronde right clockwise and cross behind left no weight, back right start a left face turn on the ball of right
foot [thighs locked and left leg extended], forward left slip continuing left face turn placing left foot near
man’s right foot;
Amount of turn may vary.

#

Rudolph Ronde
none
Rudolph Ronde
1 step
FWD (BK TRN RONDE XIB)
M: Forward right between partner’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back allowing left side to remain in to woman [with left side stretch].
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side in to man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde no weight change.
Woman’s leg w ill ronde from hip. Exits may vary.

#

Rudolph Ronde and Slip
Rudolph ronde & slp
Rudolph & Slip
1,2,3;
FWD, REC, BK; (BK TRN RONDE XIB, BK TRN FWD;)
M: Forward right between woman’s feet as if to start a right face pivot but stop action by flexing right knee
while keeping left foot back continuing body turn allowing left side to remain toward woman [with left side
stretch], back left [no sway], back right with rise and continue left face turn [no sway] [keeping left leg
extended];
W: Back left turning right face to semi-closed position allowing right leg to ronde clockwise keeping right
side toward man with right leg crossing behind left leg at end of ronde, back right starting a left face pivot
on the ball of right foot [thighs locked and left leg extended], forward left slip continuing left face turn
placing left foot near man’s right foot;
Amount of turn on slip may vary up to 3/8.

#

Rumba Cross
RB X
Rumba Cross
1&,2,3;
FWD/LK TRN, PVT, 2; (BK/XIF TRN, PVT, 2;)
M: Forward left with left shoulder leading [with left side stretch]/crossing right in back of left turning right
face on toes [with left side stretch], continuing turn back left [with left side stretch], forward right [no
stretch];
W: Back right/crossing left in front of right turning right face on toes, continuing turn forward right between
man’s feet pivot, back left;
Closed position throughout, 1/2 to 3/4 turn to right. First step is heel lead for man well down into left knee
rising to toes on crossing step.

## Running Hov er
rung hvr
Running Hover
1,2&,3;
FWD, FWD/FWD & SD, FWD; (BK, BK/BK & SD TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward right [no sway], forward left in closed position [no sway]/forward and side right [with right side
stretch], forward left [no sway];
W: Back left, back right/back and side left turning to tight semi-closed position, forward right;
May start in closed or banjo position. May also end in banjo position.
#

Running Spin
rung spn
Running Spin
1,2&,3;
BK PVT, FWD TRN/SD, BK; (FWD PVT, BK TRN/SD, FWD;)
M: Back left pivoting 1/2 right face [no sway], forward right continuing turn [with left side stretch]/side left
[no sway], back right in contra banjo position [with right side stretch];
W: Forward right pivoting 1/2 right face, back left continuing turn/side right, forward left in contra banjo
position;
Starts in closed position facing reverse line of dance, ends in contra banjo position facing reverse diagonal
w all. Timing may vary at choreographer’s discretion.
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#

Same Foot Lunge
same ft lun
Same Foot Lunge
1 Step
SD & FWD (BK)
M: Side and slightly forward right looking right [with right side stretch].
W: Back right well under body turning body to left and looking well to left.
Timing and exits w ill vary. Man’s and woman’s right knees should be well flexed in lunge. Keep hips up and
tow ard partner. Closed position figure except to start woman w ill be slightly turned to right.

#

Spin and Double Twist
1,2,3; &1,2,3; &1,2,3;

#

Spin and Twist
1,2,3; &1,2,3;

spn & dbl twst
Spin & Double T wist
BK TRN, FWD TRN, SD; XIB, UNWIND, SD; XIB, UNWIND, SD & BK;
(FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL; FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, CL; FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, FWD;)
M: Back left pivoting right face [with left side stretch], forward right heel to ball continuing turn [with left side
stretch], side left toward diagonal wall [no sway]; cross right in back of left with only partial weight [no
sway], unwind right face changing weight to right [no sway], continue turning right face step side left
diagonal wall [no sway]; cross right in back of left with only partial weight [no sway], unwind right face
changing weight to right [no sway], continue turning right face rise and step side and back left [no sway];
W: Forward right between man’s feet pivoting right face, back left continuing pivot, close right to left facing
diagonal center, forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face to face diagonal center, close
right to left; forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face, forward right between man’s feet;
Closed position to start. Starting both twists, the woman is slightly to the right of man so when he crosses
behind on the ”and” step she may go forward outside. Typically ends in closed position but could end in
semi-closed position. Typically two 3/4 turns to the right over the entire figure.
spn & twst
Spin and T wist
BK TRN, FWD TRN, SD; XIB, UNWIND, SD & BK;
(FWD TRN, FWD TRN, CL; FWD/FWD, FWD TRN, FWD;)
M: Back left pivoting right face [with left side stretch], forward right continuing turn [with left side stretch],
side left toward diagonal wall [no sway]; cross right in back of left with only pressure not full weight/unwind
right face changing weight to right [no sway], continue turning right face [no sway], step side and back left
[no sway];
W: Forward right between man’s feet pivot, back left turning right face, close right to left facing diagonal
center, forward left/right around man, forward left turning right face, forward right between man’s feet;
Closed position facing reverse line of dance to start, w oman outside partner on second half of figure
turning to closed position to end, Ends in closed position facing diagonal wall or w all, or may be overturned
to reverse diagonal w all. 1 5/8 to 1 7/8 turn to right over entire figure. May also end in semi-closed position
on last step to face diagonal center. Timing may also be 1,2,3; 1/&,2,3; or may vary at the discretion of the
choreographer.

* Split Ronde
none
Split Ronde
123; (1,2&,3;)
RONDE, XIB CONT TRN, SLP; (RONDE, XIB CONT TRN/SD & BK, SLP;)
M: Lowering on right ronde left leg CCW turning left face, cross left in back of right continuing to turn,
continue turn slip right back;
W: Lowering on right ronde left leg CCW turning left face, cross left in back of right continuing to turn/side
and back right, continuing turn slip left in front;
#
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Teleronde
1,2,3; 1,2,3;

none
T eleronde
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD & BK; SPN, SD, BK;
(BK TRN, TRN CL, FWD; FWD RONDE TRN, TRN, FWD;)
M: Forward left commencing left face turn [with right side stretch], forward right continuing turn [with right
side stretch], side and back left keep left side toward woman [with right side stretch]; spin left face on left
[no sway], side right continuing turn [no sway], back left [no sway];
W: Back right commence left face heel turn, close left no weight and continue turn changing weight to left,
forward right; keep right side in to man forward left lift right leg up straight forward turning left face on left,
continue turn on left, forward right;
Start closed position facing diagonal center, end closed position facing reverse line of dance. 1 3/8 turn left
face. Woman may turn head to right on third step and back to left on last step or keep it left throughout.
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Telespin
1,2,3; &1,2,3;

telespn
T elespin
FWD TRN, FWD TRN, SD & BK; SPN/CONT SPN, SD, BK;
(BK TRN, TRN CL, TRN FWD; FWD/FWD, TRN CL, FWD;)
M: Forward left turning left face [with right side stretch], forward and side right continuing turn [continue
right side stretch], side and back left with partial weight keeping left side forward toward woman [continue
right side stretch]; spin left face taking full weight to left [no sway], side right continue turn [no sway], back
left [no sway];
W: Back right turning left face, bring left to right starting a heel turn and gradually change weight to left
continuing trn, forward right continuing the turn; keeping right side in toward man step forward left/right,
continue turn toe spin and close left, forward right;
Starts in closed position facing diagonal center and line of dance and ends in closed position facing
reverse line of dance. Figure turns left face 1 3/8. Woman may keep head left throughout or may turn it
right on third step and back to left for closing step.

## Three Fallaways
1,2,3; 1,2,3; 1,2,3;

3 falwys
T hree Fallaways
FWD TRN, SD, XIB; BK TRN, SD & FWD, XIB; FWD TRN, SD, XIB;
(BK TRN, SD, XIB; TRN FWD SLP, SD & BK, XIB; BK TRN, SD, XIB;)
M: In closed position forward left turning left [with right side stretch], side right [with right side stretch], cross
left in back of right to semi-closed position [with right side stretch]; back right turning left to closed position
[no sway], side and forward left [with left side stretch], cross right well behind left to reverse semi-closed
position [with left side stretch]; forward left turning left [blending to right side stretch], side right [with right
side stretch], cross left in back of right to semi-closed position [with right side stretch];
W: From closed position back right turning left, side left, cross right in back of left to semi-closed position;
turning left forward left slipping to closed position, side and slightly back right to reverse semi-closed
position, cross left well behind right semi-closed position; back right turning left, side left, cross right in back
of left to semi-closed position;
First measure man has left sw ay – cross in back step should be taken well under body. Second measure
has right sw ay – the cross action is like a left whisk. Do not open the body. Third measure has no sway.
Full figure turns left face 1 3/4 revolutions. Timing may vary.

#

Throwaway Ov ersway
thrwy ovrsway
T hrowaway Oversway
1 Step
SD & FWD (SD & FWD TRN)
M: Side and forward left relaxing left knee and allowing right to point side and back while keeping right side
in toward woman and looking at her [with left side stretch].
W: Side and forward right turning left face while relaxing right knee and sliding left foot back under body
past the right foot to point back meanwhile looking well to the left and keeping left side in toward man.
May begin in semi-closed position or closed position. When done from closed position man’s first step back
and w oman’s first step forw ard 1/8 to 1/4 turn to left on first step. Figure ends with hips kept up toward
partner. Entries, exits and timing vary.

#

Trav eling Contra Check
trav contra ck
T raveling Contra Check
1,2,3;
FWD TRN, CL, FWD; (BK TRN, CL/RlSE, FWD;)
M: Forward left with contra body motion with upper body turned to the left [with right side stretch], close
right/rising to toes [no sway], forward left in semi-closed position [with right side stretch];
W: Back right turning right face, close left/rising to toes, forward right in semi-closed position;
Start in closed position, closed position on 1 & 2 to semi-closed position on last step. Knees must be
relaxed but hips kept up so as not to give sitting effect on first step.
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